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Introduction

We welcome you to the second installment of the NAACL-HLT Industry Track.

Introduced at NAACL-HLT 2018 in New Orleans, the industry track provides a forum for researchers,
engineers and application developers to exchange ideas, share results and discuss use cases of successful
deployment of language technologies in real-world settings. The inaugural Industry track was very
successful in terms of both participation during the conference and feedback received through the post-
conference survey.

Continuing the industry track into its second year, we took stock of the opinions that participants and
organizers shared about the separate industry track. Many recognized the need to reflect the shift in
contemporary NLP work which has grown substantially outside academic and research organizations
into industry. On the other hand, there was a concern that the industry track unfairly advantaged industry-
affiliated participants. This year we have taken small steps towards integrating the industry track more
into the conference by adhering to the same standards as the main track of the conference in terms of
timelines and acceptance ratios. At the same time, we have made conscious attempts to welcome all
constituents of the NAACL conferences to this new track.

Submissions to the industry track were solicited from all members of the NAACL community including
but not limited to students, practitioners and researchers. The call for papers focused on advances and
challenges in the deployment of language processing technologies in real-world systems. Following the
same deadlines and policies as the main track of the NAACL-HLT 2019 conference, we have aimed to
eliminate the perceptions of unfair advantages to papers submitted to the industry track.

Despite moving the submission deadline to over a month earlier and requiring that the authors choose
the most suitable track for their papers, we received 124 abstracts and 114 paper submissions, a
25% year-over-year increase. Twelve percent of the submissions were rejected without review due to
incompleteness, non-compliance with format requirements or submission policies (such as the double
submission policy). We saw a remarkable increase in papers that were co-authored by researchers in
academia and industry labs: 48% vs. 29% in 2018.

Submitted papers were reviewed by our program committee with rich representation of the present
spectrum of NLP researchers and professionals. Each submission was reviewed by at least three members
of the program committee. Reviews solicited committee opinions along two primary aspects: focus on
real-world applications and lessons offered by the paper. Reviews also took into consideration clarity,
methodological rigor, ethical use of datasets and compliance with conference guidelines. Thanks to the
enthusiastic and diligent efforts of the industry track program committee, the reviews were completed on
time. We accepted 28 papers based on committee recommendations as well as alignment of the papers
with the goals of industry track. The acceptance rate reduced from 33% to 28% compared to NAACL-
HLT 2018.

The Industry Track program this year will consist of two oral sessions (5 papers each) and one poster
session (18 posters). The presentation format was determined based on reviewer recommendations as
well as a paper’s overall score. The first oral session will address various challenges of using language
technologies in real-world applications. One of the common themes for many papers in this session
is ensuring system robustness towards new domains, locales or user inputs in a variety of different
applications. The second oral session showcases several deployed systems. In addition to discussing the
choices made for system architecture and standard evaluation metrics, these papers also report the impact
on end users, the ultimate test of a system’s usefulness. Work presented in the poster session paints a
rich picture of the many real-world applications of NLP and speech technologies and the challenges
associated with these applications.
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NAACL-HLT 2019 Industry Track also features the “Careers in NLP” panel discussion. The rebranded
edition of this panel discussion recognizes the diversity of NLP careers today. Traditional career paths
have typically led NLP researchers into academia, industrial labs, and government agencies. Today, we
also see an increase in roles at startup companies and an emerging NLP practitioner role in industry
that intersects with software, data, and product. As last year, the panel will be moderated by Philip
Resnik, professor at the University of Maryland, and we expect the conversation to include trends in
NLP careers, emerging skills, prominent challenges and opportunities for cross-functional collaboration
as NLP professionals in today’s organizations, and more.

The NAACL-HLT 2019 industry track program is the culmination of the small steps we have taken
towards elevating and integrating this track further into the conference. We hope the program we have
put together will strengthen the community’s resolve to continue to organize and attend a similar track at
future conferences.

On a personal note, we recognize the privilege of chairing the NAACL-HLT 2019 Industry Track. We
thank the conference general chair, Jill Burstein, for inviting us to the organizing committee. Thanks
also to Program Chairs Christy, Ted and Thamar as well as all members of the organizing committee.
We were generously helped by every member of this committee over the past year and organizing this
track was possible only with their advice and efforts. We once again recognize and thank every member
of the industry track program committee for volunteering their time. Finally, thanks to the authors and
attendees of the industry track for embracing this initiative and offering a reason to continue the industry
track at NAACL-HLT conferences.

Anastassia, Michelle, Rohit
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Abstract

Input method editor (IME) converts sequen-
tial alphabet key inputs to words in a target
language. It is an indispensable service for
billions of Asian users. Although the neural-
based language model is extensively studied
and shows promising results in sequence-to-
sequence tasks, applying a neural-based lan-
guage model to IME was not considered feasi-
ble due to high latency when converting words
on user devices. In this work, we articu-
late the bottleneck of neural IME decoding
to be the heavy softmax computation over a
large vocabulary. We propose an approach
that incrementally builds a subset vocabulary
from the word lattice. Our approach always
computes the probability with a selected sub-
set vocabulary. When the selected vocabu-
lary is updated, the stale probabilities in pre-
vious steps are fixed by recomputing the miss-
ing logits. The experiments on Japanese IME
benchmark shows an over 50x speedup for the
softmax computations comparing to the base-
line, reaching real-time speed even on com-
modity CPU without losing conversion accu-
racy1. The approach is potentially applica-
ble to other incremental sequence-to-sequence
decoding tasks such as real-time continuous
speech recognition.

1 Introduction

Input Method Editors (IME) run on every desk-
top and mobile devices that allows users to type
the scripts in their language. Though Latin users
can type directly without conversion as a second
step, some common languages such as Chinese
and Japanese require users to convert the keyboard
input sequence as there are thousands of charac-
ters in these languages. The conversion task of
an IME takes a key sequence and converts it to a

1The source code of the implementation is available from
https://github.com/jiali-ms/JLM

sequence of words in the target language. In the
ideal case, the conversion results shall fit the in-
tention of users. The accuracy of the conversion
task directly affects the typing efficiency and user
experiences.

The conversion task is a sequence decoding
task similar to speech recognition, machine trans-
lation, and optical character recognition. Con-
ventionally, an n-gram language model toolkit is
used to evaluate the path probability during decod-
ing (Stolcke, 2002; Heafield, 2011). Due to the
ability of leveraging context information without
hitting data sparsity issue, neural language mod-
els as an alternative option have been extensively
studied in the past (Bengio et al., 2003; Schwenk,
2007; Mikolov et al., 2010; Mikolov and Zweig,
2012), which achieve state-of-the-art performance
on many tasks (Sundermeyer et al., 2012; Luong
et al., 2015; Jozefowicz et al., 2016). With emerg-
ing dedicated hardware processing unit such as
custom ASIC (Jouppi and Young, 2017), neural-
based models are promising to be even more
widely applied to user devices.

However, neural-based language models were
not considered feasible for the IME conversion
task. The main reason is that an IME has to
run interactively on various user devices, whereas
speech recognition and machine translation ser-
vices are normally provided on servers. Further-
more, the neural model has to meet following
requirements in order to be adopted in practice:
1) low-latency incremental conversion; 2) word
lattice post-editing. First, the conversion task for
IME is an incremental process that needs to re-
turn the best paths immediately when receiving
each key input. Existing speed optimization meth-
ods (Deoras et al., 2011; Hori et al., 2014) nor-
mally increase the speed of processing sequences
in batch. Some methods incorporate prefix tree
(Si et al., 2013), which doesn’t ensure the worse

1



case latency still meets the real-time requirement.
Second, IME allows users to post-edit the con-
verted results at word lattice by manually selecting
candidates. It limits the choice of many end-to-
end neural network architectures (Cho et al., 2014;
Vaswani et al., 2017) as they do not provide a way
for users to select partial conversion results.

In this work, we enhance a neural language
model tailored for IMEs to meet real-time infer-
ence speed requirements on the conversion task.
Our baseline model is composed of a LSTM-
based language model (Hochreiter and Schmidhu-
ber, 1997) with a Viterbi decoder (Forney, 1973)
as Figure 1 shows. We articulate the bottleneck
of run-time speed as the heavy linear transforma-
tion in the softmax layer. We propose an incre-
mental vocabulary selection approach that builds
a subset vocabulary Vt at each decoding step t.
By only computing softmax over Vt, the cost of
softmax significantly drops since |Vt| is usually a
small number that is less than 1% of the original
vocabulary size. We evaluate the speedup compar-
ing to other softmax optimizations on a Japanese
benchmark. The contributions of this work can be
summarized as:

1. We propose a novel incremental vocabulary
selection approach, which significantly re-
duces the latency of lattice decoding in IME
conversion task.

2. We provide an extensive comparison among
different approaches for speeding up the soft-
max computation in lattice decoding.

3. We demonstrate that with our proposed ac-
celeration method helps the neural models to
meet the requirement for real-world applica-
tions.

2 Related Work

Applying a neural-based model for input method
is studied in a few previous works. Chen et al.
(2015) proposed a MLP architecture for Chinese
Pinyin input method to re-score the n-best list of
n-gram decoded results similar to speech recogni-
tion solutions (Deoras et al., 2011; Si et al., 2013).
Though not in literature, we have found the im-
plementation of RNN-based input method2. The

2Yoh Okuno. Neural ime: Neural input method engine.
https://github.com/yohokuno/neural ime, 2016

decoding results on Japanese corpus show promis-
ing accuracy improvement comparing to the n-
gram model. Huang et al. (2018) treats the Chi-
nese input conversion as machine translation and
apply sequence-to-sequence models with attention
mechanism. The conversion and other features are
served as cloud services. Our work focus on en-
abling real-time neural-based models on devices
with limited computation resources.

The softmax layer with a large vocabulary size
is the most computational-heavy operation of a
neural-based language model. Differentiated soft-
max (Chen et al., 2016) and its variation (Joulin
et al., 2017) decrease the amount of computa-
tion by reducing the embedding size of long tail
words in the vocabulary with frequency based seg-
mentation. For prediction tasks where only top-k
words are necessary, softmax approximation such
as SVD softmax (Shim et al., 2017) uses a low-
rank matrix in the softmax layer for a first pass
fast ranking. Zhang et al. (2018) proposes a word
graph traverse approach to find top-k hypothesis in
logarithmic complexity. In a word lattice decoder,
where the target words are given, structured output
layer (Mnih and Hinton, 2009; Le et al., 2011; Shi
et al., 2013) is often applied to avoid calculating
probability distributions from the full vocabulary.
Character-based RNN (Mikolov et al., 2010) is a
good alternative for word-based language models
that can significantly reduce the vocabulary size.
However, there are still tens of thousands of Chi-
nese characters.

Another approach to solving the softmax bot-
tleneck is vocabulary manipulation. In machine
translation, given a source sentence, the vocab-
ulary of target words can be largely limited be-
fore translation. It is possible to compute the soft-
max on a subset of the full vocabulary (Jean et al.,
2015; Mi et al., 2016). However, for the input
method, the conversion task takes user input incre-
mentally. Our proposed incremental vocabulary
selection can work without predicting the full vo-
cabulary beforehand, which is designed for reduc-
ing the latency for incremental sequence decoding
tasks with a large vocabulary.

3 Neural-based Input Method Editor

Our proposed approach for neural-based IME is
illustrated in Figure 1. We use a neural-based
language model to predict the word probabili-
ties in the lattice decoder. Although there are
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Figure 1: Illustration of a neural-based IME with LSTM language model and word lattice decoder. (a) Input
context. (b) Conversion with a LSTM-based language model and Viterbi lattice decoder. (c) Word prediction.

various choices for the model architecture, we
choose a single layer LSTM (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997) model considering the run-
time speed constraint. Other model architectures
such as sequence-to-sequence models (Cho et al.,
2014) and the bi-directional LSTM-based mod-
els (Huang et al., 2015) are not considered as they
cannot generate conversion results incrementally.

Conversion task is illustrated in Figure 1(b).
User key inputs are first converted into Japanese
Kana (also known as “fifty sounds”) with pre-
defined rules. Given a partial observed Kana char-
acter input sequence (x1, ..., xt), we search for a
set of words in the dictionary that match any suf-
fix of the observation as lattice words at step t:

Dt =
t⋃

i=1

match(xi, ..., xt), (1)

where the function match(·) returns all lexicon
items matching the partial sequence. For exam-
ple, given the observation “ha ru ka”, the lexicon
set Dt contains all words matching “ha ru ka” or
“ru ka” or “ka”.

Given a word wt ∈ Dt, to construct a hypothe-
sis πt ending with wt, previous hypotheses πt−l

are used as the context to evaluate p(wt|πt−l),
where l is the length of the Kana representation
of wt. Since l is a variable for wt, only aligned
hypotheses can be connected. To find the best hy-
potheses, we use a Viterbi decoder to decode with
a beam size B.

We use a LSTM-based language model directly
here to evaluate p(wt|πt−l). The conversion task

has to compute B × |V | × T steps of LSTM com-
putation for one input sequence, where |V | is the
vocabulary size, T is the sequence length. Heavy
computation cost of LSTM model comes from two
operations: the matrix operations inside the LSTM
cell and the matrix projection at softmax. In the
case of a LSTM model with a vocabulary size of
100K, a hidden size of 512, and an embedding size
of 256, estimated by simple matrix multiplication,
the number of multiplication operations for LSTM
cell is about 1.5M, while the softmax has 50M op-
erations. In practice, the softmax occupies 97% of
the total computation cost, which is the bottleneck
for the conversion task with large vocabulary size.

4 Incremental Vocabulary Selection

To solve the challenges, we propose an incremen-
tal vocabulary selection algorithm, which signif-
icantly reduces the amount of softmax computa-
tion during decoding. The algorithm of incremen-
tal vocabulary selection is given in Alg. 1. Let
Π be the hypothesis dictionary that stores the best
hypotheses at each step with LSTM states. We de-
fine Π[·] as the dictionary lookup operation to get
the best hypotheses at a specified step. Π is ini-
tialized with a start hypothesis that contains the
LSTM state carried over from the previously con-
verted sequence.

In current conversion step, when a new input
character xt arrives, we construct a subset vocab-
ulary Vt that covers all possible output words for

3



Algorithm 1 Incremental vocabulary selection

1: Initialize:
B ← beam size
Π← hypothesis dictionary
Ṽ ← samples from vocabulary
t← current step t

2: Vt ← sub vocabulary with Eq. 2
3: Vt ← Vt ∪ Ṽ
4: Vfix ← empty set
5: for k ← t− 1 to 1 do
6: Vfix ← Vfix ∪ (Vt \ Vk)
7: Vk ← Vt

8: Re-compute the logits on Vfix for all past hyps
9: Evaluate Π[t]

10: Π[t]← best B hyps in Π[t]
11: Update LSTM state for Π[t]
12: output Π[t]

the sequence until step t as:

Vt =
t⋃

i=1

Di. (2)

To evaluate a newly formed hypothesis
(πt−l, wt), we need to query the probability
p(wt|πt−l), which is already calculated and
cached in Π[t − l]. However, as Figure 2 il-
lustrates, since the Vt is built incrementally, the
softmax distribution calculated in previous steps
may not contain the word wt. To evaluate Π[t],
we need to fix the missing vocabulary items in
previously calculated softmax distributions. In
principle, we can correct a stale probability in
step k by adding the logits of missing vocabulary
to the denominator as:

P (yk = i|hk)

=
exp(h>

k Wi)∑
j ∈ Vk

exp(h>
k Wj) +

∑
j ∈ d

exp(h>
k Wj)

. (3)

where W is the projection matrix of the output
layer. hk is the cached LSTM state for a hypoth-
esis πk that can be re-used to calculate missing
logits. d is the difference of vocabulary between
steps Vt \ Vk. In practice, as each path has differ-
ent missing vocabularies, we compute a union of
all missing vocabularies Vfix and then re-compute
the logits of them in one batch.

As the vocabulary in initial steps is fairly small,
we introduce Ṽ as a subset vocabulary sampled

... ... ...
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Figure 2: Previously aligned hypotheses have missing
vocabulary to evaluate words in current step.

from the full vocabulary. In contrast to the beam
search in machine translation, we have to rank
paths that contain a different number of words. We
use Vt jointly with Ṽ to make the word probabili-
ties closer to their original probabilities.

After the best hypotheses are decided, we im-
mediately update the LSTM state for B hypothe-
ses in Π[t]. The single best hypothesis in Π[t] is
finally returned to the IME engine as the output of
the conversion task.

5 Experiments

5.1 Dataset

We use BCCWJ (Balanced Corpus of Contempo-
rary Written Japanese) corpus (Maekawa et al.,
2014) for evaluating our model. The corpus is well
balanced with various sources of text representing
contemporary written Japanese. This corpus con-
tains 5.8M sentences, which are segmented into
127M tokens. In our experiments, all words are
further segmented into short unit words. Each
word has a format of “display/reading/POS”. The
reading and part-of-speech (POS) attributes are at-
tached to indicate different usages of the same
word. Among the 611K unique words, we choose
top 50K frequent ones which cover 97.3% of the
token appearances as an appropriate vocabulary
size for the IME task. The words in the vocab-
ulary are ranked with frequency. Most frequent
words are at the top.

5.2 Experiment Settings

The BCCWJ dataset is split into training, valid and
test set. The ratio is 70%, 20%, and 10% respec-
tively. We randomly sample 2000 sentences from
the test set for evaluating the conversion accuracy.
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For input method task, we evaluate the conversion
accuracy using a Viterbi decoder with a beam size
of 10. In Japanese, there are often more than one
correct conversion results. For instance, a verb
may have two acceptable styles, one in original
Japanese Kana, the other in Chinese characters. To
better evaluate the model performance, we also re-
port the top-10 conversion accuracy in addition to
top-1 conversion accuracy.

We implement using TensorFlow3. We use a
batch size of 384. A dropout with a drop rate
of 0.9 is applied before the LSTM layer. Adam
is used with a fixed learning rate of 0.001. The
hyper-parameters are shared for all experiments.

A replica of the same model is written in numpy
to work with a Viterbi decoder in python. It uses
the weights learned with TensorFlow model. The
inference performance is measure with numpy on
a single Intel E5 CPU. We also apply the underline
BLAS library to accelerate matrix operation.

5.3 Evaluation of Neural-based Input
Method Editor

We first compared the neural model performance
with a conventional n-gram model. We evaluate
the perplexity of the n-gram model with SRILM
package (Stolcke, 2002). We choose modified
Kneser Ney (Kneser and Ney, 1995; James, 2000)
as the smoothing algorithm when learning the n-
gram model. No cut-offs or pruning is applied.
The learned language model is plugged into our
input method pipeline for evaluating the sentence
conversion accuracy. The prediction accuracy is
not provided as the perplexity directly reflects it.

The LSTM baseline model has a standard archi-
tecture. The embedding size is 256, and the hidden
size is 256. The size of LSTM cells is selected em-
pirically on a validation dataset. In practice, using
a network size bigger than 256 cannot gain sig-
nificant improvement over perplexity. In all the
following experiments, we bind the input embed-
ding and output embedding according to (Press
and Wolf, 2017). The idea is proven to save space
and almost loss-less. We treat it as the baseline
model in the following experiments.

As shown in Table 1, the LSTM baseline
achieved significant improvement on perplexity,
comparing to conventional n-gram based models.
The top-1 and top-10 path conversion accuracy

3We implement a standard LSTM cell to avoid any unex-
pected customization from published version

model pp top1 top10
hit % hit %

uni-gram 833.55 26.95 45.85
bi-gram KN 99.30 51.15 78.10
tri-gram KN 68.11 55.60 79.65

LSTM baseline 41.39 61.20 88.30

Table 1: Performance comparison of baseline LSTM
model with conventional n-gram model.

were increased by 5.6% and 8.65% respectively
comparing to tri-gram KN. In real products, bi-
gram is often used for decoding while tri-gram is
only used for re-ranking the best paths. Please
note that in this evaluation, we did not apply any
pruning for n-gram. In practice, the n-gram model
takes over 1GB storage size.

5.4 Evaluation of Run-time Speed

In this section, we compare the inference speed of
various methods for accelerating the computation.
We measure the execution speed only for the com-
ponent that computes the language model proba-
bilities. For neural-based methods, the component
includes the LSTM and softmax layers. For the
n-gram model, the computation of probability is
only a lookup in the hash tables. Other compo-
nents such as lattice construction are not included
as they heavily depend on implementation.

We report the decoding time in each step receiv-
ing a key input, as the per-step latency is critical
for the real-time user experience. The computa-
tion cost for decoding the whole sequence is linear
to the number of steps. For comparison, we also
report the computation time of the softmax alone.

As Table 2 shows, our proposed incremental vo-
cabulary selection (IVS) achieves an 84x speedup
for softmax computation comparing to the LSTM
baseline. The lattice vocabulary in our experi-
ments contains only a few hundred words, while
the full vocabulary has 50k words. IVS only takes
3 ms to handle a new coming key. Such a high
processing speed meets the real-time latency re-
quirement even on low-end devices. In contrast,
the non-incremental vocabulary selection is less
efficient since it recalculates from the beginning
of each step. After solving the speed bottleneck of
computing the softmax layer, the majority of the
computational cost comes from the LSTM cells.

We also evaluate various sampling methods
with IVS. We find top sampling help close the ac-
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model total time softmax time top-1 hit top-10 hit
(ms) (ms) (%) (%)

tri-gram Kneser-Ney 0.0025 - 55.6 79.6
LSTM baseline w/o batch 526 513 61.2 88.3
LSTM baseline w/ batch 87 84 61.2 88.3

Char LSTM 63 21 53.2 79.8
Char LSTM w/ large beam4 152 55 54.4 85.2

D-Softmax 38 35 60.8 86.8
D-Softmax∗ 37 35 60.9 87.5

IVS 3 1 58.8 86.9
w/ top sampling 4 2 60.1 88.2

w/ uniform sampling 4 2 58.9 87.2
w/ self-norm 3 1 60.1 88.2

non-incremental VS 11 2 58.8 86.9

Table 2: Evaluation of different model acceleration approaches in terms of computation time and resultant accu-
racy. The computation time is reported for each step.

curacy gap between the baseline and softmax ap-
proximation. In our experiments, the number of
samples used in top sampling and uniform sam-
pling methods is both 400.

If we are able to train the neural language model
from scratch, then the self-normalization (De-
vlin et al., 2014) approach can be applied as
a softmax approximation. When applying self-
normalization, the model is trained with additional
normalization terms, which force the exponential
logits to sum up to 1. Therefore, it eliminates
the necessity of performing vocabulary sampling.
However, if one only has access to a pre-trained
language model, then applying self-normalization
is not an option.

Differentiated softmax (D-Softmax) (Chen
et al., 2016) and its variation (D-softmax∗) (Joulin
et al., 2017) can also reduce the amount of soft-
max computation by over a half depending on the
segmentation strategy. However, since the vocab-
ulary size is still large, the room for speedup is
limited. For character-based LSTM models, we
use a hidden size of 1024 and embedding size of
512. Since there is no direct mapping between a
single Kana and a single Chinese character, we use
the word lattice and evaluate the path probability
by character-based LSTM. It reduces the vocab-
ulary size from 50K to 3717 in this experiment.
However, the amount of vocabulary is still non-
trivial. Furthermore, the integration of character-
based models is not as efficient as word-based

4The large beam size is set to 50 in our experiments.

models in this task. Consequently, we have to use
a large beam size to improve accuracy.

The cost to loop previous steps during fixing
the vocabulary is not given here due to the imple-
mentation detail. In a real scenario, users do not
type the full sentence in one effort. Instead, they
type and convert in fragments, where each frag-
ment contains a few words. It is trivial compared
to softmax computation.

We confirmed that batching is critical for ac-
celerating matrix operations on CPU. The LSTM
computation without batching is almost 7x slower
with a beam size 10. Therefore, we batch all the
softmax computations when fixing the vocabulary
in the second pass to achieve the best speed.

6 Conclusion

IME plays an important role in improving typing
efficiency and user experience. It has to work on
various devices with extremely low latency. We
study the key challenges to apply neural-based in-
put method on real commodity devices. The pro-
posed incremental vocabulary selection approach
reduces the cost of computing the softmax layer
without losing accuracy. Our proposed method
sets a strong baseline in a real-time IME conver-
sion task. More importantly, as the computation
has low latency, the model is production-ready to
be used on real devices.
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Abstract

In this paper, we introduce an approach for
leveraging available data across multiple lo-
cales sharing the same language to 1) improve
domain classification model accuracy in Spo-
ken Language Understanding and user expe-
rience even if new locales do not have suf-
ficient data and 2) reduce the cost of scaling
the domain classifier to a large number of lo-
cales. We propose a locale-agnostic universal
domain classification model based on selec-
tive multi-task learning that learns a joint rep-
resentation of an utterance over locales with
different sets of domains and allows locales
to share knowledge selectively depending on
the domains. The experimental results demon-
strate the effectiveness of our approach on do-
main classification task in the scenario of mul-
tiple locales with imbalanced data and dis-
parate domain sets. The proposed approach
outperforms other baselines models especially
when classifying locale-specific domains and
also low-resourced domains.

1 Introduction
Recent success of intelligent personal digital assis-
tants (IPDA) such as Amazon Alexa, Google As-
sistant, Apple Siri, Microsoft Cortana (Sarikaya,
2017; Sarikaya et al., 2016) in USA has led to
their expansion to multiple locales and languages.
Some of those virtual assistant systems have been
released in the United States (US), the United
Kingdom (GB), Canada (CA), India (IN), and so
on. Such expansion typically leads to building a
separate domain classification model for each new
locale, and it brings two challenging issues: 1)
having a separate model per locale becomes a bot-
tleneck for rapid scaling of virtual assistant due to
the resource and maintenance costs that grow lin-
early with the number of locales, and 2) new lo-
cales typically comes without much training data
and cannot take full advantage of useful data avail-

able in other mature locales to achieve the high
model accuracy.

In this study, we propose a new approach that
reduces the cost of scaling natural language un-
derstanding to a large number of locales, given the
sufficient amount of data in one of the locales of
that language, while achieving high domain clas-
sification accuracy over all locales. The approach
is based on a multi-task learning framework that
aims to share available data to learn a joint rep-
resentation, and we introduce a way to selectively
share knowledge across locales while considering
locale-specificity in the joint learning. Multi-task
learning has been widely used to tackle the prob-
lem of low-resource tasks or leveraging data be-
tween correlated targets (Liu et al., 2017; Ruder
and Plank, 2018; Augenstein et al., 2018; Peters
et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2017b), but none of them
consider locale-specificity when sharing knowl-
edge to learn a joint representation.

We evaluate our proposed approach on the real-
world utterance data spoken by customers to an
intelligent personal digital assistant across dif-
ferent locales. The experimental results empir-
ically demonstrate that the proposed universal
model scales to multiple locales, while achieving
higher domain classification accuracy compared
to competing locale-unified models as well as
per-locale separate models. The proposed model
named universal model is able to successfully pre-
dict domains for locale-specific utterances while
sharing common knowledge across locales with-
out sacrificing the accuracy of predicting locale-
independent domains.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we discuss several design considerations that mo-
tivate our model design. In Section 3, we define
the problem of domain classification with multi-
ple locales that have different domain sets, and
then introduce a novel universal domain classifi-
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cation model with several technical details. We
present our experimental observations over differ-
ent approaches on the Amazon Alexa dataset in
Section 4. Finally, we conclude the paper in Sec-
tion 5.

2 Motivations
2.1 Locale/Domain-Maturity

Let the term maturity be defined by how long it
has been since a service or model was deployed
in a locale and/or how much data have been col-
lected. Every locale has different degrees of ma-
turity. That is, while some locales have spent time
long enough to collect sufficient data to train mod-
els, others may suffer from the lack of data (see
more details of data statistics in Section 4). In ad-
dition to that, domains that are commonly avail-
able in multiple locales have different levels of
maturity for each locale. Those two dimensions
of maturity are not always aligned with each other.
In other words, there could exist domains that have
more data in immature locales than in mature lo-
cales, depending on targeted users, regional prop-
erties of domains, and so forth.

2.2 Locale-Specificity

When an SLU service is deployed in multiple lo-
cales, each of the locales has its own domain set
and there can exist overlapping domains between
locales. Such domains may share the same schema
including intents and slots and thus they should be
able to handle the same patterns of utterances re-
gardless of locales. It allows locales to share the
knowledge of common domains with each other,
which eventually helps immature locales to over-
come the lack of data. A special case that needs
to be carefully considered is that a domain could
be locale-specific. Even though a domain is com-
mon across different locales, it may be defined
with different intents/slots. For example, the do-
main OpenTable, which is capable of restaurant
reservation, is available in both US and GB, but
the slot values including restaurant names are to-
tally different between the two locales. That is,
the utterance “Make a reservation for The Fox
Club London” can be handled by OpenTable
in GB locale, but probably not in US locale, be-
cause the restaurant The Fox Club London is lo-
cated in London. If we have different locales share
the same utterance patterns between them even for
such locale-specific domains, then it will cause
confusion on the models. We thus identify locale-

specific domains in advance of model training and
do not allow input utterances of such domain to be
shared by different locales. We need to handle do-
mains in a similar way that are available only in a
particular locale.

3 Universal Model
In this section, we describe our proposed model
illustrated in Figure 1 in detail. Suppose that
given k locales, {li|i = 1, 2, . . . , k}, each locale
li is associated with its own domain set Di =
{dij |j = 1, 2, . . . , |Di|}. There could exist over-
lapping domains between locales and some of the
overlapping domains may share exactly the same
intents/slots while others may have different in-
tents/slots across locales. The main task is that
given an input utterance from locale li the model
should be able to correctly classify the utterance
into a domain dij ∈ Di that can best handle the
utterance. Here we assume that all locales use the
same language, English, but have different domain
sets. Our deep neural model, as a proposed solu-
tion to the task, is comprised of two layers. The
first layer includes a BiLSTM shared encoder and
k BiLSTM locale-specific encoders. The second
layer consists of a set of k locale-specific predic-
tion layers.

3.1 Shared and Locale-specific Encoders

Given an input utterance that forms a word se-
quence, an encoder makes a vector representation
of the entire utterance by using word embeddings
for English language in general. We use Bidirec-
tional LSTM (BiLSTM) to encode an input ut-
terance and consider it to be a mapping function
F that consumes a sequence of word embeddings
and then produces an embedding vector given by
concatenating the outputs of the ends of the word
sequences from the forward LSTM and the back-
ward LSTM. While different locales share com-
mon domains and utterances, each of them also
should be able to learn certain patterns observed
from domains available only in the locale. In other
words, there exist both global and local patterns in
the entire domain set. In order to effectively cap-
ture both patterns and avoid confusion between lo-
cales, we use a shared encoder Fs and multiple
locale-specific encoders Fli for ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , k,
each of which corresponds to a particular locale li,
as similarly adopted in (Kim et al., 2017a, 2016c).
While the shared encoder Fs learns global pat-
terns of utterances commonly observable across
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Figure 1: Model architecture of the universal model.

different locales, each of the locale-specific en-
coders Fli , which corresponds to one of the lo-
cales li, learns local patterns of utterances that are
observed specifically in the locale li.

3.2 Adversarial Locale Prediction Loss

Intuitively, the shared encoderFs is expected to be
able to better capture common utterance patterns
over all locales rather than to learn patterns that are
seen in only some particular locales. Thus, Fs can
be further tuned to be locale-invariant by adding a
locale prediction layer with negative gradient flow,
as similarly proposed in (Kim et al., 2017c; Ganin
et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017). Let xs denote an
encoded vector for an input utterance produced by
the shared encoderFs. xs is then fed into a single-
layer neural network to make a prediction for its
corresponding locale li. Formally,

zadv = softmax(Wadv · xs + badv) (1)

where Wadv and badv are a weight matrix and
a bias term for the locale prediction layer of the
feed-forward network. Since we aim to make the
shared encoder Fs to be locale-invariant, the ad-
versarial locale prediction loss is given by the pos-

itive log-likelihood:

Ladv =
k∑

i=1

ti log[zadv]
i (2)

where ti is a binary indicator if locale li is the cor-
rect prediction or not.

3.3 Supervised Locale Attention

In order to allow the locale-specific encoders to
share knowledge about common domains across
locales, we give a chance to learn an input utter-
ance to any locale-specific encoders Fli as long as
its associated domain is in Di, except the case of
locale-specific domains (i.e., OpenTable). Sup-
pose Sdij = {lw|dij ∈ Dw, ∀w = 1, 2, · · · , k}
if dij is not locale-specific, otherwise Sdij =
{li}. That is, depending on which locales a given
domain is available in and whether or not it is
locale-specific, its utterance needs to be selec-
tively routed to locale-specific encoders Fli where
li ∈ Sdij . However, we do not know a ground-
truth domain associated with an input utterance
during inference and it means that there is no way
to do such selective routing unfortunately. Instead,
we can use supervised attention mechanism to ap-
proximate the locales in which a domain is avail-
able. During training, we have each of the locale-
specific encoder outputs attend each other and pro-
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vide them with information about which locales
should be highly attended, as explained in the fol-
lowing.

Let H = [hl1 ,hl2 , . . . ,hlk ] ∈ Rdh×k denote
a matrix of encoded vectors generated by Fli for
∀i = 1, 2, . . . , k. Then, the attention weights are
obtained as follows,

a = logistic(w · tanh(V ·H)) (3)

where w ∈ Rda and V ∈ Rda×dh are learn-
able weight parameters, and da is a hyperparam-
eter we can set arbitraily. The resulted vector a
contains attention weights in the range between
0 and 1 over the encoded vectors hl1 , . . . ,hlk .
Then a locale-aware encoded vector xl can be
achieved by taking a weighted linear combination
of hl1 , . . . ,hlk :

xl = a ·H> (4)

The final vector representation y ∈ R2·dh for
the input utterance is the concatenation of two en-
coded vectors xs and xl that are produced fromFs
and Fl, respectively. Note we have to make sure
that the proper encoders that correspond to Sdij al-
ways get high attention weights. Thus, instead of
just letting V and w be optimized during training
the model, we can optimize them in a supervised
way. That is, in training time, the model is aware
of locales where a ground-truth domain is avail-
able. In other words, we can reward or penalize
the attention weights depending on whether or not
their corresponding locales have the domain of an
input utterance. Therefore, the loss function for
the attention weights is defined as,

Lloc = −
( ∑

l∈Sdij

log(al) +
∑

l′ /∈Sdij

log(1− al′)
)

(5)

3.4 Domain Classification

Once we obtain an encoded vector y that repre-
sents an input utterance, we feed it into predic-
tion layers, consisting of feed forward networks,
to make predictions. Since the availability of do-
mains depends on locales, the prediction layers
use the locale information associated with the ut-
terance to route the encoded vector to only a sub-
set of prediction layers in which the domain of the
utterance is available. Then, the output vector pro-

duced by the prediction layer specifically for the
locale li is

zi = W2
i · σ(W1

i · y + b1
i ) + b2

i (6)

where Wi and bi are the weight and bias param-
eters used by the li specific prediction layer, and
σ is an activation function for non-linearity. Since
our model is structured with a multi-task learning
framework to learn a joint representation across
locales, we calculate zi for all li ∈ Sdij and then
the predictions are made independently. Then the
prediction loss is

Lpos = − log p(dij |zi) (7)

Lneg = −
∑

d̂ij∈Di

d̂ij 6=dij

log p(d̂ij |zi) (8)

Lpred =
1

|Sdij |
∑

li∈Sdij

(Lpos + Lneg) (9)

Note that the prediction loss must be normalized
by the number of locales in Sdij because the size
of the set changes depending on how many locales
has the domain associated with an input utterance
and thus the number of the final prediction layer
Then, the final objective function looks as follows,

argmin
θFs ,θFl

,V,w,W,b
Ladv + Lloc + Lpred (10)

where θFs and θFl
are the LSTM weight parame-

ters in the shared encoder and the locale-specific
encoders, respectively.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset

We use a subset of the Amazon Alexa dataset that
consists of utterances spoken to Alexa by real cus-
tomers over four different English locales includ-
ing US (United States), GB (United Kingdom),
CA (Canda), IN (India). Each of the utterances is
labeled with a ground-truth domain. The main ob-
jective of this experiment should be to show the ef-
fectiveness of various approaches on domain clas-
sification task under the situation where there ex-
ist multiple locales that have imbalanced data and
disparate domain sets. Thus, we consider the fol-
lowing two aspects: 1) how differently various do-
main classification approaches behave depending
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Locale Train Validation Test No. domains
US 173,258 24,653 122,931 177
GB 85,539 10,378 53,226 240
CA 7,113 887 4,487 51
IN 4,821 637 2,990 41

Table 1: Data statistics

Locale Overall Locale-
specific

Locale-
independent

Single-
locale

Small

US 177 15 162 0 35
GB 240 16 224 82 100
CA 51 3 48 6 33
IN 41 4 37 12 20

Table 2: Test set breakdown

US GB CA IN
US 177 155 44 26
GB 240 27 23
CA 51 10
IN 41

Table 3: Domain overlaps between locales

on domains and 2) how well they can overcome
the challenging issues discussed in Section 1. To
this end, we categorize all domains in the dataset
into four different groups.

• Locale-specific A set of domains which are
defined with different intents/slots across lo-
cales.

• Locale-independent A set of domains which
have exactly the same intent/slot lists across
locales.

• Single-locale A set of domains which are
available in only a single locale.

• Small A set of domains that lack data in a lo-
cale but have sufficient data in other locales.

Table 1 shows its brief statistics per locale, Ta-
ble 2 presents the number of domains for each
of four different domain categories, and Table 3
shows how many domains are overlapping be-
tween locales.

4.2 Competing Models

We compare the performances of the following
five models.

• single A standard BiLSTM based encoder
trained with only data in a particular locale.

• union An extension of ‘single’ trained with
US data additionally.

• constrained A BiLSTM encoder trained with
all locales data. It uses the locale information

associated with the utterance to route the en-
coded utterance to only a subset of domains
available in the constrained output space for
the locale to make prediction (Kim et al.,
2016b,a).

• universal This is our main contribution
model described throughout the paper.

• universal + adv An extension of ‘universal’
incorporating the adversarial locale predic-
tion loss as discussed in Section 3.2.

4.3 Domain Classification

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our model ar-
chitecture especially on domains with insufficient
data and/or locale-dependency, we report the clas-
sification performances of all competing models
on several subsets of the dataset (four different
groups presented in Section 4.1) as well as the
entire data. We use classification accuracy as
our main evaluation metric. The experimental re-
sults in Table 4 clearly show two major points:
1) our proposed universal model outperforms all
other baselines over all locales and all domain
sets, and 2) the baseline models achieve very
poor accuracy especially when leveraging avail-
able data in other locales is of critical importance
or when there needs to selectively share knowl-
edge depending on the locale-specificity of a do-
main. If a model that shares knowledge across
locales does not handle locale-specific domains
carefully, its performance would deteriorate due
to confusion on locale-specific patterns. The ‘con-
strained’ model uses a shared encoder and allows
locales to shares its prediction layer, but it does not
determine whether or not to share knowledge for
each domain. As a result, its classification accu-
racy is only 44% for locale-specific domains and
25% for single-locale domains in the IN dataset
with lack of data. Also, ‘single’ and ‘union’
models do not have any chance to learn a joint
representation while sharing knowledge and thus
they totally fail to make predictions correctly for
locale-specific, single-locale, and small domains.
In contrast, our universal model is very robust to
domains with insufficient data and domains with
locale-specific patterns over all locales. It proves
that our approach is very effective for capturing
both global and local patterns by selectively shar-
ing domain knowledge across locales. Also, the
adversarial locale prediction is only helpful for
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Locale Model Overall Locale-specific Locale-independent Single-locale Small

US

single 70.21 54.39 69.90 – 8.18
union 70.21 54.39 69.90 – 8.18

constrained 74.25 76.08 74.02 – 38.30
universal 82.64 88.20 81.92 – 61.79

universal + adv 11.13 97.51 0.00 – 5.38

GB

single 56.02 62.81 55.09 37.81 0.00
union 66.61 78.74 64.96 48.19 36.54

constrained 67.82 76.83 66.60 50.51 38.04
universal 80.06 88.37 78.93 83.60 57.96

universal + adv 80.52 85.88 79.79 82.22 59.52

CA

single 43.43 3.57 43.68 0.00 0.24
union 61.04 10.71 61.35 0.65 30.78

constrained 76.46 67.85 76.51 39.17 55.66
universal 94.00 75.00 94.12 97.74 77.09

universal + adv 35.21 71.42 34.98 98.87 36.69

IN

single 56.25 0.00 60.46 0.00 0.00
union 45.93 0.00 49.38 0.00 17.96

constrained 62.64 44.71 63.98 25.94 58.64
universal 88.09 87.01 88.17 80.00 68.47

universal + adv 22.30 87.01 17.46 82.97 10.50

Table 4: Domain classification accuracy over different domain categories and different locales.

locale-specific and single-locale domains. That
is probably because the effect of adversarial loss
paradoxically makes the model rely on only the
locale-specific encoders which are well-optimized
for locale-specific/single-locale domains. There
needs deep analysis about why it does not affect
the GB locale, and we leave it as future works.

4.4 Implementation Details

All the models were optimized using a minibatch
size of 64 and trained for 20 epochs by the Adam
optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with initial pa-
rameter values η = 1 × 10−3, β1 = 0.9, β2 =
0.999. We picked the weight parameter values
that achieved the best classification accuracy on
the validation set to report the test set accuracy
presented in Table 4. We used pre-trained word
embeddings with 100 dimensionality, generated
by GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014). The dimen-
sionality of each hidden output of LSTMs is 100
for both the shared encoder Fs and the locale-
specific encoder Fli , and the hidden outputs of
both forward LSTM and backward LSTM are con-
catenated, thereby the output of each BLSTM for
each time step is 200. The inputs and the outputs
of the BLSTMs are regularized with dropout rate
0.5 (Pham et al., 2014).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a multi-task learning
based locale-agnostic universal model for domain
classification task that dynamically chooses sub-
sets of locale-specific components depending on

input data. It leverages available data across lo-
cales sharing the same language to reduce the cost
of scaling the domain classification model to a
larger number of locales and maximize model per-
formance even for new locales without sufficient
data. The experimental results show that the uni-
versal model effectively exploits both global and
local patterns and allows locales selectively share
knowledge with each other. Especially, its clas-
sification performance is notable on immature lo-
cales/domains with insufficient data and locale-
specific domains.

For future work, we consider adopting the pro-
posed model architecture to multi-lingual scenario
as well. The proposed model architecture is
limited to supporting multiple locales using the
same language only (e.g.., English in our exper-
iments). However, voice-driven virtual assistant
systems are becoming more and more popular
around the world while expanding to non-English
locales such as France, Italy, Spain and so on, and
there could be a lot of domains built with multiple
supported languages. It will definitely make the
rapid scaling of a domain classification model to a
large number of locales much more challenging in
the future. We plan to address several issues, in-
cluding but not limited to: 1) how can we capture
and share knowledge of common patterns of utter-
ances belonging to the same domain but written
in different languages across different locales? 2)
how can we prevent a locale from interfering with
other locales using different language for learning
linguistic context of utterances?
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Abstract
Executable semantic parsing is the task of con-
verting natural language utterances into logi-
cal forms that can be directly used as queries
to get a response. We build a transfer learn-
ing framework for executable semantic pars-
ing. We show that the framework is effec-
tive for Question Answering (Q&A) as well as
for Spoken Language Understanding (SLU).
We further investigate the case where a parser
on a new domain can be learned by exploit-
ing data on other domains, either via multi-
task learning between the target domain and
an auxiliary domain or via pre-training on the
auxiliary domain and fine-tuning on the target
domain. With either flavor of transfer learn-
ing, we are able to improve performance on
most domains; we experiment with public data
sets such as Overnight and NLmaps as well as
with commercial SLU data. The experiments
carried out on data sets that are different in
nature show how executable semantic parsing
can unify different areas of NLP such as Q&A
and SLU.

1 Introduction

Due to recent advances in speech recognition and
language understanding, conversational interfaces
such as Alexa, Cortana, and Siri are becoming
more common. They currently have two large uses
cases. First, a user can use them to complete a
specific task, such as playing music. Second, a
user can use them to ask questions where the ques-
tions are answered by querying knowledge graph
or database back-end. Typically, under a common
interface, there exist two disparate systems that
can handle each use cases. The system underlying
the first use case is known as a spoken language
understanding (SLU) system. Typical commercial
SLU systems rely on predicting a coarse user in-
tent and then tagging each word in the utterance to

∗Work conducted while interning at Amazon Alexa AI.

the intent’s slots. This architecture is popular due
to its simplicity and robustness. On the other hand,
Q&A, which need systems to produce more com-
plex structures such as trees and graphs, requires a
more comprehensive understanding of human lan-
guage.

One possible system that can handle such a task
is an executable semantic parser (Liang, 2013;
Kate et al., 2005). Given a user utterance, an exe-
cutable semantic parser can generate tree or graph
structures that represent logical forms that can be
used to query a knowledge base or database. In
this work, we propose executable semantic pars-
ing as a common framework for both uses cases
by framing SLU as executable semantic parsing
that unifies the two use cases. For Q&A, the in-
put utterances are parsed into logical forms that
represent the machine-readable representation of
the question, while in SLU, they represent the
machine-readable representation of the user intent
and slots. One added advantage of using parsing
for SLU is the ability to handle more complex lin-
guistic phenomena such as coordinated intents that
traditional SLU systems struggle to handle (Agar-
wal et al., 2018). Our parsing model is an exten-
sion of the neural transition-based parser of Cheng
et al. (2017).

A major issue with semantic parsing is the avail-
ability of the annotated logical forms to train the
parsers, which are expensive to obtain. A solution
is to rely more on distant supervisions such as by
using question–answer pairs (Clarke et al., 2010;
Liang et al., 2013). Alternatively, it is possible
to exploit annotated logical forms from a differ-
ent domain or related data set. In this paper, we
focus on the scenario where data sets for several
domains exist but only very little data for a new
one is available and apply transfer learning tech-
niques to it. A common way to implement trans-
fer learning is by first pre-training the model on a
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domain on which a large data set is available and
subsequently fine-tuning the model on the target
domain (Thrun, 1996; Zoph et al., 2016). We also
consider a multi-task learning (MTL) approach.
MTL refers to machine learning models that im-
prove generalization by training on more than one
task. MTL has been used for a number of NLP
problems such as tagging (Collobert and Weston,
2008), syntactic parsing (Luong et al., 2015), ma-
chine translation (Dong et al., 2015; Luong et al.,
2015) and semantic parsing (Fan et al., 2017). See
Caruana (1997) and Ruder (2017) for an overview
of MTL.

A good Q&A data set for our domain adap-
tation scenario is the Overnight data set (Wang
et al., 2015b), which contains sentences annotated
with Lambda Dependency-Based Compositional
Semantics (Lambda DCS; Liang 2013) for eight
different domains. However, it includes only a
few hundred sentences for each domain, and its
vocabularies are relatively small. We also ex-
periment with a larger semantic parsing data set
(NLmaps; Lawrence and Riezler 2016). For SLU,
we work with data from a commercial conversa-
tional assistant that has a much larger vocabulary
size. One common issue in parsing is how to
deal with rare or unknown words, which is usu-
ally addressed by either delexicalization or by im-
plementing a copy mechanism (Gulcehre et al.,
2016). We show clear differences in the outcome
of these and other techniques when applied to data
sets of varying sizes. Our contributions are as fol-
lows:

• We propose a common semantic parsing
framework for Q&A and SLU and demon-
strate its broad applicability and effective-
ness.

• We report parsing baselines for Overnight for
which exact match parsing scores have not
been yet published.

• We show that SLU greatly benefits from a
copy mechanism, which is also beneficial for
NLmaps but not Overnight.

• We investigate the use of transfer learning
and show that it can facilitate parsing on low-
resource domains.

2 Transition-based Parser

Transition-based parsers are widely used for de-
pendency parsing (Nivre, 2008; Dyer et al., 2015)

and they have been also applied to semantic pars-
ing tasks (Wang et al., 2015a; Cheng et al., 2017).

In syntactic parsing, a transition system is usu-
ally defined as a quadruple: T = {S,A, I, E},
where S is a set of states, A is a set of actions,
I is the initial state, and E is a set of end states.
A state is composed of a buffer, a stack, and a
set of arcs: S = (β, σ,A). In the initial state,
the buffer contains all the words in the input sen-
tence while the stack and the set of subtrees are
empty: S0 = (w0| . . . |wN , ∅, ∅). Terminal states
have empty stack and buffer: ST = (∅, ∅, A).

During parsing, the stack stores words that have
been removed from the buffer but have not been
fully processed yet. Actions can be performed
to advance the transition system’s state: they can
either consume words in the buffer and move
them to the stack (SHIFT) or combine words in
the stack to create new arcs (LEFT-ARC and
RIGHT-ARC, depending on the direction of the
arc)1. Words in the buffer are processed left-to-
right until an end state is reached, at which point
the set of arcs will contain the full output tree.

The parser needs to be able to predict the next
action based on its current state. Traditionally, su-
pervised techniques are used to learn such clas-
sifiers, using a parallel corpus of sentences and
their output trees. Trees can be converted to states
and actions using an oracle system. For a detailed
explanation of transition-based parsing, see Nivre
(2003) and Nivre (2008).

2.1 Neural Transition-based Parser with
Stack-LSTMs

In this paper, we consider the neural executable
semantic parser of Cheng et al. (2017), which fol-
lows the transition-based parsing paradigm. Its
transition system differs from traditional systems
as the words are not consumed from the buffer be-
cause in executable semantic parsing, there are no
strict alignments between words in the input and
nodes in the tree. The neural architecture encodes
the buffer using a Bi-LSTM (Graves, 2012) and
the stack as a Stack-LSTM (Dyer et al., 2015),
a recurrent network that allows for push and pop
operations. Additionally, the previous actions are
also represented with an LSTM. The output of
these networks is fed into feed-forward layers and
softmax layers are used to predict the next action

1There are multiple different transition systems. The ex-
ample we describe here is that of arc-standard system (Nivre,
2004) for projective dependency parsing.
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given the current state. The possible actions are
REDUCE, which pops an item from the stack,
TER, which creates a terminal node (i.e., a leaf
in the tree), and NT, which creates a non-terminal
node. When the next action is either TER or NT,
additional softmax layers predict the output token
to be generated. Since the buffer does not change
while parsing, an attention mechanism is used to
focus on specific words given the current state of
the parser.

We extend the model of Cheng et al. (2017)
by adding character-level embeddings and a copy
mechanism. When using only word embeddings,
out-of-vocabulary words are usually mapped to
one embedding vector and do not exploit morpho-
logical features. Our model encodes words by
feeding each character embedding onto an LSTM
and concatenate its output to the word embedding:

x = {ew;hMc }, (1)

where ew is the word embedding of the input word
w and hMc is the last hidden state of the character-
level LSTM over the characters of the input word
w = c0, . . . , cM .

Rare words are usually handled by either delexi-
calizing the output or by using a copy mechanism.
Delexicalization involves substituting named en-
tities with a specific token in an effort to reduce
the number of rare and unknown words. Copy re-
lies on the fact that when rare or unknown words
must be generated, they usually appear in the same
form in the input sentence and they can be there-
fore copied from the input itself. Our copy im-
plementation follows the strategy of Fan et al.
(2017), where the output of the generation layer
is concatenated to the scores of an attention mech-
anism (Bahdanau et al., 2015), which express the
relevance of each input word with respect to the
current state of the parser. In the experiments that
follow, we compare delexicalization with copy
mechanism on different setups. A depiction of the
full model is shown in Figure 1.

3 Transfer learning

We consider the scenario where large training cor-
pora are available for some domains and we want
to bootstrap a parser for a new domain where little
training data is available. We investigate the use of
two transfer learning approaches: pre-training and
multi-task learning.

x0, x1, . . . , xn

HISTORY

. . .

BUFFER

. . .

STACK

. . .

ATTENTION

FEED-FORWARD
LAYERS

TER RED NT

t0 . . . tn x0 . . . xn

TER COPY

nt0 . . . ntn

NT

Figure 1: The full neural transition-based parsing model.
Representations of stack, buffer, and previous actions are
used to predict the next action. When the TER or NT ac-
tions are chosen, further layers are used to predict (or copy)
the token.

For MTL, the different tasks share most of the
architecture and only the output layers, which are
responsible for predicting the output tokens, are
separate for each task. When multi-tasking across
domains of the same data set, we expect that most
layers of the neural parser, such as the ones re-
sponsible for learning the word embeddings and
the stack and buffer representation, will learn sim-
ilar features and can, therefore, be shared. We im-
plement two different MTL setups: a) when sep-
arate heads are used for both the TER classifier
and the NT classifier, which is expected to be ef-
fective when transferring across tasks that do not
share output vocabulary; and b) when a separate
head is used only for the TER classifier, more ap-
propriate when the non-terminals space is mostly
shared.

4 Data

In order to investigate the flexibility of the ex-
ecutable semantic parsing framework, we eval-
uate models on Q&A data sets as well as on
commercial SLU data sets. For Q&A, we con-
sider Overnight (Wang et al., 2015b) and NLmaps
(Lawrence and Riezler, 2016).
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Overnight It contains sentences annotated with
Lambda DCS (Liang, 2013). The sentences are di-
vided into eight domains: calendar, blocks, hous-
ing, restaurants, publications, recipes, socialnet-
work, and basketball. As shown in Table 1, the
number of sentences and the terminal vocabular-
ies are small, which makes the learning more chal-
lenging, preventing us from using data-hungry ap-
proaches such as sequence-to-sequence models.
The current state-of-the-art results, to the best
of our knowledge, are reported by Su and Yan
(2017). Previous work on this data set use deno-
tation accuracy as a metric. In this paper, we use
logical form exact match accuracy across all data
sets.

NLmaps It contains more than two thousand
questions about geographical facts, retrieved from
OpenStreetMap (Haklay and Weber, 2008). Un-
fortunately, this data set is not divided into sub-
domains. While NLmaps has comparable sizes
with some of the Overnight domains, its vocab-
ularies are much larger: containing 160 terminals,
24 non-terminals and 280 word types (Table 1).
The current state-of-the-art results on this data set
are reported by Duong et al. (2017).

SLU We select five domains from our SLU data
set: search, recipes, cinema, bookings, and closet.
In order to investigate the use case of a new low-
resource domain exploiting a higher-resource do-
main, we selected a mix of high-resource and low-
resource domains. Details are shown in Table 1.
We extracted shallow trees from data originally
collected for intent/slot tagging: intents become
the root of the tree, slot types are attached to the
roots as their children and slot values are in turn
attached to their slot types as their children. An
example is shown in Figure 2. A similar approach
to transform intent/slot data into tree structures has
been recently employed by Gupta et al. (2018b).

5 Experiments

We first run experiments on single-task seman-
tic parsing to observe the differences among the
three different data sources discussed in Section 4.
Specifically, we explore the impact of an atten-
tion mechanism on the performance as well as the
comparison between delexicalization and a copy
mechanism for dealing with data sparsity. The
metric used to evaluate parsers is the exact match
accuracy, defined as the ratio of sentences cor-

FindCinema

TimeTitleTitle

tonightWarsStar

FindCinemaIntent
which cinemas screen Star|Title Wars|Title tonight|Time

Figure 2: Conversion from intent/slot tags to tree for the
sentence Which cinemas screen Star Wars tonight?

DOMAIN # TER NT Words

Q&A
calendar 535 31 13 114
blocks 1276 30 13 99
housing 601 34 13 109
restaurants 1060 40 13 144
publications 512 24 12 80
recipes 691 30 13 121
social 2828 56 16 225
basketball 1248 40 15 148

NLmaps 1200 160 24 280

SLU
search 23706 1621 51 1780
recipes 18721 530 40 643
cinema 13180 806 36 923
bookings 1280 10 19 42
closet 943 63 13 107

Table 1: Details of training data. # is the number of sen-
tences, TER is the terminal vocabulary size, NT is the non-
terminal vocabulary size and Words is the input vocabulary
size.

rectly parsed.

5.1 Attention
Because the buffer is not consumed as in tradi-
tional transition-based parsers, Cheng et al. (2017)
use an additive attention mechanism (Bahdanau
et al., 2015) to focus on the more relevant words
in the buffer for the current state of the stack.

In order to find the impact of attention on the
different data sets, we run ablation experiments,
as shown in Table 2 (left side). We found that
attention between stack and buffer is not always
beneficial: it appears to be helpful for larger data
sets while harmful for smaller data sets. Attention
is, however, useful for NLmaps, regardless of the
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DOMAIN BL −Att +Delex +Copy

calendar 38.1 43.5 4.20 32.1
blocks 22.6 25.1 24.3 22.8
housing 19.0 29.6 6.90 21.2
restaurants 32.2 37.3 21.7 33.7
publications 27.3 32.9 11.8 26.1
recipes 47.7 58.3 24.1 48.1
social 44.9 51.2 47.7 50.9
basketball 65.2 69.6 38.6 66.5

NLmaps 44.9 43.5 46.4 60.7

search 35.6 34.9 29.2 52.7
recipes 40.9 37.9 37.7 47.6
cinema 31.5 35.5 35.7 56.9
bookings 72.3 77.7 72.3 77.7
closet 17.6 35.9 29.2 44.1

Table 2: Left side: Ablation experiments on attention mech-
anism. Right side: Comparison between delexicalization and
copy mechanism. BL is the model of Section 2.1, −Att refers
to the same model without attention, +Delex is the system
with delexicalization and in +Copy we use a copy mecha-
nism instead. The scores indicate the percentage of correct
parses.

data size. Even though NLmaps data is similarly
sized to some of the Overnight domains, its termi-
nal space is considerably larger, perhaps making
attention more important even with a smaller data
set. On the other hand, the high-resource SLU’s
cinema domain is not able to benefit from the at-
tention mechanism. We note that the performance
of this model on NLmaps falls behind the state of
the art (Duong et al., 2017). The hyper-parameters
of our model were however not tuned on this data
set.

5.2 Handling Sparsity

A popular way to deal with the data sparsity prob-
lem is to delexicalize the data, that is replacing
rare and unknown words with coarse categories.
In our experiment, we use a named entity recog-
nition system2 to replace names with their named
entity types. Alternatively, it is possible to use a
copy mechanism to enable the decoder to copy
rare words from the input rather than generating
them from its limited vocabulary.

We compare the two solutions across all data
sets on the right side of Table 2. Regardless of
the data set, the copy mechanism generally outper-
forms delexicalization. We also note that delexi-

2https://spacy.io

calization has unexpected catastrophic effects on
exact match accuracy for calendar and housing.
For Overnight, however, the system with copy
mechanism is outperformed by the system without
attention. This is unsurprising as the copy mech-
anism is based on attention, which is not effective
on Overnight (Section 5.1). The inefficacy of copy
mechanisms on the Overnight data set was also
discussed in Jia and Liang (2016), where answer
accuracy, rather than parsing accuracy, was used
as a metric. As such, the results are not directly
comparable.

For NLmaps and all SLU domains, using a
copy mechanism results in an average accuracy
improvement of 16% over the baseline. It is worth
noting that the copy mechanism is unsurprisingly
effective for SLU data due to the nature of the data
set: the SLU trees were obtained from data col-
lected for slot tagging, and as such, each leaf in
the tree has to be copied from the input sentence.

Even though Overnight often yields different
conclusions, most likely due to its small vocab-
ulary size, the similar behaviors observed for
NLmaps and SLU is reassuring, confirming that
it is possible to unify Q&A and SLU under the
same umbrella framework of executable semantic
parsing.

In order to compare the NLmaps results with
Lawrence and Riezler (2016), we also compute F1
scores for the data set. Our baseline outperforms
previous results, achieving a score of 0.846. Our
best F1 results are also obtained when adding the
copy mechanism, achieving a score of 0.874.

5.3 Transfer Learning

The first set of experiments involve transfer learn-
ing across Overnight domains. For this data
set, the non-terminal vocabulary is mostly shared
across domains. As such, we use the architecture
where only the TER output classifier is not shared.
Selecting the best auxiliary domain by maximiz-
ing the overlap with the main domain was not suc-
cessful, and we instead performed an exhaustive
search over the domain pairs on the development
set. In the interest of space, for each main domain,
we report results for the best auxiliary domain (Ta-
ble 3). We note that MTL and pre-training provide
similar results and provide an average improve-
ment of 4%. As expected, we observe more sub-
stantial improvements for smaller domains.

We performed the same set of experiments on
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DOMAIN BL MTL PRETR.

calendar 43.5 48.8 48.2
blocks 25.1 24.1 25.1
housing 29.6 38.1 38.1
restaurants 37.3 39.2 36.7
publications 32.9 37.3 40.4
recipes 58.3 63.4 63.0
social 51.2 52.4 54.5
basketball 69.6 69.1 71.1

Table 3: Transfer learning results for the Overnight domains.
BL − Att is the model without transfer learning. PRETR.
stands for pre-training. Again, we report exact match accu-
racy.

DOMAIN BL + Copy MTL PRETR.

search 52.7 52.3 53.1
cinema 56.9 57.7 56.4
bookings 77.7 81.2 78.0
closet 44.1 52.5 50.8

Table 4: Transfer learning results for SLU domains. BL +

Copy is the model without transfer learning. PRETR. stands
for pre-training. Again, the numbers are exact match accu-
racy.

the SLU domains, as shown in Table 4. In this
case, the non-terminal vocabulary can vary signif-
icantly across domains. We therefore choose to
use the MTL architecture where both TER and NT
output classifiers are not shared. Also for SLU,
there is no clear winner between pre-training and
MTL. Nevertheless, they always outperform the
baseline, demonstrating the importance of transfer
learning, especially for smaller domains.

While the focus of this transfer learning frame-
work is in exploiting high-resource domains an-
notated in the same way as a new low-resource
domain, we also report a preliminary experiment
on transfer learning across tasks. We selected the
recipes domain, which exists in both Overnight
and SLU. While the SLU data set is significantly
different from Overnight, deriving from a cor-
pus annotated with intent/slot labels, as discussed
in Section 4, we found promising results using
pre-training, increasing the accuracy from 58.3
to 61.1. A full investigation of transfer learning
across domains belonging to heterogeneous data
sets is left for future work.

The experiments on transfer learning demon-

strate how parsing accuracy on low-resource do-
mains can be improved by exploiting other do-
mains or data sets. Except for the Overnight’s
blocks domain, which is one of the largest in
Overnight, all domains in Overnight and SLU
were shown to provide better results when either
MTL or pre-training was used, with the most sig-
nificant improvements observed for low-resource
domains.

6 Related work

A large collection of logical forms of different na-
ture exist in the semantic parsing literature: se-
mantic role schemes (Palmer et al., 2005; Meyers
et al., 2004; Baker et al., 1998), syntax/semantics
interfaces (Steedman, 1996), executable logical
forms (Liang, 2013; Kate et al., 2005), and gen-
eral purpose meaning representations (Banarescu
et al., 2013; Abend and Rappoport, 2013). We
adopt executable logical forms in this paper. The
Overnight data set uses Lambda DCS, the NLmaps
data set extracts meaning representations from
OpenStreetMap, and the SLU data set contains
logical forms reminiscent of Lambda DCS that can
be used to perform actions and query databases.
State-of-the-art results are reported in Su and Yan
(2017) for Overnight and Duong et al. (2017) for
NLmaps.3

Our semantic parsing model is an extension of
the executable semantic parser of Cheng et al.
(2017), which is inspired by Recurrent Neural
Network Grammars (Dyer et al., 2016). We extend
the model with ideas inspired by Gulcehre et al.
(2016) and Luong and Manning (2016).

We build our multi-task learning architecture
upon the rich literature on the topic. MTL was
first introduce in Caruana (1997). It has been since
used for a number of NLP problems such as tag-
ging (Collobert and Weston, 2008), syntactic pars-
ing (Luong et al., 2015), and machine translation
(Dong et al., 2015; Luong et al., 2015). The closest
to our work is Fan et al. (2017), where MTL archi-
tectures are built on top of an attentive sequence-
to-sequence model (Bahdanau et al., 2015). We
instead focus on transfer learning across domains
of the same data sets and employ a different archi-
tecture which promises to be less data-hungry than
sequence-to-sequence models.

3The results on Overnight are not computed on the logical
form they produce but on the answer they obtain using the
logical form as a query. As such, their results are not directly
comparable to ours.
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Typical SLU systems rely on domain-specific
semantic parsers that identify intents and slots in
a sentence. Traditionally, these tasks were per-
formed by linear machine learning models (Sha
and Pereira, 2003) but more recently jointly-
trained DNN models are used (Mesnil et al.,
2015; Hakkani-Tür et al., 2016) with differing
contexts (Gupta et al., 2018a; Vishal Ishwar Naik,
2018). More recently there has been work on ex-
tending the traditional intent/slot framework using
targeted parsing to handle more complex linguis-
tic phenomenon like coordination (Gupta et al.,
2018c; Agarwal et al., 2018).

7 Conclusions

We framed SLU as an executable semantic pars-
ing task, which addresses a limitation of current
commercial SLU systems. By applying our frame-
work to different data sets, we demonstrate that
the framework is effective for Q&A as well as for
SLU. We explored a typical scenario where it is
necessary to learn a semantic parser for a new do-
main with little data, but other high-resource do-
mains are available. We show the effectiveness of
our system and both pre-training and MTL on dif-
ferent domains and data sets. Preliminary exper-
iment results on transfer learning across domains
belonging to heterogeneous data sets suggest fu-
ture work in this area.
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Abstract

Data for human-human spoken dialogues for
research and development are currently very
limited in quantity, variety, and sources; such
data are even scarcer in healthcare. In this
work, we investigate fast prototyping of a
dialogue comprehension system by leverag-
ing on minimal nurse-to-patient conversations.
We propose a framework inspired by nurse-
initiated clinical symptom monitoring conver-
sations to construct a simulated human-human
dialogue dataset, embodying linguistic char-
acteristics of spoken interactions like think-
ing aloud, self-contradiction, and topic drift.
We then adopt an established bidirectional
attention pointer network on this simulated
dataset, achieving more than 80% F1 score
on a held-out test set from real-world nurse-
to-patient conversations. The ability to au-
tomatically comprehend conversations in the
healthcare domain by exploiting only limited
data has implications for improving clinical
workflows through red flag symptom detec-
tion and triaging capabilities. We demonstrate
the feasibility for efficient and effective extrac-
tion, retrieval and comprehension of symptom
checking information discussed in multi-turn
human-human spoken conversations.

1 Introduction

1.1 Problem Statement
Spoken conversations still remain the most natu-
ral and effortless means of human communication.
Thus a lot of valuable information is conveyed
and exchanged in such an unstructured form. In
telehealth settings, nurses might call discharged
patients who have returned home to continue to
monitor their health status. Human language tech-
nology that can efficiently and effectively extract

key information from such conversations is clin-
ically useful, as it can help streamline workflow
processes and digitally document patient medical
information to increase staff productivity. In this
work, we design and prototype a dialogue compre-
hension system in the question-answering manner,
which is able to comprehend spoken conversations
between nurses and patients to extract clinical in-
formation1.

1.2 Motivation of Approach

Machine comprehension of written passages has
made tremendous progress recently. Large quan-
tities of supervised training data for reading com-
prehension (e.g. SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016)),
the wide adoption and intense experimentation of
neural modeling (Seo et al., 2017; Wang et al.,
2017), and the advancements in vector represen-
tations of word embeddings (Pennington et al.,
2014; Devlin et al., 2018) all contribute signifi-
cantly to the achievements obtained so far. The
first factor, the availability of large scale datasets,
empowers the latter two factors. To date, there is
still very limited well-annotated large-scale data
suitable for modeling human-human spoken dia-
logues. Therefore, it is not straightforward to di-
rectly port over the recent endeavors in reading
comprehension to dialogue comprehension tasks.

In healthcare, conversation data is even scarcer
due to privacy issues. Crowd-sourcing is an ef-

1N.F.C., P.K., R.S. and C.W.L. conceptualized the over-
all research programme; N.F.C. and L.Z. proposed and de-
veloped the proposed approach; L.Z. and N.F.C. developed
methods for data analysis; L.Z., L.J.H., N.F.S., and N.F.C.
constructed the corpus; T.S.C, S.O., A.N. S.L.G, and M.R.M
acquired, prepared, and validated clinical data; L.Z., N.F.
C., P.K., S.L.G., M.R.M and C.W.L interpreted results; L.Z.,
N.F.C., L.J.H, N.F.S., P.K. and C.W.L wrote the paper.
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ficient way to annotate large quantities of data,
but less suitable for healthcare scenarios, where
domain knowledge is required to guarantee data
quality. To demonstrate the feasibility of a di-
alogue comprehension system used for extract-
ing key clinical information from symptom moni-
toring conversations, we developed a framework
to construct a simulated human-human dialogue
dataset to bootstrap such a prototype. Similar ef-
forts have been conducted for human-machine di-
alogues for restaurant or movie reservations (Shah
et al., 2018). To the best of our knowledge, no one
to date has done so for human-human conversa-
tions in healthcare.

1.3 Human-human Spoken Conversations

Human-human spoken conversations are a dy-
namic and interactive flow of information ex-
change. While developing technology to compre-
hend such spoken conversations presents similar
technical challenges as machine comprehension of
written passages (Rajpurkar et al., 2018), the chal-
lenges are further complicated by the interactive
nature of human-human spoken conversations:

(1) Zero anaphora is more common: Co-
reference resolution of spoken utterances from
multiple speakers is needed. For example, in Fig-
ure 1(a) headaches, the pain, it, head bulging all
refer to the patient’s headache symptom, but they
were uttered by different speakers and across mul-
tiple utterances and turns. In addition, anaphors
are more likely to be omitted (see Figure 1(a) A4)
as this does not affect the human listeners under-
standing, but it might be challenging for computa-
tional models.

(2) Thinking aloud more commonly occurs:
Since it is more effortless to speak than to type,
one is more likely to reveal her running thoughts
when talking. In addition, one cannot retract what
has been uttered, while in text communications,
one is more likely to confirm the accuracy of the
information in a written response and revise if nec-
essary before sending it out. Thinking aloud can
lead to self-contradiction, requiring more context
to fully understand the dialogue; e.g., in A6 in Fig-
ure 1(a), the patient at first says he has none of
the symptoms asked, but later revises his response
saying that he does get dizzy after running.

(3) Topic drift is more common and harder to
detect in spoken conversations: An example is
shown in Figure 1(a) in A3, where No is actu-

Figure 1: Dialogue comprehension of symptom check-
ing conversations.

ally referring to cough in the previous question,
and then the topic is shifted to headache. In spo-
ken conversations, utterances are often incomplete
sentences so traditional linguistic features used in
written passages such as punctuation marks indi-
cating syntactic boundaries or conjunction words
suggesting discourse relations might no longer ex-
ist.

1.4 Dialogue Comprehension Task

Figure 1(b) illustrates the proposed dialogue com-
prehension task using a question answering (QA)
model. The input are a multi-turn symptom check-
ing dialogue D and a query Q specifying a symp-
tom with one of its attributes; the output is the ex-
tracted answer A from the given dialogue. A train-
ing or test sample is defined as S = {D,Q,A}.
Five attributes, specifying certain details of clini-
cal significance, are defined to characterize the an-
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swer types of A: (1) the time the patient has been
experiencing the symptom, (2) activities that trig-
ger the symptom (to occur or worsen), (3) the ex-
tent of seriousness, (4) the frequency occurrence
of the symptom, and (5) the location of symptom.
For each symptom/attribute, it can take on differ-
ent linguistic expressions, defined as entities. Note
that if the queried symptom or attribute is not men-
tioned in the dialogue, the groundtruth output is
“No Answer”, as in (Rajpurkar et al., 2018).

2 Related Work

2.1 Reading Comprehension

Large-scale reading comprehension tasks like
SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) and MARCO
(Nguyen et al., 2016) provide question-answer
pairs from a vast range of written passages, cov-
ering different kinds of factual answers involv-
ing entities such as location and numerical val-
ues. Furthermore, HotpotQA (Yang et al., 2018)
requires multi-step inference and provides numer-
ous answer types. CoQA (Reddy et al., 2018) and
QuAC (Choi et al., 2018) are designed to mimic
multi-turn information-seeking discussions of the
given material. In these tasks, contextual rea-
soning like coreference resolution is necessary to
grasp rich linguistic patterns, encouraging seman-
tic modeling beyond naive lexical matching. Neu-
ral networks contribute to impressive progress in
semantic modeling: distributional semantic word
embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014), contex-
tual sequence encoding (Sutskever et al., 2014;
Gehring et al., 2017) and the attention mecha-
nism (Luong et al., 2015; Vaswani et al., 2017) are
widely adopted in state-of-the-art comprehension
models (Seo et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017; Devlin
et al., 2018).

While language understanding tasks in dialogue
such as domain identification (Ravuri and Stol-
cke, 2015), slot filling (Kurata et al., 2016) and
user intent detection (Wen et al., 2016) have at-
tracted much research interest, work in dialogue
comprehension is still limited, if any. It is labor-
intensive and time-consuming to obtain a critical
mass of annotated conversation data for compu-
tational modeling. Some propose to collect text
data from human-machine or machine-machine
dialogues (Li et al., 2016; Shah et al., 2018). In
such cases, as human speakers are aware of cur-
rent limitations of dialogue systems or due to pre-
defined assumptions of user simulators, there are

fewer cases of zero anaphora, thinking aloud, and
topic drift, which occur more often in human-
human spoken interactions.

2.2 NLP for Healthcare
There is emerging interest in research and devel-
opment activities at the intersection of machine
learning and healthcare2 3, of which much of the
NLP related work are centered around social me-
dia or online forums (e.g., (Wallace et al., 2014;
Lyles et al., 2013)), partially due to the world wide
web as a readily available source of information.
Other work in this area uses public data sources
such as MIMIC4 in electronic health records: text
classification approaches have been applied to an-
alyze unstructured clinical notes for ICD code
assignment (Baumel et al., 2017) and automatic
intensive emergency prediction (Grnarova et al.,
2016). Sequence-to-sequence textual generation
has been used for readable notes based on medi-
cal and demographic recordings (Liu, 2018). For
mental health, there has been more focus on ana-
lyzing dialogues. For example, sequential model-
ing of audio and text have helped detect depres-
sion from human-machine interviews (Al Hanai
et al., 2018). However, few studies have examined
human-human spoken conversations in healthcare
settings.

3 Real-World Data Analysis

3.1 Data Preparation
We used recordings of nurse-initiated telephone
conversations for congestive heart failure patients
undergoing telemonitoring, post-discharge from
the hospital. The clinical data was acquired by
the Health Management Unit at Changi General
Hospital. This research study was approved by
the SingHealth Centralised Institutional Review
Board (Protocol 1556561515). The patients were
recruited during 2014-2016 as part of their routine
care delivery, and enrolled into the telemonitoring
health management program with consent for use
of anonymized versions of their data for research.

The dataset comprises a total of 353 conver-
sations from 40 speakers (11 nurses, 16 patients,
and 13 caregivers) with consent to the use of
anonymized data for research. The speakers are

2ML4H: Machine Learning for Health, Workshop at
NeurIPS 2018 https://ml4health.github.io/2018/

32018 Workshop on Health Intelligence (W3PHIAI 2018)
http://w3phiai2018.w3phi.com/

4https://mimic.physionet.org/
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Utterance Type %
Open-ended Inquiry 31.8
Detailed Inquiry 33.0
Multi-Intent Inquiry 15.5
Reconfirmation Inquiry 21.3
Inquiry with Transitional Clauses 8.5
Yes/No Response 52.1
Detailed Response 29.4
Response with Revision 5.1
Response with Topic Drift 11.1
Response with Transitional Clauses 9.5
Sampled Turn Number 1200

Table 1: Linguistic characterization of inquiry-
response types and their occurrence frequency from the
seed data in Section 3.2.

38 to 88 years old, equally distributed across gen-
der, and comprise a range of ethnic groups (55%
Chinese, 17% Malay, 14% Indian, 3% Eurasian,
and 11% unspecified). The conversations cover
11 topics (e.g., medication compliance, symptom
checking, education, greeting) and 9 symptoms
(e.g., chest pain, cough) and amount to 41 hours.

Data preprocessing and anonymization were
performed by a data preparation team, separate
from the data analysis team to maintain data con-
fidentiality. The data preparation team followed
standard speech recognition transcription guide-
lines, where words are transcribed verbatim to in-
clude false starts, disfluencies, mispronunciations,
and private self-talk. Confidential information
were marked and clipped off from the audio and
transcribed with predefined tags in the annotation.
Conversation topics and clinical symptoms were
also annotated and clinically validated by certified
telehealth nurses.

3.2 Linguistic Characterization on Seed Data

To analyze the linguistic structure of the inquiry-
response pairs in the entire 41-hour dataset, we
randomly sampled a seed dataset consisting of
1,200 turns and manually categorized them to
different types, which are summarized in Ta-
ble 1 along with the corresponding occurrence fre-
quency statistics. Note that each given utterance
could be categorized to more than one type. We
elaborate on each utterance type below.
Open-ended Inquiry: Inquiries about general
well-being or a particular symptom; e.g., “How
are you feeling?” and “Do you cough?”
Detailed Inquiry: Inquiries with specific details
that prompt yes/no answers or clarifications; e.g.,
“Do you cough at night?”

Multi-Intent Inquiry: Inquiring more than one
symptom in a question; e.g., “Any cough, chest
pain, or headache?”
Reconfirmation Inquiry: The nurse reconfirms
particular details; e.g., “Really? At night?” and
“Serious or mild?”. This case is usually related to
explicit or implicit coreferencing.
Inquiry with Transitional Clauses: During spo-
ken conversations, one might repeat what the other
party said, but it is unrelated to the main clause
of the question. This is usually due to private
self-talk while thinking aloud, and such utterances
form a transitional clause before the speaker starts
a new topic; e.g., “Chest pain... no chest pain, I
see... any cough?”.
Yes/No Response: Yes/No responses seem
straightforward, but sometimes lead to misunder-
standing if one does not interpret the context ap-
propriately. One case is tag questions: A:“You
don’t cough at night, do you?” B:‘Yes, yes”
A:“cough at night?” B:“No, no cough”. Usually
when the answer is unclear, clarifying inquiries
will be asked for reconfirmation purposes.
Detailed Response: Responses that contain spe-
cific information of one symptom, like “I felt
tightness in my chest”.
Response with Revision: Revision is infrequent
but can affect comprehension significantly. One
cause is thinking aloud so a later response over-
rules the previous one; e.g., “No dizziness, oh
wait... last week I felt a bit dizzy when biking”.
Response with Topic Drift: When a symp-
tom/topic like headache is inquired, the response
might be: “Only some chest pain at night”, not re-
ferring to the original symptom (headache) at all.
Response with Transitional Clauses: Repeat-
ing some of the previous content, but often un-
related to critical clinical information and usually
followed by topic drift. For example, “Swelling...
swelling... I don’t cough at night”.

4 Simulating Symptom Monitoring
Dataset for Training

We divide the construction of data simulation into
two stages. In Section 4.1, we build templates
and expression pools using linguistic analysis fol-
lowed by manual verification. In Section 4.2, we
present our proposed framework for generating
simulated training data. The templates and frame-
work are verified for logical correctness and clini-
cal soundness.
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Figure 2: Simulated data generation framework.

4.1 Template Construction

4.1.1 Linguistically-Inspired Templates
Each utterance in the seed data is categorized ac-
cording to Table 1 and then abstracted into tem-
plates by replacing entity phrases like cough and
often with respective placeholders “#symptom#”
and “#frequency#”. The templates are refined
through verifying logical correctness and inject-
ing expression diversity by linguistically trained
researchers. As these replacements do not alter
the syntactic structure, we interchange such place-
holders with various verbal expressions to enlarge
the simulated training set in Section 4.2. Clini-
cal validation was also conducted by certified tele-
health nurses.

4.1.2 Topic Expansion & Symptom
Customization

For the 9 symptoms (e.g. chest pain, cough) and
5 attributes (e.g., extent, frequency), we collect
various expressions from the seed data, and ex-
pand them through synonym replacement. Some
attributes are unique to a particular symptom; e.g.,
“left leg” in #location# is only suitable to de-
scribe the symptom swelling, but not the symptom
headache. Therefore, we only reuse general ex-
pressions like “slight” in #extent# across different
symptoms to diversify linguistic expressions.

4.1.3 Expression Pool for Linguistic Diversity
Two linguistically trained researchers constructed
expression pools for each symptom and each at-
tribute to account for different types of paraphras-
ing and descriptions. These expression pools are
used in Section 4.2 (c).

4.2 Simulated Data Generation Framework

Figure 2 shows the five steps we use to generate
multi-turn symptom monitoring dialogue samples.

(a) Topic Selection: While nurses might prefer to
inquire the symptoms in different orders depend-
ing on the patient’s history, our preliminary anal-
ysis shows that modeling results do not differ no-
ticeably if topics are of equal prior probabilities.
Thus we adopt this assumption for simplicity.
(b) Template Selection: For each selected topic,
one inquiry template and one response template
are randomly chosen to compose a turn. To min-
imize adverse effects of underfitting, we redis-
tributed the frequency distribution in Table 1: For
utterance types that are below 15%, we boosted
them to 15%, and the overall relative distribution
ranking is balanced and consistent with Table 1.
(c) Enriching Linguistic Expressions: The
placeholders in the selected templates are substi-
tuted with diverse expressions from the expression
pools in Section 4.1.3 to characterize the symp-
toms and their corresponding attributes.
(d) Multi-Turn Dialogue State Tracking: A
greedy algorithm is applied to complete conver-
sations. A “completed symptoms” list and a “to-
do symptoms” list are used for symptom topic
tracking. We also track the “completed attributes”
and “to-do attributes”. For each symptom, all re-
lated attributes are iterated. A dialogue ends only
when all possible entities are exhausted, generat-
ing a multi-turn dialogue sample, which encour-
ages the model to learn from the entire discussion
flow rather than a single turn to comprehend con-
textual dependency. The average length of a simu-
lated dialogue is 184 words, which happens to be
twice as long as an average dialogue from the real-
world evaluation set. Moreover, to model the roles
of the respondents, we set the ratio between pa-
tients and caregivers to 2:1; this statistic is inspired
by the real scenarios in the seed dataset. For both
the caregivers and patients, we assume equal prob-
ability of both genders. The corresponding pro-
nouns in the conversations are thus determined by
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the role and gender of these settings.
(e) Multi-Turn Sample Annotation: For each
multi-turn dialogue, a query is specified by a
symptom and an attribute. The groundtruth output
of the QA system is automatically labeled based
on the template generation rules, but also manu-
ally verified to ensure annotation quality. More-
over, we adopt the unanswerable design in (Ra-
jpurkar et al., 2018): when the patient does not
mention a particular symptom, the answer is de-
fined as “No Answer”. This process is repeated
until all logical permutations of symptoms and at-
tributes are exhausted.

Figure 3: Bi-directional attention pointer network with
an answerable classifier for dialogue comprehension.

5 Experiments

5.1 Model Design
We implemented an established model in reading
comprehension, a bi-directional attention pointer
network (Seo et al., 2017), and equipped it with
an answerable classifier, as depicted in Figure 3.
First, tokens in the given dialogue D and query Q
are converted into embedding vectors. Then the
dialogue embeddings are fed to a bi-directional
LSTM encoding layer, generating a sequence of
contextual hidden states. Next, the hidden states
and query embeddings are processed by a bi-
directional attention layer, fusing attention in-
formation in both context-to-query and query-
to-context directions. The following two bi-
directional LSTM modeling layers read the con-
textual sequence with attention. Finally, two re-
spective linear layers with softmax functions are
used to estimate token i’s pstarti and pendi proba-
bility of the answer span A.
In addition, we add a special tag “[SEQ]” at the
head of D to account for the case of “No an-
swer” (Devlin et al., 2018) and adopt an answer-

Training Samples 10k 50k 100k 150k
Base Evaluation Set:
EM Score 15.41 80.33 89.68 91.45
F1 Score 50.63 89.18 92.27 94.17
Augmented Evaluation Set:
EM Score 11.59 57.22 78.29 72.12
F1 Score 49.36 74.53 85.69 82.75
Real-World Evaluation Set:
EM Score 38.81 42.93 78.23 75.41
F1 Score 46.29 52.68 80.18 78.09

Table 2: QA model evaluation results. Each sample is
a simulated multi-turn conversation.

able classifier as in (Liu et al., 2018). More specifi-
cally, when the queried symptom or attribute is not
mentioned in the dialogue, the answer span should
point to the tag “[SEQ]” and answerable probabil-
ity should be predicted as 0.

5.2 Implementation Details
The model was trained via gradient backpropaga-
tion with the cross-entropy loss function of an-
swer span prediction and answerable classifica-
tion, optimized by Adam algorithm (Kingma and
Ba, 2015) with initial learning rate of 0.001. Pre-
trained GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) embed-
dings (size = 200) were used. We re-shuffled
training samples at each epoch (batch size = 16).
Out-of-vocabulary words (< 0.05%) were re-
placed with a fixed random vector. L2 regulariza-
tion and dropout (rate = 0.2) were used to allevi-
ate overfitting (Srivastava et al., 2014).

5.3 Evaluation Setup
To evaluate the effectiveness of our linguistically-
inspired simulation approach, the model is trained
on the simulated data (see Section 4.2). We de-
signed 3 evaluation sets: (1) Base Set (1,264 sam-
ples) held out from the simulated data. (2) Aug-
mented Set (1,280 samples) built by adding two
out-of-distribution symptoms, with corresponding
dialogue contents and queries, to the Base Set
(“bleeding” and “cold”, which never appeared in
training data). (3) Real-World Set (944 samples)
manually delineated from the the symptom check-
ing portions (approximately 4 hours) of real-world
dialogues, and annotated as evaluation samples.

5.4 Results
Evaluation results are in Table 2 with exact match
(EM) and F1 score in (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) met-
rics. To distinguish the correct answer span from
the plausible ones which contain the same words,
we measure the scores on the position indices of
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EM F1
Augmented Evaluation Set:
Best-trained Model 78.29 85.69
w/o Bi-Attention 72.08 78.57
w/o Pre-trained Embedding 56.98 72.31
Real-World Evaluation Set:
Best-trained Model 78.23 80.18
w/o Bi-Attention 70.52 74.09
w/o Pre-trained Embedding 60.88 66.47

Table 3: Ablation experiments on 100K training size.

tokens. Our results show that both EM and F1
score increase with training sample size growing
and the optimal size in our setting is 100k. The
best-trained model performs well on both the Base
Set and the Augmented Set, indicating that out-of-
distribution symptoms do not affect the compre-
hension of existing symptoms and outputs reason-
able answers for both in- and out-of-distribution
symptoms. On the Real-World Set, we obtained
78.23 EM score and 80.18 F1 score respectively.

Error analysis suggests the performance drop
from the simulated test sets is due to the follow-
ing: 1) sparsity issues resulting from the expres-
sion pools excluding various valid but sporadic ex-
pressions. 2) nurses and patients occasionally chit-
chat in the Real-World Set, which is not simulated
in the training set. At times, these chit-chats make
the conversations overly lengthy, causing the in-
formation density to be lower. These issues could
potentially distract and confuse the comprehen-
sion model. 3) an interesting type of infrequent er-
ror source, caused by patients elaborating on pos-
sible causal relations of two symptoms. For exam-
ple, a patient might say “My giddiness may be due
to all this cough”. We are currently investigating
how to close this performance gap efficiently.

5.5 Ablation Analysis
To assess the effectiveness of bi-directional atten-
tion, we bypassed the bi-attention layer by directly
feeding the contextual hidden states and query em-
beddings to the modeling layer. To evaluate the
pre-trained GloVe embeddings, we randomly ini-
tialized and trained the embeddings from scratch.
These two procedures lead to 10% and 18% per-
formance degradation on the Augmented Set and
Real-World Set, respectively (see Table 3).

6 Conclusion

We formulated a dialogue comprehension task
motivated by the need in telehealth settings to ex-
tract key clinical information from spoken conver-

sations between nurses and patients. We analyzed
linguistic characteristics of real-world human-
human symptom checking dialogues, constructed
a simulated dataset based on linguistically inspired
and clinically validated templates, and prototyped
a QA system. The model works effectively on a
simulated test set using symptoms excluded dur-
ing training and on real-world conversations be-
tween nurses and patients. We are currently im-
proving the model’s dialogue comprehension ca-
pability in complex reasoning and context under-
standing and also applying the QA model to sum-
marization and virtual nurse applications.
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Abstract

Visually rich documents (VRDs) are ubiqui-
tous in daily business and life. Examples
are purchase receipts, insurance policy docu-
ments, custom declaration forms and so on.
In VRDs, visual and layout information is
critical for document understanding, and texts
in such documents cannot be serialized into
the one-dimensional sequence without losing
information. Classic information extraction
models such as BiLSTM-CRF typically op-
erate on text sequences and do not incorpo-
rate visual features. In this paper, we intro-
duce a graph convolution based model to com-
bine textual and visual information presented
in VRDs. Graph embeddings are trained to
summarize the context of a text segment in the
document, and further combined with text em-
beddings for entity extraction. Extensive ex-
periments have been conducted to show that
our method outperforms BiLSTM-CRF base-
lines by significant margins, on two real-world
datasets. Additionally, ablation studies are
also performed to evaluate the effectiveness of
each component of our model.

1 Introduction

Information Extraction (IE) is the process of ex-
tracting structured information from unstructured
documents. IE is a classic and fundamental Nat-
ural Language Processing (NLP) task, and exten-
sive research has been made in this area. Tradi-
tionally, IE research focuses on extracting entities
and relationships from plain texts, where informa-
tion is primarily expressed in the format of natural
language text. However, a large amount of infor-
mation remains untapped in VRDs.

VRDs present information in the form of both
text and vision. The semantic structure of the doc-
ument is not only determined by the text within it
but also the visual features such as layout, tabular
structure and font size of the document. Examples

(a) Purchase receipt (b) Value-added tax invoice

Figure 1: Examples of VRDs and example entities to
extract.

of VRDs are purchase receipts, insurance policy
documents, custom declaration forms and so on.
Figure 1 shows example VRDs and example enti-
ties to extract.

VRDs can be represented as a graph of text seg-
ments (Figure 2), where each text segment is com-
prised of the position of the segment and the text
within it. The position of the text segment is de-
termined by the four coordinates that generate the
bounding box of the text. There are other poten-
tially useful visual features in VRDs, such as fonts
and colors, which are complementary to the posi-
tion of the text. They are out of the scope of this
paper, and we leave them to future works.

The problem we address in this paper is to ex-
tract the values of pre-defined entities from VRDs.
We propose a graph convolution based method to
combine textual and visual information presented
in VRDs. The graph embeddings produced by
graph convolution summarize the context of a text
segment in the document, which are further com-
bined with text embeddings for entity extraction
using a standard BiLSTM-CRF model. The fol-
lowing paragraphs summarize the challenges of
the task and the contributions of our work.
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1.1 Challenges

IE from VRDs is a challenging task, and the dif-
ficulties mainly arise from how to effectively in-
corporate visual cues from the document and the
scalability of the task.

First, text alone is not adequate to represent the
semantic meaning in VRDs, and the contexts of
the texts are usually expressed in visual cues. For
example, there might be multiple dates in the pur-
chase receipts. However, it is up to the visual part
of the model to distinguish between the Invoice
Date, Transaction Date, and Due Date. Another
example is the tax amount in value-added tax in-
voice, as shown in Figure 1(b). There are multiple
“money” entities in the document, and there is a
lack of any textual context to determine which one
is tax amount. To extract the tax amount correctly,
we have to leverage the (relative) position of the
text segment and visual features of the document
in general.

Template matching based algorithms (Chiti-
cariu et al., 2013; Dengel and Klein, 2002; Schus-
ter et al., 2013) utilize visual features of the doc-
ument to extract entities; however, we argue that
they are mostly not scalable for the task in real-
world business settings. There are easily thou-
sands of vendors on the market, and the templates
of purchase receipts from each vendor are not the
same. Thousands of templates need to be created
and maintained in this single scenario. It requires
substantial efforts to update the template and make
sure it’s not conflicting with the rest every time a
new template comes in, and the process is error-
prone. Besides, user uploaded pictures introduce
another dimension of variance from the template.
An example is shown in Figure 1(b). Value-added
tax invoice is a nation-wide tax document, and the
layout is fixed. However, pictures taken by users
are usually distorted, often blurred and sometimes
contain interfering objects in the image. A simple
template-based system performs poorly in such a
scenario, while sophisticated rules require signif-
icant engineering efforts for each scenario, which
we believe is not scalable.

1.2 Contributions

In this paper, we present a novel method for IE
from VRDs. The method first computes graph em-
beddings for each text segment in the document
using graph convolution. The graph embeddings
represent the context of the current text segment

where the convolution operation combines both
textual and visual features of the context. Then
the graph embeddings are combined with text em-
beddings to feed into a standard BiLSTM for in-
formation extraction.

Extensive experiments have been conducted
to show our method outperforms BiLSTM-CRF
baselines by significant margins, on two real-
world datasets. Additionally, ablation studies are
also performed to evaluate the effectiveness of
each component of our model. Furthermore, we
also provide analysis and intuitions on why and
how individual components work in our experi-
ments.

2 Related Works

Our work is inspired by recent research in the area
of graph convolution and information extraction.

2.1 Graph Convolution Network

Neural network architectures such as CNN and
RNNs have demonstrated huge success on many
artificial intelligence tasks where the underly-
ing data has grid-like or sequential structure
(Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2016; Kim,
2014). Recently, there is a surge of interest in
studying the neural network structure operating on
graphs (Kipf and Welling, 2016; Hamilton et al.,
2017), since much data in the real world is natu-
rally represented as graphs. Many works attempt
to generalize convolution on the graph structure.
Some use a spectrum based approach where the
learned model depends on the structure of the
graph. As a result, the approach does not work
well on dynamic graph structures. The others de-
fine convolution directly on the graph (Veličković
et al., 2017; Hamilton et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2018;
Johnson et al., 2018; Duvenaud et al., 2015). We
follow the latter approach in our work to model the
text segment graph of VRDs.

Different from existing works, this paper in-
troduces explicit edge embeddings into the graph
convolution network, which models the rela-
tionship between vertices directly. Similar to
(Veličković et al., 2017), we apply self-attention
(Vaswani et al., 2017) to define convolution on
variable-sized neighbors, and the approach is com-
putationally efficient since the operation is paral-
lelizable across node pairs.
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2.2 Information Extraction

Recently, significant progress has been made in in-
formation extraction from unstructured or semi-
structured text. However, most works focus on
plain text documents (Peng et al., 2017; Lam-
ple et al., 2016; Ma and Hovy, 2016; Chiu and
Nichols, 2016). For information extraction from
VRDs, (Palm et al., 2017) which uses a recurrent
neural network (RNN) to extract entities of in-
terest from VRDs (invoices) is the closest to our
work, but does not take visual features into ac-
count. Besides, some of the studies (d’Andecy
et al., 2018; Medvet et al., 2011; Rusinol et al.,
2013) in the area of document understanding deal
with a similar problem to our work, and explore
using visual features to aid text extraction from
VRDs; however, approaches they proposed are
based on a large amount of heuristic knowledge
and human-designed features, as well as limited
in known templates, which are not scalable in
real-world business settings. We also acknowl-
edge a concurrent work of (Katti et al., 2018),
which models 2-D document using convolution
networks. However, there are several key differ-
ences. Our neural network architecture is graph-
based, and our model operates on text segments
instead of characters as in (Katti et al., 2018).

Besides, information extraction based on the
graph structure has been developed most recently.
(Peng et al., 2017; Song et al., 2018) present
a graph LSTM to capture various dependencies
among the input words and (Wang et al., 2018) de-
signs a novel graph schema to extract entities and
relations jointly. However, their models are not
concerned with visual information directly.

3 Model Architecture

This section describes the document model and the
architecture of our proposed model. Our model
first encodes each text segment in the document
into graph embedding, using multiple layers of
graph convolution. The embedding represents the
information in the text segment given its visual and
textual context. By visual context, we refer to the
layout of the document and relative positions of
the individual segment to other segments. Tex-
tual context is the aggregate of text information in
the document overall; our model learns to assign
higher weights on texts from neighbor segments.
Then we combine the graph embeddings with text
embeddings and apply a standard BiLSTM-CRF

Figure 2: Document graph. Every node in the graph is
fully connected to each other.

model for entity extraction.

3.1 Document Modeling

We model each document as a graph of text seg-
ments (see Figure 2), where each text segment is
comprised of the position of the segment and the
text within it. The graph is comprised of nodes
that represent text segments, and edges that repre-
sent visual dependencies, such as relative shapes
and distance, between two nodes. Text segments
are generated using an in-house Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) system.

Mathematically, a document D is a tuple
(T,E), where T = {t1, t2, · · · , tn}, ti ∈
T is a set of n text boxes/nodes, R =
{ri1, ri2, · · · , rij}, rij ∈ R is a set of edges, and
E = T × R × T is a set of directed edges of the
form (ti, rij , tj) where ti, tj ∈ T and rij ∈ R. In
our experiments, every node is connected to each
other.

3.2 Feature Extraction

For node ti, we calculate node embedding ti us-
ing a single layer Bi-LSTM (Schuster and Paliwal,
1997) to extract features from the text content in
the segment.

Edge embedding between node ti and node tj is
defined as follows,

rij = [xij , yij ,
wi

hi
,
hj
hi
,
wj

hi
], (1)

where xij and yij are horizontal and vertical dis-
tance between the two text boxes respectively, and
wi and hi are the width and height of the corre-
sponding text box. The third, fourth and fifth value
of the embedding are the aspect ratio of node ti,
relative height, and width of node tj respectively.
Empirically, a visual distance between two seg-
ments is an important feature. For example, in
general, the positions of relevant information are
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Figure 3: Graph convolution of document graph. Convolution is defined on node-edge-node triplets (ti, rij , tj).
Each layer produces new embeddings for both nodes and edges.

closer in one document, such as the key and value
of an entity. Moreover, the shape of the text seg-
ment plays a critical role in representing seman-
tic meanings. For example, the length of the text
segment which has address information is usually
longer than that of one which has a buyer name.
Therefore, we use edge embedding to encode in-
formation regarding the visual distance between
two segments, the shape of the source node, and
the relative size of the destination node.

To summarize, node embedding encodes textual
features, while edge embedding primarily repre-
sents visual features.

3.3 Graph Convolution
Graph convolution is applied to compute visual
text embeddings of text segments in the graph,
as shown in Figure 3. Different from existing
works, we define convolution on the node-edge-
node triplets (ti, rij , tj) instead of on the node
alone. We compare the performances of the mod-
els using nodes only and node-edge-node triplets
in Section 5.3. For node ti, we extract features hij

for each neighbour tj using a multi-layer percep-
tron (MLP) network,

hij = g(ti, rij , tj) = MLP([ti‖rij‖tj ]), (2)

where ‖ is the concatenate operation. There
are several benefits of using this triplet feature set.
First, it combines visual features directly into the
neighbor representation. Furthermore, the infor-
mation of the current node is copied across the
neighbors. As a result, the neighbor features can
potentially learn where to attend given the current
node.

In our model, graph convolution is defined
based on the self-attention mechanism. The idea

is to compute the output hidden representation of
each node by attending to its neighbors. In its most
general form, each node can attend to all the other
nodes, assuming a fully connected graph.

Concretely the output embedding t′i of the layer
for node ti is computed by,

t′i = σ(
∑

j∈{1,··· ,n}
αijhij), (3)

where αij are the attention coefficients, and σ
is an activation function. In our experiments, the
attention mechanism is designed as the follows,

αij =
exp(LeakyRelu(wT

a hij))∑
j∈{1,··· ,n} exp(LeakyRelu(wT

a hij))
,

(4)

where wa is a shared attention weight vector.
We apply the LeakyRelu activation function to
avoid the “dying Relu” problem and to increase
the “contrast” of the attention coefficients poten-
tially.

The edge embedding output of the graph convo-
lution layer is defined as,

r′ij = MLP(hij). (5)

Outputs t′i, r
′
ij are fed as inputs to the next layer

of graph convolution (as computed in equation 2)
or network modules for downstream tasks.

3.4 BiLSTM-CRF with Graph Embeddings
We combine graph embeddings with token embed-
dings and feed them into standard BiLSTM-CRF
for entity extraction. As illustrated in Figure 4,
visual text embedding generated from the graph
convolution layers of the current text segment is
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Figure 4: BiLSTM-CRF with graph embeddings.

concatenated to each token embedding of the in-
put sequence; Intuitively, graph embedding adds
contextual information to the input sequence.

Formally, assume for node ti, the input token
sequence of the text segment is x1, x2, · · · , xm,
and the graph embedding of the node is t′i. The
input embedding ui is defined as,

ui = e(xi)‖t′i (6)

where e is token embedding lookup function,
and Word2Vec vectors are used as token embed-
dings in our experiments.

Then the input embeddings are fed into a Bi-
LSTM network to be encoded, and the output is
further passed to a fully connected network and
then a CRF layer.

4 Model Supervision and Training

We build an annotation system to facilitate the la-
beling of the ground truth data. For each docu-
ment, we label the values for each pre-defined en-
tity, and their locations (bounding boxes). To gen-
erate training data, we first identify the text seg-
ment each entity belongs to, and then we label the
text in the segment according to IOB tagging for-
mat (Sang and Veenstra, 1999). We assign label O
to all tokens in empty text segments.

Since human annotated bounding boxes can-
not match OCR detected box exactly, we ap-
ply a simple heuristic to determine which text
segment an entity belongs to based on over-
lap area. A text segment is considered to con-
tain an entity if Aoverlap/min(Aannotator, Aocr)
is bigger than a manually set threshold; Here
Aannotator, Aocr, Aoverlap are the area of the an-
notated box of the corresponding entity, the area
of the ocr detected box and the area of the overlap
between the two boxes respectively.

In our experiments, the graph convolution
layers and BiLSTM-CRF extractors are trained
jointly. Furthermore, to improve prediction accu-
racy, we add the segment classification task which
classifies each text segment into a pre-defined tag
as an auxiliary task and discuss the effect of multi-
task learning in Section 5.4.3. We feed the graph
embedding of each text segment into a sigmoid
classifier to predict the tag. Since the parame-
ters of the graph convolution layers are shared
across the extraction task and segment classifi-
cation task, we employ a multi-task learning ap-
proach for model training. In multi-task training,
the goal is to optimize the weighted sum of the
two losses. In our experiments, the weight is de-
termined using a principled approach as described
in (Kendall et al., 2017). The idea is to adjust each
task’s relative weight in the loss function by con-
sidering task-dependant uncertainties.

5 Experiments

We apply our model for information extraction
from two real-world datasets. They are Value-
Added Tax Invoices (VATI) and International Pur-
chase Receipts (IPR).

5.1 Datasets Description

VATI consists of 3000 user-uploaded pictures and
has 16 entities to exact. Example entities are the
names of buyer/seller, date and tax amount. The
invoices are in Chinese, and it has a fixed template
since it is national standard invoice. However,
there are many noises in the documents which in-
clude distracting objects in the image and skewed
document orientation to name a few. IPR is a data
set of 1500 scanned receipt documents in English
which has 4 entities to exact (Invoice Number,
Vendor Name, Payer Name and Total Amount).
There exist 146 templates for the receipts. Vari-
able templates introduce additional difficulties to
the IPR dataset. For both datasets, we assign 70%
of each dataset for training, 15% for validation and
15% for the test. The number of text segments
varies per document from 100 to 300.

5.2 Baselines

We compare the performance of our system with
two BiLSTM-CRF baselines. Baseline I applies
BiLSTM-CRF to each text segment, where each
text segment is an individual sentence. Baseline
II applies the tagging model to the concatenated
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Model VATI IPR
Baseline I 0.745 0.747
Baseline II 0.854 0.820
BiLSTM-CRF + GCN 0.873 0.836

Table 1: F1 score. Performance comparisons.

Entities Baseline I Baseline II Our model
Invoice # 0.952 0.961 0.975
Date 0.962 0.963 0.963
Price 0.527 0.910 0.943
Tax 0.584 0.902 0.924
Buyer 0.402 0.797 0.833
Seller 0.681 0.731 0.782

Table 2: F1 score. Performance comparisons for indi-
vidual entities from VATI dataset.

document. Text segments in a document are con-
catenated from left to right and from top to bottom
according to (Palm et al., 2017). Baseline II incor-
porates a one-dimensional textual context to the
model.

5.3 Results

We use the F1 score to evaluate the performances
of our model in all experiments. The main results
are shown in Table 1. As we can see, our pro-
posed model outperforms both baselines by sig-
nificant margins. Capturing patterns from VRDs
with one-dimensional text sequence is difficult.
More specifically, we present performance com-
parisons of six entities from VATI dataset in Table
2. It can be seen that compared with two baselines,
our model performs almost identical on “simple”
entities which can be distinguished by the text seg-
ment’s text feature alone (i.e., Invoice Number
and Date) where visual features and context in-
formation are not necessary. However, our pro-
posed model clearly outperforms baselines on en-
tities which can not be represented by text alone,
such as Price, Tax, Buyer, and Seller.

To further examine the contributions made by
each sub-component of the graph convolution net-
work, we perform the following ablation studies.
In each study, we exclude visual features (edge
embeddings), textual features (node embeddings)
and the use of attention mechanism respectively,
to see their impacts on F1 scores on both two
datasets. As presented in Table 3, it can be seen
that visual features play a critical role in the per-
formance of our model; they lead to more than

Configurations/Datasets VATI IPR
Full model 0.873 0.836
w/o vis. features 0.808 0.775
w/o text features 0.871 0.817
w/o attention 0.872 0.821

Table 3: F1 score. Ablation studies of individual com-
ponent of graph convolution.

5% performance drop in both datasets. Intuitively,
visual features provide more information about
contexts of the text segments, so it improves the
performance by discriminating between text seg-
ments with similar semantic meanings. Moreover,
textual features make similar contributions. Fur-
thermore, the attention mechanism shows more ef-
fectiveness on variable template datasets, which
results in 1.5% performance gains. However, it
makes no contribution to fixed layout datasets. We
make further discussions on attention in the next
section.

5.4 Discussions
5.4.1 Attention Analysis
To better understand how attention works in our
model, we study the attention weights (on all other
text segments) of each text segment in the docu-
ment graph. Interestingly, for the VATI dataset,
we find that attention weights are usually concen-
trated on a fixed text segment with strong textual
features (the segment contains address informa-
tion) regardless of the text segment studied. The
reason behind that may be attention mechanism
tries to find an anchor point of the document, and
one anchor is enough as VATI documents all share
the same template. Strong textual features help lo-
cate the anchor more accurately.

For variable layout documents, more attention
is paid to nearby text segments, which reflects the
local structure of the document. Specifically, at-
tention weights of the left and upper segments are
even higher. Furthermore, segments that contain
slot keywords such as “address”, “amount” and
“name” receive higher attention weights.

5.4.2 The Number of Graph Convolution
Layers

Here we evaluate the impact of different numbers
of graph convolution layers. In theory, a higher
number of layers encodes more information and
therefore can model more complex relationships.
We perform the experiments on selected entity
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Entities 1 layer 2 layer 3 layer
Invoice # 0.959 0.975 0.964
Date 0.960 0.963 0.960
Price 0.931 0.943 0.931
Tax 0.915 0.924 0.917
Buyer 0.829 0.833 0.827
Seller 0.772 0.782 0.775

Table 4: F1 score. Performance comparisons of dif-
ferent graph convolution layers for individual entities
from VATI dataset.

Model VATI IPR
BiLSTM-CRF + GCN 0.873 0.836

+ Multi-task 0.881 0.849

Table 5: F1 score. Effectiveness of multi-task learning
approach.

types of the VATI dataset, and the results are pre-
sented in Table 4. As we can see, additional layers
in the network do not help simple tasks. By sim-
ple task, we mean that task achieves high accuracy
with single layer graph convolution. However,
more layers indeed improve the performances of
more difficult tasks. As shown in the table, the op-
timal number of layers is two for our task, as three
layers overfit the model. Ideally, the number of
graph convolution layers used should be adaptive
to the specific task, of which we leave the study to
future works.

5.4.3 Multi-Task Learning
As shown in Table 5, our task benefits from the
segment classification task and multi-task learn-
ing method in both datasets. The two tasks in our
experiments are complementary, and compared
with the single task model, the multi-task learn-
ing model may have better generalization perfor-
mance by adopting more information. Further-
more, we find that the multi-task learning helps
the training converge much faster.

6 Conclusions and Future Works

This paper studies the problem of entity extraction
from VRDs. A graph convolution architecture is
proposed to encode text embeddings given visu-
ally rich context. BiLSTM-CRF is applied to ex-
tract the final results. We manually annotated two
real-world datasets of VRDs, and perform com-
prehensive experiments and analysis. Our sys-
tem outperforms BiLSTM baselines and presents a

novel method for IE from VRDs. Furthermore, we
plan to extend the graph convolution framework to
other tasks in VRDs, such as document classifica-
tion.
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Abstract

We consider the problem of diversifying au-
tomated reply suggestions for a commercial
instant-messaging (IM) system (Skype). Our
conversation model is a standard matching
based information retrieval architecture, which
consists of two parallel encoders to project
messages and replies into a common feature
representation. During inference, we select
replies from a fixed response set using near-
est neighbors in the feature space. To diver-
sify responses, we formulate the model as a
generative latent variable model with Condi-
tional Variational Auto-Encoder (M-CVAE).
We propose a constrained-sampling approach
to make the variational inference in M-CVAE
efficient for our production system. In offline
experiments, M-CVAE consistently increased
diversity by ∼ 30 − 40% without significant
impact on relevance. This translated to a 5%
gain in click-rate in our online production sys-
tem.

1 Introduction

Automated reply suggestions or smart-replies
(SR) are increasingly becoming common in many
popular applications such as Gmail (2016), Skype
(2017), Outlook (2018), LinkedIn (2017), and
Facebook Messenger.

Given a message, the problem that SR solves is
to suggest short and relevant responses that a per-
son may select with a click to avoid any typing.
For example, for a message such as Want to
meet up for lunch? an SR system may
suggest the following three responses {Sure; No
problem!; Ok}. While these are all relevant
suggestions, they are semantically equivalent. In
this paper, we consider how we can diversify
the suggestions such as with {Sure; Sorry I
can’t; What time?} without losing any rel-
evance. Our hypothesis is that encompassing
greater semantic variability and intrinsic diversity
will lead to higher click-rates for suggestions.

Smart-reply has been modeled as an sequence-
to-sequence (S2S) process (Li et al., 2016; Kan-
nan et al., 2016; Vinyals and Le, 2015) inspired by
their success in machine translation. It has also
been modeled as an Information Retrieval (IR)
task (Henderson et al., 2017). Here, replies are se-
lected from a fixed list of responses, using two par-
allel Matching networks to encode messages and
replies in a common representation. Our produc-
tion system uses such a Matching architecture.

There are several practical factors in favor of the
Matching-IR approach. Production systems typi-
cally maintain a curated response-set (to have bet-
ter control on the feature and to prevent inappro-
priate responses) due to which they rarely require
a generative model. Moreover, inference is effi-
cient in the matching architecture as vectors for
the fixed response set can be pre-computed and
hashed for fast lookup. Qualitatively, S2S also
tends to generate generic, and sometimes incorrect
responses due to label and exposure bias. Solu-
tions for S2S during training (Wiseman and Rush,
2016) and inference (Li et al., 2016) have high
overhead. Matching architectures on the other
hand, can incorporate a global normalization fac-
tor during training to mitigate this issue (Sountsov
and Sarawagi, 2016).

In practice we found that the Matching model
retrieves responses which are semantically very
similar in lexical content and underlying intent as
shown in (Table 1). This behavior is not surprising
and even expected since we optimize the model as
a point estimation on golden message-reply (m-
r) pairs. In fact, it illustrates the effectiveness of
encoding similar intents in the common feature
space. While this leads to individual responses
being highly relevant, the model needs to diver-
sify the responses to improve the overall relevance
of the set by covering a wider variety of intents.
We hypothesize that diversity would improve the
click rates in our production system. This is the
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Figure 1: Training and inference graph for Match-
ing. During inference, the response side stack is pre-
computed (shaded grey).

main focus of this paper. We provide two base-
lines approaches using lexical clustering and max-
imal marginal relevance (MMR) for diversification
in the Matching model.

Since we typically do not have multiple re-
sponses in one-on-one conversational data (and
thus cannot train for multiple-intents), we con-
sider a generative Latent Variable Model (LVM) to
learn the hidden intents from individual m-r pairs.
Our key hypothesis is that intents can be encoded
through a latent variable, which can be then be uti-
lized to generate diverse responses.

To this end, we propose the Matching-CVAE
(M-CVAE) architecture, which introduces a gen-
erative LVM on the Matching-IR model using
the neural variational autoencoder (VAE) frame-
work (Kingma and Welling, 2014). M-CVAE is
trained to generate the vector representation of
the response conditioned on the input message
and a stochastic latent variable. During inference
we sample responses for a message and use vot-
ing to rank candidates. To reduce latency, we
propose a constrained sampling strategy for M-
CVAE which makes variational inference feasible
for production systems. We show that the Match-
ing architecture maintains the relevance advan-
tages and inference-efficiency required for a pro-
duction system while CVAE allows diversification
of responses.

We first describe our current production model
and diversification approaches. Next, we present
our key contribution: Matching-CVAE. Finally we
report on our results from offline and online exper-
iments, including production system performance.

Table 1: The top responses (without de-duplication) for
Matching and M-CVAE.

2 Matching Model

Our training data consists of message reply (m-
r) pairs [xi, yi] from one-on-one IM conversa-
tions1. A parallel stack of embedding and bi-
directional LSTM layers encodes the raw text of
m-r by concatenating the last hidden state of the
backward and forward recurrences as ΦX(xi) and
ΦY (yi) (Figure 1). The encodings are trained
to map to a common feature representation using
the symmetric-loss: a probabilistic measure of the
similarity as a normalized dot product Θxiyi =
ΦX(xi) · ΦY (yi) in equation 1. We maximize the
− ln p(Θ) during training.

Note the denominator in the symmetric-loss is
different from a softmax (where the marginaliza-
tion is usually over the y terms) to approximate
p(yi|xi). Instead, it the sums over each message
w.r.t. all responses and vice-versa. This normal-
ization (analogous to a Jaccard index) in both di-
rections enforces stronger constraints for a dialog
pair2. Thus, it is more appropriate for a conversa-
tional model where the goal is conversation com-
patibility rather than content similarity. Symmet-
ric loss improved the relevance in our model. We
omit the results here, to focus on diversity.

p(Θxiyi) =
eΘxiyi

∑
yj
e

Θxiyj +
∑
xj
e

Θxjyi − eΘxiyi

(1)

Sk(x) = softmaxk[topk[ΦX(x) · ΦY (YR) + αlm(YR)]]
(2)

During inference, we pre-compute the response
vectors ΦY (YR) for a fixed response set YR. We
encode an input x as ΦX(x), and find the K
nearest responses YRk , using a score composed
of the dot product of ΦX(x) and ΦY (YR) and a

1Multi-user conversations were difficult to align reliably,
given highly restricted access to preserve our users privacy.

2Li et al. (2016) made a similar argument with Mutual
Information penalty during inference.
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language-model penalty lm(YR)3 in equation 2.
The lm(YR) is intended to suppress very specific
responses similar to (Henderson et al., 2017). The
α parameter is tuned separately on an evaluation
set. We de-duplicate the YRk candidates and se-
lect top three as suggested replies. The training
and inference graph is shown in Figure 1.

2.1 Response Diversification
The matching model by itself, retrieves very sim-
ilar responses as shown in Table 1. Clearly, the
responses need to be de-duplicated to improve the
quality of suggestions. We present two baseline
approaches to increase diversity.

Lexical Clustering (LC): Table 1, motivates
the use of simple lexical rules for de-duplication.
We cluster responses which only differ in punc-
tuations (Thanks!, Thanks.), contractions
(cannot:can’t, okay:ok), synonyms
(yeah, yes, ya) etc. We further refine
the clusters by joining responses with one-word
edit distance between them (Thank you so
much. Thank you very much) except
for negations. During inference, we de-duplicate
candidates belonging to the same clusters.

Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR): As a
way to increase the diversity in IR, (Carbonell
and Goldstein, 1998) introduced the MMR cri-
terion to penalize the query-document similarity
with inter-document similarity to rank candidates
using marginal relevance.

In the context of the SR, we apply the MMR
principle as follows. First, we select the K can-
didates, (with scores Sk(x) and response vectors
ΦY (YRk )) using equation 2. Next, we compute the
the novelty Nk (or marginal relevance) of the kth

response with respect to the otherK−1 candidates
using equation 3. Finally, we re-rank the candi-
dates using the MMR score computed from equa-
tion 4. Our MMR implementation is an approxi-
mation of the original (which is iterative). Never-
theless, it allows the ranking in one single forward
pass and thus is very efficient in terms of latency.

Nk =
1

K − 1

K∑

j 6=k
CosSim(ΦY (YRk ),ΦY (YRj )) (3)

MMRk(x) = βSk(x)− (1− β)Nk (4)

Table 3 shows that LC and MMR are quite ef-
fective at reducing duplicates. We have also ex-

3We train an LSTM language model on the training data.

plored other clustering approaches using embed-
dings from unsupervised models, but they were
not as effective as LC or MMR.

3 Matching-CVAE (M-CVAE)

Neither MMR nor LC solves the core issue with
diversification i.e., learning to suggest diverse re-
sponses from individual m-r pairs. Privacy restric-
tions prevent any access to the underlying train-
ing data for explicit annotation and modeling for
intents. Instead, we model the hidden intents in
individual m-r pairs using a latent variable model
(LVM) in M-CVAE.

In M-CVAE we generate a response vector con-
ditioned on the message vector and a stochastic la-
tent vector. The generated response vector is then
used to select the corresponding raw response text.

M-CVAE relies on two hypotheses. First, the
encoded vectors are accurate distributional in-
dexes for raw text. Second, the latent variable en-
codes intents (i.e. a manifold assumption that sim-
ilar intents have the same latent structure). Thus,
samples from different latent vectors can be used
to generate and select diverse responses within the
Matching-IR framework.

We start with a base Matching model which en-
codes an m-r pair as ΦX(xi) and ΦY (yi). We
assume a stochastic vector z which encodes a la-
tent intent, such that ΦY (yi) is generated condi-
tioned on ΦX(xi) and z. The purpose of learning
the LVM is to maximize the probability of obser-
vations ΦX ,ΦY by marginalizing over z. This is
typically infeasible in a high dimensional space.

Instead, the variational framework seeks to
learn a posterior Qφ(z|ΦX ,ΦY ) and a generating
pϕ (ΦY |ΦX , z) function to directly approximate
the marginals. In the neural variational framework
(Kingma and Welling, 2014) and the conditional
variant CVAE (Sohn et al., 2015), the functionals
Qφ and pϕ are approximated using non-linear neu-
ral layers4, and trained using Stochastic Gradient
Variational Bayes (SGVB).

We use two feed forward layers for Qφ and pϕ
as shown in equations 5 and 7. Here, ←→ de-
notes the concatenation of two vectors. To sample
from Qφ, we use the re-parameterization trick of
Kingma (2014). First, we encode the input vectors
interpreted as mean and variance

[
µ, σ2

]
. Next,

we transform to a multivariate Gaussian form by

4Also referred as inference/recognition and reconstruc-
tion networks, they appear like an auto-encoder network.
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Re-parameterization 

ϕ (𝑌𝑅) 𝑙𝑚 (𝑌𝑅)

Raw Message Raw Response

Embedding Embedding

Bi-LSTM 
Encoder

Bi-LSTM 
Encoder

𝜱(𝒙𝒊)

𝜱(𝒚𝒊)

Training graph, Matching

Symmetric loss
[𝜱(𝒙𝒊), 𝜱(𝒚𝒊)] 

[𝜱(𝒙𝒊), 𝜱(𝒚𝒊)]

KL Loss

Symmetric Loss 
[Ф(𝒚𝒊),Ф(𝒚𝒊)]

𝜺~𝓝(𝟎, 𝑰)

Ф(𝒚𝒊)

𝒑𝝋
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projection

tanh layer

μ

σ
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Training graph, CVAE

Raw Message
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𝜱(𝒙𝒊)

z~𝓝(𝟎, 𝑰)

[𝜱(𝒙𝒊),z]

𝜱(𝒚𝟏)

𝜱(𝒚𝟐)

𝜱(𝒚𝒓)
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𝒍𝒎(𝒚𝟐)

𝒍𝒎(𝒚𝒓)

Argmax Ф(𝒚𝒊) .𝜱(𝒀𝑹) + 𝜶𝒍𝒎(𝒀𝑹)

𝒛 = 𝝁 + 𝝈𝜺

𝒑𝝋 : Ф(𝒚𝒊)

Inference graph, M-CVAE

[𝜱(𝒙𝒊),z]

Single sample of the response

Pre-computed for the 
fixed response set

Figure 2: Matching (left) and CVAE (center) training models. Dotted arrows show the inputs to the loss functions.
Right side shows the M-CVAE inference network where the shaded region shows the pre-computed values of the
fixed response set..

sampling ε ∼ N (0, I), and apply the linear trans-
formation in equation 6. We reconstruct the re-
sponse vector as Φ̂Y with pϕ (equation 7). Figure
2 shows the complete M-CVAE architecture.

The network is trained with the evidence lower
bound objective (ELBO) by conditioning the stan-
dard VAE loss with message vector ΦX in equa-
tion 8. The first term can be computed in closed
form as it is the KL Divergence between two Nor-
mal distributions. The second term denotes the
reconstruction loss for the response vector. We
compute the reconstruction error using the sym-
metric loss, p(Φ̂Y (yi),ΦY (yi)) from equation 1 in
the training minibatch. As is standard in SGVB,
we use only one sample per item during training.

h = tanh
(
wφµ1
· ←−−−→ΦXΦY + bφµ1

)

µ = wφµ2
· h+ bφµ2

σ = exp
((
wφσ2
· h+ bφσ2

)
/2
) (5)

z ∼ Qφ = µ+ σ · ε, where ε ∼ N (0, I) (6)

Φ̂Y : pϕ = wϕ2 · tanh
(
wϕ1 ·

←−→
zΦX + bϕ1

)
+ bϕ2 (7)

ELBO = −DKL [Qφ (z|ΦX ,ΦY ) ‖p (z|ΦX ,ΦX)]

+E [ln pϕ(ΦY |z,ΦX)] (8)

Predict : ArgmaxYR [Φ̂Y (yi) · ΦY (YR) + lm(YR)] (9)

3.1 Inference in CVAE

During inference, We pre-compute the response
vectors ΦY (YR) and lm(YR) scores as before.
However, instead of matching the message vec-
tor with the response vectors, we find the nearest-
neighbors of the generated response vector, Φ̂Y

with ΦY (YR) . We use a sampling and voting
strategy to rank the response candidates.

Sampling Responses: To generate Φ̂Y , we first
sample z ∼ N (0, I), concatenate with Φ(x) and
generate Φ̂(y) with the decoder pϕ from equation
7. The sampling process is shown Figure 2 (right).

Voting Responses: The predicted response
sample for a given input and a z sample is given
by equation 9. In each sample, a candidate re-
sponse (argmax) gets the winning vote. We gen-
erate a large number of such samples and use the
total votes accumulated by responses as a proxy to
estimate the likelihood p(y|x). Finally, we use the
voting-score to rank the candidates in M-CVAE.

3.2 Constrained sampling in CVAE

To deploy M-CVAE in production we needed to
solve two issues. First, generating a large num-
ber of samples significantly increased the latency
compared to Matching. Reducing the number of
samples leads to higher variance where M-CVAE
can sometimes select diverse but irrelevant re-
sponses (compared to Matching which selects rel-
evant but duplicate responses). We propose a con-
strained sampling strategy which solves both these
problems by allowing better trade off between di-
versity and relevance at a reduced cost.

We note that the latency bottleneck is essen-
tially in the large dot product with pre-computed
response vectors (our response set size is ˜30k) in
equation 9. Here, the number of matrix multipli-
cations for N samples is 600 ∗ 30000 ∗ N (with
encoding dimension size of 600). However, dur-
ing the sampling process, only a few relevant can-
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didates actually get a vote. Thus, we can reduce
this cost by pre-selecting top K candidates using
the Matching score (eq. 2) and then pruning the
response vector to the selectedK candidates. This
constrains the dot-product in each sampling step
to only K vectors, and reduces the number of ma-
trix multiplications for N samples to 600∗K ∗N ,
where K � 30000.

By pruning the response set, we are able to fit
all the sampling vectors within a single matrix, and
apply the entire sampling and voting step as matrix
operations in one forward pass through the net-
work. This leads to an extremely efficient graph
and allows us to deploy the model in production.

Sampling with MMR: As seen in Table 1, the
candidates selected using Matching score can have
very low diversity to begin with and can reduce
the effectiveness of M-CVAE. To diversify the ini-
tial candidates, we can use our MMR ranking ap-
proach as follows. We first select top 2K re-
sponses using Matching and compute the MMR
scores from equation 4. Next, we use the MMR
scores to select the top K diverse responses for
use in constrained sampling in M-CVAE.

All the inference components (Matching,
MMR, and constrained sampling), when applied
together requires just one forward pass through the
network. Thus, we can not only trade-off diversity
and relevance, but also control the latency at the
same time. Constrained sampling was critical for
deploying to production systems.

4 Experiments and Results

Our current production model in Skype is a paral-
lel Matching stack (Figure 1) with embedding size
of 320 and 2 Bi-LSTM layers with hidden size
of 300 for both messages and replies. The token
vocabulary is ˜100k (tokens with a minimum fre-
quency of 50 in the training set), and the response
set size is ˜30k. It selects top 15 candidates and de-
duplicates using lexical clustering to suggest three
responses. The entire system is implemented on
the Cognitive Toolkit (CNTK) which provides ef-
ficient training and run-time libraries, particularly
suited to RNN based architectures.

We analyze the M-CVAE model in compari-
son to this production model 5. The production
model is also used as the control for online A/B

5Since the production model has gone through numerous
parameter tuning and flights, we assume it to be a strong base-
line to compare with.

testing, so it is natural to use the same model for
offline analysis. To train the M-CVAE, we use
the base Matching model, freeze its parameters,
and then train the CVAE layers on top. We apply
a dropout rate of 0.2 after the initial embedding
layer (for both Matching and M-CVAE) and use
the Adadelta learner for training. We use the loss
on a held out validation set for model selection.

Training data: We sample ˜100 million pairs of
m-r pairs from one-on-one IM conversations. We
filter out multi-user and multi-turn conversations
since they were difficult to align reliably. We set
aside 10% of the data to compute validation losses
for model selection. The data is completely eyes-
off i.e., neither the training nor the validation set is
accessible for eyes-on analysis.

Response set: To generate the response set, we
filter replies from the m-r pairs with spam, offen-
sive, and English vocabulary filters and clean them
of personally identifiable information. Next, we
select top 100k responses based on frequency and
then top 30k based on lm-scores. We pre-compute
the lm-scores, lexical-clusters and encodings for
the response set and embed them inside the infer-
ence graphs as shown in Figure 1 and 2.

Evaluation metrics and set: The model pre-
dicts three responses per message for which we
compute two metrics: Defects (a response is
deemed incorrect) and Duplicates (at least 2 out
of 3 responses are semantically similar). We use
crowd sourced human judgments with at least 5
judges per sample. Judges are asked to provide a
binary Yes/No answer on defects and duplicates.
Judge consensus (inter annotator agreement) of
4 and above is considered for metrics, with 3
deemed as no-consensus (around 5%). Since train-
ing/validation sets are not accessible for analysis,
we created an evaluation set of 2000 messages us-
ing crowd sourcing for reporting our metrics.

M-CVAE parameters: We consider three pa-
rameters for ablation studies in M-CVAE: size of
latent vector z, number of samples s and the re-
sponse pruning size k for constrained sampling.
The results are shown in Table 2. The M-CVAE
numbers (row 2 onwards) are relative to the base
Matching model in row 1. First, row 2 shows that
latent vector size of 256 provides a suitable bal-
ance between defects and duplicates, but in gen-
eral, the size of the latent variable is not a signif-
icant factor in performance. Next, in row 3, we
see that the response-pruning size k, is an effective
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Table 2: Relative change in Defect and Duplicate met-
rics for different hyper-parameters of M-CVAE w.r.t. to
the baseline Matching (row 1). In all cases, M-CVAE
significantly reduces duplicates with minor increase in
defects w.r.t. to the baseline model. Row highlighted in
green is the configuration chosen for online A/B test.

Table 3: Contribution of baseline diversification tech-
niques, LC and MMR on duplicate reduction.

control to trade-off defects and duplicates. Thus,
constrained sampling not only reduces the latency
but also provides quality control required in a pro-
duction system. In row 4, we see that more sam-
ples lead to better metrics but the improvements
are marginal beyond 300 samples. In all cases,
M-CVAE significantly reduces duplicates (by as
much as 40%) without any major increase in de-
fects. We select the model with hyper-parameters
[k = 15, z = 256, s = 300] for further analysis.

Diversification with LC: The first two rows
of Table 3 analyzes the impact of LC based de-
duplication. LC can significantly reduce the du-
plicates in the base matching model. However, M-
CVAE (even without LC) reduces the rates by al-
most 50% as shown in column 4 in row 1. Using
LC as a post processing step after M-CVAE, can
give further boosts in diversity (row 2).

Diversification with MMR: Table 3 also re-
ports the impact of MMR re-ranking. For Match-
ing+MMR, duplicates can reduce significantly as
we increase the β parameter, but at the cost of

Table 4: Summary metrics comparing architectures.

Table 5: Latency (in ms) in production servers.

increased defects. With MMR+M-CVAE, further
diversification can be achieved, and typically at a
lower defect rate. This shows the advantage of us-
ing M-CVAE which conditions the responses on
the message and hence has stronger controls on
the relevance than MMR.

Comparison with other architectures: We
have considered two other architectures for our
SR system. First is a standard S2S with atten-
tion (Bahdanau et al., 2014) with equivalent pa-
rameters for embedding and LSTMs as our base
model, and inference using beam search decoding
with width 15. Second, is a feed-forward (instead
of an LSTM) based Matching encoder architec-
ture which is equivalent to the one in (Henderson
et al., 2017). All models use LC for de-duplication
after 15 candidate responses are selected. Table
4 validates our architectural preference towards
Matching/Bi-LSTM which has a superior perfor-
mance in terms of defects.

Inference latency: Architecture choices were
also driven by latency requirements in our produc-
tion system. The results are summarized in Table 5
for different architectures. S2S and unconstrained
sampling in M-CVAE were unsuitable for produc-
tion due to their high latencies. With constrained
sampling (including MMR), the latency increases
marginally compared to the base model, and al-
lows us to put the model in production.

Online experiments: Offline metrics were used
principally for selecting the best candidate mod-
els for online A/B experiments. We selected
M-CVAE model with parameters [z=256, k=15,
s=300] from Table 2. Using our existing produc-
tion model as the control, and a treatment group
consisting of 10% of our IM client users (with
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Table 6: Click rates for the M-CVAE flighted model.
The control is the Matching model in production.

the same population properties as the control), we
conducted an online A/B test for two weeks. Table
6 shows that the click-rate for M-CVAE compared
to the Matching model increased by ˜5% overall.

Gains were driven by the increase in the 2nd
(10.3%) and 3rd (6.7%) suggested reply positions
with virtually no impact in the 1st position. This
correlates with our offline analysis since M-CVAE
typically differs from the base model at these two
positions. Intuitively, the three positions point
to the head, torso and tail intents of responses6.
Gains at these positions show that M-CVAE ex-
tracts diverse responses without sacrificing the rel-
evance of these tail intents.

Driven by these gains, we have switched our
production system in Skype to use M-CVAE for
100% of users.

5 Related work

Several researchers have used CVAEs (Sohn et al.,
2015) for generating text (Miao et al., 2016; Guu
et al., 2018; Bowman et al., 2016), modeling
conversations (Park et al., 2018), diversifying re-
sponses in dialogues (Zhao et al., 2017; Shen et al.,
2017) and improving translations (Schulz et al.,
2018). These papers use S2S architectures which
we found impractical for production. We demon-
strate similar objectives without having to rely on
any sequential generative process, in an IR setting.

VAE has been also used in IR (Chaidaroon and
Fang, 2017) to generate hash maps for semanti-
cally similar documents and top-n recommenda-
tion systems (Chen and de Rijke, 2018). In con-
trast, we demonstrate semantic-diversity in intents
in a conversational IR model with M-CVAE.

Novelty and diversity are well-studied problems
in IR (Yue and Joachims, 2008; Clarke et al., 2008)
where it is assumed that document topics are avail-
able (and not latent) during training. Diversifica-
tion effect as shown in (Chen and Karger, 2006)
relies on relevance (click) data, and thus is not

6which was validated by the absolute click rates for each
of these positions but not shown in the table

directly applicable in our system. MMR (Car-
bonell and Goldstein, 1998) is a relevant prior
work which we use as a baseline.

6 Conclusions

We formulate the IR-based conversational model
as a generative LVM, optimized with the CVAE
framework. M-CVAE learns to diversify re-
sponses from single m-r pairs without any supervi-
sion. Online results show that diversity increases
the click rates in our system. Using efficient con-
strained sampling approach, we have successfully
shipped the M-CVAE model to production.

Increase in click rates over millions of users is
incredibly hard. We have also experimented with
the M-CVAE model trained for suggesting replies
to emails in Outlook Web App (significantly dif-
ferent characteristics than IM) and seen similar
gains. The results across domains suggests strong
generalization properties of the M-CVAE model
and validates our hypothesis that increased diver-
sity leads to higher click-rates by encompassing
greater semantic variability of intents.

Perhaps the most important quality of the M-
CVAE is that response vector can be flexibly con-
ditioned on the input and thus a transduction pro-
cess. In contrast, in the Matching IR model, re-
sponse vectors are pre-computed and independent
of the input. M-CVAE thus opens up new avenues
to improve the quality of responses further through
personalization and stylization. This is the subject
of future work.
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Abstract

End-to-end neural models for goal-oriented
conversational systems have become an in-
creasingly active area of research, though re-
sults in real-world settings are few. We present
real-world results for two issue types in the
customer service domain. We train models
on historical chat transcripts and test on live
contacts using a human-in-the-loop research
platform. Additionally, we incorporate cus-
tomer profile features to assess their impact
on model performance. We experiment with
two approaches for response generation: (1)
sequence-to-sequence generation and (2) tem-
plate ranking. To test our models, a customer
service agent handles live contacts and at each
turn we present the top four model responses
and allow the agent to select (and optionally
edit) one of the suggestions or to type their
own. We present results for turn acceptance
rate, response coverage, and edit rate based on
approximately 600 contacts, as well as qual-
itative analysis on patterns of turn rejection
and edit behavior. Top-4 turn acceptance rate
across all models ranges from 63%-80%. Our
results suggest that these models are promising
for an agent-support application.

1 Introduction

While interest in training conversational models
has been steadily increasing, recent research has
largely focused on how algorithmic improvements
help model performance on fabricated datasets. In
this work, we explore how two general approaches
to conversational modeling perform on real-world
data in a customer service setting, with the goal of
developing an application that provides customer
service agents with recommended responses to en-
able them to help customers more quickly.

Conversational systems are typically divided
into two broad categories: chit-chat systems
(Zhang et al., 2018b; Du et al., 2018) and goal-

oriented systems, with the latter designed to ac-
complish specific tasks such as restaurant reserva-
tions (Gupta et al., 2018; Peng et al., 2017). Many
of these systems use separate components for di-
alog state (belief) tracking and natural language
generation (Bordes et al., 2016; Liu and Lane,
2017; Wen et al., 2016), while others are end-to-
end.

Recent work in end-to-end approaches can
be further categorized into sequence-to-sequence
models that generate responses word by word
(Vinyals and Le, 2015; Serban et al., 2016), and
template-based approaches that score pairs of
conversation history and candidate response (Liu
et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2018; Kannan et al.,
2016). Sequence-to-sequence models are easily
scaled to new domains but tend to generate safe,
generic responses that may not be effective in
helping the user achieve their goal (Baheti et al.,
2018; Shao et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018a; Li
et al., 2016). End-to-end templated models are
less expensive to develop than belief tracking sys-
tems, but still require domain knowledge and may
not cover all situations. As a result, some re-
search has focused on hybrid approaches (Qiu
et al., 2017; Serban et al., 2017).

Regardless of the approach, there is a short-
age of work investigating the performance of task-
oriented conversational systems in a real-world
setting. The majority of the literature on task-
oriented models describes performance on fabri-
cated datasets, which may not translate to real-
world data (Gangadharaiah et al., 2018). Further-
more, research on sequence-to-sequence models
often borrows automated evaluation metrics from
the Machine Translation literature such as BLEU
score (Papineni et al., 2002), which have been
shown to correlate only weakly with human judg-
ment (Liu et al., 2016; Novikova et al., 2017).
In addition, there has been only limited research
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on using customer profile information to augment
textual features in end-to-end conversational mod-
els (Zhang et al., 2018b).

In this work, we seek to address these gaps by
training task-oriented, multi-turn conversational
models for the customer service domain and re-
porting results on interactions with real customers.
Our use case is an agent-support application that
recommends responses, similar to the smart re-
ply feature in Gmail (Kannan et al., 2016) and
LinkedIn (Pasternack et al., 2017). We incorpo-
rate user profile information as features to enable
our models to generate relevant, personalized re-
sponses. Our research goals are to explore the
effect of customer profile features in two differ-
ent model formulations, and to present a practical
comparison of these two general approaches in a
real-world setting.

In Section 2, we describe the training data used
to develop these models. In Section 3, we de-
scribe the end-to-end models we developed, which
include both sequence-to-sequence and template-
based models. In Section 4, we introduce a re-
search platform for testing our models in a real-
world, human-in-the-loop setting, and in Section
5, we report results on conversations with real cus-
tomers. In Section 6, we describe the impact of
profile features, conduct an analysis of rejected
and edited turns, and comment on the performance
of each type of model. In Section 7, we summarize
the conclusions drawn from this work and propose
future directions.

2 Data

Our training data consists of historical transcripts
from customer service chats handled in English.
When a customer begins a chat contact, they are
prompted for an initial description of their issue
and are then connected to a customer service agent
(CSA). We classify these initial utterances into
specific customer issues (e.g., order tracking, pay-
ment questions) before connecting the customer
to a CSA. These two conversational participants
work together to diagnose and resolve the cus-
tomer’s issue(s). Throughout this process, the
CSA has access to a wide variety of customer in-
formation, such as order status, and internal APIs
to execute actions such as canceling or refunding
an order. For our experiments, we select the cus-
tomer issue types cancel order and return refund
status.

Raw text:

Customer: I want to cancel the shoes I ordered yes-
terday.

Agent: Welcome to Customer Service.

Agent: I am here to help you.

Agent: Give me a moment to look into this.

Training Sample:

Input: CUSTOMER I want to cancel the shoes I or-
dered yesterday. AGENT Welcome to Customer Ser-
vice. AGENT I am here to help you. PROFILE can-
cellable, carrier, membership-status. Output: Give me
a moment to look into this.

Figure 1: Training sample for generative model with
profile features. Given raw text and recorded profile
features, the training instance is created by appending
the turns and profile features while the label is the next
agent turn.

In addition to chat transcripts, we experiment
with adding particular pieces of customer profile
information to our data for the cancel order exper-
iments. These data points are similar to the infor-
mation a CSA accesses when handling a contact.
For the cancel order related contacts only, we in-
corporate data points extracted from a customer’s
profile and details about their orders that are rel-
evant for order cancellation. Specifically, we in-
clude the customer’s membership status, the order
fulfillment method, the shipping carrier, whether
the order is a single or multi-item order, and
whether the order was eligible for cancellation at
the time of contact.

3 Approach

As noted above, our motivation for these exper-
iments is to report real-world results for existing
response generation methods and to assess the im-
pact of augmenting our training data with cus-
tomer profile information. To this end, we train
models representing two established response gen-
eration strategies: sequence-to-sequence response
generation and response ranking. Each model
is trained on approximately 5M conversation-
response pairs from roughly 350K historical chats
related to the specific customer service issue. In
this section, we describe our model design and
how we incorporate profile information into the
system. We train both types of models for the re-
turn refund status and cancel order issue types, but
we only add profile information for the latter.
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3.1 Response Generation Model

Our response generation models use a
transformer-based encoder-decoder model
(Vaswani et al., 2017) to create responses. When
generating a response at the t-th turn, the encoder
takes as input the conversation history Ut =
(u1, u2, . . . , ut), where uk = (w1, w2, . . . , wnk

) is
the utterance k with nk words.

Additionally, since customer profile informa-
tion is crucial for correctly diagnosing and solving
a customer’s issue, we incorporate profile features
for the cancel order response generation model.
We do so by appending the profile features to the
conversation history and thus the input to the en-
coder is of the form [Ut|P ], where P represents the
profile features and | is the concatenation operator.

Figure 1 shows an example of how the conver-
sation is processed for training. Each turn in the
conversation history is prepended by a special to-
ken to indicate whether it is an agent or a customer
turn, and another token is used to separate profile
features from dialogue turns. The embeddings of
both words in the turns and customer profile fea-
tures as in Figure 1 are used as an input to the
transformer encoder. The output of the encoder,
S = (s1, s2, . . . , st) where each sk is a vector of
size equal to the dimension of the hidden state of
the encoder, is then fed as an input to the decoder
together with the target sequence shifted by one
word.

3.2 Response Ranking Model

For our response ranking models, the input to the
model is a pair consisting of the conversation his-
tory with customer profile features and a candidate
response. The model outputs a probability of how
appropriate a candidate response is given the con-
versation history. Candidate responses are pulled
from a predefined pool of utterances–templates–
and ranked based on the probability score. To
develop these templates, we use historical chat
transcripts between customers and CSAs to come
up with a list of approximately 100 templates–50
for each domain–that cover the most common use
cases. The advantage of this approach is that it
gives us control over how diverse and informative
we want our responses to be and allows us to add
new templates without having to retrain the model.

This approach uses a hierarchical encoder to
encode the context and a separate encoder to en-
code the response. Each of: (1) last turn, (2)

Figure 2: Response Ranking Model Architecture

profile features and (3) the rest of the conver-
sation history are encoded using transformer en-
coders. The outputs of the transformer encoders
(Xlast,Xprofile,Xother) are then passed through a
cross attention layer. A separate word context
vector (clast, cprofile, cother) is passed to each of
the cross attention layers. The word context vec-
tor can be seen as a high-level representation of
a fixed query “What is the informative word?”
(Yang et al., 2016). Each word context vector is
randomly initialized and jointly learned during the
training process. The final context encoded vec-
tor, given in Equation 1, is the concatenation of the
output of the three attention layers passed through
a multilayer perceptron.

hcontext = MLP ([hlast;hprofile;hother]) (1)

Similar to the context, we use a transformer en-
coder to encode the candidate response and pass
the output through a cross attention layer together
with a response context vector cr. The response
context vector is randomly initialized and jointly
learned. The classification layer is simply the dot
product of the context vector and the response vec-
tor followed by a sigmoid activation layer. The
output of this layer, given in Equation 2, can be
interpreted as how appropriate the candidate re-
sponse is given the context.

score = sigmoid(hcontext · hresponse) (2)

To create positive training samples, we pair a
conversation history with the next agent response.
For negative samples, we randomly pick a differ-
ent conversation history and pair it with the same
agent response. Figure 2 shows the architecture of
this model.

4 Experimental Setup

We trained response generation and response rank-
ing models using only the conversation history for
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Repeat until the contact is resolved:

Every time the customer types into their chat window:

1. E2E model suggests four responses.

CSA may wait for customer if still typing.

2. CSA selects best response & may choose:

• to edit response

• “None of the above” & create custom response

3. CSA sends best response

4. CSA may choose to repeat steps 1-3 to send

multiple responses before the next customer utter-

ance is issued.

Figure 3: Contact Flow

return refund status. For cancel order we trained
both model types with and without profile infor-
mation, giving us a total of 6 experiments. Our ex-
periments were carried out using a human-in-the-
loop research platform that CSAs used to resolve
live customer contacts. This platform presents
the CSA with the standard chat interface but re-
places the CSA’s text box with a list of suggested
responses from a given model. Every time the
customer or the CSA enters text into their chat
window, our model refreshes the top four recom-
mended next CSA utterances. Because our goal
is to make agents more efficient without degrad-
ing the customer experience, we allowed agents to
edit suggested turns before sending them. Figure
3 shows the conversational flow for each chat con-
tact.

5 Results

We describe the results of our experiments in
terms of turn acceptance, defined as the percent-
age of agent turns for which a model-generated
response was accepted by the CSA. We present
results for cancel order and return refund status
separately because the issues do not have the same
resolution difficulty. Qualitative analysis on rea-
sons for turn rejection and patterns of edit behav-
ior are included in Section 6.

In Table 1, we present results for 613 contacts
handled by our models with a human in the loop
(approximately 100 contacts per experiment). In
each of our experiments, the CSA was shown the
top 4 model suggestions at each turn; turn accep-
tance at 4 refers to the frequency with which the
CSA chose one of the suggestions, and turn ac-
ceptance at 1 refers to the frequency with which

the CSA chose the highest ranked suggestion. The
average number of CSA turns is roughly equal for
all experiments.

Turn acceptance at 4 ranges from 63.0% to
80.1%, with the generative+profile model achiev-
ing the best performance for cancel order and the
generative model performing best for return re-
fund status. Turn acceptance at 1 ranges from
27.1% to 38.8%, with the ranking+profile model
performing best for cancel order and the ranking
model performing best for return refund status.
It is possible that turn acceptance at 1 would be
higher in a setting where agents were not given 4
choices.

We also look at our models’ ability to handle
contacts start to finish and report the percentage of
contacts for which all or all but one of the agent
turns were model-generated. For these metrics,
the top performing models are generative+profile
for cancel order (14.9%) and generative for return
refund status (26.3%). For both issue types, only
a very small number of contacts (<10) had the top
recommendation selected for all turns. The av-
erage depth of the first rejection (the percentage
of turns in the conversation that occurred before
the first rejection) was also highest for the genera-
tive+profile model for cancel order (68%) and the
generative model for return refund status (48%).
We also found that, on average, accepted turns are
4-5 words shorter than rejected ones, suggesting
that longer, more complex turns are less likely to
be accepted.

6 Analysis & Discussion

In this section, we describe qualitative analysis on
observed patterns in edit behavior and turn rejec-
tion for each experiment. We also compare the
performance of the generative vs. the ranking
models and describe the impact of adding profile
features to the models.

6.1 Edited Turns

Since we allowed CSAs to edit suggested turns be-
fore sending them, we calculated the edit rate and
analyzed the nature of edits they performed. Our
goals in this analysis were to 1) estimate the per-
centage of accepted turns that require only minor,
stylistic changes, vs. those that require more sub-
stantial edits and 2) understand the nature of major
edits so we can improve model recommendations
in these cases.
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Cancel Order Check R/R Status

Exp.1 Exp.2 Exp.3 Exp.4 Exp.5 Exp.6

Gen Gen+profile Rank Rank+profile Gen Rank

Total contacts 123 74 124 79 114 99

Average number of CSA turns 12.7 9.9 11.2 10.2 11.4 11.4

%Contacts: all turns accepted 8.5 14.9 8.9 12.7 26.3 11.1

%Contacts: all but 1 turn accepted 21.1 39.2 21.8 29.1 21.9 16.2

%Contacts: all turns accepted with top recommendation 0.0 5.4 0.0 1.3 0.9 2.0

Turn acceptance at 4 74.7 80.1 63.0 76.3 75.5 70.7

Turn acceptance at 1 33.3 37.2 33.7 38.8 27.1 33.2

Average depth of first rejection (% of contact) 53 68 55 60 48 47

Median depth of first rejection (% of contact) 50 67 50 60 46 45

Avg. no. of words in rejected turns 15.5 12.0 14.5 11.0 10.3 13.4

Avg. no. of words in accepted turns 8.5 7.7 7.6 7.3 9.3 7.8

Table 1: Results of the different experiments on both cancel order and return refund status domains.

We calculated token-level edit distance1 be-
tween suggested and sent turns (see Table 2). We
then grouped the accepted turns into three buckets
with edit distances of 0, 1-5, and >5, respectively,
based on observations that edits of length <5 were
more often stylistic and edits of length >5 more
often changed the fundamental message.

We further analyzed a random sample of 100
turns with edits of length >5 and found that they
fell into four broad categories:

1. The CSA replaced a conversation filler with
a more informative response. The sugges-
tion that was edited would not have derailed
the conversation, but it also did not directly
progress toward the customer’s goal. This
was particularly common for the generative
models. We observe a similar trend in the re-
jected turns (see Section 6.2).

2. The recommended text provided extra infor-
mation (which may have been incorrect or re-
dundant) that the CSA deleted. This was ob-
served only for the ranking models and sug-
gests that these models would benefit from
shorter templates.

3. The recommended text provided some infor-
mation but not all, and the CSA needed to
edit it to add something. This was observed
only for the generative models.

4. The CSA replaced a conversational filler with
a different conversational filler. This was ob-

1We use a token-level version of Levenshtein edit dis-
tance between the two case-normalized strings after stripping
punctuation. Additions, deletions, and substitutions are all
counted equally.

served across both types of models.
One surprising observation was that the num-

ber of accepted turns with no edits was greater for
the models that did not incorporate profile infor-
mation. This requires deeper analysis.

6.2 Rejected Turns

We performed a manual analysis of 200 rejected
turns across all experiments to understand how
we can improve the performance of our models.
We found that turn rejections were occasionally
caused by real-world constraints that our models
were not prepared to handle. For example, in 7%
of the cases the CSA needed to reject the model’s
suggestions in order to send an idle message ask-
ing if the customer was still present. In future
work, this could be addressed by incorporating
idle time as a contextual feature.

Both generative and ranking models were able
to handle greetings and closings fairly well. How-
ever, the models struggled at times with the crucial
turns in our goal-oriented setting: those where the
bot must suggest an actual resolution to the cus-
tomer’s issue. As noted above, the average depth
of rejection was roughly halfway through the con-
tact. Given that the first quarter of a contact is
primarily greetings and the second quarter is typ-
ically diagnosis, our models seem to fail most of-
ten during the solution phase of the contact. In
our analysis, we found that issue breadth is a com-
mon cause of turn rejection, with 24% of turn re-
jection coming from cases such as canceling sub-
scriptions or gift cards instead of physical orders.
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Cancel Order Check R/R Status

Exp.1 Exp.2 Exp.3 Exp.4 Exp.5 Exp.6

Gen Gen+profile Rank Rank+profile Gen Rank

Accept. with no edits (%) 45.5 39.0 42.4 34.5 34.3 42.2

Accept. with edit distance >1 and <5 (%) 26.3 29.4 25.5 22.1 20.7 17.3

Accept. with edit distance >5 (%) 28.2 31.6 32.1 43.5 45.0 40.5

Table 2: Rate of edit distances between accepted and sent turns

An additional 4% of turn rejections occurred when
the contact needed to be transferred to a specialist.
Providing additional order-specific profile features
could help the model navigate these edge cases.

Agent behavior and training was also a major
factor in turn acceptance. We found that 16% of
rejected turns occurred when the CSA decided to
reject the model suggestions in favor of a stylisti-
cally different but semantically similar message.
We also found that 34% of the turn rejections
could have potentially been avoided if the agent
had been willing to take sequential turns. For ex-
ample, the models frequently suggest turns such
as Thanks, just a moment or I see, which the
agent rejected in favor of a more goal-oriented
statement. However, accepting one of these sug-
gestions would not have interrupted the conversa-
tion flow and would have given the model another
chance to produce the appropriate suggestion.

6.3 Generative vs. Ranking Models

Across all experiments, the generative models out-
performed the ranking models in terms of top-
4 turn acceptance rate. The best performing
models in terms of per-contact response coverage
(all turns accepted and all but 1 turn accepted)
and depth of first rejection were also genera-
tive models. The ranking models, however, per-
formed best in terms of top-1 turn acceptance. A
closer analysis of rejected turns from the genera-
tive and ranking models showed that the relatively
higher acceptance rate of the generative models
came from both greetings/closings and resolution-
specific turns. Suggestions from the generative
models did lack semantic diversity compared to
the ranking models. This is because the genera-
tive models perform beam search at the word level
as opposed to utterance level for the ranking mod-
els. We expected that this would give the ranking
models an advantage in turn acceptance rate, but
this was not borne out. This may be due to the
fact that CSAs seem to reject messages that are

too specific or too long; rejecting the entire mes-
sage and writing a new one is more appealing than
editing for longer model suggestions.

6.4 Profile Features

Adding profile features improved both top-1 and
top-4 turn acceptance rate for both generative and
ranking models. As one would expect, we ob-
served that these features altered the models’ sug-
gested responses. When the membership-status
feature was positive, the models consistently sug-
gested appropriate greetings such as Thanks for
being a member, how can I help you. When the
cancel-eligible feature was positive, the model was
more likely to suggest Sure. I can cancel the or-
der for you, and when this feature was negative the
model made suggestions such as I am sorry I can-
not cancel your order since your order has shipped
and entered the shipping process.

6.5 User Feedback

Since our goal is to help agents resolve customers’
issues more efficiently, we asked agents to provide
us with their feedback on the system. The feed-
back was overwhelmingly positive, with almost all
agents reporting that having personalized response
recommendations saved them time and that cus-
tomers were also impressed by how quickly the
agents were able to fix their issues. Some agents
also reported that they liked that they did not have
to type, which suggests that the proposed system
could be used as an accessibility tool.

7 Conclusion & Future Work

In this paper, we present experimental results for
generative and ranking end-to-end models for real-
world goal-oriented conversations. We trained our
models using both transcript and customer profile
data. Our models achieve a top-4 turn acceptance
rate ranging from 63% to 80%, suggesting that
these models can be effective in assisting CSAs by
recommending text responses as they handle cus-
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tomer chats. Agent feedback on the recommen-
dations from these models has been overwhelm-
ingly positive, and such an agent-support applica-
tion has the potential to improve customers’ ex-
perience by enabling agents to assist them more
efficiently.

We believe that additional investment in con-
textual and profile features would improve perfor-
mance for both model types. In addition, we could
improve the performance of the ranking models
by modifying their template pools, primarily by
adding shorter utterances or splitting longer utter-
ances. In future work, combining output from the
generative and the ranking models in a single sys-
tem could improve overall performance.

Lastly, this work highlights the need for a more
mature rubric for analysis of turn rejection and edit
reasons. We observed CSAs rejecting and edit-
ing turns to add and remove information, and to
avoid particular conversational fillers. We also ob-
served model failures due to real-world constraints
like customers going idle and issue-specific edge
cases. In future work, we plan to develop a more
comprehensive annotation guide for error analysis
in real-world goal-oriented systems.
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Abstract
Consumers dissatisfied with the normal dis-
pute resolution process provided by an e-
commerce company’s customer service agents
have the option of escalating their complaints
by filing grievances with a government author-
ity. This paper tackles the challenge of moni-
toring ongoing text chat dialogues to identify
cases where the customer expresses such an
intent, providing triage and prioritization for
a separate pool of specialized agents specially
trained to handle more complex situations. We
describe a hybrid model that tackles this chal-
lenge by integrating recurrent neural networks
with manually-engineered features. Experi-
ments show that both components are comple-
mentary and contribute to overall recall, out-
performing competitive baselines. A trial on-
line deployment of our model demonstrates its
business value in improving customer service.

1 Introduction

Customers today demand a high-quality online
shopping experience, which includes prompt re-
dress of their complaints if they are dissatisfied
with any aspect of their purchase or feel their
rights have been violated. Addressing such com-
plaints is critical to building brand loyalty and pre-
serving a company’s online reputation. In most
cases, complaints are first expressed to a com-
pany’s customer service agents. If their dispute
resolution efforts are not satisfactory, customers
may seek to further escalate the complaint beyond
the company’s representatives: two common es-
calation scenarios are to publicly complain about
their experiences on social media or to file a for-
mal grievance with a government authority such as
a consumer protection bureau. Both are obviously
detrimental to an e-commerce company.

In this work, we aim to identify cases of the
latter, where the customer remains dissatisfied af-
ter initial dispute resolution attempts and intends

to file a formal grievance with a governmental
agency. This is formulated as an online classifica-
tion problem over text chat dialogues, where our
goal is to preempt the escalation of the complaint
by connecting the customer with a specialized ser-
vice agent to intervene and provide a higher level
of attention.

Our work makes the following contributions:
To our knowledge, we are the first to formal-
ize and examine this problem of identifying com-
plaint escalation. This problem is more chal-
lenging than just performing sentiment analysis:
plenty of unhappy customers express negative af-
fect in their dialogues without escalating and fil-
ing additional grievances. Tackling this challenge
requires identifying the intent of the customer.
Our explorations began with Hierarchical Atten-
tion Networks (Yang et al., 2016), which we have
adapted and simplified for our task. As with
most real-world systems, our final model inte-
grates manually-engineered features, and we show
that such explicit features complement latent rep-
resentations learned by recurrent neural networks.
We evaluated our models both on retrospective
data and in a trial online deployment. Controlled
ablation studies show the contributions of neural
as well as non-neural signals, and confirm that our
model outperforms competitive baselines. For the
academic audience, we discuss factors that impact
production deployment: one important message is
that despite the effectiveness of neural networks in
addressing many NLP tasks, production systems
often still depend on hybrid approaches that inte-
grate manual feature engineering.

2 Background and Model Framework

The context of our problem is chat-based customer
service for JD.com, a major Chinese e-commerce
company. We focus on text chat initially for a
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A:您好,京东客服1234号很高兴为您服务!
(Hi, agent id 1234 from JD.com, happy to assist you!)

C:我再三和你们说了地址, 结果你们还让我跑去原来的
地址,这要耽误我多少天
(I’ve told you the address several times already, but you’ve
wasted my time by making me go back to the original
address.)

A:您好,还麻烦您提供下订单号,妹子这边给您查询哦∼
(Hi, can you please provide me with the order number? I’ll
look into this for you!)

C:有很多单都这样,问题一直都在. 我们消费者还能不能
维权了.
(The same problem has happened on many orders. I want to
protect my rights as a consumer.)

...

Figure 1: Sample chat dialogue between a service agent
(A) and a customer (C).

few reasons: Many customers, especially younger
ones, prefer text-based interactions as opposed to
speaking with customer service agents. Text chat
avoids confounding errors due to imperfect speech
recognition and provides an easier starting point to
tackle this challenge.

We aim to deploy an automated monitoring sys-
tem that continuously scans all ongoing chat di-
alogues in (near) real time to identify customers
who intend to escalate their complaints. Sep-
arately, the company has an additional pool of
specialized service agents trained to handle these
more complex cases—these can be viewed as a
finite resource where the monitoring system pro-
vides triage, prioritizing the attention of these
agents. An angry customer, for example, might be
contacted separately in an attempt to address his
or her complaint to preempt the filing of additional
grievances. Detecting complaint escalation intents
can be viewed as a prediction problem over dia-
logue sequences, and our task can be modeled in
terms of maximizing recall at a fixed cutoff, where
the cutoff corresponds to available resources (e.g.,
the number of calls that these specialized service
agents can make in a day).

As a result of this setup, the input to our model
is a moving window of the most recent dialogue
between the customer and the service agent. A
sample is shown in Figure 1, along with English
translations. An obvious starting point is the Hier-
archical Attention Network (HAN) of Yang et al.
(2016), originally developed for document classi-
fication. The model uses two separate layers of
RNNs with attention mechanisms to encode con-
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Figure 2: Our full hybrid model for detecting complaint
escalation intents.

text at the word- and sentence-levels, on top of
which a softmax is applied for classification. This
architecture was designed to capture signals at the
sentence level (with the word encoder) and then
integrate evidence across sentences (with the sen-
tence encoder) to model document structure in a
hierarchical manner.

Starting with the HAN architecture, preliminary
experiments revealed an interesting observation—
for our task, hierarchical modeling did not in-
crease classification accuracy, as compared to an
alternative, single-layer architecture. In other
words, we found that a “flat” architecture that
takes as input the concatenation of recent dialogue
(with a special end-of-utterance token) performed
just as well as HAN.

We explain this finding as follows: the sentence-
level encoder attempts to learn from the sequence
of utterances that comprise the chat history, which
does not help in our case since most of the use-
ful signal is concentrated at the end of the di-
alogue sequence. Thus, the hierarchical struc-
ture introduces more parameters without bringing
much benefit. In a production environment, sim-
pler models are preferable to more complex alter-
natives given comparable accuracy, and thus as a
result, we use this single-layered variant of HAN
as our base model. This is shown on the left side of
Figure 2. However, in a slight tweak from the orig-
inal HAN design, we use a bidirectional LSTM in-
stead of a bidirectional GRU as the word encoder.
We dub our model “Flat” Attention Network, or
FAN for short.

The base FAN model is then augmented
with several sources of additional signal from
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No. Feature Mean λ

1 # of emojis 0.0188 10
2 # of ellipsis marks 0.0001 10
3 # of question marks 0.1348 10
4 # of exclamation marks 0.0152 10
5 # of sentences 0.5577 10
6 # of words 0.3664 100
7 Sentiment score 0.3486 -
8 # of words in TD1 0.0051 10
9 # of words in TD2 0.0834 100

Table 1: Statistics of external textual features used in
our complete model. TD1 and TD2 are two term dic-
tionaries.

manually-engineered features. The integration of
neural networks with external features in hybrid
systems is common in real-world production set-
tings for a few reasons: neural networks are of-
ten introduced to improve upon existing solutions,
and hence it makes sense to reuse existing compo-
nents. Manually-engineered features capture as-
pects of the domain that usually provide an “easy”
boost in terms of accuracy. In total, we use nine
features, described in Table 1.

Features 1 through 6 are self-explanatory and
represent counts of various token types and sim-
ple statistics. Feature 7 is the sentiment score
from a logistic regression classifier that we have
separately trained on social media data. The
training data contains 6.981 million Chinese mi-
croblog messages (Weibo) with at least one emoji
or emoticon. The emojis and emoticons are used
as (noisy) sentiment labels, e.g., happy face for
positive and sad face for negative. This dis-
tant supervision method is widely used in social
media (Pak and Paroubek, 2010; Lin and Kolcz,
2012). In our task, all emojis and emoticons are
removed from the text during training as they only
serve as the labels.

Features 8 and 9 are counts from two term dic-
tionaries, called TD1 and TD2. TD1 contains
121 terms and was manually gathered by exam-
ining customer dialogues. TD2 contains 8, 712
terms and was extracted by computing the point-
wise KL-divergence (Tan et al., 2016) between the
term distributions of positive vs. negative training
examples, and then selecting the top words accord-
ing to this measure. TD1 is a subset of TD2.

All features (except for Feature 7) are normal-
ized by min(1, fraw/λ), with λ shown in the final
column of Table 1. The mean values of the nor-
malized features are shown in the third column.

In addition, we compute the tf-idf representa-

tion of the chat dialogue using only the terms from
TD2 as features. From this, we wish to learn an
attentive weight for each dimension (i.e., terms in
TD2) and a bias parameter as follows:

ftf-idf =Wtf-idf · Vtf-idf + btf-idf

Finally, the nine external features in Table 1 and
ftf-idf are concatenated to the encoded sentence
representation from the base FAN model that is
fed into the fully-connected layer and softmax for
classification (shown in the right portion of Fig-
ure 2). The parameters Wtf-idf and btf-idf for ftf-idf
are trained via backpropagation along with the rest
of the network.

3 Experimental Setup

3.1 Dataset

For training, we gathered from the enterprise data
warehouse chat logs and records of escalated com-
plaints from February 1st to July 10th, 2018.
There are approximately three million chat logs
(one per customer) per day. For some complaints,
we have no record of chat dialogues with the cus-
tomer; these are cases where, for example, all in-
teractions occurred over the phone. These cases
comprise approximately 30% of the complaints,
which we removed. This yielded a total of 21k
complaints that serve as positive training exam-
ples. Of these, 45% were filed within a day af-
ter the last contact with customer service, 84%
were filed within a week, and 96% within a month.
From these numbers, we can see that detecting
complaint escalation intents is a very hard prob-
lem, since the number of complaints is very small
compared to the total volume of customer interac-
tions; we are trying to detect a very rare event.

3.2 Model Training

Applying FAN to our problem requires making
a few more design choices, since we are deal-
ing with a dialogue between two parties: Do we
take as input only the customer’s text, the ser-
vice agent’s text, or both? Preliminary experi-
ments show that, predictably, considering only the
agent’s text yields low accuracy—but somewhat
surprisingly, little is gained from taking both the
agent’s text and the customer’s text. We believe
that this is because the agent’s text contains fewer
signals (since they are usually following a script),
and given a fixed window size as input, it is better
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to maximize the amount of text from the customer
that the model considers.

For positive training instances we selected the
last 100 words from the customer dialogue for
each complaint, under the assumption that the last
interaction with the customer is the source of the
complaint escalation. The window size was deter-
mined based on preliminary exploration, and we
apply Jieba1 for word segmentation. In total, we
have 21k positive examples. For negative train-
ing instances, we randomly sampled dialogue data
from customers who did not file a complaint. As
we show in our experiments, negative sampling
has an impact on the quality of our results.

We pretrained a 300-dimensional embedding
for all models using fastText (Bojanowski et al.,
2017) on the dialogue data in the training set with
ten million negative samples. To regularize the
network, we applied a dropout of 0.1 on the nor-
malized attention weights. We used sigmoid cross
entropy loss and the Adam optimizer (Kingma and
Ba, 2014) to train our model. The dimension of the
hidden layer in the final fully-connected network
was set to 100. We reserved 10% training data for
validation and found that our model reached the
best recall on the validation data after three epochs
of training, at which point we stopped training.

Our models were evaluated in two different
ways: first, retrospectively with dialogue data ex-
tracted from the enterprise data warehouse, and
second, from an online deployment.

3.3 Baselines

We compared variants of our neural model against
a number of baselines:

Logistic Regression (LR): We deployed two vari-
ants, one where all tokens (about 40 million) serve
as features (called LR-all) and the other where
only tokens from our dictionaries (TD1 and TD2)
are used (called LR-dict). In both cases, the fea-
ture vectors are weighted using tf-idf, and the
model was learned using scikit learn2 with default
hyperparameters.

LightGBM:3 We also tried a tree-based algorithm,
using exactly the feature vectors as the LR-dict
setting. We set the number of leaves to 32 and
the maximum depth to 8. Learning rate is set to
0.2 and the number of iterations is set to 100.

1https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
2https://scikit-learn.org/
3https://github.com/Microsoft/LightGBM

Finally, we evaluated three previous neural net-
work models, using as input the final 100 words
from the customer dialogue (the same as our FAN
model): fastText (Joulin et al., 2017), CNN (Kim,
2014), and LSTM (Lai et al., 2015).

3.4 Evaluation Metrics

Our classification models are evaluated as follows:
We begin by gathering all the complaints filed on
a particular evaluation date. The size of this set is
denoted as |C|, which forms the ground truth for
computing recall. Recall at “T-0” is computed by
running our model on each customer’s chat data
on the day the complaint was filed at a particular
cutoff K, which we refer to as R0. Similarly, we
run our model on chat data from the day before
(“T-1”), two days before (“T-2”), etc. What we
call “Total” recall, or Rtot, is computed over the
union of all these 7 ·K predictions. The timespan
of a week for measuring recall balances the com-
plexity of the calculations with our observation
that 84% of escalated complaints are filed within
a week from last contact with the customer (See
Section 3.1).

Note that our approach of selecting a particular
day and looking “backwards” in time for evalua-
tion may seem a bit counter-intuitive. A slightly
more natural alternative would be to consider cus-
tomer dialogues on a particular day and look “for-
ward” in time to see if a complaint has been filed
within a week. This, however, does not allow us to
accurately compute the ground truth (i.e., the de-
nominator for the recall calculation), because the
customer dialogue from “today” might not be the
source of the complaint. For example, the cus-
tomer and the agent might have had a friendly in-
teraction “today”, and it was not until “tomorrow”
that the customer became dissatisfied with some
aspect of the service.

4 Results

4.1 Overall Model Effectiveness

Our main results are shown in Table 2 for data
from July 17th, where each row shows the effec-
tiveness of a model. For this evaluation, we ran
our model on the last 100 words of customer di-
alogue at the end of the day, also extracted from
the enterprise data warehouse. Here, we measure
recall at K = 3000. The number of complaints
filed on that day, or |C|, was 169. As we have
discussed before, detecting escalation intents is a
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Models R0 Rtot

LR-dict 25 (14.8%) 49 (29.0%)
LR-all 22 (13.0%) 44 (26.4%)
LightGBM 22 (13.0%) 41 (24.3%)
fastText 12 ( 7.1%) 24 (14.2%)
CNN 27 (16.0%) 44 (26.0%)
LSTM 25 (14.8%) 52 (30.8%)
FANbase 28 (16.6%) 60 (35.5%)
FANtf-idf 36 (21.3%) 69 (40.8%)
FANfull 41 (24.3%) 75 (44.4%)

Table 2: Comparisons with baselines on July 17th,
where |C| = 169.

difficult problem because the events are quite rare.
The absolute recall numbers are difficult to inter-
pret when attempting to answer the basic question,
“Is the classifier good?” The answer to this ques-
tion, however, becomes very clear when we com-
pare FAN to the other baselines.

We evaluated three separate variants of our
model: FANbase contains only the recurrent neu-
ral network component, FANtf-idf adds the single
ftf-idf feature (which entails learning the weights
Wtf-idf for terms in the TD2 term dictionary),
and FANfull denotes the complete model (learning
Wtf-idf as well as taking advantage of the nine ex-
ternal features). In all model variants, we used 5M
negative examples. The FAN base model alone
beats all the other models, both those that use
neural networks and those that do not. Consis-
tent with the literature on text classification prior
to the advent of neural networks, logistic regres-
sion is a simple yet strong baseline, especially cou-
pled with feature selection: we see that using terms
from the TD2 dictionary as the feature space is
better than using all terms.

Looking at the recall of the neural network mod-
els, we see that fastText alone does not perform
very well, and a generic CNN achieves compara-
ble recall to logistic regression. The biggest differ-
ence between the LSTM and the FANbase model
is incorporation of attention, and so these results
show, consistent with the literature, that attention
is very important. Beyond FANbase, we see that
other aspects of our model also contribute to its ef-
fectiveness. Learning the weights Wtf-idf for terms
in our TD2 dictionary alongside the recurrent neu-
ral network in an end-to-end fashion boosts recall,
and manually-engineered features provide yet an-
other boost on top of that.

# Neg R0 Rtot

10M 43 (25.4%) 73 (43.2%)
5M 42 (24.9%) 73 (43.2%)
1M 37 (21.9%) 72 (42.6%)
0.1M 31 (18.3%) 67 (39.6%)

Table 3: Effects of negative sampling on July 17th data.

Date R0 Rtot |C|
Jul 17th 41 (24.3%) 75 (44.4%) 169
Jul 18th 30 (17.1%) 57 (32.5%) 175
Jul 19th 43 (23.1%) 87 (46.7%) 186
Jul 20st 34 (24.1%) 65 (46.1%) 141
Jul 21st 37 (38.1%) 46 (47.4%) 97
Jul 22nd 33 (24.6%) 58 (43.3%) 134
Jul 23rd 32 (20.3%) 67 (42.4%) 158
Average 36 (23.6%) 65 (43.0%) 151

Table 4: Recall results over an entire week.

4.2 Effects of Negative Sampling
Table 3 shows the impact of negative sampling on
recall: Here, we fixed the positive samples and all
hyperparameters, and varied the number of nega-
tive training examples. Results show that increas-
ing the number of negative examples from 100k
to 5M has a noticeable impact on recall; however,
there appears to be little gained beyond 5M neg-
ative examples. From a practical perspective, the
amount of negative sampling determines the train-
ing time of the model in a roughly linear manner.
For this particular task, it appears that 5M repre-
sents a “sweet spot” that balances model quality
and training time.

Note that the results of using 5M negative sam-
ples in Table 3 are from a different trial than the
figures reported in Table 2, thus explaining small
differences in results for models trained with the
same settings.

4.3 Online Deployment
In Table 4, we report the recall of our model over
an entire week (evaluated retrospectively). Other
than outliers on July 18th and July 21st, we are
able to identify approximately a quarter of all es-
calated complaints on that day (i.e., R0), and the
recall seems relatively stable.

In moving towards online deployment, we ran a
simulation study on the July 17th data, where our
classifier was run every 20 minutes on all ongoing
customer chat dialogues. At each time step, the
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Figure 3: Simulated deployment on July 17th data.

classifier returns K ∈ [100, 1000, 3000, 5000] re-
sults. Simulation output is presented in Figure 3
for the afternoon to evening hours, where the y
axis shows the number of detected escalated com-
plaints at that time, using all complaints filed over
the next week as the ground truth. Note that as we
explained above, it is not possible to compute re-
call because a complaint filed (for example) three
days later may be based on a customer interaction
that has not happened yet.

Two more caveats are necessary to properly in-
terpret these results: First, classification output at
different time steps include duplicates if a dia-
logue persists over a long period of time, and sec-
ond, the number of successfully detected cases fol-
lows general shopping trends (e.g., late afternoon
is when customer service is most active anyway).
Although these results are somewhat difficult to
interpret, it most closely matches our deployment
scenario, since the output of our classifier at regu-
lar intervals would feed a priority queue for further
enhanced customer service (and this queue would
obviously remove duplicates).

Satisfied with the effectiveness of our model,
it was deployed on live data starting in October
2018. We present results from a week’s worth
of data in Table 5. It should be emphasized that
these are “real” in-the-wild results from actual on-
line dialogues (whereas all previous results were
on retrospective data extracted from the data ware-
house). These result are compiled by running our
classifier every 20 minutes with K = 5000, but
R0 is computed with respect to the union of all
results after deduplication (so these values are not
directly comparable to previous tables). Also, note
that while Rtot is useful as a retrospective metric,

Date R0 |C|
Oct 8th 52 (21.76%) 239
Oct 9th 59 (21.00%) 281
Oct 10th 54 (25.59%) 211
Oct 11th 63 (25.93%) 243
Oct 12th 50 (28.41%) 176
Oct 13th 30 (25.00%) 120
Oct 14th 43 (27.22%) 158
Average 50 (24.50%) 204

Table 5: Results from the online deployment.

it does not make sense to measure in an online set-
ting. In terms of R0 as a business metric, we es-
timate that we have improved recall by 12–15%
over the previous model, based on comparable re-
ports in July.

5 Related Work and Discussion

Detection of complaint escalation intents is
straightforwardly formulated as a text classifica-
tion problem, which of course has been stud-
ied for decades. Prior to the neural wave, pop-
ular techniques include Naive Bayes (McCal-
lum and Nigam, 1998) and Support Vector Ma-
chines (Joachims, 1998) with feature engineering.
There is plethora of work based on CNNs (Le-
Cun et al., 1998; Kim, 2014; Johnson and Zhang,
2015; Conneau et al., 2017) and RNNs (Johnson
and Zhang, 2016; Zhou et al., 2015; Socher et al.,
2013); attention mechanisms have also been found
to be effective (Yang et al., 2016; Du et al., 2017;
Du and Huang, 2018).

We readily concede that there are at best mi-
nor modeling advances in this work and thus little
novelty from a purely academic perspective. How-
ever, our primary contribution is to provide a case
study to the broader community of how NLP so-
lutions are deployed in production settings. In this
respect, we make two points:

First, we feel that many models discussed in
the academic literature are too complex for op-
erational deployment: model complexity increases
training time, inference latency, and sensitivity to
hyperparameters, which can make models unsta-
ble, particularly to incoming data that is chang-
ing and evolving. This is why we are constantly
trying to simplify models without compromising
quality—for example, this led to our observation
that for our task, hierarchical modeling (Yang
et al., 2016) does not seem to contribute tangi-
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ble value. In production deployments, there are
important tradeoffs between complexity, accuracy,
and inference latency that need to be considered,
and we do not see much discussion along these
lines in the academic literature. As an example of
the last consideration, taking the last N words of
customer dialogue represents a compromise, since
our model needs to monitor all ongoing dialogues
at a particular moment in time (numbering in the
tens of thousands).

Second, our deployed model is a mishmash of
manually-engineered features, external dictionar-
ies, and multiple neural components. It certainly
lacks the “elegance” of end-to-end neural solu-
tions that dominate the literature, but we dare say
that most deployed “real world” systems are com-
plex hybrids like ours. Most important business
problems are not solved de novo: there are usu-
ally already-deployed solutions we are trying to
improve upon, in which case it makes no sense to
ignore existing features and models and start from
scratch. In the academic literature, hybrid ap-
proaches are under-explored relative to their real-
world impact. It would be desirable to see more
papers that examine the evolution of approaches
from, for example, rule-based systems to manual
feature engineering to neural models.

6 Conclusion

There is often a chasm between research and prac-
tice, and this is certainly the case for many NLP
applications. Through this work, we hope to build
a bridge between academic researchers and indus-
trial practitioners by sharing some of our experi-
ences in designing and deploying hybrid models
combining neural networks and feature engineer-
ing. For the specific problem of detecting cus-
tomer complaint escalation intents, we have shown
that while neural networks have indeed advanced
the state of the art, manual feature engineering still
contributes to effectiveness and still has its place in
the “toolbox” of the practitioner.
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Abstract

Nowadays, more and more customers browse
and purchase products in favor of using mobile
E-Commerce Apps such as Taobao and Ama-
zon. Since merchants are usually inclined to
describe redundant and over-informative prod-
uct titles to attract attentions from customers,
it is important to concisely display short prod-
uct titles on limited screen of mobile phones.
To address this discrepancy, previous studies
mainly consider textual information of long
product titles and lacks of human-like view
during training and evaluation process. In
this paper, we propose a Multi-Modal Gen-
erative Adversarial Network (MM-GAN) for
short product title generation in E-Commerce,
which innovatively incorporates image infor-
mation and attribute tags from product, as well
as textual information from original long ti-
tles. MM-GAN poses short title generation
as a reinforcement learning process, where the
generated titles are evaluated by the discrimi-
nator in a human-like view. Extensive exper-
iments on a large-scale E-Commerce dataset
demonstrate that our algorithm outperforms
other state-of-the-art methods. Moreover, we
deploy our model into a real-world online E-
Commerce environment and effectively boost
the performance of click through rate and click
conversion rate by 1.66% and 1.87%, respec-
tively.

1 Introduction

E-commerce companies such as TaoBao and Ama-
zon put many efforts to improve the user experience
of their mobile Apps. For the sake of improving re-
trieval results by search engines, merchants usually
write lengthy, over-informative, and sometimes in-
correct titles, e.g., the original product title in Fig.
1 contains more than 20 Chinese words, which
may be suitable for PCs. However, these titles are
cut down and no more than 10 words can be dis-
played on a mobile phone with limited screen size
varying from 4 to 5.8 inches. Hence, to properly

Figure 1: A product with original long titles (green
box), cutoff short titles (red box), the main image (blue
box), and attribute tags (yellow box).

display products in mobile screen, it is important
to produce succinct short titles to preserve impor-
tant information of original long titles and accurate
descriptions of products.

This problem is related to text summarization,
which can be categorized into two classes: extrac-
tive (Cao et al., 2016; Miao and Blunsom, 2016;
Nallapati et al., 2017) and abstractive (Chen et al.,
2016; Chopra et al., 2016; See et al., 2017; Wan
et al., 2018) methods. The extractive methods se-
lect important words from original titles, while the
abstractive methods generate titles by extracting
words from original titles or generating new words
from data corpus. They usually approximate such
goals by predicting the next word given previous
predicted words using maximum likelihood estima-
tion (MLE) objective. Despite their successes to a
large extent, they suffer from the issue of exposure
bias (Ranzato et al., 2016). It may cause the mod-
els to behave in undesired ways, e.g., generating
repetitive or truncated outputs. In addition, predict-
ing next word based on previously generated words
will make the learned model lack of human-like
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holistic view of the whole generated short product
titles.

More recent state-of-the-art methods (Gong
et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018) treat short prod-
uct titles generation as a sentence compression
task following attention-based extractive mech-
anism. They extract key characteristics mainly
from original long product titles. However, in real
E-Commerce scenario, product titles are usually
redundant and over-informative, and sometimes
even inaccurate, e.g., long titles of a cloth may in-
clude both “å»å|çé (hip-pop|wild)" and “æèo|æ·å
(artsy|delicate)" simultaneously. It is a tough task
to generate succinct and accurate short titles merely
relying on the original titles. Therefore, it is insuf-
ficient to regard short title generation as traditional
text summarization problem in which original text
has already contained complete information.

In this paper, we propose a novel Multi-Modal
Generative Adversarial Network, named MM-
GAN, to better generate short product titles. It
contains a generator and a discriminator. The gen-
erator generates a short product title based on orig-
inal long titles, with additional information from
the corresponding visual image and attribute tags.
On the other hand, the discriminator tries to distin-
guish whether the generated short titles are human-
produced or machine-produced in a human-like
view. The task is treated as a reinforcement learn-
ing problem, in which the quality of a machine-
generated short product title depends on its ability
to fool the discriminator into believing it is gen-
erated by human, and output of the discriminator
is a reward for the generator to improve generated
quality. The main contributions of this paper can
be summarized as follows:

• In this paper, we focus on a fundamental prob-
lem existing in the E-Commerce industry, i.e.,
generating short product titles for mobile E-
Commerce Apps. We formulate the problem
as a reinforcement learning task;
• We design a multi-modal generative adversar-

ial network to consider multiple modalities of
inputs for better short product titles generation
in E-commerce;
• To verify the effectiveness of our proposed

model, we deploy it into a mobile E-
commerce App. Extensive experiments on a
large-scale real-world dataset with A/B testing
show that our proposed model outperforms
state-of-the-art methods.

2 Related Work

Our work is related to text summarization tasks and
generative adversarial networks (GANs).

Text Summarization. In terms of text sum-
marization, it mainly includes two categories of
approaches: extractive and abstractive methods.
Extractive methods produce a text summary by
extracting and concatenating several words from
original sentence. Whereas abstractive methods
generate a text summary based on the original sen-
tence, which usually generate more readable and
coherent summaries. Traditional extractive meth-
ods such as graphic models (Mihalcea, 2005) and
optimization-based models (Woodsend and Lap-
ata, 2010) usually rely on human-engineered fea-
tures. Recent RNN-based methods (Chopra et al.,
2016; Gong et al., 2018; Nallapati et al., 2017;
Wang et al., 2018) have become popular in text
summarization tasks. Among them, (Gong et al.,
2018; Wang et al., 2018) design attention-based
neural networks for short product titles generation
in E-commerce. (Gong et al., 2018) considers rich
semantic features of long product titles. (Wang
et al., 2018) designs a multi-task model and uses
user searching log data as additional task to facili-
tate key words extraction from original long titles.
However, they mainly consider information from
textual long product titles, which sometimes are
not enough to select important words and filter out
over-informative and irrelevant words from long
product titles. In addition, these methods mainly
apply MLE objective and predict next word based
on previous words. As a consequence, these mod-
els usually suffer from exposure bias and lack of
human-like view.

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs).
GAN is firstly proposed in (Goodfellow et al.,
2014), which is designed for generating real-valued,
continuous data, and has gained great success in
computer vision tasks (Dai et al., 2017; Isola et al.,
2017; Ledig et al., 2017). However, applying
GANs to discrete scenarios like natural language
has encountered many difficulties, since the dis-
crete elements break the differentiability of GANs
and prohibit gradients backpropagating from the
discriminator to generator. To mitigate these above
mentioned issues, SeqGan (Yu et al., 2017) mod-
els sequence generation procedure as a sequential
decision making process. It applies a policy gradi-
ent method to train the generator and discriminator,
and shows improvements on multiple generation
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task such as poem generation and music gener-
ation. MaskGan (Fedus et al., 2018) designs a
actor-critic reinforcement learning based GAN to
improve qualities of text generation through fill-
ing in missing texts conditioned on the surround-
ing context. There are also some other RL based
GANs for text generation such as LeakGan (Guo
et al., 2017), RankGan (Lin et al., 2017), SentiGan
(Wang and Wan, 2018), etc. All above methods
are designed for unsupervised text generation tasks.
(Li et al., 2017) designs an adversarial learning
method for neural dialogue generation. They train
a seq2seq model to produce responses and use a
discriminator to distinguish whether the responses
are human-generated and machine-generated, and
showing promising results. It should be noticed
that our work differs from other similar tasks such
as image captioning (Dai et al., 2017) and visual
question answering (Antol et al., 2015). The image
captioning can be seen as generating caption from a
single modality of input, while the visual question
answering mainly focuses on aligning the input im-
age and question to generate a correct answer. In
our task, we put more attention on learning more in-
formation from the multi-modal input sources (i.e.,
long product titles, product image and attribute
tags) to generate a short product title.

3 Multi-Modal Generative Adversarial
Network

In this section, we describe in details the pro-
posed MM-GAN. The problem can be formulated
as follows: given an original long product title
L = {l1, l2, ..., lK} consisted of K Chinese or
English words, a single word can be represented
in a form like “skirt" in English or “半身裙"
in Chinese. With an additional image I and at-
tribute tags A = {a1, a2, ..., aM}, the model tar-
gets at generating a human-like short product title
S = {s1, s2, ..., sN}, whereM andN are the num-
ber of words in A and S, respectively.

3.1 Multi-Modal Generator

The multi-modal generative model defines a policy
of generating short product titles S given origi-
nal long titles L, with additional information from
product image I and attribute tags A. Fig. 2 illus-
trates the architecture of our proposed multi-modal
generator which follows the seq2seq (Sutskever
et al., 2014) framework.

Multi-Modal Encoder. As we mentioned be-

Figure 2: Overall Framework of MM-GAN.

fore, our model tries to incorporate multiple modal-
ities of a product (i.e., product image, attribute
tags and long title). To learn the multi-modal
embedding of a product, we first adopt a pre-
trained VGG16 (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015)
as the CNN architecture to extract features V =
[v1, v2, ..., vZ ] of an image I from the condensed
fully connected layers, where Z is the number of
latent features. In order to get more descriptive
features, we fine-tune the last 3 layers of VGG16
based on a supervised classification task given
classes of products images. Second, we encode
the attribute tags A into a fixed-length feature vec-
tor U = [u1, u2, . . . , uM ′ ], and U = f1(A), where
f1 denotes fully connected layers, M ′ is the out-
put size of f1. Third, we apply a recurrent neu-
ral network to encode the original long titles L
as O = [o1, o2, . . . , oK ], where ot = f2(ot−1, lt).
Here f2 represents a non-linear function, and in this
paper the LSTM unit (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,
1997) is adopted.

Decoder. The hidden state ht for the t-th target
word st in short product titles S can be calculated
as ht = f2(ht−1, st−1, ôt). Here we adopt an atten-
tion mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2015) to capture
important words from original long titles L. The
context vector ôt is a weighted sum of hidden states
O, which is represented as:

ôt =
K∑

k=1

αt,kok, (1)

where αt,k is the contribution of an input word lk
to the t-th target word using an alignment model g
(Bahdanau et al., 2015):

αt,k =
exp(g(ht−1, ok))∑K

k′=1 exp(g(ht−1, ok′))
. (2)
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After obtaining all features U , V , Ô from A, I
and L, respectively, we then concatenate them into
the final feature vector:

C = tanh(W [Ô;V ;U ]), (3)

where W are learnable weights and [; ] denotes the
concatenation operator.

Finally, C is fed into the LSTM based decoder
to predict the probability of generating each target
word for short product titles S. As the sequence
generation problem can be viewed as a sequence
decision making process (Bachman and Precup,
2015), we denote the whole generation process as
a policy π(S|C).

3.2 Discriminator

The discriminator model D is a binary classifier
which takes an input of a generated short prod-
uct titles S and distinguishes whether it is human-
generated or machine-generated. The short prod-
uct titles are encoded into a vector representation
through a two-layer LSTM model, and then fed
into a sigmoid function, which returns the probabil-
ity of the input short product titles being generated
by human:

Rφ(S) = sigmoid(Wd [LSTM(S)] + bd), (4)

where φ are learnable parameters for D, Wd is a
weight matrix and bd is a bias vector.

3.3 End-to-End Training

The multi-modal generator G tries to generate a
sequence of tokens S under a policy π and fool
the discriminator D via maximizing the reward
signal received from D. The objective of G can be
formulated as follows:

J(θ) = ES∼πθ(S|C) [Rφ(S)] , (5)

where θ are learnable parameters for G.
Conventionally, GANs are designed for gener-

ating continuous data and thus G is differentiable
with continuous parameters guided by the objective
function from D (Yu et al., 2017). Unfortunately, it
has difficulty in updating parameters through back-
propagation when dealing with discrete data in text
generation. To solve the problem, we adopt the
REINFORCE algorithm (Williams, 1992). Specif-
ically, once the generator reaches the end of a se-
quence (i.e., S = S1:T ), it receives a rewardRφ (S)
from D based on the probability of being real.

In text generation, D will provide a reward to G
only when the whole sequence has been generated,
and no intermediate reward is obtained before the
final token of S is generated. This may cause the
discriminator to assign a low reward to all tokens
in the sequence though some tokens are proper re-
sults. To mitigate the issue, we evaluate the reward
function by aggregating the N ′-time Monte-Carlo
simulations (Yu et al., 2017) at each decoding step:

R
′
φ(S1:t−1, a

′ = st) ≈ (6)
{

1
N ′

∑N ′
n=1R(S1:t, S

(n)
t+1:N ), t < N

R(S1:t−1, st), t = N,

where {S(1)
t+1:N , . . . , S

(N ′)
t+1:N} is the set of generated

short titles, which are sampled from the t+1-th de-
coding step based current state and action. Now we
can compute the gradient of the objective function
for the generator G:

∇θJ(θ) ≈ (7)

ES∼πθ(S|C)

[
N∑

t=1

∇θ log(πθ(st|C))R
′
φ(S1:t−1, st)

]
,

where ∇θ is the partial differentiable operator for
θ in G, and the reward R

′
φ is fixed during updating

of generator.
The objective function for the discriminator D

can be formulated as:

ES∼Pθ(S|C)

[
logR

′
φ(S|C)

]
−ES∼πθ(S|C)

[
logR

′
φ(S|C)

]
,

(8)

where S ∼ Pθ and S ∼ πθ denote that S is
from human-written sentences and synthesized sen-
tences, respectively.

On training stage, we first pre-train G and D for
several steps. Due to the large size of searching
space of possible sequences, it is also very impor-
tant to feed human-generated short product titles
to the generator for model updates. Specifically,
we follow the Teacher Forcing mechanism (Lamb
et al., 2016). In each training step, we first update
the generator using machine-generated data with
rewards gained from the discriminator, then sam-
ple some data from human-generated short product
titles and assign a reward of 1 to them, where the
generator uses this reward to update parameters.
Alg. 1 summarizes the training procedure, where
D-steps and G-steps are both set to 1 in this paper.
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Algorithm 1: Multi-Modal Generative Adver-
sarial Network

Input: Long product titles L, short titles S, images I ,
attribute tags A. Multi-modal generator G,
discriminator D.

1 Fine-tune last 3 layers of pretrained VGG16 network to
get image features V based on a classification task

2 Pretrain G on human-generated data using MLE
3 Pretrain D on human-generated data and

machine-generated data
4 for number of training iterations do
5 for i← 1 to D-steps do
6 Sample S from human-generated data
7 Sample Ŝ ∼ πθ(·|C)

8 Update D on both S and Ŝ

9 for i← 1 to G-steps do
10 Sample (L, V,A, S) from human-generated

data
11 Sample (L, V,A, Ŝ) ∼ πθ(·|C) based on MC

search
12 Compute reward R

′
φ for (L, V,A, Ŝ) using D

13 Update G using R
′
φ based on Eq. (7)

14 Teacher-Forcing: Update G on (L, V,A, S)
using MLE

Data set size 2,403,691
Avg. length of long Titles 13.7
Avg. length of Short Titles 4.5
Avg. length of Attributes Tags 18.3
Avg. number of Image 1

Table 1: Statistics of the crawled dataset. Here all the
lengths are counted by Chinese or English words.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Setup

Dataset. The dataset used in our experiment is
crawled from a module named 有好货 (Youhao-
huo) of the well-known淘宝 (TAOBAO) platform
in China. Every product in the dataset includes a
long product title and a short product title written
by professional writers, along with product sev-
eral high quality visual images and attributes tags,
here for each product we use its main image. This
Youhaohuo module includes more than 100 cate-
gories of products, we crawled top 7 categories
of them in the module, and exclude the products
with original long titles shorter than 10 Chinese
characters. We further tokenize the original long
tittles and short titles into Chinese or English words,
e.g. “skirt” is a word in English and半身裙 is a
word in Chinese. Table 1 shows some details of
the dataset. We randomly select 1.6M samples for
training, 0.2M samples for validation, and test our
proposed model on 5000 samples.

Baselines. We compare our proposed model
with the following four baselines: (a) Pointer
Network (Ptr-Net) (See et al., 2017) which is a
seq2seq based framework with pointer-generator
network copying words from the source text
via pointing. (b) Feature-Enriched-Net (FE-Net)
(Gong et al., 2018) which is a deep and wide model
based on attentive RNN to generate the textual long
product titles. (c) Agreement-based MTL (Agree-
MTL) (Wang et al., 2018) which is a multi-task
learning approach to improve product title com-
pression with user searching log data. (d) Genera-
tive Adversarial Network (GAN) (Li et al., 2017)
which is a generative adversarial method for text
generation with only one modality of input.

Implementation Details. We first pre-train
the multi-modal generative model given human-
generated data via maximum likelihood estima-
tion (MLE), and we transfer the pretrained model
weights for the multi-modal encoder and decoder
modules. Then we pre-train the discriminator us-
ing human-generated data and machine-generated
data. To get training samples for the discriminator,
we sample half of data from multi-modal generator
and another half from human-generated data. After
that, we perform normal training process based on
pre-trained MM-GAN.

Specifically, we create a vocabulary of 35K
words for long product titles and short titles, and
another vocabulary of 35k for attribute tags in train-
ing data with size of 1.6M. Words appear less than
8 times in the training set are replaced as <UNK>.
We implement a two-layer LSTM with 100 hid-
den states to encoder attribute tags, and all other
LSTMs in our model are two layers with 512 hid-
den states. The last 3 layers of the pre-trained
VGG16 network are fine tuned based on the prod-
ucts visual images with 7 classes. The Adam opti-
mizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) is initialized with a
learning rate 10−3. The multi-modal generator and
discriminator are pre-trained for 10000 steps, the
normal training steps are set to 13000, the batch
size is set to 512 for the discriminator and 256 for
the generator, the MC search time is set to 7.

4.2 Automatic Evaluation

To evaluate the quality of generated product short
titles, we follow (Wang et al., 2018; Gong et al.,
2018) and use standard recall-oriented ROUGE
metric (Lin, 2004), which measures the generated
quality by counting the overlap of N-grams be-
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Models Ptr-Net FE-Net Agree-MTL GAN MM-GAN
ROUGE-1 59.21 61.07 66.19 60.67 69.53
ROUGE-2 42.01 44.16 49.39 46.46 52.38
ROUGE-L 57.12 58.00 64.04 60.27 65.80

Table 2: ROUGE performance of different models on the test set.

Data Methods Results

Product Long Titles
Artka阿卡夏新花边镂空荷叶边抽绳民族狂野复古衬衫 S110061Q
(Artka Artka summer lace hollow-out flounce drawstring
nation wild retro shirt S110061Q)

FE-Net
阿卡花边镂空荷叶边衬衫
(Artka lace hollow-out flounce shirt)

Image
Attributes Tags

修身常规款圆领 Artka米白长袖
套头复古通勤纯色夏季喇叭袖棉
(slim common round-neck Artka off-white long-sleeve
pullover retro commuting plain summer flare-sleeve cotton)

Agree-MTL
Artka阿卡夏新花边镂空荷叶边衬衫
(Artka Artka summer lace hollow-out flounce shirt)

GAN
Artka荷叶边抽绳衬衫
(Artka lace flounce drawstring shirt)

MM-GAN
Artka花边荷叶边镂空复古衬衫
(Artka lace flounce hollow-out retro shirt)

Table 3: The comparison of generated short titles among different methods.

tween the machine-generated and human- gener-
ated titles. Here we consider ROUGE-1 (1-gram),
ROUGE-2 (bi-grams), ROUGE-L (longest com-
mon subsequence). Experimental results on the
test set are shown in Table 2. From this table, we
note that our proposed MM-GAN achieves best
performance on three metrics. Furthermore, when
comparing MM-GAN with GAN, we can see that
our proposed MM-GAN achieves an improvement
of 8.86%, 5.92%, 5.53%, in terms of ROUGE-1,
ROUGE-2, ROUGE-3, respectively. This verifies
that additional information such as image and at-
tribute tags from product can absolutely facilitate
our model to generate better short titles. In addition,
compared with the best model Agree-MTL, MM-
GAN improves ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, ROUGE-
L by 3.34%, 2.99%, 1.76%, respectively. We at-
tribute the outperformance of MM-GAN to two
facts: (a) it incorporates multiple sources, con-
taining more information than other single-source
based models. (b) it applies a discriminator to dis-
tinguish whether a product short titles are human-
generated or machine-generated, which makes the
model evaluate the generated sequence in a human-
like view, and naturally avoid exposure bias in other
methods.

4.3 Online A/B Testing

In order to further verify the effectiveness of MM-
GAN, we test our method in the real-world online
environment of the TaoBao App.

We perform A/B testing in seven categories
of products in the E-commerce App, i.e., “连衣
裙| (one-piece)", “男士T恤| (Man T-shirt), “衬
衫| (shirt)”, “休闲裤| (Casual pants)", “女士T恤
| (Woman T-shirt)”, “半身裙| (skirt)", “毛针

织衫| (Sweaters)". During online A/B testing,
users (3 × 106 users per day) are split equally
into two groups and are directed into a baseline
bucket and an experimental bucket. For users in
the baseline bucket, product short titles are gen-
erated by the default online system, following
an ILP based method (Clarke and Lapata, 2008).
While for users in the experimental bucket, product
short titles are generated by MM-GAN. All con-
ditions in the two buckets are identical except for
short titles generation methods. We apply Click
Through Rate (CTR) and Click Conversion Rate
(CVR) to measure the performance. CTR =
#click_of_product
#pv_of_product , and CV R = #trade_of_product

#click_of_product ,
where #click_of_product indicates clicking
times of a product, #pv_of_product is the
number of page views of the product and
#trade_of_product is the number of purchases
of the product.

We deploy A/B testing for 7 days and calcu-
late overall CTR for all products in the baseline
bucket and experimental bucket. MM-GAN im-
proves CTR by 1.66% and CVR by 1.87% in the
experimental bucket over the default online system
in the baseline bucket. It verifies the effectiveness
of our proposed method. Moreover, through online
A/B testing, we find that with more readable, infor-
mative product short titles, users are more likely to
click, view and purchase corresponding products,
which indicates good short product titles can help
improving the product sales on E-commerce Apps.

4.4 Qualitative Analysis

Table 3 shows a sample of product short titles gen-
erated by MM-GAN and baselines.

From this table, we can note that (a) product
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Figure 3: Some samples generated by MM-GAN.

short titles generated by our model are more flu-
ent, informative than baselines, and core prod-
uct words (e.g., “Artka| (阿卡)", “复古| (retro)",
“衬衫| (shirt)") can be recognized. (b) There
are over-informative words (e.g., “阿卡| (Artka)",
“S110061Q") and irrelevant words (e.g., “狂野|
(wild)") in product long titles. Over-informative
words may disturb model’s generation process, ir-
relevant words may give incorrect information to
the model. These situations could happen in real E-
commerce environment. FE-Net misses the English
brand name “Artka" and gives its Chinese name ‘阿
卡" instead. Agree-MTL using user searching log
data performs better than GAN. However, Agree-
MTL still generates the over-informative word ‘阿
卡". MM-GAN outperforms all baselines, infor-
mation in additional attribute tags such as “复古|
(retro)", “Artka"), and other information from the
product main image are together considered by the
model and help the model select core words and fil-
ter out irrelevant words in generated product short
titles. It shows that MM-GAN using different types
of inputs can help generate better product short
titles. To leave a deeper impression on the perfor-
mance of our proposed model, we also put more
online samples generated by the MM-GAN in a
module of the TaoBao App, as shown in Fig. 3.
From all generated samples we also find few bad

cases which are not shown online (e.g., repetitive
words in the generated short titles, wrong generated
words which are not related to the product at all),
leaving a great space for further improvement.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a multi-modal generative
adversarial network for short product title genera-
tion in E-commerce. Different from conventional
methods which only consider textual information
from long product titles, we design a multi-modal
generative model to incorporate additional informa-
tion from product image and attribute tags. Exten-
sive experiments on a large real-world E-commerce
dataset verify the effectiveness of our proposed
model when comparing with several state-of-the-
art baselines. Moreover, the online deployment in
a real environment of an E-commerce app shows
that our method can improve the click through rate
and click conversion rate.
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Abstract

There have been many studies on neural head-
line generation models trained with a lot of
(article, headline) pairs. However, there are
few situations for putting such models into
practical use in the real world since news
articles typically already have corresponding
headlines. In this paper, we describe a practi-
cal use case of neural headline generation in
a news aggregator, where dozens of profes-
sional editors constantly select important news
articles and manually create their headlines,
which are much shorter than the original head-
lines. Specifically, we show how to deploy our
model to an editing support tool and report the
results of comparing the behavior of the edi-
tors before and after the release.

1 Introduction

A news-aggregator is a website or mobile appli-
cation that aggregates a large amount of web con-
tent, e.g., online newspapers provided by differ-
ent publishers. The main purpose of such a ser-
vice is to help users obtain important news out of
vast amounts of information quickly and easily.
Therefore, it is critical to consider how to com-
pactly show news, as well as what type of news
to select, to improve service quality. In fact, the
news-aggregator of Yahoo! JAPAN1, the largest
Japanese portal site, is supported by dozens of pro-
fessional editors who constantly select important
news articles and manually create their new head-
lines called short titles, which are much shorter
than the original headline, to construct a news-
topic list. Note that we use the term “title” to
avoid confusion with the original news headline,
although they are similar concepts.

∗Both authors contributed equally to this work.
1https://www.yahoo.co.jp/

(a) List of news topics in-
cluding short titles.

(b) Page of news entry in-
cluding headline and lead.

Figure 1: News-aggregator of Yahoo! JAPAN.

Figure 1 shows screenshots of the news-
aggregator of Yahoo! JAPAN, where the English
translations of the short title, headline and lead are
listed in Table 1. The left figure (a) shows the list
of news topics (important news articles), which in-
cludes short titles, and the right figure (b) shows
the entry page of the first topic in the list, which
consists of a headline and lead. The lead is a short
version of the article and can be used by users to
decide whether to read the whole article. The ed-
itors’ job is to create a short title from news con-
tent including the headline and lead. A short title
has two advantages over a normal headline; one
is quick understandability of the content and the
other is saving display space by using a single line.
This means that short titles can increase a user’s
chances of reaching interesting articles. Since the
click-through rate of news articles is directly re-
lated to ad revenue, even a small improvement in
short titles has a significant impact on business.

We tackle an automatic-generation task of such
short titles for a news aggregator to support the
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Japanese English translation
Short title 首相忖度ないと言い切れず The prime minister cannot say that there is no surmise.
Headline 忖度なかったと言い切ることはできない＝加

計問題で安倍首相
It cannot be said that there is no “sontaku (surmise)” with
absolute certainty. The prime minister Abe said about the
problem of “Kake Gakuen (Kake school)”.

Lead 安倍晋三首相は１４日午後行われた参院予算
委員会の集中審議で、加計疑惑などを巡り、
官僚側から首相に対する忖度（そんたく）が
あったのではとの指摘に対して「忖度があっ
たかどうか、忖度される側には分かりにくい
面もある」と述べた。「忖度がなかったと言
い切ることはできない」としつつ、「ごまを
するための忖度は求めていない」などと説明
した。塚田一郎委員（自民）への答弁。

Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said, in an intensive delib-
eration with the House of Councilors Budget Commit-
tee held on the afternoon of the 14th, as an answer to a
question about whether bureaucrats surmised to the prime
minister regarding the Kake suspicion, “It is difficult to
understand whether there is a sontaku (surmise)”. He said
“It cannot be said that there was nothing wrong,” while
explaining that “I do not need to be obsequious”. An an-
swer to Ichiro Tsukada (LDP).

Table 1: Short title, headline, and lead in Figure 1(b) with English versions.

editorial process. Our task is a variant of news-
headline generation, which has been extensively
studied, as described in Section 6. A clear differ-
ence between their task and ours is that we need
to generate short titles from news content includ-
ing headlines. Thus, we formulate our task as an
abstractive summarization from multiple informa-
tion sources, i.e., headlines and leads, based on an
encoder-decoder model (Section 2).

There are roughly three approaches for handling
multiple information sources. The first approach
is to merge all sources with some weights based
on the importance of each source, which can be
achieved by a weighted average of the context vec-
tors, as in multimodal summarization (Hori et al.,
2017). This is the most general approach since
the other two can also be regarded as special cases
of the weighted average. The second approach
is to use one source as the main source and oth-
ers as secondary ones. This is effective when the
main source can be clearly determined, such as
query-focused summarization (Nema et al., 2017),
where the target document is main and a query
is secondary. The third approach is to find the
salient components of the sources. This is suitable
when there are many sources including less infor-
mative ones (redundant sources), such as lengthy-
document summarization that outputs a multi-
sentence summary (Tan et al., 2017), where each
sentence can be regarded as one source. We ad-
dressed an extension of the weighted average ap-
proach and compared our proposed model with a
multimodal model (Hori et al., 2017) from the first
approach and a query-based model (Nema et al.,
2017) from the second approach, as well as the
normal encoder-decoder model. Since we have
only two sources (headlines and leads), where the

headline source is clearly salient for generating a
short title, the third approach can be reduced to the
normal encoder-decoder model.

Our contributions are as follows.

• We report on a case study of short-title gen-
eration of news articles for a news aggregator
as a real-world application of neural headline
generation. This study supports previous stud-
ies based on the encoder-decoder model from a
practical standpoint since most real-world news
articles basically already have headlines, which
means that there has been little direct applica-
tion of these previous studies.

• We propose an encoder-decoder model with
multiple encoders for separately encoding news
headlines and leads (Section 3). Our compara-
tive experiments with several baselines involv-
ing evaluations done by crowdsourcing work-
ers showed the effectiveness of our model, es-
pecially using the “usefulness” measure (Sec-
tion 4).

• We describe how to deploy our model to an
editing support tool and show the results of
comparing the editors’ behavior before and af-
ter releasing the tool (Section 5), which imply
that the editors began to refer to generated titles
after the release.

2 Encoder-Decoder Model

An encoder-decoder model (Bahdanau et al.,
2015) is a conditional language model that pre-
dicts the correct output sequence from an input se-
quence, which is learned from many correct pairs
of input and output sequences, e.g., news articles
and their headlines. To train this model, we calcu-
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late the following conditional likelihood

p(y | x) =

T−1∏

t=1

p(yt+1 | y≤t, x) (1)

with respect to each pair (x, y) of an input se-
quence x = x1 · · · xS and output sequence y =
y1 · · · yT , where y≤t = y1 · · · yt, and maximize its
mean. The model p(y | x) in Eq. (1) is computed
by a combination of two recurrent neural networks
(RNNs): an encoder and decoder. The encoder
reads an input sequence x to recognize its content,
and the decoder predicts an output sequence y cor-
responding to the content.

More formally, an encoder calculates a hidden
state hs for each element xs in a x by using the
state transition function fenc of the encoder: hs =
fenc(xs, hs−1). In a similar fashion, a decoder cal-
culates a hidden state ĥt for each element yt in a
y by using the state transition function fdec of the
decoder after setting the last hidden state of the en-
coder as the initial state of the decoder (ĥ0 = hS):
ĥt = fdec(yt, ĥt−1). Then, a prediction of outputs
for each ĥt is calculated using the output function
gdec with an attention mechanism:

p(yt+1 | y≤t, x) = gdec(ĥt, ct), (2)

where ct is a weighted average of the encoder hid-
den states {h1, · · · , hS}, defined by

ct =
S∑

s=1

at(s)hs, (3)

where at(s) represents a weight of an encoder hid-
den state hs with respect to a decoder hidden state
ĥt. ct represents a soft alignment (or attention
weight) to the source sequence at the target po-
sition t, so it is called a context.

3 Proposed Method

We propose an encoder-decoder model with mul-
tiple encoders. For simplicity, we describe our
model assuming two encoders for news headlines
and leads. Let dt and d′

t be contexts calculated
with Eq. (3) with the headline encoder and lead en-
coder, respectively. Our model combines the two
context vectors inspired by a gating mechanism in
long-short term memory networks (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997) as follows:

wt = σ(W [dt; d
′
t; ĥt]), (4)

w′
t = σ(W ′[dt; d

′
t; ĥt]), (5)

ct = wt ⊙ dt + w′
t ⊙ d′

t, (6)

where function σ represents the sigmoid function,
i.e., σ(x) = 1/(1 + e−x), and the operator ⊙ rep-
resents the element-wise product. Eq. (4) calcu-
lates a gating weight wt for dt, where W repre-
sents a weight matrix for a concatenated vector
[dt; d

′
t; ĥt]. Similarly, Eq. (5) calculates a gating

weight w′
t for d′

t. Eq. (6) calculates a mixed con-
text ct made from the two contexts, dt and d′

t.
Finally, the output function in our model is con-
structed by substituting ct with ct in Eq. (2).

Our model can be regarded as an extension of
the multimodal fusion model (Hori et al., 2017),
where multiple contexts are mixed using scalar
weights, i.e., ct = αdt + βd′

t, where α and β
are positive scalar weights calculated using an at-
tention mechanism such as at(s) in Eq. (3). Our
model can obtain a more sophisticated mixed con-
text than their model since that model only takes
into account which encoder to weigh at a time
step, while our model adjusts weights on the el-
ement level.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset

We prepared a dataset extracted from the news-
aggregator of Yahoo! JAPAN by Web crawling.
The dataset included 263K (headline, lead, short
title) triples, and was split into three parts, i.e.,
for training (90%), validation (5%), and testing
(5%). We preprocessed them by separating char-
acters for training since our preliminary experi-
ments showed that character-based training clearly
performed better than word-based training.

The statistics of our dataset are as follows. The
average lengths of headlines, leads, and short ti-
tles are 24.87, 128.49, and 13.05 Japanese charac-
ters, respectively. The dictionary sizes (for charac-
ters) of headlines, leads, and short titles are 3618,
4226, and 3156, respectively. Each news article
has only one short title created by a professional
editor. The percentage of short titles equal to their
headlines is only 0.13%, while the percentage of
extractively solvable instances, in which the char-
acters in each short title are completely matched
by those in the corresponding headline, was about
20%. However, the average edit distance (Lev-
enshtein, 1966) between short titles and headlines
was 23.74. This means that short titles cannot be
easily created from headlines.
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Hyper-parameter Value
# of layers (RNN, CNN) 3
# of units (embedding) 200
# of units (RNN, CNN) 400
# of units (context) 400
Window width of CNN 7
Dropout rate 0.3
Learning rate 0.05
Momentum rate 0.8
Learning decay rate 0.85
# of epochs 20
Batch size 64
Beam width 5

Table 2: Hyper-parameter settings.

4.2 Training

We implemented our model on the OpenNMT2

toolkit. We used a convolutional neural network
(CNN) (Kim, 2014), instead of an RNN, to con-
struct the lead encoder since leads are longer than
headlines and require much more computational
time. Since the CNN encoder outputs all hidden
states for an input sequence in the same format
as the RNN encoder, we can easily apply these
states to Eq. (3). Our headline encoder still re-
mains as an RNN (i.e., bidirectional LSTM) for
fair comparison with the default implementation.
We used a stochastic gradient descent algorithm
with Nesterov momentum (Nesterov, 1983) as an
optimizer, after initializing parameters by uniform
sampling on (−0.1, 0.1). Table 2 lists the details
of the hyper-parameter settings in our experiment.
Other settings were basically the same as the de-
fault implementation of OpenNMT.

4.3 Evaluation

We conducted two crowdsourcing tasks to sepa-
rately measure readability and usefulness. The
readability task asked ten workers how readable
each short title was on a four-point scale (higher
is better), while the usefulness task asked them
how useful the short title was compared to the cor-
responding article. The score of each generated
short title was calculated by averaging the scores
collected from the ten workers.

4.4 Compared Models

We prepared four models, our model GateFusion
and three baselines MultiModal, QueryBased,
and OpenNMT, listed below. We implemented
the fusion mechanisms of MultiModal and

2https://github.com/OpenNMT/OpenNMT-py

Readablity Usefulness Average
Editor 3.62 3.18 3.40
Prefix 2.72 2.38 2.55
OpenNMT 3.53 3.16 3.35
MultiModal 3.51 3.12 3.32
QueryBased 3.52 3.11 3.32
GateFusion 3.50 †3.22 3.36
HybridFusion †3.55 †3.22 †3.39

Table 3: Mean scores of readability (r), usefulness (u),
and their average r+u

2 based on crowdsourcing. The
“†” mark shows a statistical significance from all three
baselines OpenNMT, MultiModal, and QueryBased on
a one-tailed, paired t-test (p < 0.01).

QueryBased on OpenNMT using an RNN en-
coder for headlines and CNN encoder for leads
(see Appendix A for detailed definitions).

• GateFusion: Our model with a gating mech-
anism described in Section 3. This is a fusion
based on vector weights.

• MultiModal: A multimodal model proposed
by (Hori et al., 2017), which can handle multi-
modal information such as image and audio as
well as text by using separate encoders. The
model combines contexts obtained from the
encoders via an attention mechanism such as
at(s) in Eq. (3). This is a fusion based on scalar
weights.

• QueryBased: A query-based model proposed
by (Nema et al., 2017), which can finetune
the attention on a document by using a query
for query-focused summarization. We regard a
headline as a document and a lead as a query
since the headline is more similar to its short
title. Specifically, the model finetunes an atten-
tion weight at(s) for calculating a headline con-
text dt by using a pre-computed lead context d′

t.
This is a fusion based on cascade connection.

• OpenNMT: An encoder-decoder model with
a single encoder implemented in OpenNMT,
whose input is a headline only, because a vari-
ant using a lead did not perform better than this
setting.

4.5 Results
Table 3 lists the results from the crowdsourc-
ing tasks for readability and usefulness (see Ap-
pendix B for the details of these scores). Editor
and Prefix in the top block of rows show the
results of correct short titles created by editors
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and a naive model using the first 13.5 Japanese
characters3, respectively. The middle and bottom
blocks represent the three baselines and our mod-
els, respectively. We explain our hybrid model
HybridFusion later. Each model was prepared
as an ensemble of ten models by random ini-
tialization, aiming for robust performance. Our
GateFusion clearly performed better than the
three baselines regarding usefulness and interest-
ingly outperformed even Editor. This implies
that GateFusion tends to aggressively copy el-
ements from source sequences. However, this
seemed to result in complicated expressions; thus,
GateFusion performed the worst with respect to
readability. To overcome this weakness, we de-
veloped a hybrid model HybridFusion that con-
sists of GateFusion and another fusion model
QueryBased, which performed relatively well
in terms of readability. The results indicate
that HybridFusion performed the best regard-
ing readability and usefulness. It can be consid-
ered that QueryBased helps GateFusion gen-
erate headline-style outputs since QueryBased

mainly uses the headline source.
Table 4 lists output examples generated by the

best model OpenNMT from the three baselines and
our best model HybridFusion (see Appendix C
for more examples). In this case, the difference
between OpenNMT and HybridFusion is easily
comprehensible. The former selected “進化 (evo-
lution)”, and the latter selected “ダルビッシュ
(Darvish)” from the headline. In Japanese head-
lines, the last word tends to be important, so using
the last word is basically a good strategy. How-
ever, the lead indicates that “Darvish” is more im-
portant than “evolution” (actually, there is no word
“evolution” in the lead); thus, HybridFusion was
able to correctly select the long name “Darvish”
and abbreviate it to “ダル (Dar)”. In addition,
it forcibly changed the style to the short title’s
style by putting the name into the forefront to eas-
ily get users’ attention. This suggests that our
neural-headline-generation model HybridFusion
can successfully work even in this real-world ap-
plication.

5 Deployment to Editing Support Tool

We deployed our short-title-generation model to
an editing support tool in collaboration with the

313.5 is the limit in the news-aggregator, where space,
numbers, and alphabet characters are counted as 0.5.

Figure 2: Screenshot of editing support tool displaying
generated candidates for creating a short title.

news service, as shown in Figure 2. In the tool,
when an editor enters the URL of an article, the
tool can automatically fetch the headline and lead
of the article and display up to five candidates next
to the edit form of a short title, as shown in the
dotted box in the figure. These candidates are hy-
potheses (with high probabilities) generated by the
beam search based on the model. Then, the edi-
tor can effectively create a short title by referring
to the generated candidates. This supporting fea-
ture is expected to be useful especially for inexpe-
rienced editors since the quality of short titles is
heavily dependent on editors’ experience.

From now on, we briefly describe three features
of the tool to improve its usability when display-
ing candidates: cutoff of unpromising candidates,
skipping redundant candidates, and highlighting
unknown characters. After that, we discuss the
effect of the deployment analyzing user behavior
before and after releasing the tool.

5.1 Cutoff of Unpromising Candidates

The quality of displayed candidates is one of
the main factors that affect the usability of the
tool. If the tool frequently displays unpromis-
ing candidates, editors will gradually start ignor-
ing them. Therefore, we cutoff unpromising can-
didates whose perplexity scores are higher than a
certain threshold, where the perplexity score of a
candidate is calculated by the inverse of the ge-
ometric mean of the generation probabilities for
all characters in the candidate. We set the thresh-
old considering the results of the editors’ manual
evaluation, where they checked if each candidate
was acceptable or not. Specifically, we used 1.47
(=1/0.68) as the threshold, which means that the
(geometric) mean character likelihood in the can-
didate should be higher than 0.68. If all candi-
dates are judged as unpromising, the tool displays
a message like “No promising candidates.”
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Input and generated title (Japanese) English translation
Headline 逆境をチャンスに変えたダルビッシュの進化 Evolution of Darvish; turning adversity into opportunity.
Lead レンジャーズのダルビッシュ有（29）が 28

日、本拠地で行われたパイレーツ戦で [...]
Yu Darvish (29) in Rangers took a mound for the first time
in 1 year and 9 months with Pirates [...]

Editor 術前より進化ダルの肉体改造 Dar sculpted his body better than before surgery.
OpenNMT 逆境をチャンスに変えた進化 Evolution; turning adversity into opportunity.
HybridFusion ダル逆境をチャンスに変えた Dar turned adversity into opportunity.

Table 4: Examples of generated titles. Headline and Lead denote headline and lead as input. Editor is reference
title created by an editor. OpenNMT and HybridFusion are the OpenNMT model and our hybrid model.

5.2 Skipping Redundant Candidates
The purpose of the tool is to give editors some
new ideas for creating short titles, so it is not use-
ful to display redundant candidates similar to oth-
ers. Therefore, we skip candidates whose edit dis-
tance (Levenshtein, 1966) to the other candidates
is lower than a threshold when selecting hypothe-
ses in descending order of probability. Formally,
the edit distance between two texts is defined as
the minimum number of single-character edits (in-
sertions, deletions, or substitutions) required to
change one text into the other. We set the threshold
to 2 so as to restrict variations of Japanese particles
as there are many particles with a similar meaning
in Japanese4, e.g., “は (ha)” and “が (ga)”. Al-
though we used a unit cost for the edit distance,
we can adjust the cost of each edit operation so
that the tool can ignore variations of prepositions
if we want to use English texts.

5.3 Highlighting Unknown Characters
One difficulty of neural models is that there is a
possibility of generating incorrect or fake titles,
which do not correspond to the article. This is a
serious issue for news editing support since dis-
played candidates can mislead editors. For exam-
ple, if the tool displays “藤波 (Fujinami)” for the
news about “藤浪 (Fujinami)”, where they are dif-
ferent names with the same pronunciation, editors
might choose the incorrect one. As a simple so-
lution, we highlighted unknown characters that do
not appear in both headline and lead in red. In
Figure 2, two phrases (“B” and “許す”) are high-
lighted since they do not appear in the headline
and lead. When a candidate includes highlighted
characters, editors can carefully check if the can-
didate is semantically correct. Note that we did
not exclude candidates with unknown characters
so that the model can aggressively generate para-
phrases and abbreviations. For example, the tool

4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Japanese_particles

ROUGE-L (± SE) # articles
Before 52.71% (± 0.56) 1773
After 57.65% (± 0.53) 1959

Table 5: Sequence matching rates (ROUGE-L) of edi-
tors’ titles and generated titles, which are averaged over
articles over three weeks before/after releasing tool.

suggests “ソフトB(Soft B.)” as an abbreviation of
“ソフトバンク (Softbank)” in the figure.

5.4 Effect of Deployment
To investigate the effect of the deployment, we
compared the sequence matching rates between
editors’ correct titles and generated candidates be-
fore and after releasing the tool. The sequence
matching rate is basically calculated by ROUGE-
L (Lin, 2004), which is defined as the rate of the
length of the longest common subsequence be-
tween two sequences, i.e., a correct title and a gen-
erated candidate. Because we have multiple can-
didates for each article, we calculate the sequence
matching rate as the maximum of their ROUGE-
L scores, assuming that editors may refer to the
most promising candidate. Note that the candi-
dates were filtered by the aforementioned features,
so we omitted a few articles without candidates.

Table 5 shows the results of the sequence
matching rates averaged over the articles over
three weeks before and after releasing the tool.
The results indicate that the ROUGE-L score in-
creased by about 5 percentage points after the re-
lease. This implies that editors created their titles
by referring to the displayed candidates to some
extent. In fact, the ratio of the exact matched titles
(ROUGE-L = 100%) in all articles (before/after
the release) increased after the release by a fac-
tor of 1.62(i.e., from 3.78% to 6.13%). Similarly,
the ratio of the 80% matched titles (ROUGE-L ≥
80%) also increased by a factor of 1.32 (i.e., from
14.04% to 18.53%). This suggests that profes-
sional editors obtained new ideas from generated
titles of the tool.
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6 Related Work

We briefly review related studies from three as-
pects: news headline generation, editing support,
and application of headline generation. In sum-
mary, our work is the first attempt to deploy a
neural news-headline-generation model to a real-
world application, i.e., news editing support tool.

News-headline-generation tasks have been ex-
tensively studied since early times (Wang et al.,
2005; Soricut and Marcu, 2006; Woodsend et al.,
2010; Alfonseca et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2015; Col-
menares et al., 2015). In this line of research,
Rush et al. (2015) proposed a neural model to
generate news headlines and released a bench-
mark dataset for their task, and consequently this
task has recently received increasing attention
(Chopra et al., 2016; Takase et al., 2016; Kiyono
et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2017; Suzuki and Nagata,
2017; Ayana et al., 2017; Raffel et al., 2017; Cao
et al., 2018; Kobayashi, 2018). However, their
approaches were basically based on the encoder-
decoder model, which is trained with a lot of (ar-
ticle, headline) pairs. This means that there are
few situations for putting their models into the real
world because news articles typically already have
corresponding headlines, and most editors create a
headline before its content (according to a senior
journalist). Therefore, our work can strongly sup-
port their approaches from a practical perspective.

Considering technologies used for editing sup-
port, there have been many studies for various
purposes, such as spelling error correction (Farra
et al., 2014; Hasan et al., 2015; Etoori et al., 2018),
grammatical error correction (Dahlmeier and Ng,
2012; Susanto et al., 2014; Choshen and Abend,
2018), fact checking (Baly et al., 2018; Thorne
and Vlachos, 2018; Lee et al., 2018), fluency eval-
uation (Vadlapudi and Katragadda, 2010; Heilman
et al., 2014; Kann et al., 2018), and so on. How-
ever, when we consider their studies on our task,
they are only used after editing (writing a draft).
On the other hand, the purpose of our tool is dif-
ferent from theirs since our tool can support edi-
tors before or during editing. The usage of (inter-
active) machine translation systems (Denkowski
et al., 2014; González-Rubio et al., 2016; Wuebker
et al., 2016; Ye et al., 2016; Takeno et al., 2017)
for supporting manual post-editing are similar to
our purpose, but their task is completely different
from ours. In other words, their task is a trans-
lation without information loss, whereas our task

is a summarization that requires information com-
pression. We believe that a case study on sum-
marization is still important for the summarization
community.

There have been several studies reporting case
studies on headline generation for different real
services: (a) question headlines on question an-
swering service (Higurashi et al., 2018), (b) prod-
uct headlines on e-commerce service (Wang et al.,
2018), and (c) headlines for product curation
pages (Mathur et al., 2018; Camargo de Souza
et al., 2018). The first two (a) and (b) are extrac-
tive approaches, and the last one (c) is an abstrac-
tive approach, where the input is a set of slot/value
pairs, such as “color/white.” That is, our task is
more difficult to use in the real-world. In addition,
application to news services tends to be sensitive
since news articles contain serious contents such
as incidents, accidents, and disasters. Thus, our
work should be valuable as a rare case study ap-
plying a neural model to such a news service.

7 Conclusion

We addressed short-title generation from news ar-
ticles for a news aggregator to support the edi-
torial process. We proposed an encoder-decoder
model with multiple encoders for separately en-
coding multiple information sources, i.e., news
headlines and leads. Comparative experiments us-
ing crowdsourcing showed that our hybrid model
performed better than the baselines, especially us-
ing the usefulness measure. We deployed our
model to an editing support tool and empirically
confirmed that professional editors began to refer
to the generated titles after the release. Future re-
search will include verifying how much our head-
line generation model can affect practical perfor-
mance indicators, such as click-through rate. In
this case, we need to develop a much safer model
since our model sometimes yields erroneous out-
puts or fake news titles, which cannot be directly
used in the commercial service.
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Abstract

We explore the use of lexicons in neural mod-
els for slot tagging in spoken language under-
standing. We develop models that encode lex-
icon information as features for use in a Long-
short term memory neural network. Experi-
ments are performed on data from 4 domains
from an intelligent assistant under conditions
that often occur in an industry setting, where
there may be: 1) large amounts of training
data, 2) limited amounts of training data for
new domains, and 3) cross domain training.
Results show that the use of neural lexicon in-
formation leads to a significant improvement
in slot tagging, with improvements in the F-
score of up to 12%.

1 Introduction

Spoken language understanding (SLU) is an im-
portant component of systems that interface with
users, such as intelligent assistants. These systems
are becoming increasingly popular as a means for
people to accomplish tasks in their homes and on
mobile devices. These tasks might include switch-
ing on the lights or booking a taxi. Typically, an
SLU system detects the domain, intent, and se-
mantic slots of an utterance (Li et al., 2017) and
uses the information to perform actions.

It is common to use lexicons (also known as
gazettes or dictionaries) to improve the perfor-
mance of SLU systems (Ratinov and Roth, 2009).
Lexicons are typically collections of phrases that
are semantically related and thus provide knowl-
edge that can aid the SLU system. For instance, a
lexicon called holidays might contain the phrases
Thanksgiving, Christmas Eve, Labor Day. Simi-
larly, a lexicon called days of the week would con-
tain Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, etc. There are
many ways lexicons can be built, such as by using
domain experts or by harvesting information from

knowledge graphs, such as DBPedia1. In an indus-
try setting, it is also possible that lexicons already
exist for other natural language applications.

Previous work has shown how lexicons can be
used to improve slot tagging with Conditional
Random Fields (Ratinov and Roth, 2009), where
slot tagging refers to the process of identifying
semantic entities of interest in an utterance. For
instance, given the utterance ”book a taxi to the
airport”, a slot tagging model might identify taxi
as a transport type and airport as a destination.
In this paper, we investigate the effect of integrat-
ing these types of lexicons into Long-Short Term
Memory (LSTM) neural models in an industry set-
ting. We focus on LSTM models since they have
been shown to produce state-of-the-art results in
many natural language tasks. We consider inte-
grating lexicon features into a Long-short term
memory neural network in two ways: 1) by con-
sidering lexicon membership as binary features
and 2) by embedding the lexicons and allowing
the model to learn the representation as part of the
end-to-end training of the neural network.

To evaluate these approaches, we measure the
performance of models on data from four domains
belonging to an intelligent assistant under three
data scenarios that commonly occur in production
SLU systems. The first scenario is when there is
a considerable amount of training data available
to train a SLU system, as may occur if a sizeable
investment has been made to collect data. The sec-
ond scenario is when there is only a small amount
of training data available, as may be the case when
the SLU is expanded to cover new domains for
which very little training data exists. The third sce-
nario is cross domain slot prediction, where we use
a model trained on utterances from one domain to
identify entities in utterances belonging to another

1https://wiki.dbpedia.org/
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domain. This setting commonly occurs when one
attempts to leverage existing SLU models for use
in a new domain.

2 Related Work

There have been many previous studies involving
spoken language understanding for the slot tag-
ging problem. Yao et al. (2014) investigate the
use of LSTMs for slot tagging and compare the
performance of the LSTM-based model to a stan-
dard RNN and a Conditional Random Field. Their
results show the LSTM to outperform the two
other models. Mesnil et al. (2015) evaluate several
RNN-based models for slot tagging and show the
RNN-based models to outperform the CRF-based
model. Ma and Hovy (2016) propose a LSTM-
CNN-CRF model, which induces character repre-
sentations using a convolutional neural network.
The character representations are then combined
with word embeddings and fed into an LSTM, and
lastly the output of the LSTM is fed into a CRF de-
coder. In Kurata et al. (2016), the authors use an
encoder-labeler approach to first encode sentences
into fixed size vectors and then use the encoded
state as the initial state for a labeling LSTM.

The reason that many researchers have been us-
ing LSTMs for natural language understanding is
due to their ability to model long-term dependen-
cies. However, some researchers have proposed
other architectures. For instance, Shi et al. (2016)
propose the Recurrent Support Vector Machine
(RSVM), which uses a recurrent neural network
to induce a feature representation and a structured
support vector machine to perform structured pre-
diction on the output of the RNN.

Dugas and Nichols (2016) use lexicon em-
bedding features for named entity recognition in
tweets. They produce lexicon embeddings that
are concatenated with word embeddings; how-
ever, our work differs in the inclusion of the addi-
tional neural lexicon models, experiments compar-
ing them under varying data conditions that com-
monly occur in an industry setting, and our evalua-
tion is based on spoken utterances from an intelli-
gent assistant rather than tweets. Furthermore, we
analyze cases where lexicons are useful and cases
where they are not.

3 Neural Lexicon Models

Our proposed neural lexicon models are based on
an Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) architec-

ture. The architecture is shown visually in Figure
1 and described in detail below.

In each of our models we induce a feature
representation based on the characters and words
that appear in an input sequence of words. We
closely follow the approach of previous studies
(Kim et al., 2017; Lample et al., 2016) and in-
duce both character and word embeddings using
bidirectional LSTMs. As in Kim et al. (2017), for
a given sequence of words W = w1, w2, ..., wn

where word wi has character wi(j) at position j.
We define the following:

• Character embedding: ec for each c ∈ C
• Character LSTM: φCf , φ

C
b

• Word embedding: ew for each w ∈W
• Word LSTM: φWf , φ

W
b ,

where φCf , φ
C
b , φ

W
f , φ

W
b refer to the forward and

backward character and word LSTMs. A character
sensitive word representation vi is computed as:

fCj = φCf (ewi(j), f
C
j−1), ∀j = 1...|wi| (1)

bCj = φCb (ewi(j), b
C
j+1),∀j = |wi|...1 (2)

vi = fC|wi| ⊕ b
C
1 ⊕ ewi , (3)

where⊕ represents the vector concatenation oper-
ation whereby the final states of the forward and
backward LSTMs are concatenated with the word
embedding. Next the model computes:

fWi = φWf (vi, f
W
i−1), ∀i = 1...n (4)

bWi = φWb (vi, b
W
i+1),∀i = n...1 (5)

In other words, the forward and backward word
LSTMs are used to induce character and context
sensitive word representations. Finally, the states
of the forward and backward LSTMs are concate-
nated to induce the final word representation ri:

ri = fWi ⊕ bWi , (6)

for each word wi, i = 1...n. These ri are the word
representations that we use for slot prediction.

In this study we focus on slot tagging and pre-
dict the tag of each word wi, i = 1...n using
ri, i = 1...n. To do this we add a feed for-
ward layer g, which takes as input the ri at each
timestep. We take the softmax of the the output
of g to produce probabilities of semantic tags for
each wordwi. We then minimize the cross entropy
loss:

Losstag = −
∑

i

pi log qi, (7)
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Figure 1: Overall network architecture

where pi is the distribution of the true labels and
qi is the distribution of the predicted labels.

3.1 Lexicon Membership Model
Having described the basic form of our slot tag-
ging model, we now describe how we extend the
model to include lexicon features.

Assume that we have a collection of L lexi-
cons, with each lexicon containing a collection
of words and phrases belonging to that lexicon.
For instance, a lexicon called holidays might con-
tain: Thanksgiving, Christmas, Labor Day. Sim-
ilarly, a lexicon called days of the week would
contain Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, etc. For
each word wi in an utterance we generate the uni-
gram, bi-gram, and tri-gram beginning at word
wi, and we refer to this triple as ti. For in-
stance, for the utterance ”book a taxi to the air-
port”, t1 = [”book”, ”book a”, ”book a taxi”], t2
= [a”, ”a taxi”, ”a taxi to”], etc. We use tji , j =
1, 2, 3, to refer to the j-th element of ti, i.e., the
uni-gram, bi-gram, or tri-gram.

For each word wi in the input utterance, we
define a membership lexicon feature vector lexi
of length |L|, where each element lexi(l), l =
1, 2, ..., |L|, is defined as:

lexi(l) =

{
1 if tji in lexicon l, j = 1, 2, 3

0 otherwise
(8)

In other words, every word wi has an associ-
ated feature vector lexi of length |L|. The k-th

element of lexi is 1 if a uni-gram, bi-gram, or tri-
gram rooted at wi exists in the k-th lexicon and is
zero otherwise.

The word representation (Eq. 3) for each word
is modified to include lexicon information:

vlex
i = fC|wi| ⊕ b

C
1 ⊕ ewi ⊕ lexi. (9)

The effect of this is to append a binary feature
lexicon membership feature vector to the word
representation. We then input the vlex

i into the
word LSTM layer to induce the character, lex-
icon, and context sensitive word representation.
This can be seen visually in Figure 1 where the
lexicon membership features are appended to the
word embeddings and output of the character-
level LSTM before being fed into the word-level
LSTM. We refer to this model as the Lexicon
Membership Model (MMember).

3.2 Lexicon Embeddings Model

In the next model we propose to embed the lex-
icon information. Similar to the case of the word
embeddings, we define lexicon embeddings as fol-
lows:

• Lexicon embedding: el for each l ∈ L,
• No Lexicon embedding: eo,

that is, each of the |L| lexicons is represented by
an embedding and eo represent an additional em-
bedding, which is used in cases where a uni-gram,
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bi-gram, or tri-gram rooted at a word does not be-
long to any lexicon. We then define the embedded
lexicon feature vector as:

ELexi =

{
el if tji in lexicon l, j = 1, 2, 3, l ∈ L
eo otherwise.

(10)
In other words, if a uni-gram, bi-gram, or tri-

gram rooted at wi appears in a lexicon l, we assign
the embedding of lexicon l to ELexi. If two or
more of the n-grams rooted at a word wi match a
lexicon, we use the longest match.

We then adapt Eq. 9 to use the lexicon embed-
dings instead of the lexicon membership feature:

vELex
i = fC|wi| ⊕ b

C
1 ⊕ ewi ⊕ ELexi. (11)

The effect of this is to append a lexicon em-
bedding to the word representation. As was the
case with before, we input the vELex

i into the word
LSTM layer to induce the character, lexicon, and
context sensitive word representation as in Eq. 4-
6. This can be seen visually in Figure 1 where
the lexicon embedding features are appended to
the word embeddings and output of the character-
level LSTM before being fed into the word-level
LSTM. We refer to this model as the Lexicon Em-
beddings Model (MEmbed).

4 Experiments

We conduct experiments under three settings in or-
der to evaluate how the lexicon models affect slot
tagging performance.

• All Training Data: In this setting we use all
of the available training data for each domain
when training the slot tagging models.
• Limited Training Data: In this setting we

simulate the constrained data scenario that
often occurs when expanding an SLU system
to support new domains and limit the amount
of training data available.
• Cross Domain: In this setting we consider

cross domain prediction and train on one do-
main and then predict common slots in other
domains.

4.1 Data
We conduct all of our experiments on data from
four domains belonging to an intelligent assistant.
The source of the data is user utterances, which

Domain Slots Train Validation Test

Recipes 10 20,000 6,809 1,186
Services 10 1800 194 500
Location 4 136,783 34,954 51,976
Time 4 129,340 34,644 46,803

Table 1: Description of datasets.

were transcribed by a speech-to-text system and
then had their semantic slots labeled by trained an-
notators. The domains that we use are Recipes,
Services, Location, and Time. The Recipes do-
main focuses on assisting users with recipes. The
Services domain is used to help users find ser-
vices, such as car repairs. The Location and Time
domains identify location and time information
in user utterances. These four domains differ in
terms of the types of queries they contain, as well
as their data sizes and the size of their lexicons.
Table 1 shows details on the slots and amount of
data available for each domain. As can be seen
from the table, the results differ with the Location
and Time domains having large amounts of train-
ing data available, while the Services domain has
very limited data.

4.2 Lexicon Descriptions
We now describe the lexicons associated with each
domain. The lexicons were created as part of the
data pipeline for an intelligent assistant. Table 2
lists the domains and the number of lexicons asso-
ciated with each of them. For the Recipes domain
there are 3 lexicons: ingredients, recipe names,
and cocktail names, with members such as: ba-
nana pudding and mojito. For the Services domain
there is only 1 lexicon, which contains types of
services, such as: pet sitting. The Location do-
main has 13 lexicons for countries, cities, schools,
etc. Finally, the Time domain contains 20 lexicons
for days of the week, holidays, etc.

The size of the lexicons also varies. For in-
stance, the lexicons in the Time domain usually
have tens of members. By contrast, in the Location
domain, there are over 300,000 city names and
only about 400 airport names. There are almost
30,000 recipes compared to about 300 cocktails
and ingredients in the Recipes domain. Lastly, for
the Services domain there are about 2,300 services
types. As this analysis has shown, the properties
of the lexicons vary largely among the datasets.

We also analyze the lexicon prevalence in the
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Domain Number of Lexicons Prevalence

Recipes 3 28.95%
Services 1 29.78%
Location 13 99.13%
Time 20 81.63%

Table 2: Prevalence of lexicon features in training data.

training data. For the training data we compute
how many utterances have a sequence of words
that belongs to at least one lexicon. These results
are shown in the last column of Table 2, where it
can be seen that the prevalence of lexicons differs
vastly across the domains. For instance, 99.13%
of the training utterances in the Location domain
contain a word or phrase that belongs to a lexi-
con. By comparison, for the Recipes domain, only
28.95% of utterances contain a word or phrase that
belongs to a lexicon. As will be seen later, we gen-
erally see larger improvements in domains with
larger lexicon coverage.

4.3 Methodology
Having described our models and data, we now
describe our experimental methodology. For all
experiments we randomly initialize all model pa-
rameters and shuffle the training dataset for each
epoch. To account for randomization, we repeat
each experiment 10 times and report the mean of
the F-1 metric. To test for significance we make
use of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

For each experiment, we allow for up to 30
epochs of training and employ early stopping
when there is no improvement in the lowest loss
on the validation set for 5 epochs. We use a batch
size of 10 and set the learning rate to 5×10−4. We
set the dropout probability to 0.5. To train the net-
work, we make use of stochastic gradient descent
and the Adam optimization algorithm (Kingma
and Ba, 2014). We train the network end-to-end to
predict the slot tags for each utterance, thus allow-
ing the network to learn the character, word and
lexicon representations automatically.

Following previous studies, we set the size of
the character and lexicon embeddings to 25 and
the size of the word embeddings to 100. The
character and lexicon LSTMs have 25 units and
the word LSTMs have 100 units.To evaluate our
model we report the F-1 score as adapted for en-
tity recognition (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder,
2003).

Method Recipes Services Location Time

LSTM BL 91.20 78.11 84.79 94.05
CRF 90.21 74.51 86.07 93.43
CRF+Lex 90.69 75.47 87.72 93.55
MEmbed 91.27 77.37 86.01† 94.28†
MMember 91.16 78.13 85.42 94.15

Table 3: F1 score for different models using full train-
ing set.

4.3.1 Baselines
We consider three baselines:

LSTM Baseline (LSTM BL): We consider a
baseline LSTM model that does not include any
lexicon information. This model is described by
Equations 1-7.

Conditional Random Field (CRF): Linear
chain CRF where we make use of n-gram features
and brown cluster-based features.

Conditional Random Field + Lexicon Fea-
tures (CRF+Lex): The same CRF as above, ex-
cept we include binary features indicating lexicon
membership.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Full Dataset
This experiment uses all of the available training
data. The results are shown in Table 3. For the
Recipes domain, the highest F1 score is achieved
by the MEmbed model; however, the difference is
not statistically significant compared to the base-
line LSTM. For this domain, the LSTM models
all outperform the CRF models. For the Services
domain, we observe that the MMember model
achieves the highest F1 score; however, it is also
not statistically significant compared to the base-
line LSTM. Once again, the LSTM models outper-
form the CRF models. For the Location domain
we observe a statistically significant improvement
in performance for the MEmbed model compared
to the baseline LSTM. This improvement exceeds
1%. However, the CRF model outperforms the
LSTM models. Lastly, for the the Time domain we
observe a significant improvement in the F1 score
compared to the baseline LSTM for the MEmbed

model. Furthermore, all LSTM models outper-
form the CRF baselines.

The results in this experiment show that the
MEmbed model achieves a statistically significant
improvement over the baseline in two of the four
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Method Recipes Services Location Time

Baseline 52.74 46.83 40.01 68.75
MLoss 48.11 41.08 31.75 67.69
MEmbed 57.86 52.54† 51.40 74.09†
MMember 58.97† 48.98 52.78† 70.97

Table 4: F1 score for different models using 1,000 sam-
ples during each training iteration.

datasets. As was previously discussed, these are
datasets where the lexicons cover a majority pro-
portion of the training data. Thus, the results
indicate that the inclusion of lexicon informa-
tion is useful if there is large lexicon coverage
in the training data. As a general observation,
the LSTM-based models tend outperform the CRF
models in 3 of the 4 domains, which is similar to
the findings of previous studies (Yao et al., 2014)

4.4.2 Limited Training Data
In this experiment, we investigate how the pro-
posed models perform in the case of limited train-
ing data. We follow a similar methodology as be-
fore with the following changes: 1) during each
training epoch we randomly sample 1,000 train-
ing samples; 2) we use a batch size of 1; 3) we
lower the learning rate to 5× 10−5. The results of
this experiment are shown in Table 4.

As can be seen from the table, there are large
improvements in all domains when the lexicon-
based models are used. In the Recipes domain the
F1 score is 52.74% for the baseline and is 58.97%
for the best performing MMember model. For
the Services model, the MEmbed model achieves
an F1 score of 52.54% compared to 46.83% for
the baseline. In the Location domain the F1
score is 12.77% higher than the baseline using
the MMember model, and for the Time domain
the improvement is 5.34% better using the highest
performing MEmbed model. The MMember and
MEmbed models thus achieve the highest F1 score
on two domains each. However, it is interest-
ing to note that when the MEmbed model outper-
forms the MMember model is it usually by about
3-4%. By contrast, when theMMember model per-
forms best it usually only performs better than the
MEmbed model by around 1%.

The results on these smaller datasets suggests
that lexicons can have a significant effect on slot
tagging performance when training data is limited.
In these cases, the additional knowledge provided

Method Location-Services Time-Services

Baseline 20.09 84.91
MLoss 20.24 85.42
MEmbed 19.98 86.84†
MMember 20.88 86.65

Table 5: F1 score for models trained on LOCATION
and TIME and tested on SERVICES.

by the lexicons leads to large improvement in per-
formance. This is an encouraging result for SLU
systems that are being extended to new domains
as it is sometimes possible to acquire lexicons at a
low cost via sources such as DBPedia.

4.4.3 Cross Domain
In this experiment, we use the models trained for
the Location and Time domains to predict common
slots in the Services domain. Since some of the
labels in the Services domain do not exist in the
Location and Time models, we assign those labels
a tag of Other. The results of this experiment are
shown in Table 5. When training on Location and
predicting Services the highest precision and F1
scores are achieved by the MMember model; how-
ever, the improvement is not significant. When
training on Time and predicting Services the high-
est performance is achieved by theMEmbed model
and is statistically significant.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

Our results show that the MEmbed model, which
represents lexicon information with embeddings,
performs well across domains and experiments.
For instance, it achieves a significantly better per-
formance than the baselines in the Location and
Time domains when all available training data is
used. In that experiment, the Location and Time
domains had relatively large lexicon coverage.
The results suggest that lexicons can help improve
performance when large amounts of training data
are available and when lexicon coverage is high.
For the Services and Recipes domains, where lex-
icon coverage was low, the lexicon-based models
led to no significant improvement in performance.

When the training data was limited, the
MEmbed model achieved significantly better per-
formance than the baseline on 2 of the 4 domains.
In the other 2 domains, the MMember model per-
formed best. The experiments showed that, when
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training data is small, the use of lexicons can lead
to large improvement in slot tagging performance.
For instance, Table 4 shows improvements in the
F1 score of about 12% for the Location domain
and of around 6% for the other domains.

These findings have strong implications for an
industry setting. The experiments clearly show
that lexicons can be very useful to improve slot
tagging when training data is limited, as is the case
when expanding to new domains. In these cases,
practitioners can benefit greatly by acquiring lex-
icons from online sources, such as knowledge
bases, or using existing lexicons that may have
been previously collected. Lexicons can also be
beneficial in cases where there are large amounts
of training data, but only if the lexicon coverage
is high. Our experiments show that using lexicons
as embedding features generally leads to good im-
provements in a variety of situations.
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Abstract

We explore active learning (AL) for improving
the accuracy of new domains in a natural lan-
guage understanding (NLU) system. We pro-
pose an algorithm called Majority-CRF that
uses an ensemble of classification models to
guide the selection of relevant utterances, as
well as a sequence labeling model to help
prioritize informative examples. Experiments
with three domains show that Majority-CRF
achieves 6.6%-9% relative error rate reduc-
tion compared to random sampling with the
same annotation budget, and statistically sig-
nificant improvements compared to other AL
approaches. Additionally, case studies with
human-in-the-loop AL on six new domains
show 4.6%-9% improvement on an existing
NLU system.

1 Introduction

Intelligent voice assistants (IVA) such as Amazon
Alexa, Apple Siri, Google Assistant, and Microsoft
Cortana, are becoming increasingly popular. For
IVA, natural language understanding (NLU) is a
main component (De Mori et al., 2008), in conjunc-
tion with automatic speech recognition (ASR) and
dialog management (DM). ASR converts user’s
speech to text. Then, the text is passed to NLU
for classifying the action or “intent” that the user
wants to invoke (e.g., PlayMusicIntent, TurnOn-
Intent, BuyItemIntent) and recognizing named-
entities (e.g., Artist, Genre, City). Based on the
NLU output, DM decides the appropriate response,
which could be starting a song playback or turning
off lights. NLU systems for IVA support function-
ality in a wide range of domains, such as music,
weather, and traffic. Also, an important require-
ment is the ability to add support for new domains.

The NLU models for Intent Classification (IC)
and Named Entity Recognition (NER) use machine
learning to recognize variation in natural language.

Diverse, annotated training data collected from IVA
users, or “annotated live utterances,” are essential
for these models to achieve good performance. As
such, new domains frequently exhibit suboptimal
performance due to a lack of annotated live ut-
terances. While an initial training dataset can be
bootstrapped using grammar generated utterances
and crowdsourced collection (Amazon Mechanical
Turk), the performance that can be achieved using
these approaches is limited because of the unex-
pected discrepancies between anticipated and live
usage. Thus, a mechanism is required to select live
utterances to be manually annotated for enriching
the training dataset.

Random sampling is a common method for se-
lecting live utterances for annotation. However,
in an IVA setting with many users, the number of
available live utterances is vast. Meanwhile, due
to the high cost of manual annotation, only a small
percentage of utterances can be annotated. As such,
in a random sample of live data, the number of
utterances relevant to new domains may be small.
Moreover, those utterances may not be informative,
where informative utterances are those that, if an-
notated and added to the training data, reduce the
error rates of the NLU system. Thus, for new do-
mains, we want a sampling procedure which selects
utterances that are both relevant and informative.

Active learning (AL) (Settles, 2009) refers to
machine learning methods that can interact with
the sampling procedure and guide the selection of
data for annotation. In this work, we explore using
AL for live utterance selection for new domains
in NLU. Authors have successfully applied AL
techniques to NLU systems with little annotated
data overall (Tur et al., 2003; Shen et al., 2004).
The difference with our work is that, to the best of
our knowledge, there is little published AL research
that focuses on data selection explicitly targeting
new domains.
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We compare the efficacy of least-
confidence (Lewis and Catlett, 1994) and
query-by-committee (Freund et al., 1997) AL
for new domains. Moreover, we propose an
AL algorithm called Majority-CRF, designed to
improve both IC and NER of an NLU system.
Majority-CRF uses an ensemble of classification
models to guide the selection of relevant utterances,
as well as a sequence labeling model to help
prioritize informative examples. Simulation
experiments on three different new domains show
that Majority-CRF achieves 6.6%-9% relative
improvements in-domain compared to random
sampling, as well as significant improvements
compared to other active learning approaches.

2 Related Work

Expected model change (Settles et al., 2008) and
expected error reduction (Roy and McCallum,
2001) are AL approaches based on decision the-
ory. Expected model change tries to select utter-
ances that cause the greatest change on the model.
Similarly, expected error reduction tries to select
utterances that are going to maximally reduce gen-
eralization error. Both methods provide sophisti-
cated ways for ascertaining the value of annotating
an utterance. However, they require computing an
expectation across all possible ways to label the
utterance, which is computationally expensive for
NER and IC models with many labels and millions
of parameters. Instead, approaches to AL for NLU
generally require finding a proxy, such as model
uncertainty, to estimate the value of getting specific
points annotated.

Tur et al. studied least-confidence and query-by-
committee disagreement AL approaches for reduc-
ing the annotation effort (Tur et al., 2005, 2003).
Both performed better than random sampling, and
the authors concluded that the overall annotation
effort could be halved. We investigate both of these
approaches, but also a variety of new algorithms
that build upon these basic ideas.

Schutze et al. (Schütze et al., 2006) showed that
AL is susceptible to the missed cluster effect when
selection focuses only on low confidence exam-
ples around the existing decision boundary, missing
important clusters of data that receive high confi-
dence. They conclude that AL may produce a sub-
optimal classifier compared to random sampling
with a large budget. To solve this problem Osugi et
al. (Osugi et al., 2005) proposed an AL algorithm

that can balance exploitation (sampling around the
decision boundary) and exploration (random sam-
pling) by reallocating the sampling budget between
the two. In our setting, we start with a represen-
tative seed dataset, then we iteratively select and
annotate small batches of data that are used as feed-
back in subsequent selections, such that extensive
exploration is not required.

To improve AL, Hong-Kwang and Vaib-
hava (Kuo and Goel, 2005) proposed to exploit the
similarity between instances. Their results show
improvements over simple confidence-based selec-
tion for data sizes of less than 5,000 utterances. A
computational limitation of the approach is that it
requires computing the pairwise utterance similar-
ity, anO(N2) operation that is slow for millions of
utterances available in production IVA. However,
their approach could be potentially sped-up with
techniques like locality-sensitive hashing.

3 Active Learning For New Domains

We first discuss random sampling baselines and
standard active learning approaches. Then, we de-
scribe the Majority-CRF algorithm and the other
AL algorithms that we tested.

3.1 Random Sampling Baselines

A common strategy to select live utterances for
annotation is random sampling. We consider two
baselines: uniform random sampling and domain
random sampling.

Uniform random sampling is widespread be-
cause it provides unbiased samples of the live ut-
terance distribution. However, the samples contain
fewer utterances for new domains because of their
low usage frequency. Thus, under a limited an-
notation budget, accuracy improvements on new
domains are limited.

Domain random sampling uses the predicted
NLU domain to provide samples of live utterances
more relevant to the target domains. However, this
approach does not select the most informative ut-
terances.

3.2 Active Learning Baselines

AL algorithms can select relevant and informa-
tive utterances for annotation. Two popular AL
approaches are least-confidence and query-by-
committee.

Least-confidence (Lewis and Catlett, 1994) in-
volves processing live data with the NLU models
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and prioritizing selection of the utterances with the
least confidence. The intuition is that utterances
with low confidence are difficult, and “teaching”
the models how they should be labeled is informa-
tive. However, a weakness of this method is that
out-of-domain or irrelevant utterances are likely
to be selected due to low confidence. This weak-
ness can be alleviated by looking at instances with
medium confidence using measures such as least
margin between the top-n hypotheses (Scheffer
et al., 2001) or highest Shannon entropy (Settles
and Craven, 2008).

Query-by-committee (QBC) (Freund et al., 1997)
uses different classifiers (e.g., SVMs, MaxEnt, Ran-
dom Forests) that are trained on the existing anno-
tated data. Each classifier is applied independently
to every candidate and the utterances assigned the
most diverse labels are prioritized for annotation.
One problem with this approach is that, depend-
ing on the model and the size of the committee,
it could be computationally expensive to apply on
large datasets.

3.3 Majority-CRF Algorithm

Majority-CRF is a confidence-based AL algorithm
that uses models trained on the available NLU train-
ing set but does not rely on predictions from the
full NLU system. Its simplicity compared to a full
NLU system offers several advantages. First, fast
incremental training with the selected annotated
data. Second, fast predictions on millions of utter-
ances. Third, the selected data is not biased to the
current NLU models, which makes our approach
reusable even if the models change.

Algorithm 1 shows a generic AL procedure that
we use to implement Majority-CRF, as well as other
AL algorithms that we tested. We train an ensemble
of models on positive data from the target domain
of interest (e.g., Books) and negative data that is
everything not in the target domain (e.g., Music,
Videos). Then, we use the models to filter and
prioritize a batch of utterances for annotation. After
the batch is annotated, we retrain the models with
the new data and repeat the process.

To alleviate the tendency of the least-confidence
approaches to select irrelevant data, we add unsup-
ported utterances and sentence fragments to the
negative class training data of the AL models. This
helps keep noisy utterances on the negative side of
the decision boundary, so that they can be elimi-
nated during filtering. Note that, when targeting

several domains at a time, we run the selection
procedure independently and then deduplicate the
utterances before sending them for annotation.

Algorithm 1 Generic AL procedure that selects
data for a target domain

Inputs:
D ← positive and negative training data
P ← pool of unannotated live utterances
i← iterations, m← mini-batch size

Parameters:
{Mk} ← set of selection models
F ← filtering function
S ← scoring function

Procedure:
1: repeat i iterations
2: Train selection models {Mk} on D
3: ∀ xi ∈ P obtain prediction scores yki =

Mk(xi)

4: P ′ ← {xi ∈ P : F(y0i ..y
k
i ) }

5: C ← {xi ∈ P ′ : m with the smallest score
S(y0i ..y

k
i )}

6: Send C for manual annotation
7: After annotation is done D ← D ∪ C and

P ← P \ C
8: until

Models. We experimented with n-gram linear
binary classifiers trained to minimize different loss
functions: Mlg ← logistic, Mhg ← hinge, and
Msq ← squared. Each classifier is trained to distin-
guish between positive and negative data and learns
a different decision boundary. Note that we use the
raw unnormalized prediction scores {ylgi , y

hg
i , ysqi }

(no sigmoid applied) that can be interpreted as dis-
tances between the utterance xi and the classifiers
decision boundaries at y = 0. The classifiers are
implemented in Vowpal Wabbit (Langford et al.,
2007) with {1, 2, 3}-gram features. To directly tar-
get the NER task, we used an additionalMcf ←
CRF, trained on the NER labels of the target do-
main.

Filtering function. We experimented with
Fmaj ← ∑

sgn(yk) > 0, i.e., keep only major-
ity positive prediction from the binary classifiers,
and Fdis ←∑

sgn(yk) ∈ {−1, 1}, i.e., keep only
prediction where there is at least one disagreement.

Scoring function. When the set of models
{Mk} consists of only binary classifiers, we com-
bine the classifier scores using either the sum of
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Algorithm Models {Mi} Filter F Scoring S
AL-Logistic lg sgn(ylg) > 0 ylg

QBC-SA lg, sq, hg
∑

sgn(yk) ∈ {−1, 1} ∑∣∣yk
∣∣

QBC-AS lg, sq, hg
∑

sgn(yk) ∈ {−1, 1}
∣∣∑ yk

∣∣
Majority-SA lg, sq, hg

∑
sgn(yk) > 0

∑∣∣yk
∣∣

Majority-AS lg, sq, hg
∑

sgn(yk) > 0
∣∣∑ yk

∣∣
QBC-CRF lg, sq, hg, CRF

∑
sgn(yk) ∈ {−1, 1} plg × pcrf

Majority-CRF lg, sq, hg, CRF
∑

sgn(yk) > 0 plg × pcrf

Table 1: AL algorithms evaluated. lg,
sq, hg refer to binary classifiers (com-
mittee members) trained with logistic,
squared and hinge loss functions, re-
spectively. yi denotes the score of com-
mittee member i, pcrf denotes the con-
fidence of the CRF model and plg =

(1 + e−ylg

)−1 denotes the confidence
of the logistic classifier. In all cases, we
prioritize by smallest score S.

absolutes Ssa ← ∑ |yki | or the absolute sum
Sas ← |∑ yki |. Ssa prioritizes utterances where
all scores are small (i.e., close to all decision bound-
aries), and Sas prioritizes utterances where either
all scores are small or there is large disagreement
between classifiers (e.g., one score is large neg-
ative, another is large positive, and the third is
small). Both Ssa and Sas can be seen as gener-
alization of least-confidence to a committee of clas-
sifiers. When the set of models {Mk} includes
a CRF model Mcf , we compute the score with
Scg ← Pcf (i) × Plg(i), i.e., the CRF probability
Pcf (i) multiplied by the logistic classifier prob-
ability Plg(i) = σ(ylgi ), where σ is the sigmoid
function. Note that we ignore the outputs of the
squared and hinge classifiers for scoring, though
they are still be used for filtering.

The full set of configurations we evaluated is
given in Table 1, which specifies the choice of
parameters {Mk},F ,S used in Algorithm 1.

AL-Logistic and QBC serve as baseline AL algo-
rithms. The QBC-CRF and Majority-CRF models
combine the IC focused binary classifier scores
with the NER focused sequence labeling scores
and use filtering by disagreement and majority (re-
spectively) to select informative utterances. To the
best of our knowledge, this is a novel architecture
for active learning in NLU.

Mamitsuka et al. (Mamitsuka et al., 1998) pro-
posed bagging to build classifier committees for
AL. Bagging refers to random sampling with re-
placement of the original training data to create
diverse classifiers. We experimented with bagging
but found that it is not better than using different
classifiers.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Evaluation Metrics

We use Slot Error Rate (SER) (Makhoul et al.,
1999), including the intent as slot, to evaluate the

overall predictive performance of the NLU models.
SER as the ratio of the number of slot prediction
errors to the total number of reference slots. Errors
are insertions, substitutions and deletions. We treat
the intent misclassifications as substitution errors.

4.2 Simulated Active Learning

AL requires manual annotations which are costly.
Therefore, to conduct multiple controlled experi-
ments with different selection algorithms, we sim-
ulated AL by taking a subset of the available an-
notated training data as the unannotated candidate
pool, and “hiding” the annotations. As such, the
NLU system and AL algorithm had a small pool of
annotated utterances for simulated “new” domains.
Then, the AL algorithm was allowed to choose rel-
evant utterances from the simulated candidate pool.
Once an utterance is selected, its annotation is re-
vealed to the AL algorithm, as well as to the full
NLU system.

Dataset. We conducted experiments using an in-
ternal test dataset of 750K randomly sampled live
utterances, and a training dataset of 42M utterances
containing a combination of grammar generated
and randomly sampled live utterances. The dataset
covers 24 domains, including Music, Shopping, Lo-
cal Search, Sports, Books, Cinema and Calendar.

NLU System. Our NLU system has one set of
IC and NER models per domain. The IC model
predicts one of its in-domain intents or a special out-
of-domain intent which helps with domain classifi-
cation. The IC and NER predictions are ranked into
a single n-best list based on model confidences (Su
et al., 2018). We use MaxEnt (Berger et al., 1996)
models for IC and the CRF models for NER (Laf-
ferty et al., 2001).

Experimental Design. We split the training
data into a 12M utterances initial training set for
IC and NER, and a 30M utterance candidate pool
for selection. We choose Books, Local Search, and
Cinema as target domains to simulate the AL al-
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Domain Train Test Examples

Books 290K 13K “search in mystery books”
“read me a book”

Local
Search 260K 16K “mexican food nearby”

“pick the top bank”

Cinema 270K 9K “more about hulk”
“what’s playing in theaters”

Table 2: Simulated ”new“ target domains for AL exper-
iments. The target domain initial training datasets are
90% grammar generated data. The other 21 ”non-new“
domains have on average 550k initial training datasets
with 60% grammar generated data and 40% live data.

gorithms, see Table 2. Each target domain had
550-650K utterances in the candidate pool. The
rest of the 21 non-target domains have 28.5M utter-
ances in the candidate pool. We also added 100K
sentence fragments and out-of-domain utterances
to the candidate pool, which allows us to compare
the susceptibility of different algorithms to noisy or
irrelevant data. This experimental setup attempts
to simulate the production IVA use case where the
candidate pool has a large proportion of utterances
that belong to different domains.

We employed the different AL algorithms to se-
lect 12K utterances per domain from the candidate
pool, for a total 36K utterance annotation budget.
Also, we evaluated uniform (Rand-Uniform) and
domain (Rand-Domain) random sampling with the
same total budget. We ran each AL configuration
twice and average the SER scores to account for
fluctuations in selection caused by the stochasticity
in model training. For random sampling, we ran
each selection five times.

4.2.1 Simulated Active Learning Results
Table 3 shows the experimental results for the target
domains Books, Local Search, and Cinema. For
each experiment, we add all AL selected data (in-
and out-of-domain), and evaluate SER for the full
NLU system.

We test for statistically significant improvements
using the Wilcoxon test (Hollander et al., 2013)
with 1000 bootstrap resamples and p-value < 0.05.

Random Baselines. As expected, Rand-
Uniform selected few relevant utterances for the
target domains due to their low frequency in the
candidate pool. Rand-Domain selects relevant ut-
terances for the target domains, achieving statis-
tically significant SER improvements compared
to Rand-Uniform. However, the overall gains are

small, around 1% relative per target domain. A sig-
nificant factor for Rand-Domain’s limited improve-
ment is that it tends to capture frequently-occurring
utterances that the NLU models can already recog-
nize without errors. As such, all AL configurations
achieved statistically significant SER gains com-
pared to the random baselines.

Single Model Algorithms. AL-Logistic, which
carries out a single iteration of confidence-based
selection, exhibits a statistically significant reduc-
tion in SER relative to Rand-Domain. Moreover,
using six iterations (i.e., i=6) further reduced SER
by a statistically significant 1%-2% relative to AL-
Logistic(i=1), and resulted in the selection of 200
fewer unsupported utterances. This result demon-
strates the importance of incremental selection for
iteratively refining the selection model.

Committee Algorithms. AL algorithms in-
corporating a committee of models outperformed
those based on single models by a statistically sig-
nificant 1-2% ∆SER. The majority algorithms per-
formed slightly better than the QBC algorithms
and were able to collect more in-domain utterances.
The absolute sum scoring function Sas performed
slightly better than the sum of absolutes Ssa for
both QBC and Majority. Amongst all committee
algorithms, Majority-AS performed best, but the
differences with the other committee algorithms
are not statistically significant.

Committee and CRF Algorithms. AL algo-
rithms incorporating a CRF model tended to out-
perform purely classification-based approaches, in-
dicating the importance of specifically targeting the
NER task. The Majority-CRF algorithm achieves a
statistically significant SER improvement of 1-2%
compared to Majority-AS (the best configuration
without the CRF). Again, the disagreement-based
QBC-CRF algorithm performed worse that the ma-
jority algorithm across target domains. This differ-
ence was statistically significant on Books, but not
on Cinema and Local Search.

In summary, AL yields more rapid improve-
ments not only by selecting utterances relevant to
the target domain but also by trying to select the
most informative utterances. For instance, although
the AL algorithms selected 40-50% false posi-
tive utterances from non-target domains, whereas
Rand-Domain selected only around 20% false pos-
itives, the AL algorithms still outperformed Rand-
Domain. This indicates that labeling ambiguous
false positives helps resolve existing confusions
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Algorithm Group Algorithm (i = 6) Overall Books Local Search Cinema Non-Target
#Utt #Utt ∆SER #Utt ∆SER #Utt ∆SER #Utt

Random Rand-Uniform 35.8K 747 1.20 672 3.37 547 0.57 33.8K
Rand-Domain 35.7K 9853 1.52 9453 4.23 9541 1.75 06.8K

Single Model
AL-Logistic(i=1) 34.9K 5405 4.76 7092 6.54 5224 6.09 17.1K
AL-Logistic 35.1k 5524 6.77 7709 7.24 5330 7.29 16.5K

Committee Models

QBC-AS 35.0K 4768 7.18 7869 8.57 4706 8.72 17.6K
QBC-SA 35.0K 4705 7.12 7721 8.96 4790 7.52 17.7K
Majority-AS 35.1K 5389 7.66 8013 9.07 5526 8.98 16.1K
Majority-SA 35.1K 5267 7.35 8196 8.46 5193 8.42 16.4K

Committee and CRF QBC-CRF 35.1K 3653 7.44 6593 9.78 4064 10.26 20.7K
Majority-CRF 35.1K 6541 8.42 8552 9.92 6951 11.05 13.0K

Table 3: Simulation experimental results with 36K annotation budget. ∆SER is % relative reduction is SER
compared to the initial model: Books SER 30.59, Local Search SER 39.09, Cinema SER 38.71. Higher ∆SER is
better. The best result is in bold, and the second best is underlined. The i = 1 means selection in a single iteration,
otherwise if not specified selection is in six iterations (i = 6). Overall #Utt shows the remaining from the 36K
selected after removing the sentence fragments and out-of-domain utterances. Both target and non-target domains
IC and NER models are re-retrained with the new data.

between domains. Another important observation
is that majority filtering Fmaj performs better than
QBC disagreement filtering Fdis across all of our
experiments. A possible reason for this is that ma-
jority filtering selects a better balance of boundary
utterances for classification and in-domain utter-
ances for NER. Finally, the Majority-CRF results
show that incorporating the CRF model improves
the performance of the committee algorithms. We
assume this is because incorporation of a CRF-
based confidence directly targets the NER task.

4.3 Human-in-the-loop Active Learning
We also performed AL for six new NLU domains
with human-in-the-loop annotators and live user
data. We used the Majority-SA configuration for
simplicity in these case studies. We ran the AL se-
lection for 5-10 iterations with varying batch sizes
between 1000-2000.

Domain ∆SER #Utt Selected #Utt Testset
Recipes 8.97 24.1K 4.7K
LiveTV 6.92 11.6K 1.8K
OpeningHours 7.05 6.8K 583
Navigation 4.67 6.7K 6.4K
DropIn 9.00 5.3K 7.2K
Membership 7.13 4.2K 702

Table 4: AL with human annotator results. ∆SER is %
relative gain compared to the existing model. Higher is
better.

Table 4 shows the results from AL with human
annotators. On each feature, AL improved our
existing NLU model by a statistically significant
4.6%-9%. On average 25% of utterances are false

positive. This is lower than the 50% in the simula-
tion because the initial training data exhibits more
examples of the negative class. Around 10% of the
AL selected data is lost due to being unactionable
or out-of-domain, similar to the frequency with
which these utterances are collected by random
sampling.

While working with human annotators on new
domains, we observed two challenges that impact
the improvements from AL. First, annotators make
more mistakes on AL selected utterances as they
are more ambiguous. Second, new domains may
have a limited amount of test data, so the impact
of AL cannot be fully measured. Currently, we
address the annotation mistakes with manual data
clean up and transformations, but further research
is needed to develop an automated solution. To
improve the coverage of the test dataset for new
domains we are exploring test data selection using
stratified sampling.

5 Conclusions

In this work, we focused on AL methods designed
to select live data for manual annotation. The dif-
ference with prior work on AL is that we specifi-
cally target new domains in NLU. Our proposed
Majority-CRF algorithm leads to statistically sig-
nificant performance gains over standard AL and
random sampling methods while working with a
limited annotation budget. In simulations, our
Majority-CRF algorithm showed an improvement
of 6.6%-9% SER relative gain compared to random
sampling, as well as improvements over other AL
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algorithms with the same annotation budget. Simi-
larly, results with live annotators show statistically
significant improvements of 4.6%-9% compared to
the existing NLU system.
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Abstract
We present a novel approach to dialogue state
tracking and referring expression resolution
tasks. Successful contextual understanding of
multi-turn spoken dialogues requires resolving
referring expressions across turns and track-
ing the entities relevant to the conversation
across turns. Tracking conversational state
is particularly challenging in a multi-domain
scenario when there exist multiple spoken lan-
guage understanding (SLU) sub-systems, and
each SLU sub-system operates on its domain-
specific meaning representation. While previ-
ous approaches have addressed the disparate
schema issue by learning candidate transforma-
tions of the meaning representation, in this pa-
per, we instead model the reference resolution
as a dialogue context-aware user query reformu-
lation task —the dialog state is serialized to a
sequence of natural language tokens represent-
ing the conversation. We develop our model for
query reformulation using a pointer-generator
network and a novel multi-task learning setup.
In our experiments, we show a significant im-
provement in absolute F1 on an internal as well
as a, soon to be released public corpora respec-
tively.

1 Introduction

Dialogue assistants are used by millions of people
today to fulfill a variety of tasks. Such assistants
also serve as a digital marketplace1 (Kumar et al.,
2017) where any developer can build a domain-
specific, task-oriented, dialogue agent offering a
service such as booking cabs, ordering food, lis-
tening to music, shopping etc. Also, these agents
may interact with each other, when completing a
task on behalf of the user. Figure 1 shows one such
interaction where the agent – ShopBot – must in-
terpret the output of the agent – WikiBot. Often

∗Work done while the author was at Alexa AI
1https://dialogflow.com

Added 21 Lessons to your cart

Who wrote Sapiens?
BookName

Buy his latest book
Creator SortType 

Sapiens was written by Yuval Harari
BookName Author

ItemName

WikiBot 

ShopBot

Buy Yuval Harari’s latest book
Creator SortType 

CQR  

Engine

Figure 1: An example dialog where the second utterance
by the user BUY HIS LATEST BOOK is reformulated as
BUY YUVAL HARARI ’S LATEST BOOK. This refor-
mulated user query is then input to SHOPBOT so that it
can understand the user’s request using its existing SLU
logic for handling single-turn queries. This approach
does not require any changes to the agent itself and can
be scaled to multiple heterogeneous domains.

accomplishing this task requires understanding the
context of a dialogue, communicating the conver-
sational state to multiple agents and updating the
state as the conversation proceeds.

Tracking the dialogue state across multiple
agents is challenging because agents are typically
built for single-turn experiences, and must be la-
boriously updated to handle the context provided
by other agents into their respective domain spe-
cific meaning representation. (Naik et al., 2018)
proposed context carryover, a scalable approach
to handle disparate schemas by learning mappings
across the meaning representations, thereby elimi-
nating the need to update the agents. However, the
challenge of the agent’s domain-specific SLU accu-
racy and choice of meaning representation remains.
For example, in Figure 1 the SHOPBOT cannot han-
dle pronominal anaphora and instead incorrectly
labels HIS as the mention type CREATOR. Sepa-
rately solving this problem for each agent, imposes
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a burden on the developer to relabel their data and
update their SLU models, and is expensive and un-
scalable. Moreover, this approach cannot leverage
the syntactic regularities imposed across agents by
the natural language itself.

In this work, we propose a novel approach for
enabling seamless interaction between agents de-
veloped by different developers by using natural
language as the API. We build upon the pointer-
generator network (PGN) proposed by (See et al.,
2017) – originally for news article summarization –
to rewrite user utterances and disambiguate them.
Furthermore, we describe a new Multi-task Learn-
ing (MTL) objective to directly influence the atten-
tion of the PGN without requiring any extra manu-
ally annotated training data. Our results show that
the new MTL objective reduces the error by 3.2%
on slots coming from distances ≥3, compared to
the basic PGN by (See et al., 2017).

2 Technical Details

Task We define a sequence of D dialogue
turns, xt = (ut−D+1, rt−D+1, . . . , ut−1, rt−1, ut),
where ut is the user utterance at time t and rt is
the corresponding system response. xt is the total
information that our system has at time t. For ex-
ample, the first row in Figure 2 shows x2 encoded
as a single token sequence corresponding to the
dialogue in Figure 1. The query rewriting task is
to learn a function fθ, with parameters θ, which
maps xt to its rewrite yt which is another string,
i.e. yt = fθ(xt). yt should contain all the informa-
tion needed by the agent to fulfill the user’s request
and it should be understandable by the agent as a
standalone user request.

Model We use the pointer-generator (PGN) ar-
chitecture (See et al., 2017) to construct fθ. The
PGN is a hybrid architecture which combines
sequence-to-sequence model with pointer networks.
This combination allows the PGN to summarize
an input sequence by either copying from the input
sentence, or generating a new word with a decoder
RNN. We now describe the operation of the PGN
in detail and focus on a single input sequence x
with the subscript t omitted for simplicity. Let
us slightly abuse notation and consider x,y as se-
quences of tokens. We index the tokens of x,y
by l, k respectively. The PGN uses a two-layer Bi-
Directional LSTM (BiLSTM) encoder to compute
the hidden state vector hl for xl.2

2For sake of brevity, we omit the update equations for the

We now describe how yk is generated. At time
k, the probability of copying a token from the input
pcopy is computed via a softmax over the attention
weights computed using non-linear function of the
encoder-LSTM hidden states h and the decoder
LSTM’s hidden state hdecoder

k . pmix – a soft switch
to decide between copying and generating – is com-
puted using another non-linear function of hdec

k and
the final output distribution is given by

p(yk) = pmixpgen(yk) + (1− pmix)pcopy(yk) (1)

At decoding time, we can use either beam-search or
greedily pick the token with the highest probability
and move on to the next step. This is our baseline
architecture for utterance rewriting.

Evaluation Ideally yt should be judged as a cor-
rect rewrite if the downstream SLU system can
parse yt, invoke the correct agent with the cor-
rect slots, and the agent can then take the right
action. However, evaluating this notion of cor-
rectness would have required probing and instru-
menting thousands of downstream agents and is
not scalable to implement. Therefore, we used a
simpler notion of correctness based on a manually
collected set of golden rewrites, Y∗i,t, in this paper.
Section 4.3 describes the metrics we use to evaluate
our model’s prediction yi,t against the golden set
Y∗i,t.

Learning For training the model, we have a
rewrites-corpus {xit,y∗itj}I,T,Ji=1,t=1,j=1. I is the
number of dialogs, T is the maximum number
of turns in a dialog and J is the number of gold
rewrites at a turn in a dialog. y∗i,t,j denotes the
jth optimal rewrite for the user utterance at turn
t in the ith dialogue – xti; y∗i,t,j,k is the kth token
in y∗i,t,j. Our training objective is to maximize the
log-likelihood:

argmax
θ

∑

i,t,j,k

log pθ(y
∗
i,t,j,k). (2)

2.1 Multi Task Learning (MTL):
Entity-Copy Auxiliary Objective

In Figure 2, both the references y∗2,1, y
∗
2,2 contain

the same subset of entities – U3, and S1 – even
though their order, and other tokens, in the gold
rewrites have changed. This implies that for the
task of rewriting utterances, the subset of entities
that should be copied from the input dialog remains
the same, irrespective of the dynamics of the de-
coder LSTM. Based on this observation we define
LSTM. Please refer to (See et al., 2017) for these details.
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Input xt=2 BOOKQUERYl=1 Who wrote EntityU1:BookName
Sapiens l=4

SYSTEM
INFORMINTENT

EntityU1:Sapiens
Title was written

by EntityS1:Author
Yuval Harari l=10

USER
UNKINTENT Buy EntityU2:Entity

his
EntityU3:Entity

latest book ENDl=16

Refer. Y∗t=2

{
y∗2,j=1= Buyk=1 EntityS1 EntityU3 bookk=4, y∗2,2= Buy EntityU3 book by EntityS1

}

Figure 2: An example of sequential input received by our utterance disambiguation seq2seq model and a list of
reference outputs. The words in short-caps denote the domain and intent predicted by the SLU system which are
concatenated to the beginning of the sequence. Words beginning with Entity are placeholders used to delexicalize
names of entities. Both references 1 and 2 are input to the SLU system during training. We explicitly named the
indices at a few locations to aid the reader.

… ENTITYU1 System ENTITYU1 was … ENTITYS1 Shop buy his ….
BookName InformIntent BookName Author BuyIntent

<START> buy

X(1- Pgen) X(Pgen)

{At
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{

Vocabulary 
D

istribution
D

ecoder 
H

idden States

Final 
Distribution

“ENTITYS1”

Pgen

∫∫
Multi-Task 
Learning

e7,2,4 = -1 e7,2,10 = 1

Let the dialog in Figure 1 be the 7th dialog in 
corpus. Therefore i=7. We are rewriting the second 
turn therefore t=2.

h10h4

gφ gφ

Figure 3: Model Architecture of the CQR Model which performs Multi-Task Learning for Pointer-Generator
Networks. We show a snapshot just before decoder generates the word ENTITYS1 or Yuval Harari. Also, we show
for MTL ENTITYU1 gets the label −1 as it is not one of the final slots, and ENTITYS1 gets a label of 1

an auxiliary task and augment the learning objec-
tive as shown in Figure 3.

As mentioned earlier, the copy distribution pcopy
k

is a function of the encoder hidden state h =
(h1, . . . , hl, . . . , h|x|) which does not change with
k. If xl was an entity token then hl should be infor-
mative enough to decide whether that token should
be copied or not. Therefore, we add a two layer
feed-forward neural network, gφ, that takes hl as
input and predicts whether the lth token should be
copied or not. Given the probability gφ(hl) we
minimize the binary cross-entropy loss, and back-
propagate through hl which influences θ. The aux-
iliary objective should improve the generalization
because it forces the encoders representation to be-
come more informative about whether an entity
should be copied or not. At inference time gφ is not

used. Formally, let ei,t,l take the following value:

ei,t,l =





1 if xi,t,l is an entity and xi,t,l ∈ Y∗i,t
−1 if xi,t,l is an entity and xi,t,l /∈ Y∗i,t
0 Otherwise

Let λ > 0 be a hyperparameter. We add a binary
log-likelihood objective to objective 2 to create
objective 3. We refer to the PGN model trained
with objective 3 as CQR in Table 4.

∑

i,t,j,k

log p(y∗i,t,j,k)+λ
∑

i,t

|xi,t|∑

l=1

ei,t,l log gφ(hi,t,l) (3)

3 DataSet and Preprocessing

In this section we will describe how we created the
golden rewrites {Y∗t | ∀t} for each of the above
datasets and our pre-processing steps that we found
crucial to our success.
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3.1 Generating gold rewrites

We used two separate approaches to generate gold
rewrites for the INTERNAL and INCAR datasets.
For the INCAR dataset we collected 6 rewrites for
each utterance that had a reference to a previously
mentioned entity.3 For the INTERNAL dataset,
which has over 100K sentences the above approach
would be prohibitively expensive. Therefore, in-
stead of gathering completely new manual annota-
tion we used a semi-manual process. We utilized a
template dataset that is keyed by the Domain, In-
tent and Slots present in that utterance and contains
the top-5 most common and unambiguous phrasing
for that key. For example to create the rewrite in
Figure 1 we filled the template:

Buy Creator ’s SortType ItemType

This template was chosen randomly from other
valid alternatives such as Buy SortType ItemType
by Creator . These valid alternatives were deter-
mined on the basis of existing manual domain, in-
tent, and schema SLU annotations which indicated
which slots were required to answer the user’s ut-
terance.

3.2 Role-based Entity Indexing

In this step, the entity words in xt are replaced
with their canonical versions. Our results show
that this significantly improved both BLEU and
Entity F1 measures. To replace entity words we
use string matching methods to extract tokens for
dialogue. We maintain two separate namespaces
for user entities and system entities respectively.
However, if an entity appears again in dialogue, we
do not assign it a new canonical token but used
already assigned one. Also, as seen in Figure 2 we
also add the entity tag to slot representation. Lastly,
as re-writing happens before any SLU component
we do not have this information for ut. In ut we
only replace entities with canonical tokens, but do
not add any information about entity. Table 1 show
how to transform dialogue from Figure 1.

3https://github.com/alexa/
alexa-dataset-contextual-query-rewrite

Before After Pre-Processing
Who wrote Sapiens who wrote U 1||BookName

Sapiens was written by Yu-
val Harari

U 1||Author was written by
S 1||BookName

Buy his most recent book Buy U 3||UNK U 4||UNK
book

Table 1: Replacing entities with the role-based canonical
versions.

3.3 Abstractified Possessives

Generalizing on rare words and rare contexts is the
true test of any NLP system, and linguists have long
argued in favor of syntactically motivated models
that abstract away from lexical entries as much
as possible (Klein and Manning, 2003). In this
preprocessing step, we show the benefit of such
abstraction. While testing the PGN architecture
we noticed that the sequence decoder would some-
times generate an off-topic rewrite if the input se-
quence contained a rare word. In order to avoid this
problem we augmented the input sequence with ad-
ditional features to mark the syntactic function of
words. Specifically we used the Google Syntac-
tic N-gram Corpus (Goldberg and Orwant, 2013)
to add syntactic features to each word in the dia-
logue. We harvested a list of top 1000 words that
appear most frequently after possessive pronouns.
We concatenated three types of extra features to
the words in a dialogue. The first feature was the
QUESTION feature which was concatenated to the 7
question words. The second feature was the PRP$
tag which we concatenated to specific possessive
pronouns. Finally we added a tag called PSBL –
short for possessible – for the top 1000 words that
we found from the Syntactic N -Gram Corpus.

We decided not to use POS tags because we did
not have manually POS tagged data on our domain
and off-the-shelf POS tagger4 did not perform well
on our dataset.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset

We used two datasets to evaluate our method. The
first is a public dataset (Regan et al., 2019) we
call INCAR, which is an extension to (Eric and
Manning, 2017). The dataset consists of 3, 031 di-
alogues from three domains: Calendar Scheduling,
Weather, and Navigation, that are useful for an in-
car conversational assistant. We crowd-sourced six

4https://spacy.io/
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rewrites for each utterance in the corpus that had
a reference to previously mentioned entities. The
second dataset, called INTERNAL, is an internal
benchmark dataset we collected over six domains –
weather, music, video, local business search, movie
showtimes and general question answering. Table 2
describes the data statistics for this internal collec-
tion. About 40% of the dialogues in this corpus are
cross-domain, which makes it much harder than
the INCAR dataset.

Context Length Train Dev Test
1 125K 42K 21K
2 8K 3k 1K

>=3 4K 1K 700

Table 2: INTERNAL data statistics. Each turn consists of a
user and a system turn i.e context length = 2 implies two turns.

4.2 Training
We used OpenNMT (Klein et al., 2017) toolkit for
all our experiments. We modified it to include
the multi-task loss function as described in Sec-
tion 2.1. Unless explicitly mentioned here, we used
the default parameters defined in OpenNMT recipe.
Various hyper-parameters were tuned on a reduced
training set and the development set. Our encoder
was a 128-dimensional bi-directional LSTM. We
used the Adagrad optimizer with a learning rate of
0.15, and we randomly initialized 128-dimensional
word embeddings. The word embeddings were
shared between the encoder LSTM and the decoder
LSTM. λ in Eq.3 was set to 0.01. We trained the
model for 20 epochs with early stopping on a vali-
dation set.

4.3 Evaluation Metrics
BLEU: has been widely used in machine transla-
tion tasks (Papineni et al., 2002), dialogue tasks
(Eric and Manning, 2017), and chatbots (Ritter
et al., 2011). It gives us an intrinsic measure to
evaluate quality of re-writes without caring about
downstream SLU evaluation.

Response Entity F1 (ResF1): We measure this
metric for the INCAR dataset, following the ap-
proach outlined by (Madotto et al., 2018)5. The
Response Entity F1 micro-averages over the entire
set of system responses and compare the entities
in plain text. The entities in each gold system re-
sponse are selected by a predefined entity list. This

5Evaluation script available at
https://github.com/HLTCHKUST/Mem2Seq

metric evaluates the ability to generate relevant en-
tities and to capture the semantics of the dialogue.
We reimplemented the Mem2SeqH1 architecture
in (Madotto et al., 2018)6 and we refer to our im-
plementation as Mem2Seq∗. We use utterances
produced by our proposed (CQR) system in the
dialogue instead of original utterances while evalu-
ating using Mem2Seq∗. Note that our reimplemen-
tation, Mem2Seq∗, achieves a Response Entity F1
of 33.6 which is higher than the best overall Entity
F1 score of 33.4 reported in (Madotto et al., 2018).

Entity F1: This measures micro F1 between en-
tities in the hypothesized rewrite and gold rewrite.
This is different from F1 reported by (Madotto
et al., 2018) as they evaluate F1 over system en-
tities, whereas here we evaluate the entities over
the user turn. We employ a recent state-of-art bi-
directional LSTM with CRF decoding (Ma and
Hovy, 2016) to implement our SLU system.

5 Results

5.1 INTERNAL Dataset Results

On INTERNAL dataset we show CQR significantly
improves over (Naik et al., 2018) in Table 4. CQR
also improves F1 for current turn slots as it can
leverage context and distill necessary information
to improve SLU. Further, we can see that most im-
provements upon the baseline PGN model (M0)
come from pre-processing steps like canonicaliz-
ing entities. In the baseline model, it has to learn
to generate entity tokens individually, whereas in
M1 the model only has to learn to copy tokens like
USER ENT 1. Finally, our proposed multi-task
learning model (CQR) improves both BLEU and
EntityF1 at most distances. Specifically, we see
an improvement of 4.2% over M2 for slots at dis-
tances ≥3. In Table 4 distance is measured differ-
ently from Table 2, here we count User and System
turns individually to showcase how distance affects
EntityF1. If an entity is repeated multiple times in
the context, we consider its closest occurrence to
report results.

5.2 INCAR Dataset Results

For INCAR dataset we pick the best model CQR
from Table 4 and re-train on the respective dataset.
On the navigation domain we observe significant

6The Mem2Seq H1 was the best performing system in
terms of ResF1, in two out of three domains in the InCar
dataset, and it was the fastest Mem2Seq model. Therefore, we
used Mem2SeqH1 and not Mem2SeqH3
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Dialogue U: Find me a Starbucks in Redmond
S: I found a Starbucks in Redmond WA. It’s
15.7 miles away on NE 76th St. It’s open now
until 9:00 PM.
U: How do I get there?

PGN how can i get to redmond
CQR how do i get to the starbucks on NE 76th St

WA
Gold how do i get to the starbucks on NE 76th St
Dialogue U: How is the weather tomorrow?

S: In Chicago there will be mostly sunny
weather
U: What about saturday?

PGN what is the weather in chicago on saturday ?
CQR what is the weather in chicago on saturday ?
Gold what is the weather in chicago on saturday ?

Table 3: Examples of generated responses for Internal
Dataset

improvement. We believe this is because there are
on average 2.3 slots were referred from history in
rewrites requiring copy from dialog as compared
to 1.3 and 1.1 in schedule and weather domain re-
spectively. Also, we compare with an oracle CQR
(i.e., gold-rewrite from our data collection, instead
of predicted re-write) to measure the potential of
query-rewriting and motivate further research on
this topic. We can see that the CQR model performs
better than the Mem2Seq∗ model, indicating that
query rewriting is a viable alternative to dialogue
state tracking. This is important in environments
where changing the NLU systems to leverage mem-
ory structures is not always feasible. We claim
that query rewriting is a simpler approach in such
situations, with no loss in performance.

6 Related Work

Probabilistic methods for task-oriented dialogue
systems typically divide an automatic dialogue
agent into modules such as automatic speech recog-
nition(ASR) for converting speech to text, spoken
language understanding(SLU) for classifying the
domain and intent of the current utterance and tag-
ging the slots in the current utterance, dialogue
state tracking(DST) for tracking what has happened
in the dialogue so far, and dialogue policy for de-
ciding what actions to take next (Young, 2000). In
this traditional framework, SLU is seen as a low-
level task that interprets the user’s current utterance
in isolation, without accounting for the dialogue
history. For example, in Figure 1 the platform sys-
tem parses the utterance WHO WROTE SAPIENS,
to infer that the user intends to query for informa-
tion about a book, and then the platform performs

BIO style tagging with an intent-specific schema to
label the mentionSAPIENS as the slot key BOOK-
NAME. Most SLU systems perform this without
any context information. Some recent work fo-
cussed on contextual SLU (Shi et al., 2015; Liu
et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2016) propose memory
architectures to incorporate contextual information
while performing the SLU step. However because
their task was restricted to domain-intent classifi-
cation and slot tagging for the current utterance
only, a higher level DST module is still required to
combine information from previous turns with the
current utterance to create a single dialogue state.

DST is considered to be a higher-level module
as it has to combine information from previous user
utterances and system responses with the current
utterance to infer its full meaning. Many deep-
learning based methods have recently been pro-
posed for DST such as neural belief tracker (Mrkšić
et al., 2017), and self-attentive dialogue state
tracker (Zhong et al., 2018) which are suitable for
small-scale domain-specific dialogue systems; as
well as more scalable approaches such as (Rastogi
et al., 2017; Xu and Hu, 2018) that solve the prob-
lem of an infinite number of slot values and (Naik
et al., 2018) who additionally solve the problem
of huge number of disparate schemas in each do-
main. End-to-End approaches based on deep learn-
ing have also been proposed recently to replace
such modular architectures, like (Madotto et al.,
2018; Eric and Manning, 2017).

Unfortunately, all of the above approaches fail to
address the problem that, as the number of domain-
specific chatbots on a dialogue platform grows
larger, the DST module becomes increasingly com-
plex as it tries to handle the interactions between
different chatbots and their different schemas. For
example, consider the scenario shown in Figure 1.
Chatbot A, the BOOK chatbot, can understand
domain-specific utterances like “who wrote X ?”
annotated with a special schema with slot keys
such as BOOKNAME, AUTHOR. In order to disam-
biguate utterance u2 the DST in the conversational
platform must know that the CREATOR slot-key in
the SHOPPING chatbot co-refers to the AUTHOR

slot-key. However, this leads to a quadratic explo-
sion in the number of possible transitions that the
platform has to learn, thereby significantly increas-
ing the learning problem for DST. Additionally, the
problem is more challenging than just disambiguat-
ing pronouns because in some situations there may
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System Entity F1 BLEU
d=0 d=1 d=2 d≥3

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
(Naik et al., 2018) 95.1 95.1 95.1 74.9 78.4 76.6 72.2 82.2 76.9 10.4 46.3 17.0 N/A

PGN (M0) 99.0 78.1 87.4 95.9 62.1 75.4 95.2 57.3 71.5 87.3 65.5 74.9 83.4
+Canonical Ent. (M1) 98.7 93.9 96.3 92.9 93.5 93.2 94.4 96.9 95.6 69.8 78.5 73.9 89.9

+Syntax Info (M2) 98.6 93.9 96.2 92.9 93.5 93.2 94.3 96.9 95.6 69.8 78.5 73.9 89.9
+MTL (CQR) 98.5 94.0 96.2 93.7 93.8 93.7 94.2 97.4 95.8 75.2 79.0 77.1 90.3

% Relative Improv. 3.6 -1.2 1.2 25.1 19.6 22.3 30.5 18.5 24.6 623.1 70.6 353.5 N/A

Table 4: Comparison of Pointer-Generator variants to traditional state tracking approach on the INTERNAL dataset.
We measure entity F1 across slots from different distances separately. Slot distance is counted per utterance starting
from the current user utterance. Therefore, slots at d=0 are slots from the current user utterance that should have
been copied. d=1 refers to slots from system response in the last turn, d=2 refers to slots from the user in last turn
and d≥3 aggregates all other turns. d ≥3 is the most challenging test-subset where CQR has the highest benefit.

System E2E ResF1
BLEU All Schedule Weather Navigation

Mem2Seq∗ 11.4 33.6 48.4 47.2 19.4

CQR 11.6 36.1 48.4 47.9 23.8
% Relative Improv. 1.8 7.4 0.0 1.5 22.7

CQR-Oracle 11.8 38.0 48.9 48.9 26.9

Table 5: Comparison of PGN variants proposed in this paper on the INCAR dataset in comparison to the state
tracking approach. Our proposed CQR model outperforms the MemSeq* system, which is a stronger baseline than
the Mem2Seq results published in Madotto et al. (2018).

be no co-referent pronouns in the current utterance.
For example, a user may say “what’s the address”
instead of saying “what is its address”, creating a
case of zero-anaphora.

Finally, we will mention that Seq2Seq models
with Attention (Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau
et al., 2014) have seen rapid adoption in automatic
summarisation (See et al., 2017; Rush et al., 2015).
Exploring black-box methods like query re-writing
allow us to benefit from the progress made in these
fields and apply them to state tracking and refer-
ence resolution tasks in dialogue.

7 Conclusion

In this work we made three fundamental con-
tributions. First, we proposed contextual query
rewriting(CQR) as a novel way to interpret an in-
put utterance in context given a dialogue history.
For example, we can rewrite BUY HIS LATEST

BOOK as BUY YUVAL HARARI’S MOST RECENT

BOOK, given the dialogue history, as shown in Fig-
ure 1. The output of CQR can directly be fed
to the domain-specific downstream SLU system
which drastically simplifies the construction of task-
specific dialogue agents. Since we do not need to

change either the spoken language understanding
or the dialogue state tracker downstream, our ap-
proach is a black-box approach that improves the
modularity of industrial-scale, dialogue-asistants.
Second, we investigated how to optimally use a
Pointer-Generator Network for the CWR task us-
ing Multi-Task Learning and task-specific prepro-
cessing. Finally, we demonstrated the efficacy of
our approach on two datasets. On INCAR dataset
released by (Eric and Manning, 2017), we were
able to show that re-writing of the user utterance
can benefit end-to-end models. On a proprietary
INTERNAL dataset we showed that our approach
can greatly improve the experience when referring
to entities from much further away in a dialogue
history, resulting in relative improvements in En-
tity F1 of greater than 20% on the most challenging
subset of the test-data.

We hope that our approach of directly using
natural language as an api will motivate other re-
searchers to conduct work in this direction.
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Abstract
There has been a significant investment in di-
alog systems (tools and runtime) for build-
ing conversational systems by major compa-
nies including Google, IBM, Microsoft, and
Amazon. The question remains whether these
tools are up to the task of building conversa-
tional, task-oriented dialog applications at the
enterprise level. In our company, we are ex-
ploring and comparing several toolsets in an
effort to determine their strengths and weak-
nesses in meeting our goals for dialog system
development: accuracy, time to market, ease
of replicating and extending applications, and
efficiency and ease of use by developers. In
this paper, we provide both quantitative and
qualitative results in three main areas: natural
language understanding, dialog, and text gen-
eration. While existing toolsets were all in-
complete, we hope this paper will provide a
roadmap of where they need to go to meet the
goal of building effective dialog systems.

1 Introduction

With the explosion of smart devices and the signif-
icant improvement in speech recognition over the
past few years, the demand for intelligent, conver-
sational dialog systems is rising quickly. At our
company we are working to meet that demand in
the enterprise market to provide secure and natu-
ral means for accessing information and improv-
ing business processes. Essential to meeting this
demand is getting dialog systems into the hands
of customers as quickly as possible while ensur-
ing accurate interpretation of utterances as well as
conversational means of handling ambiguity, er-
ror, and out of domain/out of scope utterances.

In this paper we explore whether the dialog
tools available from a number of companies are
up to the task of creating complete systems effi-
ciently. We provide both quantitative and qualita-
tive results in three main areas:

• Natural language understanding: intent and
entity accuracy, out-of-domain and out-of-
scope identification, and anaphora and coref-
erence resolution.

• Dialog management: frame-based and con-
textual dialog control, dialog structure, and
digression.

• Response generation: text generation, error
correction and clarification.

We provide results and examples across multi-
ple domains to illustrate the challenges in devel-
oping a truly conversational dialog system. As we
will show, there is considerable progress in accu-
racy of intents and entities in constrained domains
across all of the toolsets. However, capturing sub-
tle differences in in-scope vs. out-of-scope utter-
ances is still difficult, as is partial understanding,
which is important for clarification. For dialog
management, all of the tools offer some ability to
use frames, however they differ in how robust they
are to context. Similarly, for error correction and
clarification, the ability to react based on context is
limited. Finally, in text generation, we found there
was no support beyond template-based generation,
which impacts not only naturalness, but the ability
to interpret a user’s follow-on utterance.

There has been other work comparing just the
accuracy of these tools (e.g.(Braun et al., 2017)).
as well as the ability of applications built with
them to handle particular dialog structures, such as
subdialogs (Larsson, 2017) and question answer-
ing behavior (Larsson, 2015). Our focus is on the
tools themselves and our goal is to not just look at
what they do, but what we need them to do.

2 Natural Language Understanding

The most mature component of dialog tools is nat-
ural language understanding (NLU). The field has
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settled on the notion that understanding comprises
recognizing the user‘s intent and extracting the en-
tities in the utterance required to fulfill the intent.
While the terms harken back to Barbara Grosz and
Candy Sidner‘s seminal paper “Intentional and At-
tentional Structure” 1986, the implementation can
be more closely tied to work at AT&T, which com-
bined statistical classification used for call rout-
ing in applications like HMIHY (How May I Help
You) with mainly rule-based extraction of enti-
ties (Gupta et al., 2006). Nuance 9 tools allowed
both utterance classification (“Statistical Seman-
tic Models”) and partial parsing for information
extraction (“Robust Parsing Grammars”) commer-
cially over a decade ago (Nuance, 2002), though a
single utterance could only be processed by one
or the other, not both, which significantly limited
effectiveness compared to today‘s systems.

In addition to being fairly mature, NLU perfor-
mance can also be evaluated quantitatively. We
compared three tools, Google’s Dialogflow1 (pre-
viously api.ai), IBM Watson Assistant2, and Mi-
crosoft LUIS3.

We choose two domains to compare. The first
is a tech support IT FAQ system which initially
included a fairly limited set of questions with an-
swers designed by the customer. Some of these
questions had multiple answers based on informa-
tion such as what kind of computer the user had.
The second lets users ask questions about their
own financial statements, so the questions are lim-
ited by the information available on the account
and the answers are user-dependent. Both are cur-
rently in trial with customers.

We report results on our regression tests rather
than the live application. All of the questions in
the test sets were “fully specified” in that there was
no missing information that needed to be filled in
through dialog.

1https://dialogflow.com
2https://www.ibm.com/watson/ai-assistant/
3https://www.luis.ai

Domains IT V1 IT V2 Finance
Intents 23 51 14
Entities 30 44 15
Training 1164 14525 426
In domain test 267 450 113
OOD test 150 100

Table 1: Test domain numbers

Figure 1: Intent Accuracy

Our first set of tests compared performance be-
tween LUIS, Watson and Dialogflow on the two
domains. Details of size, training and test are
shown in Table 1. We were able to do a direct
comparison of intent recognition across the three
systems, since we wrote acripts that translated a
single source of intents, examples, and entities into
the formats required for the tools. Figure 1 shows
the performance across the three tools on for IT
FAQ V1 and FIN. They were relatively close, with
LUIS and Watson each taking first place depend-
ing on the domain.

2.1 Intents and Training

In this section, we discuss the effects of increase
in scope and increase in training data. Due to time
constraints we focused this work on just the IT do-
main tested on LUIS and Watson. We has more
than doubled the scope of the IT application and
used both data collection and automatic paraphras-
ing to increase the amount of training data.

Collecting data when operating in a rapid pro-
duction mode is challenging. We used Google
forms and other tools to collect “paraphrases”
from SMEs (subject matter experts) internally and
from the customer. One of our first discoveries
was that not not everyone knows what a para-
phrase is and many of the samples were related
questions, for example “How do I disable auto-
matic software updates?” was given as a para-
phrase of “How do I get automatic software up-
dates?”

2.1.1 Augmented Training Data
In order to further increase the training data, we
used a grammar-based data augmentation tech-
nique for generating additional paraphrases for the
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Training Training LUIS Watson
V1: Human 1164 63.2% 70.2%
V2: V1+Auto 14525 73.0% 75.5%

Table 2: Intent accuracy comparing training amounts

IT domain. The grammar contained 58 equivalen-
cies, where each equivalency consisted of two or
more synonymous words or phrases.

An example of an equivalency is shown here,
with alternatives separated by semi-colons:

should i: is it ok to;am i allowed to;do
i have permission to;is it bad to;is it
against company policy to;is it okay to

In order to generate paraphrases, we create two
copies of each sentence, the unaltered input and
a processed version of the sentence, each labeled
with the intents and entities from the original. The
script looks for instances of entries in each equiv-
alence class. If one is found, it randomly replaces
that entry with one of the other entries in that class.
If no entries of any equivalence class are found in
a particular sentence, the paraphrase is identical to
the original. After running the script the desired
number of times, we take the set of unique sen-
tences in the output as our augmented dataset. Ta-
ble 2 shows performance of LUIS and Watson on
V1 (human created training only) and V2 (human
plus automatic paraphrases).

2.1.2 How much is enough?
We also experimented with running the script be-
tween one and four times, giving us the potential
for up to 16 times the amount of data in our orig-
inal set. After eliminating duplicates, though, the
amount of data is smaller, as shown Table 3 4:

We built models in Luis for each of these train-
ing sets and test on a common test set of 600 sen-
tences. Results are shown in the third column of
the table.

Because the test set is generated from the same
methodology as the training set, it lacks some
variability which we expect to see in a deployed
system. As an attempt to model that variabil-
ity, we experimented with also passing the test set
through the same paraphrase generation module as
the training set. Doing so resulted in a new test set

4While results within a table are consistent, different sets
of results may differ given the evolving nature of commercial
systems.

with 3005 sentences. Results on that augmented
test set are shown in the 4th column of Table 3.

By looking at results on the unaugmented test
together with the results on the augmented test,
we decided that the set of 7528 training utterances
resulted in a desirable model in that it did not
degrade the performance on the original test set
and resulted more robust performance on the aug-
mented test set.

2.2 Out of Domain and Scope

A significant challenge in a deployed system is
recognizing when an utterance is out of domain
(OOD), and thus can’t be answered. This includes
questions:

• Questions from a different domain, e.g. ask-
ing the IT FAQ application about the weather,

• Questions in the domain, but not in the scope
of the application, e.g. the IT FAQ might be
able to help you get a VPN account, but not a
Jira account.

• ”Adversarial” questions, that is intentially
trying to break the system, e.g. “Can you eat
VPN?” and “What do you look like”.

The choice of the domain and scope in a com-
mercial system is defined largely by the customer
but not always clear to the end users, who may
think the IT FAQ can help them get any kind of
account or the app can answer the same things as
Siri.

In the finance domain we used a 100 utterance
OOD test set and introduced a new intent for clas-
sifying these utterances as “None”. The “None”
category had 28 training utterances, which was
about average for the categories in V1. The sec-
ond set in Figure 2 combines the in and out of do-
main test sets and the third set shows results on

No. Iter No. Sents Intent Acc.
Orig. Test Aug. Test

0 (orig) 2296 72.8 69.9
1 3086 73.5 73.9
2 4789 74.2 76.1
3 7528 73.0 76.9
4 10719 71.8 76.5

Table 3: Results of data augmentation on the standard
test set.
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Figure 2: Intent Accuracy In and out of domain

just OOD. It is clear that performance drops sig-
nificantly in all the tools due to the OOD effect.

Figure 3 shows the correct accept vs. correct-
reject curves for each of the tools as we thresh-
old the response based on confidence scores. The
Watson score has better confidence scores than the
other tools.

While overall we find the tools quite good at
classifying in-scope intents, their performance is
poor on detecting out of domain and scope, which
are admittedly difficult to model with a classifier.
However, on the positive side, the tools allowed
us to get a system into the hands of users quickly
without having to start with a massive data collec-
tion effort. As we get more user data to help iden-
tify kinds of out of domain and out of scope ques-
tions will be asked, we will be able to improve on
the base performance.

2.3 Entities
All three tools allow entities to be defined in mul-
tiple ways, as shown in Figure 4. System entities
are common types, such as time and currency that
have been built and trained by the creators of the

Figure 3: Confidence Scores

Figure 4: Entity Types

tools. Regular expressions can be defined by ap-
plication developers to capture structured strings,
like order numbers. The most interesting distinc-
tion is between learned and exact match entities.
Machine learned entities are able to identify syn-
onyms without having to predefine them. For ex-
ample, if “passphrase” is used in the same context
as “password” the system should be able to recog-
nize it as a synonym.

In Dialogflow, the predominant method of
defining entities is exact match, which defines en-
tity types with values and synonyms. Learned en-
tities appear to be fairly limited and used for things
like items on a shopping list.

In LUIS, exact match entities are “List” enti-
ties, which also has a type, values and synonyms.
Machine learned entities, which take context into
account, are call “simple”. In order to capture
type and values, you can use “hierachical” enti-
ties. For example, in the IT domain, the ”Invest-
ment Account” entity has as its children the five
different investment accounts. The accounts had
fairly complex names which were frequently re-
duced, for example the “Membership Contribution
Pension Fund” could be referred to as the “Mem-
bership Fund”, “Membership Contribution Fund”,
“Pension”, etc. We implemented these both as list
and learned entities, as shown in Table 4. List
had better performance, but required listing all the
variations. Learned requires annotation, which is
also a cost, but it is not the case that every variant
has to be accounted for.

Watson has a beta feature that lets you annotate
entities in context, including annotating counter

Train Test List Learned
Account 228 61 96.3% 93.8%
Slot 102 26 100% 91.5%

Table 4: Test for Entities and Slots
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examples, which may be able to be used to im-
prove performance, though due to bandwidth we
were not able to do a comparison.

2.3.1 Slot filling
Slot filling is a core capability in NLU: recogniz-
ing not just that an entity occurred, but which pa-
rameter or “slot” it is filling. In most cases, which
slot is being filled can be determined by the type
of the entity, so as long as it is correctly identified,
the slot is filled correctly. However in some cases
one entity type can fill two different slots, as in
transferring funds from Account A to Account B.

As with entity recognition, all three tools pro-
vide slot filling functionality we found that more
rule based methods of identifying slots was more
accurate than learned slot filling (see Table 4).

2.3.2 Recognizing new entities
Anything that does not match an entity is ignored.
While this simplifies understanding, it can lead to
false positives. For example, the question “What‘s
my balance” in the finance app applies to the en-
tire portfolio if no specific account is mentioned.
However, if an account is mentioned but not accu-
rately recognized, the answer will be incorrect.

A notable exception of this is LUIS, which has
the unique ability to find entities that haven‘t been
predefined through “key phrases”. This additional
information can be used in flagging problem in-
terpretations and used in clarification dialogs, as
in the example “How do I get a Jira account?”, the
intent ProcedureGetAccount is triggered and a key
phrase “Jira account” is found, which would allow
a clarification response such as I think you‘re ask-
ing about how to get an account, but I don‘t know
anything about a “Jira account”.

2.4 Language Contraction

An essential part of language understanding is the
ability to interpret utterances when they undergo
what we might call “language contraction” where
some parts are left out or replaced with pronouns
or reduced forms. While as we show in Section
3, dialog structure can be used to emulate lan-
guage contraction interpretation, none of the tools
address the phenomenon directly. There are two
kinds of constructions that need to be addressed
for dialog tools to be able to effectively handle
conversational dialog.

Coreference: Where a pronoun or other refer-
ring expression is directly referring to some previ-

ous entity in the sentence.

• Whats the balance in my retirement account?
When does it vest?

Ellipsis: Part of the utterance is left out and can
be filled in by some portion of an earlier sentence.

• What are the fees on my retirement account?
How about my annuity?

While none of the tools address this directly,
both Watson and Dialogflow keep track of values
in context variables. For example, in Watson, once
you ask about one investment account, the variable
investmentAccount is set, so the sequence
below would be answered correctly:

Whats the value of my portfolio plan?
What are the fees?
How much as it changed over the past quarter?
However, if you asked about an account it

didnt understand, such as “What are the fees
for my fidelity investments”, it would miss that
and answer based on the previous setting of the
investmentAccount variable.

3 Dialog Management

Beyond the level of interpretation of single utter-
ances, the tools differ significantly. In this section
we look at the development of the dialog struc-
ture and the management and application of con-
text. To illustrate the various capabilities, we use
a real estate application, which has more complex
interactions. We compare the approaches of Di-
alogflow and Watson Assistant. The Microsoft
offering has three separate tools each with their
own interface and would have been a steep learn-
ing curve for developers who are not already well-
versed in the Microsoft landscape, so we did not
pursue it further.

A significant difference between the approaches
in the tools is how tightly integrated the dialog
capabilities are with the NLP. In Dialogflow, the
intents are the basic dialog components and both
context and control are defined as part of the in-
tent definition, whereas Watson Assistant provides
a separate interface that explicitly allows dialog
nodes to be defined independently from intents
and entities.

Defining dialog structure independently from
the intents can be advantageous. First, the con-
dition of whether a dialog node is triggered can be
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Figure 5: DialogFlow

dependent on variables outside of the interpreta-
tion of the utterance, for example checking a con-
text variable to determine whether a user is logged
in. Second, an intent can function differently de-
pending on where in the dialog that intent occurs.

The dialog structure allows users‘ answers,
which are dependent on what question is asked,
to be interpreted correctly, as seen in Figure 5.

Dialog structure can allow for the interpreta-
tion of coreference and ellipsis, as shown in Fig-
ure 6. Neither tool has any model of coreference
or anaphora, however, careful construction of the
dialog structure ensure that the utterances are in-
terpreted correctly.

3.1 Frame-based Dialog Management
Frame-based dialog management uses the slot fill-
ing in a frame or form to control the dialog. The
advantage is that it allows mixed initiative interac-
tion: users can provide the slot values in any order
and “package” them into any grouping. For exam-
ple, the CalculateMortgagePayment intent
requires an amount, term, and interest rate. The
user might start by saying “What is the monthly
payment for $500,000 mortgage over 30 years
at 4% interest” or just “How much would the
monthly payment be for $500,000”. The dialog
manager fills slots as the information is provided
and then asks the user specifically for information
that it doesn’t have yet. In this example, the dialog
manager might ask for a rate, but the user might
choose to respond: “I am looking for a 30-year
mortgage”.

In contrast, a traditional procedural dialog man-
ager covering all the possible response sequences
would require complicated software development
and maintenance. While only very narrow do-
mains can be fully controlled with a frame-based
mechanism, it is a very useful control structure for
a range of intents which have multiple required
slots to fill.

Figure 6: Watson

In Dialogflow, frames are defined as part of the
definition of the intents. Entities are explicitly
associated with the intent and any subset can be
marked as “required” and the developer provides
a prompt which will be asked if the entity is not
filled. One downside is that the frame control
can’t be interrupted. For example, if the system
says “What zip code would you like to search?”
the user can’t ask “What’s the zip code for Arling-
ton?” before answering. There is also no capabil-
ity for prompting for multiple required parameters
at the same time. The questions are simply strings
rather than being composed dynamically, so con-
text can’t be taken into account.

Watson Assistant defines frames at the node
level. The functionality is similar, allowing the
app developer to add prompts for required entities.
It also allows for a single prompt to be defined
if none of the slots have been filled. In addition,
there are ”Handlers” that can interrupt the process
if the user doesn’t provide the required informa-
tion.

3.2 Context Management
Context plays an important role in both interpre-
tation and control of the dialog, for example the
dialog manager needs to:

• Keep track of variable values that are used
later, such as the user’s name.

• Record that a particular action was com-
pleted, such as logging in, so that it can be
checked later as a condition for another ac-
tion.

• Collect information over multiple turns, such
as search criteria to narrow results.

Intents in Dialogflow have input and output con-
text variables to gate actions as well as to store the
values of entities. We found some difficulties in
keeping values in the context over multiple turns.
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Watson assistant used the dialog structure to man-
age the context. While this made it clearer, there
was no easy way to control what is kept in the con-
text. However, there is a view of context variables
and values in the tool interface which is useful in
the design process and debugging.

3.3 Challenges in Dialog

While Watson Assistant’s use of a dialog tree pro-
vides greater functionality, it still falls short when
attempting to build a fully mixed initiative sys-
tem. ”Digressions” are allowed in Watson, but
need to be defined in advance, so in the zip code
example above, the application developer would
need to put an explicit digression to a node for
FindZipcode which would then return to the
original dialog node. While this one seems fairly
obvious, it quickly becomes difficult to predict any
place the user could digress from a conversation.

4 Response Generation

Text generation is a hard problem and has gotten
neither the attention nor funding that understand-
ing and other subfields of natural language have
gotten over the years. It is not surprising that it
is the least developed part of the tools. Within
the tools, the responses are created by the app de-
velopers, either just as word strings, mostly for
prompts, or templates with variables that corre-
spond to entities.

Both tools allow multiple responses to be cre-
ated that will be chosen from randomly, creating
some variability, but only Watson assistant allows
the responses to be contextually dependent, based
on the values of context variables.

The problem with these approaches is not just
the lack of variability, but also since responses
are merely strings with some parameters, there
is no representation of the constituent structure
or the meaning of the response. In the follow-
ing exchange, ”that” refers to the VP constituent
corresponding to the procedure of getting an ac-
count. However, this constituent is not available
for coreference.

S: In order to do save listings, you need to get
an account.

U: How do I do that?

4.1 Error Recovery and Clarification

Successful dialog systems require the ability to
know when the system did not understand or is not

able to answer. We looked at out of domain/scope
identification in Section 2.2, but the challenge is
in extracting sufficient information to make an in-
telligent response (Stoyanchev et al., 2016). For
example a ”reprise question”, which is a clarifi-
cation that repeats a portion of the original utter-
ance, requires that some portion of the utterance to
be understood, as in the following, which would
need a ProcedureGetAccount intent to be
recognized in order to answer with one of the two
reprise clarifications in the example:

U: How do I get an account on Jira?
S: How do you get what?
U: How do you get what kind of account?
Another important element in good error recov-

ery dialog is not simply repeating the same error
message over and over. Best practice in develop-
ing speech IVRs is to keep track of both the type
of error (e.g. no input vs. low confidence) and the
number of tries the user has made in order to vary
the error message (e.g. first time, ”say again”, sec-
ond, “try rephrasing”, and third, type or just move
on). While we didn’t find this capability in Di-
alogflow, Watson allows the choice of which re-
sponse to give to be based on the value of a context
variable, which can be set as a counter.

Dialogflow’s “Default Fallback Intent” and
Watson’s ”Anything else” trigger when no other
intent or dialog node triggers, however, without
context there is no ability to tailor the response.
Again, Watson’s use of an explicit dialog tree al-
lows the developer to have multiple “fallbacks”.
Within each subdialog, the final node can be set to
fire if none of the other conditions hold.

4.2 Conclusion

We provided results and examples across a small
number of domains to illustrate the challenges in
developing a dialog system that supports building
easy to use, natural conversational applications.

The rank-ordered accuracies of the tools var-
ied across domains. While some differences exist
among the tools in terms of how entities are han-
dled, more significant differences among them lie
in how tightly coupled the NLP and dialog com-
ponents are.

At our company, we focus on inventing and
implementing additional modules with enhanced
complimentary features and functions to improve
the utility of the three dialog systems that we pre-
sented in this paper.
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Abstract

There are significant challenges involved in
the design and implementation of a dialog-
based tutoring system (DBT) ranging from do-
main engineering to natural language classi-
fication and eventually instantiating an adap-
tive, personalized dialog strategy. These is-
sues are magnified when implementing such
a system at scale and across domains. In this
paper, we describe and reflect on the design,
methods, decisions and assessments that led
to the successful deployment of our AI driven
DBT currently being used by several hundreds
of college level students for practice and self-
regulated study in diverse subjects like Sociol-
ogy, Communications, and American Govern-
ment.

1 Introduction

Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) have been one
of the ambitions of researchers working in the
fields of computer-aided education, learning sci-
ences, and, to an extent, computational linguis-
tics (Brusilovsky et al., 1996; Graesser et al.,
1999; Evens et al., 1997). A special case of ITS
is Dialog-based Tutoring (DBT) which is based
on the Socratic principle of cooperative dialogue
meant to stimulate critical thinking and deeper
comprehension (Carbonell, 1970; Graesser et al.,
1999, 2005).

Dialog-based intelligent tutoring systems
(DBT) capture the effectiveness of expert human
teacher-learner interactions by using natural lan-
guage dialogue. Since articulation of a response
in natural language involves recall and reflec-
tion of relevant knowledge it facilitates deeper
comprehension of content. DBT consists of a
sequence of mixed initiative dialogue moves in
natural language to steer learners through varying
levels of content granularity. A conversation is

∗Work done while at IBM Research - India.

Figure 1: Screenshot of the Watson dialog-based tutor.
Notice the transition from a broad question to focused
question, intent classification of I am not too sure as
need for help, and answer evaluation.

triggered when the tutor poses a question which
typically leads to a series of dialog turns directed
towards finer reasoning on relevant concepts.
The goal is to scaffold knowledge and provide
constructive remediation akin to expert one-one
human tutoring. A well known example of DBT
is AutoTutor (Graesser et al., 1999, 2005) while
other notable systems include Why2 (VanLehn
et al., 2002), CIRCSIM-Tutor (Evens et al., 1997),
GuruTutor (Olney et al., 2012), DeepTutor (Rus
et al., 2013), and the GIFT framework (Sottilare
et al., 2012).
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Building a DBT is a challenging task as it in-
volves balancing of conversational efficiency with
the tutoring goal of personalized adaptive mentor-
ing and knowledge assessment. In spite of sus-
tained research and development efforts there are
major challenges that prohibit their vast adoption
in educational practice. Some crucial challenges
can be identified as:

1.1 Student Response Analysis
Natural language classification is a critical compo-
nent of any DBT and is the very basis for driving
an effective conversation. Performing a context-
based interpretation of a student utterance is even
more challenging owing to the diversity of hu-
man language, differences in vocabulary and nu-
ances. Consequently, current NLP and AI tech-
niques have limitations when applied in an open-
response scenario like interaction with a DBT. As
machine learning techniques rely on good train-
ing data to deliver good performance, the consid-
erable subjectivity inherent in training-data anno-
tation, benchmarking, and reaction to misclassifi-
cation errors further impacts the classification ac-
curacy.

1.2 Content Design and Creation
Extensive content authoring is required to drive
any efficient DBT. The content needs to be struc-
tured in a way that drives the tutoring agenda while
ensuring that knowledge elements render naturally
in a conversational flow. This requires a tremen-
dous amount of manual and semi-automated effort
from subject matter experts. Content schema is
also closely tied to the nature of a domain as dif-
ferent subjects would have their respective chal-
lenges. For example, creating content for a factual
subject like Maths or Physics is substantially dif-
ferent to a subject like Psychology.

1.3 Dialog Strategy
Devising a meaningful conversational strategy is a
non-trivial aspect as it directly impacts learner en-
gagement and therefore learning outcomes. There
should be sufficient flexibility and variation in re-
sponses to cater dynamically to the state and re-
quirements of individual students. Additionally,
there should be scope to implement interventions
and scaffolds in order to keep the learner moti-
vated. For example, surfacing relevant examples
from a textbook when a student struggles or dis-
plays lack of knowledge during interaction.

1.4 Evaluation

The overall efficacy of a learning system is pri-
marily determined by the learning gains achieved.
However, the overall learning experience is signif-
icantly impacted by other dimensions such as clas-
sification accuracy, response time, style of feed-
back, variation in language, robustness and usabil-
ity issues. Evaluation should therefore involve a
holistic assessment of all factors that eventually
lead to improved learning outcomes.

1.5 Scalability and robustness

The underlying algorithm design is impacted by
both the domain engineering effort involved in
scaling the tutor across titles as well as the abil-
ity to handle several concurrent users. Existing
architectures are more often monolithic, thereby
limiting the scope of improvements and scale.

In the context of the above challenges we now
describe the development and refinement of our
Watson dialog-based tutoring system that has so
far been used by over 2,000 college students in
the domains of Sociology, Communications, and
American Government. Development of this sys-
tem involved creating AI modules for language
understanding, designing system architecture for
modularity and scalability, and a significant effort
to update various designs and algorithms to incor-
porate student feedback received at various mile-
stones. Our DBT differs from existing systems in
terms of domain and load scalability. We approach
the issue of scaling across domains using a semi-
automated pipeline for authoring, validation and
improvisation of content. Scaling to load is en-
abled by designing tutor modules as cloud-based
REST micro-services.

In the following sections we describe the archi-
tecture and iterative refinement of our2 tutor fol-
lowed by some qualitative and quantitative evalu-
ations from field experiments.

2 Design and Architecture

Our Watson dialog-based tutor provides remedi-
ation to learners through natural language dis-
course. Systematic turn-taking engages learners
in a conversation style assessment of their mas-
tery on domain knowledge. The tutor tracks the
learners progress during the course of interaction
and launches appropriate interventions according
to pre-defined dialog strategies. The main com-
ponents of the tutor are shown in Figure 2. The
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Figure 2: Simplified architecture of the tutor system.

most significant module of the tutor is the Natural
Language Response Classifier comprising of two
primary sub-components: the Intent Classifier and
the Student Response Analyzer (SRA).

The Intent Classifier maps a student utterance
to one of about 25 possible intent classes. The two
main intent classes are: 1) a valid on-topic
answer and 2) a valid question. Other
intent classes include requests for help, requests
for a hint, an expression of boredom, an insult, a
greeting, and so on. This level of response clas-
sification is crucial to the effective working of
the tutor as an error at this stage can have cas-
cading effects on the entire dialog flow. This
module is designed as a hierarchical classifier,
going from broad intents to finer intents. The
valid on-topic answer category requires
domain/subject specific training whereas many
meta-cognitive intents can be classified in domain
agnostic manner.

Student Response Analysis (SRA) is the task
of labeling student answers with categories that
can help a dialog system to generate appropriate
and effective feedback on errors. It is modeled
as a classifier with underlying techniques similar
to Textual Entailment (Dzikovska et al.), Seman-
tic Textual Similarity (Agirre et al.), and Short
Answer Grading (Mohler and Mihalcea, 2009).
It takes the valid student answer and evaluates it
against the model reference answer into one of 3
categories: correct, partially correct,
and incorrect (Saha et al., 2018; Marvaniya
et al., 2018). The SRA in our DBT thus makes use
of state of art machine learning techniques to per-
form classification with macro-average F1 within
7% of that of human agreements; newer models
(not reported here) have yielded results within 5%
of human agreements. It uses an ensemble of se-
mantic and syntactic features obtained from the tu-
ple comprising of the question, student answer and
the reference answer. This design makes it suitable

for unseen-questions and, potentially for unseen-
domains too. For a new domain or textbook, if
student answers for training are not available, the
existing base model can be used in unseen-domain
setting. However, if the training data is available,
the classification module can utilize it to improve
the grading performance. In addition to response
classification, SRA also performs a gap analysis
on the student answer against the expected model
answer to generate fill-in-the-blank (FITB) style
prompts dynamically. The output of the Natural
Language Response Classifier is used to drive the
tutor strategy by continuous evaluation against the
domain model and estimates of mastery from the
learner model. The core of the tutoring frame-
work is the domain model which is constructed by
content experts as a hierarchy of learning objec-
tives (LOs). Each LO is further structured into a
sequence of assertions along with corresponding
Hints and common misconceptions, if any. This
formulation of content is designed to elicit knowl-
edge gradually and allow fine-grained evaluation.
With this domain model design schema, the broad
task of evaluating student’s understanding is bro-
ken down into set of more focused short answer
evaluation.

This domain model design also enables conver-
sational dialogue on a topic and micro-adaptation
of tutorial strategy while allowing step-based as-
sessment of learners mastery. Mastery is repre-
sented in the Learner Model which is updated on
the basis of knowledge assessment on students’
answers. The learner model also drives macro-
adaptation between topics or LOs as defined in the
pedagogical model. The pedagogical model for-
malizes the dialog response strategy and next-best
action plan of the tutor using principles of forma-
tive feedback, hinting tactics and content cover-
age. Currently we use a rule-based dialog strat-
egy instantiated for each student based on their
current mastery and interaction history. (Shute,
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Figure 3: Sequence of tasks carried out to deploy the tutor for a new subject or domain

2008; Hume et al., 1996). The interface model is
the front-end that triggers the UI to enable Tutor-
Learner interaction in natural language. As our
DBT is conceived to be used as a supplement to
digital learning content, it is made strategically
available to students for revision and practice.

3 Deployment and Scalability

All modules of the tutor are functionally iso-
lated and are manifested as RESTful microservice
APIs. This decoupling is important for scalable
design. The overarching framework of Orchestra-
tion connects all the services. It is implemented
in OpenWhisk (Mukhi et al., 2017) which follows
a serverless computing based cloud-computing
execution model. The front-end communicates
with the Orchestration via broadly abstracted tutor
APIs only. Depending on the functionality, some
modules are domain agnostic (e.g. learner model,
next-best-action), whereas others are not. For the
domain dependent modules, a set of microservice
instances are spawned per domain. In terms of
the storage facility, NoSQL IBM Cloudant R©, in-
memory data structure store Redis, and Cloud Ob-
ject Storage SystemTM are employed. Relatively
small and structured data (e.g. domain content)
is maintained in Cloudant; high frequency update
data (e.g. student progress) is cached in Redis;
whereas large AI models are stored in Cloud Ob-
ject Storage. To cater to computational and traffic
load, horizontal (in terms of processor and mem-
ory) and vertical (in terms of number of instances)
scaling is facilitated by Kubernetes and Nginx API
Gateway. Specifically in the context of commer-
cial ITS systems, scalability has two aspects: de-
velopment & load management.

3.1 Scalable to Develop
This corresponds to the ability to scale the tutor
to new subjects/domains. The overall turnaround

time to make the tutor usable for a new subject
should be reasonably low. Figure 3 shows key
tasks required to have the tutor system support a
new subject such as creation of the domain model,
retraining/transfer-learning of AI/NLP modules,
testing the dialog and AI module performance,
configuration tuning, and deploying the system.
Some of these, such as domain model creation,
evaluating and fine tuning the model are human
labor intensive, whereas others have been auto-
mated. By design, all of these are distributable
across multiple humans and machines which sig-
nificantly helps formulate a factory model for
preparing the tutor for a new subject. The train-
ing and deployment time for a new subject ranges
between 6 hours - 72 hours, depending on the
amount of refinement needed in the scoring mod-
els.

One of the key design elements for develop-
ment scalability is re-usability of AI/NLP compo-
nents with minimal modifications across various
subjects. The SRA module uses a base model that
can be used across all subjects. The SRA with
only the base model yields a modest accuracy; it is
extended with domain specific unstructured (text)
and structured (student answers) to transfer it to
the subject/domain. This facilitates bootstrapping
the module and solves the problem of cold start
often encountered in industry AI product develop-
ment.

3.2 Scalable to Load

This refers to the runtime load tolerance of the tu-
tor including simultaneous access to possibly sev-
eral hundred students. Moreover, student enroll-
ments may vastly differ per subjects and student
activity may be very high during certain periods
(e.g. prior to tests), and limited at other times
(e.g. breaks). All these aspects require dynamic
allocation of resources to various tutor modules.
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Learning Affordance Items 

n=37

Learning Affordance Items 

n=37

Dialogue Quality Items 

n=37

Response Classification Items 

n=37

The tutor recognized when my answers were correct

The tutor helped me learn the material faster than reading alone

Strongly Disagree Disagree Neither Agree Nor Disagree Agree Strongly Agree

Figure 4: Response classification related survey ques-
tion results illustrating positive impacts of tutor.

Some number crunching heavy modules benefit
more from vertical scaling by virtue of inherent
parallelization whereas gating/orchestrating mod-
ules typically benefit more from horizontal scal-
ing. Our tutor can support 600 concurrent users
(corresponding to∼ 300K students using the tutor
regularly over a semester) with error rate < 0.5%
and response time < 3s on average. The error
rates and response times are much better for more
typical loads (5 – 50 concurrent students) observed
in current deployments.

4 Iterative Improvement of the System:
Development Life Cycle

Various micro-experiments were done after ev-
ery few internal releases to receive feedback from
potential end users (sub-sampled student popula-
tion). These micro-experiments helped evaluate
the product features and robustness. Following are
some of the key improvisations.

4.1 Evolution of the Response Classifier

Originally, the response classification was binary:
correct or incorrect. A misclassification
therefore resulted in either severe penalty or le-
niency. To mitigate this risk, the module was
retrained to a three-way classifier, with the low-
risk third class as partially correct. Do-
ing so, indeed reduced the chance of correct-
to-incorrect and vice-versa misclassification.
However, in later trials we observed that if a stu-
dent’s answer is misclassified, it is better to sug-
gest a finer follow up activity, than just provid-
ing partial grade. For example, by performing a
gap analysis on the students answer against the
expected one we dynamically generate fill-in-the-
blank (FITB) style prompts or use encouragement
pumps based on mastery.

4.2 Content Revision

During trials, we encountered cases, where stu-
dent answers were correct in context of the text-

book, but were wrong as per the authored con-
tent. This called for a need to update/enrich the
authored content based on the actual student an-
swers. As a solution, the students were given the
option to rate the tutor’s response using a thumbs
up/down sign. These ratings are tracked to draw
an SME (subject matter expert)’s attention to im-
prove/rectify the content. This semi-automated
approach allows for continuous user feedback and
incremental training of the underlying modules.

4.3 Improvising the Conversation Tone

Feedback from trials was also leveraged to fine
tune the tone of the tutor responses to make it
more motivating, less pedantic, personable and
more transparent. For example, if a student
answer was classified as incorrect, the prompts
That’s incorrect!, That seems to
be a wrong answer and That does not
match with what I have convey the same
message but with different levels of critique
and encouragement. Similarly, variation in the
feedback language was personalized according
to students ability level and punctuation was
strategically used to give a sense of enthusiasm
and positivity. The overall persona and the
personalized behavior were carefully revised and
tuned according to situational needs. See (Afzal
et al., 2019) for more details on the design and
evolution of the tutor personality.

4.4 Dialog Flow Refinement

The dialog flow is essentially the entire orches-
tration of a tutoring goal, personalized for each
student depending on their progress and mastery
on specific content. Although, our initial dialog
flow included two main activities of student an-
swering questions and asking questions, we added
additional activities to the dialog to adapt it to stu-
dent mastery and improve engagement. These in-
cluded recommending question asking based on
questions asked by peers, presenting simpler bi-
nary true/false questions or presenting a fill-in-the
blank question if the computed hint question dif-
ficulty is high and student mastery is low for the
topic.

5 Evaluation

As of August 2018, the Watson dialog-based tutor
is available with 3 titles commercially, with a num-
ber of additional titles in development (Ventura
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Human-2
C P I

Human-1
C 57.6 20.2 22.2
P 5.8 27.2 67.0
I 3.1 5.3 91.6

Macro-F1: 60.2%

Tutor
C P I

Human-1
C 64.8 19.5 15.7
P 31.9 23.4 44.7
I 5.7 20.8 73.5

Macro-F1: 53.2%

Tutor
C P I

Human-2
C 69.0 17.4 13.6
P 32.0 34.4 33.6
I 11.4 13.8 74.8

Macro-F1: 55.9%

Table 1: Confusion matrices (values in percent-
age) of Human-1 vs Human-2 and Humans vs Tutor
for response classification during a learning experi-
ment. C, P, and I represent correct, partially
correct, and incorrect grade.

et al., 2018). During the fall 2018 semester, the
commercially available titles were used by over
2000 students across more than 200 higher edu-
cation institutions (Pearson, 2018). The system is
expected to be used across a multitude of higher
education institutions in the USA and will be pi-
loted on five additional titles.

Here, we present our initial results gathered
from two controlled learning experiments (LE)
conducted 7 months apart. The first LE was con-
ducted with 39 students while the second LE had
102 students. The demographic profile was sim-
ilar with average GPA of ∼ 3.5 and 70% female
ratio. Here we discuss some relevant results on
the following key dimensions:

5.1 Classification

For our two-level classification system - at intent
and answer assessment level (SRA), we observed
that intent classification of student utterances is
95% accurate, and the SRA system for scoring an-
swers is within 7% of human inter-rater reliabil-
ity for 3 of the 4 learning objectives tested. Fig-
ure 4 shows the student responses to survey ques-
tions that measure the efficacy of the tutor while
Table 1 illustrates the evaluation of classification
through formal metrics. The confusion matrices
are reported for 50 transcripts pertaining to to-
tal of 1,065 student responses. Note that, I-to-C
misclassification is 2.6-8.3% higher than that of
human disagreement; whereas C-to-I misclassi-
fication rate is better than human disagreement.

User’s feedback on how well the tutor understood
their responses showed a statistically significant
across the two LEs.

5.2 Validity

The tutor’s estimate of student mastery scores was
found to correlate significantly with the student’s
self-perception (r = 0.32, p < 0.05) and ac-
tual post–test learning measures (r = 0.53, p <
0.001). This is a strong indicator of the validity
of the tutor’s mastery measurement. Note that this
validity is crucial as it is the basis for adjusting
the dialog strategy to enable true personalization
of the tutoring experience.

5.3 Dialog Quality

This was estimated by surveying the SMEs and
students who used the system. The SMEs manu-
ally scored 236 conversational transcripts and took
a survey after each transcript. In these surveys, the
tutor was rated as providing an effective tutoring
conversation 70% of the time, transitioning effec-
tively through the conversation 75% of the time
and providing appropriate feedback 66% of the
time. Students’ self–report was also fairly posi-
tive about the overall experience, feedback, value
and usability of the tutor.

5.4 Iterative Improvement

Figure 5 reports the improvements observed
across the two LEs on some survey items. These
improvements are attributed to content refinement,
response and intent classification improvement,
and dialog refinement.

Perhaps more gratifying than the generally pos-
itive results are the expressions of enthusiasm, in-
terest and engagement from students working with
the Watson dialog-based tutor. Comments such
as “I wasn’t having to go over reading material
and lecture material over and over to understand
it more fully because I grasped it the first time. I
could take that time to devote to another subject,
or my family” was evidence of the truly beneficial
societal impact that such a system could have, if
applied the right way.

6 Discussion: Human Subjectivity

We observed that the subjectivity inherent in hu-
man language impacts the content authoring, cre-
ation of training data and, eventually, the end user
experience. The domain model authoring raises
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1 2 3 4 5

The tutor gave additional information that helped me learn the
material

The Tutor helped me learn the material faster than just reading

The Tutor did a good job guiding me to learning the concept

The tutor helped me understand the material more than reading
alone

The tutor helped me think more deeply about the material

The tutor understood what I  was saying

LE1 LE2

Figure 5: Comparison of LE1 & LE2 on survey items
scored on 1-5 scale.

issues pertaining to the granularity of content and
the resulting ambiguity expected in responses. For
example (See Figure 6a), we observe that recall
type question with WHAT interrogative pronouns
are more likely to be answered correctly compared
to HOW questions which may be ambiguous due to
relative openness of expected answers. This im-
plies that classification accuracy can be improved
if a more standardized vocabulary is followed to
limit the variation in content creation. However,
this is a debatable proposition since it undervalues
the richness of domain knowledge and may not be
practical for non-factual domains.

Additionally, given a domain authored content
like a QA pair, it is hard even for experts to deter-
mine the boundaries of correctness in student re-
sponses with respect to a reference model answer.
This poor inter-rater agreement directly impacts
the effectiveness of training the underlying scor-
ing modules. To give an estimate, in one of our
training data sets, three groundtruth labels were
obtained from domain experts for each student an-
swer. There was disagreement on 50% of the an-
swers marked as partially correct by experts! Al-
though this is a classical problem in ML/NLP, the
consequences of scoring a correct answer incor-
rectly or vice-versa are more profound in a learn-
ing system. Human teachers are more flexible and
sometimes abstract in their evaluation of an open-
ended answer which is difficult to replicate in an
AI system.

Finally, it is the delivery of an overall engag-
ing and valuable experience that matters to human
end users. Even here, there is remarkable subjec-
tivity in users’ perception and tolerance to the type
and timing of tutor misclassifications (Afzal et al.,
2018). We cannot measure efficacy solely in terms
of absolute and restrictive metrics like accuracy
and macro-average F1. Our best proxies, then, are
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Figure 6: Quantifying issues related to human subjec-
tivity: (a) ambiguity in answer correctness as function
of question type, (b) poor inter-annotator agreement.

qualitative, detailed and timely feedback from the
end users to learn and improvise over time.

7 Summary

Conversational tutoring is an important form of
next-generation personalized adaptive educational
technology. In this paper we have described
the design and iterative development of Watson
dialog-based tutor – a large-scale DBT that is op-
timized to scale across domain/subjects as well
as usage. Its modules are functionally isolated
to facilitate development and runtime scalability.
We have described various challenges related to
content creation and design including their impact
on classification performance, refinement of feed-
back phrasing and tone, and dialog strategy. We
have highlighted issues that arise from the inher-
ent diversity of human language and how they im-
pact the functioning of the tutor and the generated
learning experiences. On the design side, automa-
tion of content extraction techniques can signifi-
cantly speed up the content scaling process and al-
low building of richer domain models by making
use of learning material from additional sources.
On the experience side, substantial effort is needed
to accurately understand natural language and use
it strategically to deliver a naturalistic conversa-
tional interface that replicates the effectiveness of
human teacher-learner interactions.
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Abstract

In this paper, we investigate the challenges
of using reinforcement learning agents for
question-answering over knowledge graphs
for real-world applications. We examine the
performance metrics used by state-of-the-art
systems and determine that they are inade-
quate for such settings. More specifically, they
do not evaluate the systems correctly for situ-
ations when there is no answer available and
thus agents optimized for these metrics are
poor at modeling confidence. We introduce a
simple new performance metric for evaluating
question-answering agents that is more rep-
resentative of practical usage conditions, and
optimize for this metric by extending the bi-
nary reward structure used in prior work to a
ternary reward structure which also rewards
an agent for not answering a question rather
than giving an incorrect answer. We show
that this can drastically improve the precision
of answered questions while only not answer-
ing a limited number of previously correctly
answered questions. Employing a supervised
learning strategy using depth-first-search paths
to bootstrap the reinforcement learning algo-
rithm further improves performance.

1 Introduction

A number of approaches for question answering
have been proposed recently that use reinforce-
ment learning to reason over a knowledge graph
(Das et al., 2018; Lin et al., 2018; Chen et al.,
2018; Zhang et al., 2018). In these methods the in-
put question is first parsed into a constituent ques-
tion entity and relation. The answer entity is then
identified by sequentially taking a number of steps
(or ‘hops’) over the knowledge graph (KG) start-
ing from the question entity. The agent receives
a positive reward if it arrives at the correct an-
swer entity and a negative reward for an incor-
rect answer entity. For example, for the question

France

. . .

Paris

Macron

. . .

Capital of

President of-1 Lives in

Figure 1: Fictional graph for the the question “What’s
the capital of France?”. The relation (Capital of) does
not exist in the graph and thus an alternative path needs
to be used that leads to the correct answer.

“What is the capital of France?”, the question en-
tity is (France) and the goal is to find a path in
the KG which connects it to (Paris). The rela-
tion between the answer entity and question entity
in this example is (Capital of) which is missing
from the KG and has to be inferred via alternative
paths. This is illustrated in Figure 1. A possible
two-hop path to find the answer is to use the fact
that (Macron) is the president of (France) and
that he lives in (Paris). However, there are many
paths that lead to the entity (Paris) but also to
other entities which makes finding the correct an-
swer a non-trivial task.

The standard evaluation metrics used for these
systems are metrics developed for web search such
as Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and hits@k,
where k ranges from 1 to 20. We argue that this is
not a correct evaluation mechanism for a practical
question-answering system (such as Alexa, Cor-
tana, Siri, etc.) where the goal is to return a single
answer for each question. Moreover it is assumed
that there is always an answer entity that could be
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reached from the question entity in limited num-
ber of steps. However this cannot be guaranteed in
a large-scale commercial setting and for all KGs.
For example, in our proprietary dataset used for
the experimentation, for 15.60% of questions the
answer entity cannot be reached within the limit
of number of steps used by the agent. Hence, we
propose a new evaluation criterion, allowing sys-
tems to return ‘no answer’ as a response when no
answer is available.

We demonstrate that existing state-of-the-art
methods are not suited for a practical question-
answering setting and perform poorly in our eval-
uation setup. The root-cause of poor performance
is the reward structure which does not provide any
incentive to learn not to answer. The modified re-
ward structure we present allows agents to learn
not to answer in a principled way. Rather than hav-
ing only two rewards, a positive and a negative re-
ward, we introduce a ternary reward structure that
also rewards agents for not answering a question.
A higher reward is given to the agent for correctly
answering a question compared to not answering
a question. In this setup the agent learns to make
a trade-off between these three possibilities to ob-
tain the highest total reward over all questions.

Additionally, because the search space of possi-
ble paths exponentially grows with the number of
hops, we also investigate using Depth-First-Search
(DFS) algorithm to collect paths that lead to the
correct answer. We use these paths as a supervised
signal for training the neural network before the
reinforcement learning algorithm is applied. We
show that this improves overall performance.

2 Related work

The closest works to ours are the works by Lin
et al. (2018), Zhang et al. (2018) and Das et al.
(2018), which consider the question answering
task in a reinforcement learning setting in which
the agent always chooses to answer.1 Other ap-
proaches consider this as a link prediction problem
in which multi-hop reasoning can be used to learn
relational paths that link two entities. One line
of work focuses on composing embeddings (Nee-
lakantan et al., 2015; Guu et al., 2015; Toutanova
et al., 2016) initially introduced for link predic-
tion, e.g., TransE (Bordes et al., 2013), ComplexE

1An initial version of this paper has been presented at
the Relational Representation Learning Workshop at NeurIPS
2018 as Godin et al. (2018).

(Trouillon et al., 2016) or ConvE (Dettmers et al.,
2018). Another line of work focuses on logical
rule learning such as neural logical programming
(Yang et al., 2017) and neural theorem proving
(Rocktäschel and Riedel, 2017). Here, we focus
on question answering rather than link prediction
or rule mining and use reinforcement learning to
circumvent that we do not have ground truth paths
leading to the answer entity.

Recently, popular textual QA datasets have been
extended with not-answerable questions (Trischler
et al., 2017; Rajpurkar et al., 2018). Questions that
cannot be answered are labeled with ‘no answer’
option which allows for supervised training. This
is different from our setup in which there are no
ground truth ‘no answer’ labels.

3 Background: Reinforcement learning

We base our work on the recent reinforcement
learning approaches introduced in Das et al.
(2018) and Lin et al. (2018). We denote the knowl-
edge graph as G, the set of entities as E , the set
of relations as R and the set of directed edges L
between entities of the form l = (e1, r, e2) with
e1, e2 ∈ E and r ∈ R. The goal is to find an an-
swer entity ea given a question entity eq and the
question relation rq, when (eq, rq, ea) is not part
of graph G.

We formulate this problem as a Markov De-
cision Problem (MDP) (Sutton and Barto, 1998)
with the following states, actions, transition func-
tion and rewards:

States. At every timestep t, the state st is defined
by the current entity et, the question entity eq and
relation rq, for which et, eq ∈ E and rq ∈ R. More
formally, st = (et, eq, rq).

Actions. For a given entity et, the set of possible
actions is defined by the outgoing edges from et.
Thus At = {(r′, e′)|(et, r′, e′) ∈ G}.

Transition function. The transition function δ
maps st to a new state st+1 based on the ac-
tion taken by the agent. Consequently, st+1 =
δ(st, At) = δ(et, eq, rq, At).

Rewards. The agent is rewarded based on the fi-
nal state. For example, in Das et al. (2018) and Lin
et al. (2018) the agent obtains a reward of 1 if the
correct answer entity is reached as the final state
and 0 otherwise (i.e., R(sT ) = I{eT = ea}).
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(b) Policy network at timestep t

Figure 2: Figure 2a illustrates the LSTM which encodes history of the path taken. The output at timestep t is used
as input to the policy network, illustrated in Figure 2b, to determine which action to take next.

3.1 Training
We train a policy network π using the REIN-
FORCE algorithm of Williams (1992) which max-
imizes the expected reward:

J(θ) = E(eq ,rq ,ea)∈GEa1,...,aT∼π[R(sT |eq, rq)]
(1)

in which at is the action selected at timestep t fol-
lowing the policy π, and θ are the parameters of
the network.

The policy network consists of two parts:
a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network
which encodes the history of the traversed path,
and a feed-forward neural network to select an
action (at) out of all possible actions. Each
entity and relation have a corresponding vector
et, rt ∈ Rd. The action at ∈ At is represented
by the vectors of the relation and entity as at =
[rt+1; et+1] ∈ R2d. The LSTM encodes the his-
tory of the traversed path and updates its hidden
state each timestep, based on the selected action:

ht = LSTM(ht−1,at−1) (2)

This is illustrated in Figure 2a.
Finally, the feed-forward neural network (f )

combines the history ht, the current entity repre-
sentation et and the query relation rq. Using soft-
max, we compute the probability for each action
by calculating the dot product between the output
of f and each action vector at:

π(at|st) = softmax(Atf(ht, et, rq)) (3)

in which At ∈ R|At|×2d is a matrix consisting of
rows of action vectors at. This is illustrated in Fig-
ure 2b. During training, we sample over this prob-
ability distribution to select the action at, whereas
during inference, we use beam search to select the
most probable path.

4 Evaluation

User-facing question answering systems inher-
ently face a trade-off between presenting an an-
swer to a user that could potentially be incorrect,
and choosing not to answer. However, prior work
in knowledge graph question-answering (QA)
only considers cases in which the answering agent
always produces an answer. This setup originates
from the link prediction and knowledge base com-
pletion tasks in which the evaluation criteria are
hits@k and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), where
k ranges from 1 to 20. However, these met-
rics are not an accurate representation of practical
question-answering systems in which the goal is to
return a single correct answer or not answer at all.
Moreover, using these metrics result in the prob-
lem of the model learning ‘spurious’ paths since
the metrics encourage the models to make wild
guesses even if the path is unlikely to lead to the
correct answer.

We therefore propose to measure the fraction of
questions the system answers (Answer Rate) and
the number of correct answers out of all answers
(Precision) to measure the system performance.
We combine these two metrics by taking the har-
monic mean and call this the QA Score. This can
be viewed as a variant of the popular F-Score met-
ric, with answer rate used as an analogue to recall
in the original metric.

5 Proposed method

In this section, we will first introduce the super-
vised learning technique we used to pretrain the
neural network before applying the reinforcement
learning algorithm. Next we will describe the
ternary reward structure.
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5.1 Supervised learning

Typically in reinforcement learning, the search
space of possible actions and paths grows expo-
nentially with the path length. Our problem is no
exception to this. Hence an imitation learning ap-
proach could be beneficial here where we provide
a number of expert paths to the learning algorithm
to bootstrap the learning process. This idea has
been explored previously in the context of link
and fact prediction in knowledge graphs where
Xiong et al. (2017) proposed to use a Breadth-
First-Search (BFS) between the entity pairs to se-
lect a set of plausible paths. However BFS favours
identification of shorter paths which could bias
the learner. We therefore use Depth-First-Search
(DFS) to identify paths between question and an-
swer entities and sample up to 100 paths to be used
for the supervised training. If no path can be found
between the entity pair we return a ‘no answer’ la-
bel. Following this, we train the network using
reinforcement learning algorithm which refines it
further. Note that it is not guaranteed that the set of
paths found using DFS are all most efficient. How-
ever as we show in our experiments, bootstrapping
with these paths provide good initialization for the
reinforcement learning algorithm.

5.2 Ternary reward structure

As mentioned previously, we encounter situations
when the answer entity cannot be reached in the
limited number of steps taken by an agent. In
such cases, the system should return a special an-
swer ‘no answer’ as the response. We can achieve
this by adding a synthetic ‘no answer’ action that
leads to a special entity eNOANSWER. This is il-
lustrated in Figure 3. In the framework of Das
et al. (2018) a binary reward is used which rewards
the learner for the answer being wrong or cor-
rect. Following a similar protocol, we could award
a score of 1 to return ‘no answer’ when there is
no answer available in the KG. However, we can-
not achieve reasonable training with such reward
structure. This is because there is no specific pat-
tern for ‘no answer’ that could be directly learned.
Hence, if we reward a system equally for correct or
no answer, it learns to always predict ‘no answer’.
We therefore propose a ternary reward structure in
which a positive reward is given to a correct an-
swer, a neutral reward when eNOANSWER is se-
lected as an answer, and a negative reward for an

France

. . .

No
Answer

Paris

No
Answer

Macron

. . .

No
Answer

Capital of

No answer No answer

President of-1 Lives in

No answer

Figure 3: Fictional graph for the the question “What’s
the capital of France?”. The relation (Capital of) does
not exist in the graph and thus an alternative path needs
to be used that leads to the correct answer. To avoid that
the agent returns an incorrect answer when not finding
the correct answer, a ‘no answer’ relation is added be-
tween every entity node and a special ‘no answer’ node,
to be able to return ‘no answer’.

incorrect answer. More formally:

R(sT ) =





rpos if eT = ea,

0 if eT = eNOANSWER,

rneg if eT 6∈ {ea, eNOANSWER}
(4)

with rpos>0 and rneg<0. The idea is that the agent
receives a larger reward for a correct answer com-
pared to not answering the question, and a neg-
ative reward for incorrectly answering a question
compared to not answering the question. In the ex-
perimental section, we show that this mechanism
provides better performance.

6 Experimental setup

We evaluate our proposed approach on a pub-
licly available dataset, FB15k-237 (Toutanova
and Chen, 2015) which is based on the Free-
base knowledge graph and a proprietary dataset
Alexa69k-378 which is a sample of Alexa’s pro-
prietary knowledge graph. Both the public dataset
and the proprietary dataset are good examples of
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Model Hits@1 Hits@10 MRR Precision Answer Rate QA Score

(Das et al., 2018) 0.217 0.456 0.293 0.217 1 0.357
(Lin et al., 2018) 0.329 0.544 0.393 0.329 1 0.495

RL 0.2475 0.4032 0.2983 0.2475 1 0.3968
Supervised 0.2474 0.4929 0.3276 0.2474 1 0.3967

Supervised + RL 0.2736 0.5015 0.3469 0.2736 1 0.4296
No Answer RL 0.2345 0.3845 0.2831 0.4011 0.5847 0.4758

All 0.2738 0.4412 0.3286 0.4835 0.5663 0.5216

Table 1: Results on FB15k-237 dataset.

Model Hits@1 Hits@10 MRR Precision Answer Rate QA Score

(Das et al., 2018) 0.1790 0.2772 0.2123 0.1790 1 0.3036
(Lin et al., 2018) 0.1915 0.3184 0.2358 0.1915 1 0.3214

RL 0.1677 0.2716 0.2031 0.1677 1 0.2872
Supervised 0.1471 0.3142 0.203 0.1471 1 0.2565

Supervised + RL 0.1937 0.3045 0.2312 0.1937 1 0.3245
No Answer RL 0.1564 0.2442 0.1858 0.3892 0.4019 0.3955

All 0.1865 0.294 0.2229 0.3454 0.5401 0.4213

Table 2: Results on Alexa69k-378 dataset.

#queries
#ent #rel #facts valid test

FB15k-237

14,505 237 272,115 17,535 20,466

Alexa69k-378

69,098 378 442,591 55,186 55,474

Table 3: Statistics of the datasets.

real-world general-purpose knowledge graphs that
can be used for question answering. FB15k-237
contains 14,505 different entities and 237 different
relations resulting in 272,115 facts. Alexa69k-378
contains 69,098 different entities and 378 differ-
ent relations resulting in 442,591 facts. We fol-
low the setup of Das et al. (2018), using the same
train/val/test splits for FB15k-237. For Alexa69k-
378 we use 10% of the full dataset for validation
and test. For both datasets, we add the reverse re-
lations of all relations in the training set in order
to facilitate backward navigation following the ap-
proach of previous work. Similarly, a ‘no op’ rela-
tion is added for each entity between the entity and
itself, which allows the agent to loop/reason mul-

tiple consecutive steps over the same entity. An
overview of both datasets can be found in Table 3.

We extend the publicly available implementa-
tion of Das et al. (2018) for our experimentation.
We set the size of the entity and relation repre-
sentations d at 100 and the hidden state at 200.
We use a single layer LSTM and train models
with path length 3 (tuned using hyper-parameter
search). We optimize the neural network using
Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with learning rate
0.001, mini-batches of size 256 with 20 rollouts
per example. During the test time, we use beam
search with the beam size of 100. Unlike Das et al.
(2018), we also train entity embeddings after ini-
tializing them with random values. Reward values
are set as rpos = 10 and rneg = −0.1 after per-
forming a coarse grid search for various reward
values on the validation set. For all experiments,
we selected the best model with the highest QA
Score on the corresponding validation set.

7 Results

The results of our experiments for FB15k-237 and
Alexa69k-378 are given in Table 1 and Table 2 re-
spectively.
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Supervised learning For FB15k-237, we see
that the model trained using reinforcement learn-
ing (RL) scores as well as the model trained using
supervised learning. This makes supervised learn-
ing using DFS a strong baseline system for ques-
tion answering over knowledge graphs, and for
FB15k-237 in particular. On Alexa69k-378, mod-
els trained using supervised learning score lower
on all metrics compared to RL. When combining
supervised learning with RL overall performance
increases.

No answer When we train RL system with our
ternary reward structure (No Answer RL), the
precision and QA score increase significantly on
both datasets. For FB15k-237, our No Answer
RL model decided not to answer over 40% of
the questions, with an absolute hits@1 reduc-
tion of only 1.3% over standard RL. Moreover,
of all the answered questions, 40.11% were an-
swered correctly compared to 24.75% of the orig-
inal question-answering system: an absolute im-
provement of over 15%. This resulted in the final
QA Score of 47.58%, around 8% higher than stan-
dard RL and 12% higher than Das et al. (2018).

Similarly, 60% of the questions did not get an-
swered on Alexa69k-378. This resulted in hits@1
decrease of roughly 1% but compared to stan-
dard RL, the precision increased from 16.77% to
38.92%: an absolute increase of more than 20%.
The final QA Score also increased from 28.72%
to 39.55%, and also significantly improved over
Das et al. (2018) and Lin et al. (2018). The re-
sults indicate that using our method allows us to
improve the precision of the question-answering
system by choosing the right questions to be an-
swered by not answering many questions that were
previously answered incorrectly. This comes at the
expense of not answering some questions that pre-
viously could be answered correctly.

All Finally, all methods were combined in a sin-
gle method. First the model was pretrained in a su-
pervised way. Then the model was retrained using
RL algorithm with ternary reward structure. This
jointly trained model obtained better QA scores
than any individually trained model. On FB15k-
237, a QA score of 52.16% is obtained which is
an absolute improvement of 4.58% over the best
individual model and 2.66% over Lin et al. (2018).
Similarly, on Alexa69k-378, an absolute improve-
ment of 2.57% over the best individual result is
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Figure 4: Influence of changing the positive reward for
FB15k-237. The negative reward is fixed at rneg =
−0.1 and the neutral reward is fixed at rneutral = 0.
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Figure 5: Influence of changing the negative reward for
FB15k-237. The positive reward is fixed at rpos = 10
and the neutral reward is fixed at rneutral = 0.

obtained, almost 10% absolute improvement over
Lin et al. (2018). Sample results from our method
are given in Table 4 and Table 5.

Reward tuning An important part of increasing
the QA score is to select the right combination of
rewards. Therefore, we ran additional experiments
where we varied either the positive or negative re-
ward, keeping the other rewards fixed. In Figure 4,
the precision, answer rate and QA score are shown
when varying the positive reward and keeping the
neutral and negative rewards fixed. When, the pos-
itive reward is very small (rpos = 0.625), almost
no question is answered. When the positive re-
ward rpos is 1.25, roughly 20% of the questions
are answered with a 50% precision. After that,
the precision starts declining and the answer rate
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Question: eq = Bruce Broughton, rq = Profession. Answer: ea = Music Composer

Bruce Broughton Oscar Best Music Nino Rota Music Composer
Award Nominee Award Winner Profession

Question: eq = Washington nationals, rq = Sports Team Sport. Answer: ea = Baseball

Washington Nationals National League Milwaukee Braves Baseball
Sports League-1 Sports League Sports Team Sport

Table 4: Example paths of correctly answered questions on FB15k-237. Note that the fact (eq, rq, ea) is not part
of the KG.

Question: eq = Sherlock holmes (movie), rq = Story By. Answer: ea = Conan Doyle

Sherlock holmes (movie) Wardrobe Supervisor Wardrobe Sup. Wardrobe Sup.
Film Crew Role No op No op

Sherlock holmes (movie) Wardrobe Supervisor No answer No answer
Film Crew Role No answer No answer

Table 5: Example question from FB15k-237, incorrectly answered by (Das et al., 2018) and not answered by our
system. Note that the fact (eq, rq, ea) is not part of the KG.

starts increasing, resulting in an overall increase in
QA score. The QA score plateaus between 5 and
10 and then starts decreasing slowly. In Figure 5,
the precision, answer rate and QA score are shown
when varying the negative reward and keeping the
neutral and positive rewards fixed. In this case,
the highest QA score is achieved when the nega-
tive reward is between -0.25 and -0.1. As long as
the negative reward is lower than zero, a wrong an-
swer gets penalized and the QA score stays high.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we addressed the limitations of
current approaches for question answering over
a knowledge graph that use reinforcement learn-
ing. Rather than only returning a correct or in-
correct answer, we allowed the model to not an-
swer a question when it is not sure about it. Our
ternary reward structure gives different rewards
for correctly answered, incorrectly answered and
not answered questions. We also introduced a
new evaluation metric which takes these three op-
tions into account. We showed that we can signif-
icantly improve the precision of answered ques-
tions compared to previous approaches, making
this a promising direction for the practical usage
in knowledge graph-based QA systems.
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Abstract

Software Requirement Specification docu-
ments provide natural language descriptions of
the core functional requirements as a set of
use-cases. Essentially, each use-case contains
a set of actors and sequences of steps describ-
ing the interactions among them. Goals of use-
case reviews and analyses include their cor-
rectness, completeness, detection of ambigu-
ities, prototyping, verification, test case gen-
eration and traceability. Message Sequence
Charts (MSC) have been proposed as an ex-
pressive, rigorous yet intuitive visual represen-
tation of use-cases. In this paper, we describe
a linguistic knowledge-based approach to ex-
tract MSCs from use-cases. Compared to ex-
isting techniques, we extract richer constructs
of the MSC notation such as timers, conditions
and alt-boxes. We apply this tool to extract
MSCs from several real-life software use-case
descriptions and show that it performs better
than the existing techniques.

1 Introduction

Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) pro-
cesses generate large and complex natural lan-
guage text documents, which provide a rich play-
ground for NLP tecnhiques. In particular, NLP
techniques have been extensively applied to ana-
lyze requirements specifications for early detec-
tion of problems such as ambiguity and incom-
pleteness during reviews and inspections; e.g.,
(Gervasi and Zowghi, 2005; Chantree et al., 2006;
Kiyavitskaya et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2011; Ferrari
et al., 2017a; Rosadini et al., 2017). Another line
of research is concerned with automatically trans-
lating software requirements in natural language

to various formal models, in order to provide as-
sistance in downstream SDLC tasks like prototyp-
ing, verification, test case generation and trace-
ability. Specifically, use-cases provide a textual
description of the core functional requirements as
sequences of interactions among actors. Hence,
Message Sequence Charts (MSC) have been pro-
posed as an expressive, rigorous yet intuitive vi-
sual representation of use-cases (Feijs, 2000; Kof,
2008; Yue et al., 2015).

In extracting the MSC from a use-case descrip-
tion, we have to first identify actors, which refer
to human users, physical objects, systems, sub-
systems and components. Next, we need to iden-
tify interactions among the actors in the form of
messages of the MSC. The actor which initiates
an interaction i.e. sends a message is called the
sender and the actors which receive (or experi-
ence) the interaction are called receivers. NLP
techniques face various challenges in these steps.
Firstly, an actor (or an interaction) may be referred
in different ways (actor or event co-reference).
Secondly, since there is no standardized way of
writing use-cases, there is tremendous variety in
expressing various aspects of the functionality;
e.g., main and alternate flows. While restrictions
such as templates or structured English have been
imposed for writing use-cases e.g., (Arora et al.,
2015), we assume that a use-case is written as a
sequence of numbered steps in the main flow, and
an alternate flow for any steps in the main flow is
specified separately. We impose no linguistic re-
striction in writing each step in the use-case. Fi-
nally, MSC is a rich notation with many complex
facilities apart from representing actors and mes-
sages. Some of these include alt-boxes, conditions
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Use Case: Move to Station
Actors: Supervisory System, AGV system, motor, vehicle, arrival sensor, robot arm
Main Flow:
1. The Supervisory System sends a message to the AGV system requesting it to move
to a factory station and load a part.
2. The AGV System commands the motor to start moving.
3. The motor notifies the AGV System that the vehicle has started moving.
4. The AGV System sends a Departed message to the Supervisory System.
5. The arrival sensor notifies the AGV System that it has arrived at factory
station.
6. The AGV System determines that this station is the destination station and
commands the motor to stop moving.
7. The motor notifies the AGV System that the vehicle has stopped moving.
8. The AGV System commands the robot arm to load the part within 10 seconds.
9. The arm notifies the AGV System that the part has been loaded.
10. The AGV System sends an Arrived message to the Supervisory System.
Alternate Flow:
1. Step 6 to Step 10: If the vehicle arrives at a different station from the
destination station , the vehicle passes the station without stopping and sends a
Passed factory station without stopping message to the Supervisory System.

Table 1: Sample use-case description

and timers. It is challenging to detect appropri-
ate parts of the input text which can be mapped to
these constructs. Table 1 shows an example use-
case and Figure 1 shows the corresponding MSC.

Figure 1: MSC corresponding to the use-case descrip-
tion in Table 1

In this paper, we describe our approach to ex-
tract MSCs from use-cases based on Open In-
formation Extraction (OpenIE) (Mausam, 2016).
OpenIE extracts structured information from a

sentence in the form of relation tuples represent-
ing a relation between its subject and one or more
objects. We use OpenIE to extract candidate mes-
sages and their senders / receivers. We further use
WordNet and dependency parsing1 for filtering the
OpenIE candidates and obtaining the final set of
messages to be depicted on the MSC.

The MSC representation supports richer con-
structs such as timers, conditions and alt-boxes.
Timers represent start and end of specific time du-
rations related to the messages and are shown by
hourglass shaped markers. For instance, to capture
the information that part loading should be com-
pleted in 10 seconds (Step 8 in Table 1), a timer
can be used. Accordingly, Figure 1 shows a timer
of duration 10 seconds on the timeline of the actor
“the AGV system”. Conditions represent state or
situation of one or more actors and are shown as
text labels inside hexagonal boxes. In Figure 1, a
condition is shown on the timeline of the actors -
“the AGV system” and “the motor” denoting the
state of the system to be at the destination station.
Alt-boxes are used to represent an alternate control
flow with respect to a certain condition applicable
to a set of actors. They are denoted using demar-
cating lines separating the normal and alternate set
of messages. In the example (Table 1), based on
the condition of the station at which the vehicle
has arrived, the step mentioned as alteranate flow
or the steps 6 to 10 of the normal flow need to be
followed. This branching is depicted using the alt-

1In this paper, we use the Stanford CoreNLP (Manning
et al., 2014) pipeline for dependency parsing.
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box shown in Figure 1.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2

covers the related work; Section 3 describes the
MSC extraction approach; Section 4 describes the
experiments and discusses one of the use-cases in
detail; Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

Feijs (2000) studies the relationship between nat-
ural language use cases and message sequence
charts. He uses context-free generative grammars
for natural language description of use-cases that
use object-oriented system development methods.
However, this study focuses on simple sentences
and sentences with coordination and subordina-
tion. Moreover, this study does not discuss empir-
ical evaluation of the use-case to MSC conversion.

Kof (2007a) proposes a method for representing
a software requirement document using a MSC.
This method takes a software requirement docu-
ment and a list of valid actors as its inputs. For a
verb in a sentence it generates a message such that
the valid actor appearing before the verb is identi-
fied as the sender, the valid actor appearing imme-
diately after the verb is identified as the receiver
and the text starting from the verb and ending be-
fore the receiver is identified as the message label.
Kof (2007b) further extends this approach to in-
clude sentences with multiple verbs, conjunctions
and passive voice. Kof (2007a) also proposes a set
of heuristics to handle missing sender or receiver
of a message. A key limitation of this method
is that it ignores syntactic as well as semantic
relations between the verb and its corresponding
sender or receiver. Hence it is possible that some
of the <sender, message label, receiver> tuples
may not be valid semantically. It is important to
note that Kof (2007a; 2007b) do not focus on other
features of MSC such as conditions, timers and alt-
boxes.

3 MSC Extraction

In this section, we describe our approach for cre-
ation of an MSC for a given use-case description.
The approach involves running OpenIE based
extraction on the input use-case text and process-
ing it further for extracting the MSC elements
namely actors and messages. Additionally, the
approach applies a set of linguistic rules to extract
conditions, alt boxes and timers.

Processing input using OpenIE: Use-case
descriptions generally use well-written English.
Over such text, generation of candidate messages
requires a simple relation and argument extractor.
We thus propose use of the OpenIE framework
which provides tuples of the form (left argument,
relation, right argument 1, right argument 2, . . .)
along with confidence scores with each tuple.
We first process the input use-cases through
the OpenIE technique described in (Mausam
et al., 2012; Mausam, 2016) and obtain a list of
candidate messages.

Defining Actors in Software Engineering Use-
Cases: In general (Bedi et al., 2017; Patil et al.,
2018; Palshikar et al., 2019), the notion of actors
in MSC is based on named entities of the types
- PERSON, LOCATION and ORGANIZATION.
However, in the software requirements domain,
these may not be the only entities interacting with
each other. This criteria is extended and is pro-
posed to include:

• PERSONS (Human SYSTEM users), OR-
GANIZATIONS and LOCATIONS

• SYSTEMS (such as Supervisory System, Li-
brary System)

• Persistent components of SYSTEMS (such as
servers, databases, customer accounts)

• Persistent processes in the SYSTEM (such as
schedulers, daemons)

• SYSTEM components (GUI elements like
buttons, menus, and similar)

Also, as part of the definition of actors, it is im-
portant to exclude the following entities seen in
software requirements text.

• Attributes of the above entities (such as user-
names, passwords)

• Transient entities and business processes
(such as requests, responses, registration pro-
cess)

To realize this definition of actors we propose a
WordNet based approach and check if a candidate
actor is a valid actor. We refer to this verification
while identifying messages.

We consider all noun phrases as candidate ac-
tors and then filter them based on two criteria. If
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the head word of the noun phrase has certain spe-
cific senses as part of its WordNet hypernym hier-
archy, we consider it as a valid actor. These spe-
cific senses are gathered manually through obser-
vation and consist of “Physical Object” (sense 1),
“thing” (sense 4 and sense 12), “matter” (sense 3),
“substance” (sense 1 and 4) and “Causal agent”
(sense 1). This filters out abstract entities which
are not actors such as request, response and
message.

To allow computer and system related nouns
which are abstract in nature and have none of
the above specified senses in their hypernym path,
we apply the second criteria. We allow nouns
with head words having the following senses in
their hypernym hierarchy: “Computer”, “Com-
puter File” and “database”.
Identifying Messages: For identifying messages,
we begin by considering output of the OpenIE tool
on the use-case text which gives us a set of tu-
ples in each sentence. These candidate message
tuples are given input to the message identifica-
tion approach and the list of filtered messages with
their senders and receivers are obtained as output.
The message identification approach is described
in Algorithm 1.

The algorithm iterates over the set of OpenIE
tuples. For each tuple, it checks if the left argu-
ment is a valid actor which is the sender of the
message. The valid actor check is based on the
proposed definition of actors. If the left argument
is not a valid actor the tuple is ignored. This en-
sures that each message has a valid sender.

For each right argument, if it has a single
dependency subtree and is a valid actor, the tuple
is regarded as a valid message. If the subtree is not
a valid actor but is dependent to the relation it is
appended to the relation string. In the case when
there are multiple subtrees in a right argument,
subtrees with their head words as valid actors are
considered receivers of the message.

Extracting Conditions: We consider a text
fragment in a use-case as a condition, if it denotes
a state or property and the set of associated actors
are those that are “involved” in that condition.
A condition text is often either a verb phrase
(VP) (has stopped moving), a noun phrase (NP)
(power failure) or an adjective phrase (ADJP),
though sometimes a prepositional phrase (PP)
is also observed. Since not all VPs or NPs are

Algorithm 1: identify messages
Input: T = Set of tuples given by OpenIE for a

sentence. T = t; t confidence >= threshold
where each t = (left argument, rel, right
arguments...)

Output: set of messages M with each message m
having three attributes: sender, message label
(msg label) and set of receivers

1 foreach tuple t ∈ T do
2 m := ()
3 if t.left arg is a valid actor then
4 m.sender := t.left arg

5 else
6 continue

7 m.msg label := t.rel
8 foreach arg ∈ t.right arguments do
9 if arg contains only one dependency

subtree then
10 if arg is a valid actor then
11 m.receivers ∪ arg

12 else if head of t.rel is governor
of head of arg then

13 m.msg label := append(m.msg label,
arg)

14 else
15 foreach dep st ∈ arg′s

disjoint dependency subtrees do
16 if dep st headed by a noun

and is valid actor then
17 m.receivers ∪ arg

18 else
19 if head of t.rel is governor of

head of dep st then
20 m.msg label =

append(m.msg label,
dep st)

21 foreach r in m.receivers do
22 new tuple := (m.sender, m.msg label, r)
23 M = M ∪ (new tuple)

24 return M

conditions, we have designed a set of linguistic
rules to identify conditions: (1) Any ADJP con-
nected to a copula (or copula-like) verb and also
to an actor through nsubj dependency relation
(The valve is open). (2) Any VP connected to
a copula (or copula-like) verb through auxpass
dependency relation and also connected to an
actor through nsubjpass dependency relation (The
page is refreshed). (3) Any VP connected to
a copula-like verb v (e.g., remains) through an
xcomp dependency and v is connected to an actor
through nsubj (The engine remains idling).
(4) A VP V connected to cue phrases like if,

upon, in case of, where the head verb of V
has an actor as a part of its dependency subtree
(If power to the pump fails). (5) If a NP
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is predicative nominal of another NP, the text
segment comprising these NPs is considered as a
condition (This station is the destination

station.)

Extracting Alt-Boxes: Alt boxes in the MSC rep-
resentation are useful to represent paths alternate
to the normal flow of events. This is an important
construct especially for use-case descriptions as
alternate steps of action occur frequently with
software systems. For identifying these alternate
paths and representing them as alt boxes in MSCs,
we harness the structure of use-case descriptions.
As per our observation, there are generally two
styles in which alternate paths are specified in
use-case descriptions. In one format, the alternate
flow is specified separately from the normal. The
alternate flow provides a pointer to the set of steps
in the normal flow to which it is alternate to. We
use this structural information and capture mes-
sages from the alternate flow to be shown in “alt”
to the corresponding normal flow messages. In
another format, the alternate step is specified just
after the normal flow step marked by a set of con-
ditional prepositions such as if or prepositional
phrases such as in case, in the event of or
adverbs such as else, otherwise. We identify
these markers with the help of regular expression
based patterns and separate the alternate step from
the normal step. The later format however, does
not provide scope information of alternate steps.
Based on observation of multiple use-cases of real
software systems, we make an assumption that the
scope of the alternate flow begins at the normal
flow step with which it is specified and lasts till
the last step in the normal flow.

Extracting Timers: MSC supports an important
construct - the “timer”, to capture interactions
which must happen in a time-bound manner. A
timer may be attached to an actor’s time-line
or a condition. Timers in a use-case descrip-
tion are extracted through two steps. Firstly,
we identify the durative time expressions in
the input use-case description using regular
expression based patterns such as [0 − 9] +
(milliseconds|seconds|minutes|hours|days)
(numbers followed by time period expressions
like milliseconds, seconds, minutes, hours, days).
Secondly, using the OpenIE output, we identify
the relation for which the time expressions iden-

tified in the previous step appears as a temporal
argument. We attach a timer to time-line around
the message.

4 Experimentation Details

4.1 Dataset and Evaluation

We report results in this paper on a set of 4 use-
cases obtained from publicly available Software
Requirement Specifications (SRS) of real life soft-
ware systems (Ferrari et al., 2017b). These use-
cases are AGV (Automated Guided Vehicle Sys-
tem), G6 & G16 (gamma-j web order system) and
EMS (Electronic Monitoring System). Addition-
ally, we use one more use-case (TRAIN) from
an internal project dealing with Automatic Train
Control systems.

We manually create the gold standard MSC for
each use-case and use them to evaluate our extrac-
tion system. As part of the evaluation, we com-
pare the performance of our system with a baseline
technique proposed in (Kof, 2007a,b).

We evaluate the proposed approach on five lev-
els of increasing complexity starting from actor
identification to complete message extraction:

1. Actors : At this level we evaluate the predicted
actors with respect to the gold actors. A pre-
dicted actor is a true positive if its complete
phrase is present exactly in the set of gold ac-
tors. False positives and false negatives are ac-
cordingly computed.

2. Message label : At this level we evaluate only
the message label of each predicted message
with respect to labels of gold messages. A pre-
dicted message label from a sentence is con-
sidered as a true positive if the main verb of
the label matches the main verb of a gold mes-
sage from the same sentence. False positives
and false negatives are accordingly computed.

3. Message label + Sender : At this level we
evaluate the combination of message label and
sender of each predicted message with respect
to the same combination for gold messages. A
predicted combination from a sentence is con-
sidered as a true positive if it matches the com-
bination from a gold message from the same
sentence.

4. Message label + Receiver : At this level we
evaluate the combination of message label and
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Dataset Actors Message Sender Receiver Complete
Label Message

AGV B 0.552 0.083 0.080 0.071 0.071
M 0.800 0.741 0.741 0.581 0.581

G6 B 0.667 0.667 0.667 0.571 0.571
M 0.778 0.947 0.947 0.727 0.727

G16 B 0.667 0.769 0.769 0.571 0.571
M 0.800 1.000 1.000 0.933 0.933

EMS3 B 0.727 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333
M 0.909 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750

TRAIN B 0.556 0.667 0.444 0.526 0.421
M 0.941 0.800 0.800 0.706 0.706

Table 2: Comparative performance for MSC Extraction. M: Our approach described in Algorithm 1. B: Baseline
approach based on Kof (2007a; 2007b)

receiver of each predicted message with re-
spect to the same combination for gold mes-
sages. We compute F1-measure on similar
lines as above.

5. Message label + Sender + Receiver : At this
level we evaluate the complete message i.e.
combination of message label, sender and re-
ceiver with respect to the complete gold mes-
sages. We compute F1-measure on similar
lines as above.

As each level’s performance, we report the F1-
measure in Table 2. Our approach outperforms the
baseline on all datasets on all evaluation levels.

For extraction of the complex constructs like
conditions, alt-boxes and timers, we employ a set
of simple rules described earlier. The baseline
technique proposed in (Kof, 2007a,b) does not fo-
cus on identifying these constructs.

4.2 Analysis

It is important to note that performance of the pro-
posed approach is dependent on the performance
of tools in the NLP processing backend (which are
WordNet, Stanford CoreNLP and OpenIE in this
case). We highlight a few error cases to explain
the NLP challenges encountered.

OpenIE fails to identify any relation in
some sentences. For example, in the sentence
System stores order confirmation and

order details., OpenIE does not generate any
relation of the form <System, stores, order

confirmation>, because it identifies “stores” as
a noun. Hence our approach fails to identify the
messages in this sentence.

In the context of use-case description texts,
there are multiple words which have domain spe-
cific senses which are not captured by resources

like WordNet, e.g., “flag”, “ticket”, “turnkey”,
etc. As our approach depends on WordNet
to identify valid actors, it may identify certain
spurious messages. For example, in the sen-
tence System appends cookie with flag for

completed checkout process., our approach
identifies “flag” as a valid actor even though in
this context it is not. Hence, it creates an incor-
rect message with sender as “System” and “flag”
as receiver.

In use-cases we frequently observe that the
actors are part of multiple interactions and a single
actor is referred by multiple lexical mentions.
Hence, it is necessary to perform coreference
resolution to group multiple mentions of an actor
and represent it using a canonical mention in the
MSC. However, we observed that performing
coreference resolution to group coreferring actor
mentions together, degrades the performance. The
average (over all use-cases) complete message
identification performance degrades from an
F1 of 74% to 45%. This is because of sev-
eral incorrect coreference links identified by
the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit. E.g., consider
the following extract from a use-case: The

Supervisory System sends a message to

the AGV system requesting it to move to

a factory station and load a part. The

AGV System commands the motor to start

moving. Here, Stanford CoreNLP incorrectly
identifies The Supervisory System in the first
sentence and The AGV System in the second
sentence as coreferences.

These examples point out the NLP challenges
faced in automated extraction of MSC and the
need for further research.
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Figure 2: MSC for sample use-case about addition of a new train in the automated train system

4.3 Discussion on the TRAIN Use-Case
We have used the MSC to analyze the software
use-cases for an industrial computer-controlled
automated train system. It is used to move ores
from mines. The automated train system has fol-
lowing key components: (i) the Railway Con-
troller Software (RCS) system, (ii) the Checker
Functionality (CF) system, (iii) the On-Board
Computer (OBC) system. The locomotive train is
controlled by the RCS. This system is used by var-
ious operators such as the crusher operator, etc. A
brief use-case about addition of a new locomotive
train into the the set of trains already under control
of the RCS is described below:-

1. Crusher operator provides a
TrainOnRail command.

2. The data about the train is passed
to CF System.

3. CF System replies OK to RCS System.

4. CF System adds the train to its
database.

5. At the beginning the state of the
train is CM INITIALIZATION.

6. OBC System in the train starts
initialization.

7. After initialization, the state of
the train becomes CM AUTOMATIC.

8. RCS System sends commands to the CF
System for validation.

9. CF System confirms validity of
command to the RCS System.

Figure 2 shows the MSC for this use-case. Us-
ing the MSC, we are able to identify the gaps

in the use-case specification as well as gener-
ate test-cases from the use-case. For instance,
in the above use-case, the expected behaviour of
the automated train system is not specified if the
RCS sends a command while the train is still
in the CM INITIALIZATION state. The domain
expert then clarified that the RCS should never
send the commands till the train state becomes
CM AUTOMATIC. Based on the tools and tech-
niques (Alur et al., 1996) developed for verifying
MSC properties, it can be verified that such a se-
quence of infeasible actions is not specified in the
set of given use-cases. Also, it can be verified that
there are no contradictions in the given set of use-
cases. It is also possible to develop test-case out-
lines using the MSCs prepared from the use-case
descriptions. Such test-case generation is part of
our future work.

5 Conclusions

We explored automatic extraction of Message
Sequence Charts (MSC) from use-case descrip-
tions in Software Requirement Specification doc-
uments. In this paper, we described an Open IE
based approach which uses linguistic knowledge
such as dependency parsing and WordNet hyper-
nyms to extract MSCs from use-cases. Compared
to existing techniques, we also extracted richer
constructs of the MSC notation such as timers,
conditions and alt-boxes. Our approach outper-
forms the baseline on a dataset of five real-life use-
cases.
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Abstract

A capable, automatic Question Answering
(QA) system can provide more complete
and accurate answers using a comprehen-
sive knowledge base (KB). One important
approach to constructing a comprehensive
knowledge base is to extract information from
Wikipedia infobox tables to populate an ex-
isting KB. Despite previous successes in the
Infobox Extraction (IBE) problem (e.g., DB-
pedia), three major challenges remain: 1) De-
terministic extraction patterns used in DBpe-
dia are vulnerable to template changes; 2)
Over-trusting Wikipedia anchor links can lead
to entity disambiguation errors; 3) Heuristic-
based extraction of unlinkable entities yields
low precision, hurting both accuracy and com-
pleteness of the final KB. This paper presents
a robust approach that tackles all three chal-
lenges. We build probabilistic models to pre-
dict relations between entity mentions directly
from the infobox tables in HTML. The en-
tity mentions are linked to identifiers in an ex-
isting KB if possible. The unlinkable ones
are also parsed and preserved in the final out-
put. Training data for both the relation extrac-
tion and the entity linking models are auto-
matically generated using distant supervision.
We demonstrate the empirical effectiveness of
the proposed method in both precision and re-
call compared to a strong IBE baseline, DBpe-
dia, with an absolute improvement of 41.3%
in average F1. We also show that our ex-
traction makes the final KB significantly more
complete, improving the completeness score
of list-value relation types by 61.4%.

1 Introduction

Most existing knowledge bases (KBs) are largely
incomplete. This can be seen in Wikidata (Vran-
dečić and Krötzsch, 2014), which is a widely used

∗ Work performed at Apple Inc.

knowledge graph created largely by human edi-
tors. Only 46% of person entities in Wikidata
have birth places available 1. An estimate of 584
million facts are maintained in Wikipedia, not in
Wikidata (Hellmann, 2018). A downstream appli-
cation such as Question Answering (QA) will suf-
fer from this incompleteness, and fail to answer
certain questions or even provide an incorrect an-
swer especially for a question about a list of enti-
ties due to a closed-world assumption. Previous
work on enriching and growing existing knowl-
edge bases includes relation extraction on nat-
ural language text (Wu and Weld, 2007; Mintz
et al., 2009; Hoffmann et al., 2011; Surdeanu et al.,
2012; Koch et al., 2014), knowledge base reason-
ing from existing facts (Lao et al., 2011; Guu et al.,
2015; Das et al., 2017), and many others (Dong
et al., 2014).

Wikipedia (https://wikipedia.org)
has been one of the key resources used for
knowledge base construction. In many Wikipedia
pages, a summary table of the subject, called an
infobox table, is presented in the top right region
of the page (see the leftmost table in Figure 1 for
the infobox table of The_Beatles). Infobox
tables offer a unique opportunity for extracting
information and populating a knowledge base.
An infobox table is structurally formatted as an
HTML table and therefore it is often not necessary
to parse the text into a syntactic parse tree as
in natural language extraction. Intra-Wikipedia
anchor links are prevalent in infobox tables,
often providing unambiguous references to en-
tities. Most importantly, a significant amount
of information represented in the infobox tables
are not otherwise available in a more traditional
structured knowledge base, such as Wikidata.

We are not the first to use infobox tables

1as of June 2018
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for knowledge base completion. The pioneering
work of DBpedia (Auer et al., 2007; Lehmann
et al., 2015)2 extracts canonical knowledge triples
(subject, relation type, object) from infobox
tables with a manually created mapping from Me-
diawiki 3 templates to relation types. Despite the
success of the DBpedia project, three major chal-
lenges remain. First, deterministic mappings are
sensitive to template changes. If Wikipedia modi-
fies an infobox template (e.g., the attribute “birth-
Date” is renamed to “dateOfBirth”), the DBpe-
dia mappings need to be manually updated. Sec-
ondly, while Wikipedia anchor links facilitate dis-
ambiguation of string values in the infobox ta-
bles, blindly trusting the anchor links can cause
errors. For instance, both “Sasha” and “Malia,”
children of Barack Obama, are linked to a sec-
tion of the Wikipedia page of Barack_Obama,
rather than their own pages. Finally, little atten-
tion has been paid to the extraction of unlinkable
entities. For example, Larry King has married
seven women, only one of which can be linked to
a Wikipedia page. A knowledge base without the
information of the other six entities will provide
an incorrect answer to the question “How many
women has Larry King married?”

In this paper, we present a system, RIBE, to
tackle all three challenges: 1) We build proba-
bilistic models to predict relations and object en-
tity links. The learned models are more robust
to changes in the underlying data representation
than manually maintained mappings. 2) We incor-
porate the information from HTML anchors and
build an entity linking system to link string values
to entities rather than fully relying on the anchor
links. 3) We produce high-quality extractions even
when the objects are unlinkable, which improves
the completeness of the final knowledge base.

We demonstrate that the proposed method is ef-
fective in extracting over 50 relation types. Com-
pared to a strong IBE baseline, DBpedia, our
extractions achieve significant improvements on
both precision and recall, with a 41.3% increase in
average F1 score. We also show that the extracted
triples add a great value to an existing knowledge

2Throughout the paper, we use “DBpedia” to refer to
its infobox extraction component rather than the DBpedia
knowledge base unless specified. We use Wikidata as the
baseline knowledge base for our experiments since it is up-
dated more frequently. The last release DBpedia knowledge
base was in 2016.

3Mediawiki is a markup language that defines the page
layout and presentation of Wikipedia pages.

base, Wikidata, improving an average recall of
list-value relation types by 61.4%.

To summarize, our contributions are three-fold:

• RIBE produces high-quality extractions,
achieving higher precision and recall com-
pared to DBpedia.
• Our extractions make Wikidata more com-

plete by adding a significant number of triples
for 51 relation types.
• RIBE extracts relations with unlinkable enti-

ties, which are crucial for the completeness
of list-value relation types and the question
answering capability from a knowledge base.

2 Related Work

Auer and Lehmann (2007) proposed to extract in-
formation from infobox tables by pattern match-
ing against Mediawiki templates and parsing and
transforming them into RDF triples. However, re-
lation types of the triples remain lexical and can
be ambiguous. Lehmann et al. (2015) introduced
an ontology to reduce the ambiguity in relation
types. A mapping from infobox attributes to the
ontology 4 is manually created, which is brittle to
template changes. In contrast, RIBE is much more
robust. It trains statistical models with distant su-
pervision from Wikidata to automatically learn the
mapping from infobox attributes to Wikidata re-
lation types. RIBE properly parses infobox val-
ues into separate object mentions, instead of rely-
ing on existing Mediawiki boundaries as in (Auer
and Lehmann, 2007; Lehmann et al., 2015). The
RIBE entity linker learns to make entity link pre-
dictions rather than a direct translation of anchor
links (Auer and Lehmann, 2007; Lehmann et al.,
2015) vulnerable to human edit errors. While
there is other relevant work, due to space con-
straints, it is discussed throughout the paper and
in the appendices as appropriate.

3 Problem Definition

We define a relation as a triple (e1, r, e2) or
r(e1, e2), where r is the relation type and e1,
e2 are the subject and the object entities respec-
tively 5. We define an entity mention m as the
surface form of an entity, and a relation mention

4DBpedia Mappings Wiki at http://mappings.
dbpedia.org .

5e2 can also be a literal value such as a number or a time
expression unless specified.
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as a pair of entity mentions (m1,m2) for a rela-
tion type r. We denote the set of infobox tables
by T = {t1, t2, ..., tn} where ti appears in the
Wikipedia page of the entity ei

6. The Infobox
Extraction problem studied in this paper aims at
extracting a set of relation triples r(e1, e2) from
an input of Wikipedia infobox tables T .

4 System Overview

We describe the RIBE system in this section.
Wikidata (Vrandečić and Krötzsch, 2014) is em-
ployed as the base external KB. We draw distant
supervision from it by matching candidate men-
tions against Wikidata relation triples for training
statistical models. We also link our mentions to
Wikidata entities 7 and compare our extractions to
it for evaluation (Tables 4, 8). The final output of
RIBE is a set of relation triples R = {ri(ei1, ei2)}.

4.1 Relation Extraction
Figure 1 depicts an overview of the relation extrac-
tor. It extracts relation mentions r(m1,m2) from
each infobox table in T in four stages: entity men-
tion generation, feature generation, distant super-
vision, and model training and inference.

4.1.1 Mention Generation
We parse each infobox table rendered in HTML,
instead of the raw Mediawiki template, to gen-
erate object mentions. As the infobox templates
evolve over time, different Mediawiki templates
have been used to describe the same type of things.
Despite the difference in templates, the rendered
infobox tables in HTML displays a surprisingly
consistent format: each row contains an attribute
cell and an attribute value cell.

We chunk the text of each attribute value cell
and generate object mentions using a few heuris-
tics such as HTML tag boundaries. Table 5 in
Appendix A shows the heuristics. Each pair of
subject and object mentions becomes one relation
mention candidate. Note that an off-the-shelf noun
phrase chunker (Sang and Buchholz, 2000) or a
Named Entity Recognition (NER) tagger (Finkel
et al., 2005) doesn’t work well in this case as they
are often trained on grammatical sentences instead
of the textual segments seen in infobox tables.

6We assume that only one representative infobox table is
available on each page.

7Note that each Wikipedia page has a corresponding
Wikidata entry. Exceptions exist but are negligible. In this
paper, we use “Wikipedia entity” and “Wikidata entity” in-
terchangeably for the same real-world entity.

4.1.2 Feature Generation
For each relation mention, we generate features
similar to the ones from Mintz et al. (2009), with
some modifications. Since the subject of a rela-
tion mention is outside the infobox, most gener-
ated features focus on the object (e.g., the word
shape of the object mention), and its context (e.g.,
the infobox attribute value). Table 6 in Appendix
A lists the complete set of features.

4.1.3 Distant Supervision
Instead of manually collecting training examples,
we use distant supervision (Craven and Kumlien,
1999; Bunescu and Mooney, 2007; Mintz et al.,
2009) from Wikidata to automatically generate
training data for relation extraction. We assume
that a pair of mentions (me1 ,m2) expresses the
relation type r if we are able to match m2 to
e2 where r(e1, e2) is a Wikidata relation. Since
the object mention m2 is non-canonical, we do a
string match between the entity name and the men-
tion text or a direct entity match if an anchor link
exists for the mention. We construct the negative
training data for a relation type r by combining
positive examples of other relation types and a ran-
dom sample of the unlabeled entity mention pairs.

4.1.4 Model Training and Inference
We train a binary logistic regression classi-
fier (Friedman et al., 2001) for each relation type.
The classifier predicts how likely a pair of entity
mentions is to express a relation type r. We only
output relations with probabilities higher than a
threshold θ (0.9 is used empirically). Otherwise, a
mention pair is deemed to not express any relation
type. We choose one binary classifier for each type
rather than a single multi-class classifier because
one pair of mentions can express multiple relation
types. For example, the mention pair (“The Beat-
les”, “England”) under the attribute “Origin” (see
Fig. 1) expresses two relation types: country of
origin and location of formation.

4.2 Entity Linking & Normalization

Figure 2 provides an overview of the entity linker
in four stages: candidate generation, feature gen-
eration, distant supervision, and model training
and inference. The subject mei of each extracted
relation mention r(mei ,m2) is trivially linked to
the subject entity ei. The entity linker links the
object mention to a Wikidata entity unless no cor-
responding entity exists, in which case we mark
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Figure 1: Relation Extractor Overview
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Figure 2: Entity Linker Overview

m2 an unlinkable entity. We normalize the literal
values when m2 is not an entity reference.8

4.2.1 Candidate Generation
We generate candidate entities {ẽi2} form2 in each
r(me1 ,m2) extracted. Candidate entities are gen-
erated from the anchor link associated with the
mention if present, matching the surface form text
of anchor links harvested from other pages for the
same relation type r, and type-aware name match-
ing with Wikidata entities. We determine the en-
tity type(s) of the object for a relation type r from
the statistics of existing relation triples in Wiki-
data. In this work, we use a set of coarse-grained
entity types: person, band, school, organization,
location, event, creative work, and award.9

4.2.2 Feature Generation
We generate features for each candidate entity of
m2, including lexical features of m2, textual sim-
ilarity between the entity name and m2, how the
candidate entity is generated (e.g., anchor link or
name matching), and for name matching, the kind
of names the mention is matched against (e.g., har-

8For relation types with quantity objects such as popu-
lation and height, date objects such as birth date, or string
values such as website, we normalize them into a canonical
form with respect to each data type.

9When the required entity type is absent from this set
(e.g., an object value of the language spoken relation type),
no candidate is provided from type-aware name matching.

vested surface form text or an entity alias). Con-
textual information surrounding m2 in the same
infobox is also used for disambiguation.10

4.2.3 Distant Supervision
Similar to Sec. 4.1.3, we use Wikidata to distantly
supervise the entity linker. We compare each
r(me1 , ẽ

i
2) triple with all r(e1, e2) triples from

Wikidata. The candidate entity in which ẽi2 = e2
is labeled as a positive example, while the rest of
the candidate entities are considered negative ex-
amples. Note that the supervision is noisy because
there may be multiple valid or very similar canoni-
cal entities for the same r(me1 ,m2), especially for
relation types such as genre. Additional heuristic
rules are used to denoise the supervision (cf. la-
beling functions in Ratner et al. (2016)).

4.2.4 Model training & Inference
We use a logistic regression model to predict the
probability of each candidate for a mention. The
candidate entity with the highest probability for a
mention is chosen. If the highest probability does
not meet a threshold (0.5 is chosen empirically),
we mark a mention an unlinkable entity. For
location-type objects, we make a collective pre-
diction that the entity choices of neighboring men-
tions are decided altogether (see Appendix B.2).

10See feature examples in Table 7 of Appendix A.
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5 Experiments

In this section, we conduct experiments to answer
the following questions:

• Does RIBE produce high-quality extrac-
tions? (Sec. 5.2)
• Are these extractions a significant addition to

Wikidata? (Sec. 5.3)
• How does the extraction with unlinkable en-

tities affect the quality of the KB especially
for the list-valued relation types? (Sec. 5.4)

5.1 Data
We use Wikipedia infobox tables and Wikidata 11

to construct our training and evaluation data set.
We test RIBE on both coarse-grained entity types
such as person, location and event as well as fine-
grained ones such as band and school. We denote
the set of entity types ET . A set of 51 Wikidata
relation types RT is used as extraction targets, a
sample of which is shown in Table 4 12.

To assign types to entities, we first recursively
traverse Wikidata to collect all sub-types of a tar-
get entity type t ∈ ET via the subclass of relation.
For example, both city and state are subclasses of
type location. Next, we use the instance of rela-
tion type to identify types for entities. An entity is
deemed type t if and only if it appears as the sub-
ject of an instance of relation, where the object is
one of the sub-types of t. Around 1.2 million in-
fobox tables remain after a subject type filtering.
Table 1 displays a type breakdown.

5.2 Extraction Quality
We compare RIBE with a strong IBE baseline,
DBpedia (Lehmann et al., 2015). We obtain ex-
tractions from DBpedia by running their extrac-
tor13 on the same set of 1.2 million infobox ta-
bles. We identified 74 mappings of relation types
between DBpedia and Wikidata from the DBpe-
dia ontology14. 23 of them overlap with our target
relation set RT (see Table 3). We divide DBpe-
dia relation types by subject types. For instance,
we create two sub-types person:record_label and
band:record_label from the DBpedia relation type
recordLabel, where the first one includes record-
Label relations with subject type person, and the
second one with band. Table 2 lists the complete

11An 11/2018 Wikipedia and a 06/2018 Wikidata dump.
12The full list is provided in Table 8 in Appendix C
13
https://github.com/dbpedia/extraction-framework/

14
https://wiki.dbpedia.org/Downloads2014#h395-1

Subject entity type Percentage (%)
Person 81.5
Event 10.4

Location 3.3
Band 2.7

School 1.9

Table 1: Infobox subject entity type breakdown.

Subject:Relation type Wikidata DBpedia
per:team P54 team

per:place_of_birth P19 birthPlace
per:date_of_birth P569 birthDate

per:occupation P106 occupation
per:place_of_death P20 deathPlace
per:date_of_death P570 deathDate
per:educated_at P69 almaMater

band:has_member P527

bandMember
formerBandMember

currentMember
pastMember

per:spouse P26 spouse
per:award P166 award
per:child P40 child

per:political_party P102 party
per:partner P551 residence

per:record_label P264 recordLabel*
per:parent K206 parent
band:genre P136 genre

per:instrument P1303 instrument
band:record_label P264 recordLabel*

per:employer P108 employer
per:burial_place P119 placeOfBurial

school:student_count P2196 numberOfStudents
band:country P17 country
event:country P17 country

loc:largest_city K223 largestCity
loc:ethic_group P172 ethnicGroup*

Table 2: Mappings from Wikidata relation types to DB-
pedia ones. The relation types followed by * are miss-
ing from the output generated by the DBpedia extrac-
tion code but present in the latest public DBpedia data
release. We use the latter for those relation types for a
fair comparison.

mappings of relation types from Wikidata to DB-
pedia.

5.2.1 Evaluation Methodology
We evaluate the extraction quality for each rela-
tion type r ∈ RT using four metrics: yield, pre-
cision, recall, and F1 score. Yield (Y) is de-
fined as the number of all uniquely extracted re-
lations r(e1, e2). To compute precision and re-
call, we first collect a ground truth set of relations
G = {Gr|r ∈ RT}. 15 We create a union of ex-
tractions from RIBE and DBpedia, and randomly
sample around 100 entities with at least one re-
lation extracted from either system. This is sim-
ilar to the pooling methodology used in the TAC
KBP evaluation process (TAC, 2017). The sam-
pled extractions are graded by human annotators.

15If both systems have low true recall, this ground truth set
will have low recall as well. While we leave a better estimate
of recall for future work, anecdotally we see that that is not
the case here.
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Subject Relation Type Yield P / R / F1 (%) C (%)
RIBE DBpedia RIBE DBpedia RIBE DBpedia

person team 1,606,179 27598 97.9 / 99.4 / 98.6 42.8 / 0.8 / 1.5 97.6 1.1
person place of birth 1,222,396 733498 99.3 / 80.5 / 88.9 100.0 / 51.6 / 68.0 74.0 39.4
person date of birth 878,537 478383 100.0 / 98.1 / 99.0 100.0 / 48.6 / 65.4 - -
person occupation 541,901 355723 99.4 / 98.9 / 99.1 34.4 / 16.5 / 22.3 97.8 13.9
person place of death 445,128 226721 98.7 / 97.5 / 98.1 98.8 / 54.0 / 69.8 95.6 45.0
person birth name 325,594 89574 98.9 / 97.0 / 97.9 100.0 / 25.0 / 40.0 97.0 25.0
person date of death 317,489 187762 100.0 / 98.0 / 98.9 100.0 / 57.6 / 73.0 - -
person educated at 279,661 100916 93.3 / 96.2 / 94.7 100.0 / 36.9 / 53.9 94.0 32.6
band has member 186,090 49485 97.6 / 98.8 / 98.1 97.4 / 19.2 / 32.0 92.7 11.4

person spouse 156,984 40312 96.6 / 98.3 / 97.4 92.5 / 21.4 / 34.7 97.8 17.3
person award 119,136 91158 91.5 / 92.6 / 92.0 73.6 / 58.3 / 65.0 85.7 52.3
person child 115,582 30441 97.6 / 96.2 / 96.8 98.1 / 25.5 / 40.4 93.4 25.0
person political party 111,061 45528 100.0 / 96.0 / 97.9 100.0 / 36.6 / 53.5 95.5 31.4
person partner 94,541 57354 100.0 / 89.8 / 94.6 100.0 / 56.7 / 72.3 87.7 51.1
person record label 82,478 46440 99.1 / 96.2 / 97.6 100.0 / 52.8 / 69.1 90.7 38.1
person parent 79,497 36105 98.0 / 94.4 / 96.1 93.6 / 36.9 / 52.9 92.6 33.6
band genre 78,742 66843 99.2 / 98.8 / 99.0 99.1 / 76.7 / 86.4 96.9 84.6

person instrument 69,816 42150 100.0 / 94.2 / 97.0 96.1 / 40.9 / 57.3 91.8 36.7
band record label 64,148 37883 98.5 / 97.2 / 97.8 97.6 / 59.2 / 73.7 93.4 46.7

person employer 62,183 8726 93.2 / 96.8 / 94.9 92.5 / 16.1 / 27.4 95.7 20.0
person place of burial 54,430 1141 98.6 / 98.7 / 98.6 100.0 / 4.0 / 7.6 97.8 4.3
school student count 20,410 24624 98.6 / 79.6 / 88.1 98.7 / 83.9 / 90.7 - -
event country 12,625 9028 100.0 / 89.3 / 94.3 50.0 / 23.8 / 32.2 88.7 23.7

location largest city 914 3205 100.0 / 24.5 / 39.3 100.0 / 89.8 / 94.6 - -
location ethnic group 753 147 91.1 / 90.8 / 90.9 83.9 / 16.8 / 27.9 84.1 18.8

Average 97.9 / 91.9 / 93.8 89.9 / 40.3 / 52.5 92.4 31.0

Table 3: Comparison with DBpedia. P /R/F1 denotes Precision/Recall/F1 measures. C denotes the completeness score for
list-value relation types. An asterisk marks the relation types that are missing from the output generated by the DBpedia
extraction code but present in the last public DBpedia release at https://wiki.dbpedia.org/develop/datasets/
dbpedia-version-2016-10. We use the latter for those relation types to conduct a fair comparison.

According to our annotation guidelines, we mark
an extraction incorrect if one of the the following
is met.

• The relation is not expressed in the infobox.

• The object entity has an incorrect identifier.

• The object of a relation triple is unlinked by
the system but should be linked in the ground
truth. For instance, a string “United States”
not linked to its entity identifier in Wikidata
is considered incorrect.

• The object is incorrectly parsed. For exam-
ple, “Sasha and Malia” would be an incorrect
extraction for the child relation of Barack
Obama.

The final set Gr consists of all correct relations
of the sampled entities from both approaches. The
number of labels varies from 83 for event:country
to 557 for band:has_member, resulting in a total
of 4,858 labels on triples and an average of 194
per relation type. The Precision (P) of a system s,
RIBE or DBpedia, is computed as P s

r = |Us
r∩Gr|
|Us

r | ,
whereU s

r is the set of all extracted relations of r by
system s. An absolute Recall (R) of the universe
is difficult to compute. We compute an estimated
recallRs

r =
|Us

r∩Gr|
|Gr| w.r.t the ground truth set. The

standard F1 Score (F1) is computed as a harmonic
mean of Pr and Rr.

5.2.2 Results

Table 3 shows that RIBE achieves better precision,
recall, F1, and yield for almost all relation types.
The DBpedia extractor underperforms for two rea-
sons. First, the extraction fully relies on Wikipedia
anchor links for entity linking, which not only
hurts the precision due to erroneous links, but also
results in a low linked ratio since mentions with-
out anchor links will not be linked. Secondly, it
treats each row in an infobox table as one mention
without proper chunking in the absence of anchor
links. This approach hurts both precision and re-
call, since an extracted string value of “Sasha and
Malia” for child not only misses the correct enti-
ties for both Sasha and Malia, but also provides
false information that “Sasha and Malia” repre-
sents one single person. In contrast, RIBE identi-
fies object mentions from infobox rows and pre-
dicts entity links even when no anchor link ex-
ists. Also, RIBE is able to consistently link to enti-
ties whose types are compatible to the target rela-
tion type. For example, we consistently link to an
occupation object (e.g., Lawyer) for occupation
rather than to a discipline (e.g., Law).
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Relation type (Wikidata ID) Wikidata yield RIBE yield +Yield (%) Linked (%) Precision (%)
student count (P2196) 1,325 23,440 1758.5 N/A 94.78

doctoral student (P185) 2,998 9,131 263.0 78.8 97.96
has part (P527)* 105,825 185,804 166.2 18.9 100.00

recurring date (P837) 785 1,282 126.5 89.4 95.65
instrument (P1303) 56,877 69,800 93.3 98.6 100.00

member of sports team (P54) 1,190,242 1,600,285 51.3 95.0 96.69
unmarried partner (P451) 5,263 3,108 44.5 53.1 98.97
doctoral advisor (P184) 14,300 10,688 35.2 73.9 97.12

destination point (P1444) 4,942 1,824 19.1 98.8 100.00
award received (P166) 498,505 118,509 16.3 77.4 93.18
official website (P856) 525,496 100,623 11.0 N/A 100.00

population (P1082) 695,577 53,071 4.9 N/A 100.00
sibling (P3373) 188,328 12,129 4.1 75.4 100.00

country of citizenship (P27) 2,687,600 239,798 2.4 98.6 100.00

Table 4: Comparison with Wikidata for a sample of relation types. See Table 8 in Appendix C for the full list. The column
Wikidata yield shows the total number of relation triples in Wikidata per relation type. RIBE yield shows the total number of
relation triples extracted by RIBE. +Yield represents the number of relation triples we extract that are not in Wikidata divided
by Wikidata counts. Data is added to Wikidata organically by editors and the source is not limited to infoboxes. Therefore yield
comparison shows that extractions from infoboxes may complement Wikidata to construct a better knowledge graph.Linked
(%) shows that the percentage of relation triples with their objects linked to Wikidata entities (“N/A” if the object type is a
literal value). ∗We use P527 to represent band has member where the subject entity is a band and the object entity is a current
or past member of the band.

5.3 Complement to Wikidata
We compare RIBE to Wikidata using the same sub-
ject type filter on Wikidata relation types. Table 4
shows the evaluation for a sample of relation types
(see Table 8 in Appendix C for the complete list).
To evaluate the quality of extra yield, we compute
per-relation-type precision by randomly sampling
100 relation triples that do not exist in Wikidata
(around 5.1k labels in total). The predictions are
graded by human annotators and precision is com-
puted as described in Sec. 5.2.1. RIBE achieves a
significant increase in yield over Wikidata (17 out
of 51 relation types have 100%+ increase), while
maintaining higher than 95% precision for almost
all relation types. This indicates that the extracted
triples are high-quality and a critical complement
to Wikidata.16 We observe that relation types with
person object type have a lower linked ratio since
not all objects have corresponding entities in Wiki-
data (e.g., children of celebrities).

5.4 Completeness of list-value relation types
A list-value relation type allows multiple objects
for the same subject (e.g., a person can have mul-
tiple children). In order to measure the complete-
ness of extractions for list-value relation types, we
define a completeness score C for each relation
type r using a set equality by comparing the ex-
tracted set of object values for each subject en-
tity to the ground truth set. To compute Cr, we
average the completeness scores over the sam-
pled subject entities. The “C (%)” column of Ta-

16Wikidata is mostly curated by human edits and therefore
the Wikidata yield and RIBE yield is not directly comparable.

ble 3 shows that RIBE consistently produces sub-
stantially more complete extractions than DBpedia
does.

6 Conclusion and Future Directions

We proposed a novel system, RIBE, that extracts
knowledge triples from Wikipedia infobox tables.
The proposed system produces high-quality data
and improves the average F1 score over 51 rela-
tion types by 41.3% compared to a strong IBE
system, DBpedia. We also empirically show the
added value of the extracted knowledge with re-
spect to Wikidata. Additionally, RIBE takes into
account unlinkable entities, dramatically improv-
ing the completeness of list-value relation types.

In future work, we would like to investigate
its effectiveness and robustness in a cross-lingual
setting. We would like to work on Entity Dis-
covery (Hoffart et al., 2014; Wick et al., 2013)
to discover and disambiguate the unlinkable enti-
ties. We would also like to jointly model the rela-
tion extractor and the entity linker to improve the
model performance.
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A Mention Generation Heuristics and
Example Features

We present the heuristics used in mention gener-
ation of the relation extractor in Table 5 and ex-
ample features in Table 6 and 7 for the relation
extractor and the entity linker respectively.

B Implementation Details

In this appendix, we describe a few implementa-
tion details in addressing the noise from distant
supervision and making collective entity link pre-
diction.

B.1 Denoise Distant Supervision

Distant supervision for relation extraction assumes
that every occurrence of two entities that par-
ticipate in a known relation expresses the re-
lation. However, the assumption does not al-
ways hold. For example, in the infobox table of
John Lennon (https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/John_Lennon), the object men-
tion “Yoko Ono” appears under both Spouse(s)
and Associated acts. Both occurrences of
(“John Lennon”, “Yoko Ono”) will be labeled as
positive instances of the spouse relation type in
Wikidata, despite the second occurrence being un-
related. Therefore, we introduce a whitelist Ar

of normalized infobox attributes 17 if the relation
type r is vulnerable to noise. A relation mention
r(m1,m2) (e.g., the second occurrence of John
Lennon and Yoko Ono) will be removed if the
attribute a (e.g., associated_act) is not inAr

(e.g., {spouse, wife, husband}).

B.2 Collective Entity Linking

Locations are often presented in multiple levels,
such as “San Jose, CA, USA”. There are many
candidate cities named “San Jose” in Wikidata.
One candidate San Jose, CA has a relation lo-
cated in 18 with California, which is a can-
didate for the mention “CA”. Another candidate
San Jose, Costa Rica does not have such
a relation with the neighboring mention and there-
fore is less likely to be the correct entity. Similarly,
if two cities are mentioned together, the candidate
entities that are in the same country are more likely
to be the correct prediction at the same time. This

17We normalize a raw infobox attribute by singularizing
and converting all tokens to lower case.

18It is equivalent to the Wikidata relation type P131, lo-
cated in the administrative territorial entity.
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Heuristic Input example Output example
Keep anchor linked text intact Earnest & Young [Earnest & Young]

Split and reconstruct dates Jan 12-14th, 2013 [2013-01-12, 2013-01-14]
Split on special characters Monday/Tuesday [Monday, Tuesday]

Split on stop words Alice, and Bob [Alice, Bob]

Table 5: Heuristics used for mention generation in the relation extractor.

Feature Type Feature Example
Lexical Normalized infobox attribute of the object mention PROP=member
Lexical Position of the mention in the list of object values POS=0
Lexical Head and tail tokens of the object mention t_0=Paul
Lexical Window of k tokens to the left of the object mention t-1=Lennon
Lexical Window of k tokens to the right of the object mention t+1=George
Lexical Word shape of the object mention NUM:ALL
Lexical Type of the object mention TYPE:LOC
Lexical Whether all tokens in the mention are upper-cased OBJ_UPPER

Conjunctive Conjunction of two features PROP=member&POS=0

Table 6: Example features used in the relation extractor.

Feature Type Feature Example
CandGen Source of the candidate entity source=anchor_link
CandGen Match key between entity and mention phrase match_key=alias
CandGen Conjunctive Source and Match key P740:s=linkˆmk=phrase
CandGen Candidate Generator P740:link_match_w_phrase

Type Object entity type P740:LOC
Phrase Coarse-grained similarity score fuzzy_score=3
Context Entity and neighboring phrases Q5355602ˆphrase1=england
Context Overlap in page links and Wikidata triples has_connection_P413

Table 7: Example features used in the entity linker.

also applies to relation types such as educated at,
which expects schools as object entities. A loca-
tion mention following the school name may help
disambiguate.

We perform this collective entity linking ap-
proach (Cucerzan, 2007; Kulkarni et al., 2009;
Ling et al., 2015) in the following way: for can-
didate entities ei and ej of two neighboring men-
tions, we represent the relation between the two by
rij . From this we calculate the normalized score
(NS) for a location phrase with token length ` de-
fined as

NS =




α
∑`

i pi (` = 1)
1
`

∑`
i pi +

1

(`2)

∑`
i,j ri,j (` > 1)

, (1)

where

rij =

{
1.0 located_in(ei, ej)

0.5 same_country(ei, ej)
, (2)

pi is the local probability of ei being the correct
entity and α is a hyperparameter empirically set to

1.5. For ` > 1, the maximum NS allowed is 2. A
score larger than 1 implies a presence of either lo-
cated in or same country relation. If NS is above a
threshold, say 1.3, we sort by (`, NS) in descend-
ing order and choose the top set of entities. While
we prefer entities that are consistent with a longer
phrase, the threshold accounts for the incomplete-
ness of the relation located in. If there is no candi-
date with a NS above the threshold, we choose the
candidate with the highest NS.

Conceptually the same method (with differ-
ent link types rij) can be applied to all object
types. However in practice we found that for
non-location entities the impact was small and not
worth the increased computation.

C Supplementary Experimental Results

In this appendix, we present the complete version
of Table 4 in Table 8.
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Relation name (Wikidata ID) Wikidata yield RIBE Yield +Yield (%) Linked (%) Precision (%)
student count (P2196) 1,325 23,440 1758.5 N/A 94.78

work period (start) (P2031) 11,154 157,273 1384.6 N/A 100.00
statistical leader (P3279) 1,699 20,637 1125.1 90.6 98.08

allegiance (P945) 4,725 37,497 721.7 99.7 98.82
largest city *** 242 919 279.7 99.9 100.00

doctoral student (P185) 2,998 9,131 263.0 78.8 97.96
record label (P264) 46,900 146,259 236.7 66.4 97.20

location (P276) 52,320 128,419 216.0 95.6 99.17
has part (P527) * 105,825 185,804 166.2 18.9 100.00
winner (P1346) 28,182 52,016 156.7 97.9 100.00

spouse (P26) 91,458 155,795 137.2 25.8 98.98
end time (P582) 19,762 33,682 136.0 N/A 98.95

recurring date (P837) 785 1,282 126.5 89.4 95.65
genre (P136) 134,712 228,276 123.6 98.2 96.77

start time (P580) 20,611 31,557 121.9 N/A 100.00
residence (P551) 61,040 94,003 121.3 97.6 100.00

instrument (P1303) 56,877 69,800 93.3 98.6 100.00
location of formation (P740) 23,405 30,878 84.5 99.8 98.10

consecrator (P1598) 4,934 5,315 83.8 92.1 98.35
child (P40) 147,599 115,621 61.2 28.7 96.91

member of sports team (P54) 1,190,242 1,600,285 51.3 95.0 96.69
place of burial (P119) 88,068 53,584 49.6 80.9 100.00

conflict (P607) 92,886 73,931 49.2 98.5 98.15
dissolved (P576) 32,589 16,409 48.8 N/A 99.04

unmarried partner (P451) 5,263 3,108 44.5 53.1 98.97
place of death (P20) 637,832 441,445 41.7 96.2 97.12

musical conductor (P3300) 340 236 40.3 60.3 100.00
place of birth (P19) 1,685,695 1,218,098 37.1 96.5 100.00

doctoral advisor (P184) 14,300 10,688 35.2 73.9 97.12
parent ** 141,409 79,372 33.9 48.7 100.00

family (P53) 22,245 14,590 33.6 84.6 88.78
student (P802) 12,665 3,813 26.3 68.1 100.00

destination point (P1444) 4,942 1,824 19.1 98.8 100.00
start point (P1427) 5,115 1,912 18.6 99.1 98.95
employer (P108) 247,406 61,741 17.1 90.9 95.54

member of political party (P102) 238,962 110,263 16.6 97.7 95.96
award received (P166) 498,505 118,509 16.3 77.4 93.18

religion (P140) 54,654 9,519 14.4 99.2 98.99
educated at (P69) 752,542 277,301 14.3 95.1 93.16

point in time (P585) 164,951 34,960 13.4 N/A 98.95
official website (P856) 525,496 100,623 11.0 N/A 100.00

occupation (P106) 3,624,331 539,557 8.5 93.4 98.99
inception (P571) 349,012 49,202 8.0 N/A 98.98

population (P1082) 695,577 53,071 4.9 N/A 100.00
date of birth (P569) 2,685,493 876,610 4.6 N/A 100.00

sibling (P3373) 188,328 12,129 4.1 75.4 100.00
date of death (P570) 1,309,427 315,381 3.9 N/A 99.00

country of citizenship (P27) 2,687,600 239,798 2.4 98.6 100.00
country (P17) 1,690,459 34,707 1.6 99.9 95.90

languages (P1412) 611,498 6,891 0.4 99.4 98.90
sport (P641) 689,697 5,466 0.2 100.0 100.00

Table 8: Comparison with Wikidata. The column Wikidata yield shows the total number of relation triples in
Wikidata per relation type. RIBE yield shows the total number of relation triples extracted by RIBE. +Yield shows
the number of relation triples we extract that are not in Wikidata. Linked (%) shows that the percentage of relation
triples with their objects linked to Wikidata entities. ∗ We use P527 to represent band has member where the
subject entity is a band and the object entity is a current or past member of the band. Note that parent and largest
city in Table 8 do not currently exist in Wikidata. ** We combine relations for Wikidata predicates father (P22)
and mother (P25) to form the parent relation type. *** We collect all the cities located in every location entity, e,
in Wikidata that contains cities and use the city with the largest and latest population number as the largest city of
e. This way, we construct a total of 242 largest city relations from Wikidata.
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Abstract

In this paper we present a new method for
spoken language understanding to support a
spoken dialogue system handling complex di-
alogues in the food ordering domain. Using
a small amount of authentic food ordering dia-
logues yields better results than a large amount
of synthetic ones. The size of the data makes
this approach amenable to cold start projects
in the multi-level sequence labeling domain.
We used windowed word n-grams, POS tag
sequences and pre-trained word embeddings
as features. Results show that a heteroge-
neous feature set with the k-NN learner per-
forms competitively against the state-of-the-
art results and achieve an F-score of 60.71.

1 Introduction

Handling complex dialogues between customers
and agents is hard, especially in the food order-
ing domain where there are a lot of hesitations and
noise involved. A sample dialogue with only the
customer side available is shown in Figure 1. The
agent side is not available since our software setup
does not include an Automatic Speech Recogni-
tion (ASR) component on the agent side. The
complexity stems from the fact that food ordering
dialogues are mixed initiative, and individual cus-
tomer utterances may contain multiple intents and
refer to food items with complex structure. For ex-
ample, a customer might say “Can I get a deluxe
burger with large fries and oh put extra mayo on
the burger would you?” Since essentially we are
trying to give each word an IOB tag with some
sub-label referring to a specific class, it is natu-
ral that we approach this task as a multi-level se-
quence labeling problem. Additionally, this must
be performed with limited authentic training data,
since we are starting from scratch and not many
dialogues have been collected from our customers
yet.

uh give me a medium order of
onion rings and i ’d like to
have them well done

no tartar no lettuce but
i ’d like to have uh mustard
pickles on

yes that ’s it

Figure 1: A Sample Dialogue with only the Customer
Side Available

Both traditional methods such as Hidden
Markov Models (HMMs), Maximum Entropy
Markov Models (MEMMs), or Conditional Ran-
dom Fields (CRFs) and newer methods like Deep
Neural Networks (DNNs) or Bi-directional Long
Short-Term Memories (BiLSTMs) typically use
only homogeneous feature sets. Here homoge-
neous feature set refers to the type of feature
set within which there is only one type of fea-
ture, for example, the presence/absence word n-
grams. Heterogeneous feature set, on the other
hand, refers to the type of feature set within which
at least more than one type of feature are used, for
example, the presence/absence of word n-grams
and pre-trained word embeddings, one being sym-
bolic and the other being vectorized. Newer meth-
ods perform better but also require considerably
more data. Previous research has synthesized data
to obtain the required amounts for training.

We use a k-NN learner with a heterogeneous
feature set. Instead of using a massive amount of
synthetic dialogues, we are able to achieve supe-
rior results by annotating less than 1% of the au-
thentic ones. This is within a reasonable budget of
time and effort for a cold start project. To incor-
porate traditional linguistic knowledge and distri-
butional word representation, we used windowed
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word n-grams, POS tag sequences and pre-trained
word embeddings as features. We performed ex-
periments comparing the use of synthetic and au-
thentic customer data while also performing semi-
supervised self-training to obtain additional la-
beled data.

2 Related Work

Many techniques from slot filling and information
retrieval have been adopted for the understanding
task in dialogues. For example, (Xu and Sarikaya,
2013) implement a CNN-CRF that performs joint
intent detection and slot filling over user utter-
ances in the ATIS corpus. (Hakkani-Tür et al.,
2016) explore the use of bi-directional RNNs for
extraction of domain type, intent, and slot-fillers
from the users of a virtual assistant when they
booked flights. (El Asri et al., 2017) implement a
pipeline of DNNs to perform intent and slot filler
extraction over user utterances in the Frames cor-
pus for a travel planning task. Unlike the current
work, the understanding task is simpler. Whereas
we focus on hierarchical structure, previous work
has focused on fillers for flat structures.

Traditional methods like HMMs, MEMMs or
CRFs mostly typically take only homogeneous
feature set where only one type of feature (e.g.,
words or POS tags) can be used. The accuracy of
such methods is also no longer the state of the art.
Newer methods like DNNs and BiLSTMs make
use of the recent advances in feature representa-
tion, like word embeddings, but are usually con-
fined to use homogeneous features, since using
heterogenous features would go against the design
philosophy of DNNs of not needing feature engi-
neering. They also require a much larger training
data set that sometimes we do not have to achieve
the state-of-the-art accuracy.

A lack of a large amount of hand annotated data
hampers the effectiveness of these methods. Even
leaving aside the matter of annotated data, for cer-
tain applications, it is difficult to even obtain a set
of raw utterances. In this kind of situation, one
approach that is still feasible is to synthesize data
from hand generated templates, an instantiation
of which has been applied to sentence planning
(Walker et al., 2001).

We use TiMBL as the implementation of the
k-NN classifier (Daelemans et al.). It is one of
the most widely-used k-NN classifiers. The im-
plemented algorithms have in common that they

store some representation of the training set ex-
plicitly in memory. During testing, new cases are
classified by extrapolation from the most similar
stored cases. For over fifteen years TiMBL has
been mostly used in natural language processing
as a machine learning classifier component. Due
to its particular decision-tree-based implementa-
tion, TiMBL is in many cases far more efficient
in classification than a standard k-nearest neigh-
bor algorithm would be.

3 Methodology

3.1 Data Set

In this project, we the (Chen et al., 2018) data
set. In that paper, an annotation scheme is de-
scribed that is suitable for describing food order-
ing intents for a target restaurant, but can also be
customized to describe ordering at other types of
restaurants or even to describe ordering products
in general. The annotation scheme is applied to a
corpus of human-human dialogs in the food order-
ing domain from an undisclosed restaurant loca-
tion. The resulting data set consists of 95 dialogs
out of which all of the customer utterances, 462
of them, have been annotated with food item men-
tions and intents.

This data set has been annotated with three lev-
els of annotation: entity, item and intent. Entities
are atomic elements of orderable food items. One
or more entities can be composed into an item,
representing something that may be ordered by the
customer. In general, intents represent the com-
municative goals of the customer. For our domain,
these primarily involve adding, modifying, and re-
moving food items from the customer’s order.

Figure 2 is an example of an utterance labeled
with the three levels of our annotation scheme. In
this example, there are two items, a sausage cheese
croissant and a medium hash brown, which can
be decomposed into five entities, sausage, cheese,
croissant, medium, and hash brown. Thus, it
shows the compositional nature of of food item
specification in this annotation scheme.

Generally intent analysis is perceived as a clas-
sification task because most existing dialog cor-
pora contain one intent per utterance (Hemphill
et al., 1990). However, as around 42.2% of our
data contain more than one intent per utterance,
we define this intent analysis task as a sequence
labeling task. We assume any consecutive N-
word span in one utterance can be labeled as one
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Figure 2: Annotation on the Three Levels

entity/item/intent and it is possible, even likely,
that there is more than one span in each utter-
ance. For example, in Figure 2, the example utter-
ance contains two intents, IN CONV MISC and
IN ADD ITEM.

3.2 Synthetic Data Set

The synthetic data generator consists of a context
free grammar that generates not only customer ut-
terances but also the entities, items, and intents
that go with each utterance. The grammar con-
sists of rules each having nonzero positive inte-
ger weights. Rules to generate entities correspond
to menu items and ways to specify variations of
menu items (e.g. small versus large). Customer
utterances are generated by randomly selecting
rules from the grammar, simulating a context free
derivation.

There are 170 rules to generate intent se-
quences, 1275 rules to generate items, and 450
rules to generate entities. For our experiments, the
data generator was run so that 55,000 synthetic ut-
terances were generated.

3.3 Sequence Labeling as a Classification
Task

Sequence labeling can be treated as a set of in-
dependent classification tasks, one per member of
the sequence. We acknowledge that the accuracy
is generally improved by making the optimal la-
bel for a given element dependent on the choices
of nearby elements, using special algorithms to
choose the globally best set of labels for the en-
tire sequence at once (Erdogan, 2010).

However, we would like to present our k-
NN classification appproach. With the help of
post-processing, our approach yields better results
compared to classic MEMMs, CRFs or neural net-
works.

In our approach, each word in the utterance
is labeled independently. Post-processing is per-
formed for each utterance after all the words are
labeled. The post-processing step contains two ac-
tions:

1. If an N-word span does not begin with a be-
ginning (B-) tag, correct it to be a beginning
tag.

2. In an N-word span, if several enti-
ties/items/intents are identified, per-
form a majority vote to unify the enti-
ties/items/intents.

Table 1 is a comparison between the predicted
labels and the labels after post-processing. For ex-
ample, the predicted label for a certain span may
look like the second column in Table 1. There are
two obvious prediction mistakes we can systemat-
ically correct without introducing new ones. The
first IOB tag can be corrected from ”I-” to ”B-”
since it is the beginning of the chunk. Since there
is a two-to-three split in the item labels, we can
also unify the labels by taking a majority vote to
make them all ” BURGER ITEM”.

We will show in Section 4 that post-processing
will improve upon the classification results.

3.4 Experiment Setup

Our series of experiment contains four subsets of
experiments. The results are presented in Section
4 and discussed in Section 5.

The first set of experiments uses synthesized
training data provided by the synthetic data gen-
erator and both human transcribed (HT) and
automatic speech recognition (ASR) customer-
generated test data. In the second set of experi-
ments, we switched from using synthesized train-
ing data to using human transcribed training data.
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Words Predicted Labels Labels after Post-processing
a I- BURGER ITEM B- BURGER ITEM
double I- MEAL ITEM I- BURGER ITEM
burger I- BURGER ITEM I- BURGER ITEM
with I- BURGER ITEM I- BURGER ITEM
cheese I- MEAL ITEM I- BURGER ITEM

Table 1: Predicted and Post-processed Labels

We tested on both human transcribed and ASR
data.

In the third set of experiments, we investi-
gate how semi-supervised training can help with
the classification task. We obtained additional
unannotated but human transcribed data only one
eighth the size of our synthesized data. We used
the annotated human transcribed data, which is
identical to the training set in the second set, as
our seeding data and performed prediction on our
additional data set. We use the distance as a con-
fidence measure, so we could set multiple thresh-
olds and add the prediction as additional training
data to our training set. The thresholds were set
at the first, second and third quartile. We also ex-
perimented with only using the predictions of the
additional data as our training set. In this exper-
iment setting, all the predictions that have a dis-
tance of zero, which is a confidence of 100%, are
also removed to increase the diversity of the train-
ing set as this kind of predictions are simply exact
matches to the seeding training set.

In the fourth set of experiments, we moved back
to using only the annotated human transcribed
training data. However, with the help of ASR im-
provement, we tested on a more accurate test set.
We performed post-processing in this set of exper-
iments as well.

In experiments comparing TiMBL with the
use of other classifiers, we specifically compare
against MEMM (McCallum et al., 2000) and
BiLSTM-CRF with ELMO embeddings (Peters
et al., 2018). For the BiLSTM-CRF we use the
Baseline open source software package (Pressel
et al., 2018).

All experiments include parameter optimization
in reported results.

3.5 Features

Most machine learning models prefer homoge-
neous data. We usually use data of the same
type in one feature matrix. For example, in bag-

of-words (BOW) approach towards text classifi-
cation, we fill in every cell of the matrix with a
Boolean value (present/absent) of a certain word
or character n-gram. Another example would be,
for image classification, we pass the raw pixel
value to a deep neural network. Such vector rep-
resentations of words and sentences are also com-
mon among recent works in natural language pro-
cessing. Word2vec, GloVe and ELMO word em-
beddings are especially popular in recent years.
These kind of vector representations are generally
used with a neural network classifier too (Peters
et al., 2018).

To the best of our knowledge, no previous re-
search has investigated using both symbolic fea-
tures and vector representations in a single k-NN
classifier for sequence labeling. We present this
new feature vector, the concatenation of two types
of features. In our approach, we use three kinds of
features, two of them being symbolic and one of
them being a vector representation. Our features
are:

1. Windowed left and right 5 word unigrams

2. Windowed left and right 5 part-of-speech
(POS) tag unigrams

3. 25-dimensional GloVe word embedding vec-
tors

Windowed word unigrams refer to a sequence
of words like this: For a given word w, the win-
dowed word unigrams are w-4, w-3, w-2, w-1, w,
w+1, w+2, w+3, and w+4. Here we are using the
window size of 5. This parameter was optimized
in our pilot study.

We tag the utterances with the Maximum En-
tropy POS tagger (maxent treebank pos tagger)
provided by NLTK (Bird and Loper, 2004). The
tagset we used is the standard Penn Treebank POS
tagset (Marcus et al., 1993). Like the windowed
word unigrams, windowed POS tag unigrams are
also of the window size 5.
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GloVe vectors are designed to capture a word as
its relation to its co-occurrent words in the global
corpus (Pennington et al., 2014). Since k-NN
classifiers are better at handling fewer number of
symbolic and abstract features, we chose the 25-
dimensional word vector. This is also under the
consideration that k-NN classifier will weigh fea-
tures and we would like to maintain enough weight
for our symbolic features. We also did pilot study
to determine the best dimensionality and the re-
sult is consistant with our observation. All hyper-
parameters of the classifier are optimized using
leave-one-out method on the training set.

4 Results

In this section we present our evaluation results.
All the numbers are calculated using the labeled
bracketed score. For example, if a n-word span is
labeled as N, the predictions need to match both
the left and the right boundaries and the label N
unanimously to be counted as one correct predic-
tion. If the predictions have the wrong word span
or at least one wrong label, the entire chunk is con-
sidered incorrect.

4.1 Experiment Results

The results are shown in Table 3.
In the Experiment I, using synthesized training

data and human transcribed (HT in Table 3) test
data produced the best result. Overall we achieved
an F-score of 41.25.

In the Experiment II, the leave-one-out experi-
ment performed on human transcribed data is used
to show the upper bound of the task (italicized in
Table 3). This is the ideal situation in which we do
not introduce errors from automatic speech recog-
nition. The distribution of training set and the test
set is identical. In this best scenario, our classifier
achieved an F-score of 61.33.

In the Experiment III, we have two different set-
tings. One of them is to use both human tran-
scribed data and additional self-training labeled
data, the other is to only use human transcribed
data as the seed while the training set itself is the
sole self-training labeled data. The second setting
is closer to real world scenario especially when we
are dealing with situations like a cold start. In this
set, human transcribed data plus additional self-
training labeled data reached an F-score of 48.30,
outperforming only the additional data by slightly
over four points.

In the Experiment IV, we show that with the ac-
curacy improvement from ASR, our F-score is im-
proving as well. By performing post-processing,
which is a process that is designed strictly to cor-
rect errors without compromising the performance
in the long run, we manage to achieve close to up-
per bound performance with an F-score of 60.71.

4.2 Multilevel Results

The best performance for all levels is achieved
when we have improved ASR output and perform
post-processing to correct the errors caused by the
nature of classification.

However, the results in the third set of experi-
ment show some interesting trends. When training
with human transcribed data, the best performance
is achieved with the least additional data. Mean-
while, when training without human transcribed
data, the best performance is achieved with the
most additional data. Even this cannot produce
comparable results to the experiments with human
transcribed data.

4.3 Results of Using Other Classifiers

Overall we achieve 60.71 F measure on ASR
input using TiMBL. In comparison, as shown
in Figure 4, two previous systems, MEMM and
BiLSTM-CRF, achieved 48.26 and 47.75 respec-
tively. When hand transcribed text is input,
BiLSTM-CRF performs the best, 69.15 F, fol-
lowed by MEMM and TiMBL at 67.37 F and 61.3
F, respectively.

4.4 Running Times

The running times for different classifiers are
shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that while the
BiLSTM-CRF may be a better classifier than the
MEMM in terms of accuracy, there is a trade-off
in terms of running time. It may be noted, how-
ever, that degradation of performance at test time
for BiLSTM-CRF is not as severe as the perfor-
mace drop during training.

5 Discussion

In this section we discuss our findings from our
experiments.

5.1 Experiment I

The purpose of this set of experiment is to show
that errors introduced early on in the pipeline will
propagate through to cause performance decrease
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Training Set Size Test Set Size
Experiment I Synthesized 464,675 Human Transcription (HT) 3,610

Synthesized 464,675 Automatic Speech Recognition 3,336
Experiment II Human Transcription 3,610 HT leave-one-out 3,610

Human Transcription 3,610 Automatic Speech Recognition 3,336
Experiment III (1) HT + 25% Additional 17,134 Automatic Speech Recognition 3,336

HT + 50% Additional 30,657 Automatic Speech Recognition 3,336
HT + 75% Additional 44,180 Automatic Speech Recognition 3,336
HT + 100% Additional 57,703 Automatic Speech Recognition 3,336

Experiment III (2) Seeded 25% 14,617 Automatic Speech Recognition 3,336
Seeded 50% 29,223 Automatic Speech Recognition 3,336
Seeded 75% 43,849 Automatic Speech Recognition 3,336
Seeded 100% 58,465 Automatic Speech Recognition 3,336

Experiment IV Human Transcription 3,715 Automatic Speech Recognition 3,509
Human Transcription 3,715 ASR + Post-processing 3,509

Table 2: Experiment Setup

Training / Test Entity Item Intent All
Experiment I Synthesized / HT 65.59 23.24 33.60 41.25

Synthesized / ASR 51.14 12.81 19.39 27.51
Experiment II HT leave-one-out 80.11 43.25 53.30 61.33

HT / ASR 66.53 37.70 38.07 48.76
Experiment III (1) HT + 25% / ASR 66.26 37.06 37.65 48.30

HT + 50% / ASR 65.60 36.55 37.08 47.75
HT + 75% / ASR 66.31 35.31 36.71 47.44
HT + 100% / ASR 66.26 35.38 37.18 47.68

Experiment III (2) Seeded 25% / ASR 48.53 20.71 32.07 35.59
Seeded 50% / ASR 60.04 27.10 33.39 41.89
Seeded 75% / ASR 62.95 30.52 33.87 43.91
Seeded 100% / ASR 64.29 30.70 33.61 44.28

Experiment IV HT / Better ASR 75.39 51.37 45.03 57.87
HT / ASR + Post-processing 75.46 52.84 49.66 60.71

Table 3: Experiment Results (F-score)

later. Compared to testing on human transcribed
data, testing on ASR data performed much worse
with a decrease of almost fourteen points in terms
of F-score. Human transcribed data tend to be
more grammatical and relevant. As we can see in
our first example, ASR data has a lot more noise.
The word sequences occurred in the sentence are
also less common. Words that sound similar can
be mistaken from each other. However, this poses
some difficulty on the POS tagger when it tries to
tag the words based on the left and right context.
We believe this is one of the reasons we saw a big
performance difference here.

5.2 Experiment II

The leave-one-out experiment with the human
transcribed data serves as the upper bound, the
ideal situation where the distribution is identical
and no error is introduced externally. However, it
is unlikely to achieve such result in real life sce-
nario since user input is noisy and external errors
will be introduced along the pipeline inevitably.

What is interesting is the second experiment. In
this particular experiment, we used human tran-
scribed data as our training set and ASR data as
our test set. This is a more realistic scenario.
While we only had less than 1% of the data com-
pared to the previous experiments in Experiment
I, we achieved a much better F-score. We believe
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Model Training / Test Entity Item Intent All
MEMM HT 10-fold CV 73.22 55.22 67.21 67.37

HT / Better ASR 60.87 32.97 42.92 48.26
BiLSTM-CRF HT 10-fold CV 77.16 59.12 66.54 69.15

HT / Better ASR 62.97 33.90 39.45 47.57

Table 4: Comparable Results (F-score)

Model Training Time Test Time
MEMM 18.00 seconds 10.00 seconds
BiLSTM-CRF 1 hour 27.80 seconds
TiMBL 0.19 second 3.05 seconds

Table 5: Times taken to train and test different classi-
fiers over one fold of the test corpus.

this shows that with very little training data we can
still achieve rather decent results. The closer the
distribution of both data sets have, the more likely
we can achieve higher accuracy. Having just a lit-
tle bit of human transcribed and annotated data is
a reasonable cost for higher quality prediction.

5.3 Experiment III

This is a set of experiment that is rather a rein-
forcement of the second experiment. Though the
F-score dropped minimally due to the added noise
from the additional data, it is still obvious that by
using real world data we are improving the accu-
racy.

The second half of this set of experiment pro-
vides a potential alternative to our approach. As
much as the result is not as good as the first half of
this experiment or the second set of experiments,
it is still even more accurate than the first set of
experiments. With better ASR quality we believe
semi-supervised self-training can and should help.

5.4 Experiment IV

This is our best and state-of-the-art result of this
task. With the help from ASR quality improve-
ment, the classifier receives a significant boost in
performance from an F-score of 48.76 to 57.87.

It is especially worth noticing that by post-
processing we achieve 3 points even more. Post-
processing is strictly used to correct the inconsis-
tency in the predictions as each individual decision
is made independent of each other. It will not hurt
the performance in the long run.

5.5 Using Other Classifiers

It is interesting to note that the BiLSTM-CRF
performs the worst on ASR input, perhaps be-
cause the ELMO embeddings that are used by the
BiLSTM-CRF are sensitive to the context of the
whole utterance, and this context can differ quite a
lot between the training utterances which are hand
transcribed and the test utterances which are pro-
vided by ASR.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we present a new method to perform
multi-level sequence labeling. We show that this
method actually outperforms other state-of-the-art
methods for this task, showing k-NN is competi-
tive with other methods in the not infrequent situ-
ation where only a small amount of training data
is available.

We achieved labeled bracketed F-scores of
75.46, 52.84 and 49.66 for the three levels of se-
quence labeling. Overall we achieved 60.71 at all
levels.

7 Future Work

We believe that the pipeline should be fully au-
tomated for production purposes. We could au-
tomate how the rules are obtained, or extend the
rules to correct more mistakes.

As a future research direction for conversational
AI, we think that to train and test a k-NN model
for predicting which dialog move to take will be
beneficial as well.
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Abstract

Tracking user reported bugs requires consider-
able engineering effort in going through many
repetitive reports and assigning them to the
correct teams. This paper proposes a neural ar-
chitecture that can jointly (1) detect if two bug
reports are duplicates, and (2) aggregate them
into latent topics. Leveraging the assumption
that learning the topic of a bug is a sub-task for
detecting duplicates, we design a loss function
that can jointly perform both tasks but needs
supervision for only duplicate classification,
achieving topic clustering in an unsupervised
fashion. We use a two-step attention mod-
ule that uses self-attention for topic clustering
and conditional attention for duplicate detec-
tion. We study the characteristics of two types
of real world datasets that have been marked
for duplicate bugs by engineers and by non-
technical annotators. The results demonstrate
that our model not only can outperform state-
of-the-art methods for duplicate classification
on both cases, but can also learn meaningful
latent clusters without additional supervision.

1 Introduction

User feedback is a key part of the development and
improvement of software products. Each piece
of feedback needs to be manually reviewed and
assigned to the correct engineer responsible for
maintaining the feature mentioned in the report.
On online platforms with millions of users, differ-
ent users tend to report the same issue, yielding a
large number of duplicate reports. Sorting through
these massive volumes of bug reports incur a sig-
nificant amount of engineering time and cost. Ad-
ditionally, these services are constantly releasing
new product features. Therefore, we cannot rely
on static annotated data for product feature clas-
sification because they rapidly become outdated.
This motivates us to develop a framework that can

automatically identify duplicate bug reports and
cluster them without requiring additional labels.

Previous research in the software engineer-
ing domain has addressed duplicates detection
and product feature identification as two separate
problems framed as independent fully-supervised
classification tasks (Nguyen et al., 2012; Bud-
hiraja et al., 2018b; Jonsson et al., 2016; Mani
et al., 2018). However, we observe that users gen-
erally report issues when accessing certain fea-
tures of a product, e.g., ‘app crashed when open-
ing camera’, ‘chat won’t load’ and so on (here,
camera and chat are the product features, re-
spectively). Hence, two reports should at least
discuss the same feature to be considered as dupli-
cates. Therefore, we hypothesize that determining
the feature discussed in a report is a sub-task of
detecting whether or not a report is a duplicate to
another one.

Inspired by the effectiveness of Siamese archi-
tectures for modeling pairs of texts (Tan et al.,
2015; Bowman et al., 2015), we use a shared Re-
current Neural Network (RNN) to encode the two
reports. We note that the latent vectors, learned by
an RNN for a sequence of words, encode a multi-
tude of semantic information; all of which may not
be necessary to understand the topic of the report.
We decompose the latent semantic vectors in order
to distill only the topical information in a few des-
ignated dimensions. This allows us to perform the
sub-task of feature-based clustering using only a
subset of dimensions, and use the complete vector
for the duplicate classification task. We propose a
partially supervised learning framework that uses
the label for duplicity through a similarity loss on
the designated topic dimensions of the latent rep-
resentation to learn topic clusters.

We use a two-step attention module, since the
same words are often not crucial for both tasks.
We first learn a self-attention for topic similarity
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modeling and learn a conditional attention using a
memory vector for duplicate classification.

To summarize, we present a systematic study of
a classic problem in the software industry. The
work has three major contributions.

• We propose a neural model for multi-task
learning that requires supervision for only
one of the tasks.

• The model uses semantic space decomposi-
tion and a hierarchical-conditional attention
module to perform the tasks of duplicate de-
tection and topic based clustering.

• We present the challenges we faced during
our experience obtaining labels from non-
technical annotators, and conduct extensive
experiments on both engineer labeled and
non-technical labeled datasets.

2 Related Work

The software engineering community has con-
ducted some research work for detecting duplicate
bugs. In Minh (2014), a combination of n-gram
features and cluster shrinkage algorithm is used
for duplicate classification, whereas, in Sun et al.
(2011) the BM-25 based scoring has been used
akin to information retrieval engines. A combina-
tion of tf-idf and topics learned by LDA have also
been used (Nguyen et al., 2012; Budhiraja et al.,
2018b). Recently, word embeddings have been
used to compute similarity of two reports(Yang
et al., 2016; Budhiraja et al., 2018a). However,
in these approaches, the sequence information of
a natural language sentence is not captured.

Among the NLP community, the closest line of
applicable work are the generic approaches of tex-
tual similarity (Cer et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017;
Neculoiu et al., 2016; Yin et al., 2016). They pre-
dominantly employ Siamese architecture (Mueller
and Thyagarajan, 2016; Severyn and Moschitti,
2015) and more recently, attention mechanism
(Wang et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2018; Wang et al.,
2018; Tran and Niedereée, 2018). Inspired by
these approaches, we propose a solution for du-
plicate detection while utilizing the partial super-
vision to achieve a sub-task of clustering for free.

Solving owner attribution of a report has been
approached using feature-based methods (Jonsson
et al., 2016; Xuan et al., 2012) and very recently
using deep learning solutions (Mani et al., 2018).

However, the connection between these two prob-
lems have not been explored and they require su-
pervision for product feature identification.

3 Annotation Challenges

We consider a dataset consisting of user reported
bugs collected from the Snapchat app. The bugs
have been submitted by beta-testers using a bug-
tracking functionality named Shake2Report(S2R)
within the app. In S2R a user can submit a small
textual description of the bug and attach a screen-
shot of the app while experiencing the issue. In
this work, we only consider the textual descrip-
tions of the reports.

Following previous work of duplicate bug track-
ing (Lazar et al., 2014), we first studied 500
pairs of reports marked as duplicates by engi-
neers. However, these pose several challenges.
Firstly, we realized that engineers often needed ad-
ditional meta-data such as stack-traces and times-
tamps to accurately determine whether or not a
pair of reports referred to the same problem. On
the other hand, such additional meta-data cannot
be made available to external crowd-sourced an-
notators due to legal and user privacy restrictions.
Finally, the total amount of reports was far beyond
what an engineering team could tackle, hence the
need for our classification system, which helps
scaling the bug report load while maintaining the
annotation quality.

Our task is to automatically classify report
pairs, and to add engineers to the loop only when
pairs are textually ambiguous. We asked non-
expert annotators to label the pairs only according
to their semantic similarity (no metadata). The an-
notators had a high agreement among themselves
with a Krippendorff’s alpha (Krippendorff, 1970)
score of 0.78. After adding engineers to the anno-
tation pool, the score dropped to 0.58. To under-
stand this disparity, consider the pairs:

• “Crashed when posting story from memories”
and “Crashed while exporting from memories”
• “Stuck on typing notification” and “Did not get

notification for this group chat”
Although not marked as duplicates by non-
experts, they referred to the same underlying prob-
lem from the engineering side. While out-of-scope
for this paper, we plan to conduct a dedicated
study to explore these differences in future work.

As mentioned in the introduction, bug§ team
assignments become rapidly outdated as the app
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product features (and therefore the teams work-
ing on them) are constantly evolving. Also,
non-expert annotators cannot be assumed to have
any knowledge of these assignments, so we treat
bug§ team assignments as an unsupervised task.

4 Proposed Method

We now describe the proposed learning framework
as shown in Figure 1. Given a pair of reports
P and Q, the system uses a single binary label
rpP,Qq (1 if the reports are duplicate, 0 other-
wise) to supervise both tasks: duplicate classifi-
cation and topic similarity modeling.

4.1 Text Encoder

This component takes a bug report represented as a
sequence of words tw1, w2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wnu as input and
encodes it to latent vectors th1,h2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,hnu.

We first use word embeddings to transform all
words in a text into finite d-dimensional vectors
tv1,v2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,vnu. The vectors are then fed to a
Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) layer (Chung et al.,
2014). We use bi-directional GRU units to encode
the context information around a word. For a word
wi, outputs from the forward and backward GRUs
are latent vectors of dimension g and denoted as
hf
i and hb

i , respectively. We concatenate these two
vectors to form a single latent representation of the
word as, hi “ hf

i ‘ hb
i .

4.2 Semantic Space Decomposition

A word’s encoded representation hi has various
information intertwined in an abstract way within
the vector dimensions. It is difficult to interpret in-
dividual dimensions and meaningfully use a subset
of dimensions for a different sub-task.

We aim to distill the coarser topical information
into designated dimensions within the vector, stor-
ing other finer pieces of information in remaining
dimensions. Such disentanglement allows us to do
the topic similarity modeling using only the desig-
nated dimensions and ignore the rest.

To this end, we force the network to learn top-
ical information about each word in the first k
dimensions of its latent vector space. For a bi-
directional GRU, we have two encoded represen-
tations for the ith word from the forward and back-
ward passes i.e., hf

i , and hb
i . We define the topic

vector of a word i as,

θi “ hf
i r1 : ks ‘ hb

i r1 : ks (1)

where hf
i r1 : ks and hb

i r1 : ks denote the first k di-
mensions in the GRU encoded latent vectors from
the forward and backward passes respectively.

4.3 Topic Similarity Modeling

We aggregate the topic vectors of the constituent
words to represent the topic of a report, and use
a self-attention layer to learn the weights of the
words important in determining the topic:

zi “ tanhpW ¨ hi ` biq (2)

αi “ exppziqř
i exppziq

, (3)

θ “
nÿ

i“1

αi ¨ θi. (4)

where αi is the weight for word wi and θ is the
topic vector of the report. Note that only the des-
ignated topical dimensions of the words contribute
to representing the topic vector of the report.

In order to learn the semantic space of topic vec-
tors, we need to constrain them in such a way that
if two reports (P and Q) have similar topics (e.g.,
both are talking about camera), their θP and θQ

values should be closer and vice-versa. Since only
the ground-truth label for duplicity is available,
we consider this signal as partially observed for
the topic modeling task. Following our hypothesis
that determining the topic of a report is a sub-task
for duplicate detection, there can be three possible
cases for a pair of reports:

Case 1: Duplicates from the same topic;
Case 2: Non-duplicates from different topics;
Case 3: Non-duplicates from the same topic.

Since for duplicate tickets (P,Q) their topics are
bound to be same, we reduce the distance between
θP , and θQ in our loss. However, non-duplicate
pairs may or may not be from the same topic (Case
2, and 3).

We do not include Case 3 in the loss, as infer-
ring it is difficult without explicit labels. We as-
sume that if a pair of non-duplicate reports have
no word overlap (apart from stopwords), then only
they belong to different topics i.e., Case 2. For
such pairs we wish to increase the distances be-
tween their topic vectors. We imbue this principle
in the network through the following loss function:

Lsim “ rpP,Qq ¨ SCpθP ,θQq (5)

´ p1´ rpP,Qqq ¨ SCpθP ,θQq
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w1<latexit sha1_base64="xZ+rUTqI1Zz3yqkN2OtquD6wAE0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF71VtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Sgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VPf65crbtWdg6wSLycVyNHol796g5ilEUrDBNW667mJ8TOqDGcCp6VeqjGhbEyH2LVU0gi1n81PnZIzqwxIGCtb0pC5+nsio5HWkyiwnRE1I73szcT/vG5qwis/4zJJDUq2WBSmgpiYzP4mA66QGTGxhDLF7a2EjaiizNh0SjYEb/nlVdK6qHpu1bu7rNRv8ziKcAKncA4e1KAON9CAJjAYwjO8wpsjnBfn3flYtBacfOYY/sD5/AEMRY2m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xZ+rUTqI1Zz3yqkN2OtquD6wAE0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF71VtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Sgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VPf65crbtWdg6wSLycVyNHol796g5ilEUrDBNW667mJ8TOqDGcCp6VeqjGhbEyH2LVU0gi1n81PnZIzqwxIGCtb0pC5+nsio5HWkyiwnRE1I73szcT/vG5qwis/4zJJDUq2WBSmgpiYzP4mA66QGTGxhDLF7a2EjaiizNh0SjYEb/nlVdK6qHpu1bu7rNRv8ziKcAKncA4e1KAON9CAJjAYwjO8wpsjnBfn3flYtBacfOYY/sD5/AEMRY2m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xZ+rUTqI1Zz3yqkN2OtquD6wAE0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF71VtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Sgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VPf65crbtWdg6wSLycVyNHol796g5ilEUrDBNW667mJ8TOqDGcCp6VeqjGhbEyH2LVU0gi1n81PnZIzqwxIGCtb0pC5+nsio5HWkyiwnRE1I73szcT/vG5qwis/4zJJDUq2WBSmgpiYzP4mA66QGTGxhDLF7a2EjaiizNh0SjYEb/nlVdK6qHpu1bu7rNRv8ziKcAKncA4e1KAON9CAJjAYwjO8wpsjnBfn3flYtBacfOYY/sD5/AEMRY2m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xZ+rUTqI1Zz3yqkN2OtquD6wAE0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF71VtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Sgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VPf65crbtWdg6wSLycVyNHol796g5ilEUrDBNW667mJ8TOqDGcCp6VeqjGhbEyH2LVU0gi1n81PnZIzqwxIGCtb0pC5+nsio5HWkyiwnRE1I73szcT/vG5qwis/4zJJDUq2WBSmgpiYzP4mA66QGTGxhDLF7a2EjaiizNh0SjYEb/nlVdK6qHpu1bu7rNRv8ziKcAKncA4e1KAON9CAJjAYwjO8wpsjnBfn3flYtBacfOYY/sD5/AEMRY2m</latexit>

w2<latexit sha1_base64="AAb/lKddFa2zEF72Ofx2yM0ZAz4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF71VtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Sgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VO/1i9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5ufOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhFd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmf1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHplGwI3vLLq6RVq3pu1bu7qNRv8ziKcAKncA4eXEIdbqABTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMNyY2n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AAb/lKddFa2zEF72Ofx2yM0ZAz4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF71VtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Sgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VO/1i9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5ufOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhFd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmf1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHplGwI3vLLq6RVq3pu1bu7qNRv8ziKcAKncA4eXEIdbqABTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMNyY2n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AAb/lKddFa2zEF72Ofx2yM0ZAz4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF71VtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Sgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VO/1i9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5ufOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhFd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmf1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHplGwI3vLLq6RVq3pu1bu7qNRv8ziKcAKncA4eXEIdbqABTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMNyY2n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AAb/lKddFa2zEF72Ofx2yM0ZAz4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF71VtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Sgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VO/1i9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5ufOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhFd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmf1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHplGwI3vLLq6RVq3pu1bu7qNRv8ziKcAKncA4eXEIdbqABTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMNyY2n</latexit>

w3
<latexit sha1_base64="o3V38E3F/IJB5v1XSCQfihhNTWU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPBi94q2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbpQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR9dRvPaLSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fjp/ql33itX3Ko7A1kmXk4qkKPeK391+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT42dUGc4ETkrdVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqP5udOiEnVumTMFa2pCEz9fdERiOtx1FgOyNqhnrRm4r/eZ3UhFd+xmWSGpRsvihMBTExmf5N+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbHplGwI3uLLy6R5VvXcqnd3Uand5nEU4QiO4RQ8uIQa3EAdGsBgAM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj3lpw8plD+APn8wcPTY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o3V38E3F/IJB5v1XSCQfihhNTWU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPBi94q2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbpQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR9dRvPaLSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fjp/ql33itX3Ko7A1kmXk4qkKPeK391+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT42dUGc4ETkrdVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqP5udOiEnVumTMFa2pCEz9fdERiOtx1FgOyNqhnrRm4r/eZ3UhFd+xmWSGpRsvihMBTExmf5N+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbHplGwI3uLLy6R5VvXcqnd3Uand5nEU4QiO4RQ8uIQa3EAdGsBgAM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj3lpw8plD+APn8wcPTY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o3V38E3F/IJB5v1XSCQfihhNTWU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPBi94q2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbpQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR9dRvPaLSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fjp/ql33itX3Ko7A1kmXk4qkKPeK391+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT42dUGc4ETkrdVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqP5udOiEnVumTMFa2pCEz9fdERiOtx1FgOyNqhnrRm4r/eZ3UhFd+xmWSGpRsvihMBTExmf5N+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbHplGwI3uLLy6R5VvXcqnd3Uand5nEU4QiO4RQ8uIQa3EAdGsBgAM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj3lpw8plD+APn8wcPTY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o3V38E3F/IJB5v1XSCQfihhNTWU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPBi94q2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbpQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR9dRvPaLSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fjp/ql33itX3Ko7A1kmXk4qkKPeK391+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT42dUGc4ETkrdVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqP5udOiEnVumTMFa2pCEz9fdERiOtx1FgOyNqhnrRm4r/eZ3UhFd+xmWSGpRsvihMBTExmf5N+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbHplGwI3uLLy6R5VvXcqnd3Uand5nEU4QiO4RQ8uIQa3EAdGsBgAM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj3lpw8plD+APn8wcPTY2o</latexit>

wn
<latexit sha1_base64="MEfG+vDen/CHkCpGC1XrE4wTLsE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF71VtB/QhrLZbtqlm03YnSgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsYX8/89iPXRsTqAScJ9yM6VCIUjKKV7p/6ql+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6GdUo2CST0u91PCEsjEd8q6likbc+Nn81Ck5s8qAhLG2pZDM1d8TGY2MmUSB7YwojsyyNxP/87ophld+JlSSIldssShMJcGYzP4mA6E5QzmxhDIt7K2EjaimDG06JRuCt/zyKmldVD236t1dVuq3eRxFOIFTOAcPalCHG2hAExgM4Rle4c2Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gBouY3j</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MEfG+vDen/CHkCpGC1XrE4wTLsE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF71VtB/QhrLZbtqlm03YnSgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsYX8/89iPXRsTqAScJ9yM6VCIUjKKV7p/6ql+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6GdUo2CST0u91PCEsjEd8q6likbc+Nn81Ck5s8qAhLG2pZDM1d8TGY2MmUSB7YwojsyyNxP/87ophld+JlSSIldssShMJcGYzP4mA6E5QzmxhDIt7K2EjaimDG06JRuCt/zyKmldVD236t1dVuq3eRxFOIFTOAcPalCHG2hAExgM4Rle4c2Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gBouY3j</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MEfG+vDen/CHkCpGC1XrE4wTLsE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF71VtB/QhrLZbtqlm03YnSgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsYX8/89iPXRsTqAScJ9yM6VCIUjKKV7p/6ql+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6GdUo2CST0u91PCEsjEd8q6likbc+Nn81Ck5s8qAhLG2pZDM1d8TGY2MmUSB7YwojsyyNxP/87ophld+JlSSIldssShMJcGYzP4mA6E5QzmxhDIt7K2EjaimDG06JRuCt/zyKmldVD236t1dVuq3eRxFOIFTOAcPalCHG2hAExgM4Rle4c2Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gBouY3j</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MEfG+vDen/CHkCpGC1XrE4wTLsE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF71VtB/QhrLZbtqlm03YnSgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsYX8/89iPXRsTqAScJ9yM6VCIUjKKV7p/6ql+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6GdUo2CST0u91PCEsjEd8q6likbc+Nn81Ck5s8qAhLG2pZDM1d8TGY2MmUSB7YwojsyyNxP/87ophld+JlSSIldssShMJcGYzP4mA6E5QzmxhDIt7K2EjaimDG06JRuCt/zyKmldVD236t1dVuq3eRxFOIFTOAcPalCHG2hAExgM4Rle4c2Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gBouY3j</latexit>

w1<latexit sha1_base64="xZ+rUTqI1Zz3yqkN2OtquD6wAE0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF71VtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Sgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VPf65crbtWdg6wSLycVyNHol796g5ilEUrDBNW667mJ8TOqDGcCp6VeqjGhbEyH2LVU0gi1n81PnZIzqwxIGCtb0pC5+nsio5HWkyiwnRE1I73szcT/vG5qwis/4zJJDUq2WBSmgpiYzP4mA66QGTGxhDLF7a2EjaiizNh0SjYEb/nlVdK6qHpu1bu7rNRv8ziKcAKncA4e1KAON9CAJjAYwjO8wpsjnBfn3flYtBacfOYY/sD5/AEMRY2m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xZ+rUTqI1Zz3yqkN2OtquD6wAE0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF71VtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Sgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VPf65crbtWdg6wSLycVyNHol796g5ilEUrDBNW667mJ8TOqDGcCp6VeqjGhbEyH2LVU0gi1n81PnZIzqwxIGCtb0pC5+nsio5HWkyiwnRE1I73szcT/vG5qwis/4zJJDUq2WBSmgpiYzP4mA66QGTGxhDLF7a2EjaiizNh0SjYEb/nlVdK6qHpu1bu7rNRv8ziKcAKncA4e1KAON9CAJjAYwjO8wpsjnBfn3flYtBacfOYY/sD5/AEMRY2m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xZ+rUTqI1Zz3yqkN2OtquD6wAE0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF71VtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Sgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VPf65crbtWdg6wSLycVyNHol796g5ilEUrDBNW667mJ8TOqDGcCp6VeqjGhbEyH2LVU0gi1n81PnZIzqwxIGCtb0pC5+nsio5HWkyiwnRE1I73szcT/vG5qwis/4zJJDUq2WBSmgpiYzP4mA66QGTGxhDLF7a2EjaiizNh0SjYEb/nlVdK6qHpu1bu7rNRv8ziKcAKncA4e1KAON9CAJjAYwjO8wpsjnBfn3flYtBacfOYY/sD5/AEMRY2m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xZ+rUTqI1Zz3yqkN2OtquD6wAE0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF71VtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Sgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VPf65crbtWdg6wSLycVyNHol796g5ilEUrDBNW667mJ8TOqDGcCp6VeqjGhbEyH2LVU0gi1n81PnZIzqwxIGCtb0pC5+nsio5HWkyiwnRE1I73szcT/vG5qwis/4zJJDUq2WBSmgpiYzP4mA66QGTGxhDLF7a2EjaiizNh0SjYEb/nlVdK6qHpu1bu7rNRv8ziKcAKncA4e1KAON9CAJjAYwjO8wpsjnBfn3flYtBacfOYY/sD5/AEMRY2m</latexit>

w2<latexit sha1_base64="AAb/lKddFa2zEF72Ofx2yM0ZAz4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF71VtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Sgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VO/1i9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5ufOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhFd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmf1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHplGwI3vLLq6RVq3pu1bu7qNRv8ziKcAKncA4eXEIdbqABTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMNyY2n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AAb/lKddFa2zEF72Ofx2yM0ZAz4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF71VtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Sgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VO/1i9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5ufOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhFd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmf1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHplGwI3vLLq6RVq3pu1bu7qNRv8ziKcAKncA4eXEIdbqABTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMNyY2n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AAb/lKddFa2zEF72Ofx2yM0ZAz4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF71VtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Sgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VO/1i9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5ufOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhFd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmf1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHplGwI3vLLq6RVq3pu1bu7qNRv8ziKcAKncA4eXEIdbqABTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMNyY2n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AAb/lKddFa2zEF72Ofx2yM0ZAz4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF71VtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Sgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VO/1i9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5ufOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhFd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmf1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHplGwI3vLLq6RVq3pu1bu7qNRv8ziKcAKncA4eXEIdbqABTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMNyY2n</latexit>

w3
<latexit sha1_base64="o3V38E3F/IJB5v1XSCQfihhNTWU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPBi94q2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbpQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR9dRvPaLSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fjp/ql33itX3Ko7A1kmXk4qkKPeK391+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT42dUGc4ETkrdVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqP5udOiEnVumTMFa2pCEz9fdERiOtx1FgOyNqhnrRm4r/eZ3UhFd+xmWSGpRsvihMBTExmf5N+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbHplGwI3uLLy6R5VvXcqnd3Uand5nEU4QiO4RQ8uIQa3EAdGsBgAM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj3lpw8plD+APn8wcPTY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o3V38E3F/IJB5v1XSCQfihhNTWU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPBi94q2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbpQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR9dRvPaLSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fjp/ql33itX3Ko7A1kmXk4qkKPeK391+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT42dUGc4ETkrdVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqP5udOiEnVumTMFa2pCEz9fdERiOtx1FgOyNqhnrRm4r/eZ3UhFd+xmWSGpRsvihMBTExmf5N+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbHplGwI3uLLy6R5VvXcqnd3Uand5nEU4QiO4RQ8uIQa3EAdGsBgAM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj3lpw8plD+APn8wcPTY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o3V38E3F/IJB5v1XSCQfihhNTWU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPBi94q2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbpQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR9dRvPaLSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fjp/ql33itX3Ko7A1kmXk4qkKPeK391+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT42dUGc4ETkrdVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqP5udOiEnVumTMFa2pCEz9fdERiOtx1FgOyNqhnrRm4r/eZ3UhFd+xmWSGpRsvihMBTExmf5N+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbHplGwI3uLLy6R5VvXcqnd3Uand5nEU4QiO4RQ8uIQa3EAdGsBgAM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj3lpw8plD+APn8wcPTY2o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o3V38E3F/IJB5v1XSCQfihhNTWU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPBi94q2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbpQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR9dRvPaLSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fjp/ql33itX3Ko7A1kmXk4qkKPeK391+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT42dUGc4ETkrdVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqP5udOiEnVumTMFa2pCEz9fdERiOtx1FgOyNqhnrRm4r/eZ3UhFd+xmWSGpRsvihMBTExmf5N+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbHplGwI3uLLy6R5VvXcqnd3Uand5nEU4QiO4RQ8uIQa3EAdGsBgAM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj3lpw8plD+APn8wcPTY2o</latexit>

wm
<latexit sha1_base64="m4IzGAVq9Zhxx8qeCGX9ivcWa2U=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJgo11EEwPJEfY2k2TJ7t6xu6eEIz/BxkIRW3+Rnf/GTXKFJj4YeLw3w8y8KBHcWN//9gorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gaeJUM2ywWMS6FVGDgitsWG4FthKNVEYCH6LR1dR/eERteKzu7TjBUNKB4n3OqHXS3VNXdssVv+rPQJZJkJMK5Kh3y1+dXsxSicoyQY1pB35iw4xqy5nASamTGkwoG9EBth1VVKIJs9mpE3LilB7px9qVsmSm/p7IqDRmLCPXKakdmkVvKv7ntVPbvwwzrpLUomLzRf1UEBuT6d+kxzUyK8aOUKa5u5WwIdWUWZdOyYUQLL68TJpn1cCvBrfnldpNHkcRjuAYTiGAC6jBNdShAQwG8Ayv8OYJ78V79z7mrQUvnzmEP/A+fwBnNY3i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="m4IzGAVq9Zhxx8qeCGX9ivcWa2U=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJgo11EEwPJEfY2k2TJ7t6xu6eEIz/BxkIRW3+Rnf/GTXKFJj4YeLw3w8y8KBHcWN//9gorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gaeJUM2ywWMS6FVGDgitsWG4FthKNVEYCH6LR1dR/eERteKzu7TjBUNKB4n3OqHXS3VNXdssVv+rPQJZJkJMK5Kh3y1+dXsxSicoyQY1pB35iw4xqy5nASamTGkwoG9EBth1VVKIJs9mpE3LilB7px9qVsmSm/p7IqDRmLCPXKakdmkVvKv7ntVPbvwwzrpLUomLzRf1UEBuT6d+kxzUyK8aOUKa5u5WwIdWUWZdOyYUQLL68TJpn1cCvBrfnldpNHkcRjuAYTiGAC6jBNdShAQwG8Ayv8OYJ78V79z7mrQUvnzmEP/A+fwBnNY3i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="m4IzGAVq9Zhxx8qeCGX9ivcWa2U=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJgo11EEwPJEfY2k2TJ7t6xu6eEIz/BxkIRW3+Rnf/GTXKFJj4YeLw3w8y8KBHcWN//9gorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gaeJUM2ywWMS6FVGDgitsWG4FthKNVEYCH6LR1dR/eERteKzu7TjBUNKB4n3OqHXS3VNXdssVv+rPQJZJkJMK5Kh3y1+dXsxSicoyQY1pB35iw4xqy5nASamTGkwoG9EBth1VVKIJs9mpE3LilB7px9qVsmSm/p7IqDRmLCPXKakdmkVvKv7ntVPbvwwzrpLUomLzRf1UEBuT6d+kxzUyK8aOUKa5u5WwIdWUWZdOyYUQLL68TJpn1cCvBrfnldpNHkcRjuAYTiGAC6jBNdShAQwG8Ayv8OYJ78V79z7mrQUvnzmEP/A+fwBnNY3i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="m4IzGAVq9Zhxx8qeCGX9ivcWa2U=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJgo11EEwPJEfY2k2TJ7t6xu6eEIz/BxkIRW3+Rnf/GTXKFJj4YeLw3w8y8KBHcWN//9gorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gaeJUM2ywWMS6FVGDgitsWG4FthKNVEYCH6LR1dR/eERteKzu7TjBUNKB4n3OqHXS3VNXdssVv+rPQJZJkJMK5Kh3y1+dXsxSicoyQY1pB35iw4xqy5nASamTGkwoG9EBth1VVKIJs9mpE3LilB7px9qVsmSm/p7IqDRmLCPXKakdmkVvKv7ntVPbvwwzrpLUomLzRf1UEBuT6d+kxzUyK8aOUKa5u5WwIdWUWZdOyYUQLL68TJpn1cCvBrfnldpNHkcRjuAYTiGAC6jBNdShAQwG8Ayv8OYJ78V79z7mrQUvnzmEP/A+fwBnNY3i</latexit>

h1<latexit sha1_base64="M4XE7uSTm2kQ9GNpoImPN1yRSVw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi94q2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOd9O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//APTxqmSTTjDdZIhPdCanhUijeRIGSd1LNaRxK3g7HNzO//cS1EYl6xEnKg5gOlYgEo2ilh1Hf77tVr+bNQVaJX5AqFGj03a/eIGFZzBUySY3p+l6KQU41Cib5tNLLDE8pG9Mh71qqaMxNkM9PnZIzqwxIlGhbCslc/T2R09iYSRzazpjiyCx7M/E/r5thdB3kQqUZcsUWi6JMEkzI7G8yEJozlBNLKNPC3krYiGrK0KZTsSH4yy+vktZFzfdq/v1ltX5XxFGGEziFc/DhCupwCw1oAoMhPMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8kpZo7hD5zPH/VcjZc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M4XE7uSTm2kQ9GNpoImPN1yRSVw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi94q2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOd9O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//APTxqmSTTjDdZIhPdCanhUijeRIGSd1LNaRxK3g7HNzO//cS1EYl6xEnKg5gOlYgEo2ilh1Hf77tVr+bNQVaJX5AqFGj03a/eIGFZzBUySY3p+l6KQU41Cib5tNLLDE8pG9Mh71qqaMxNkM9PnZIzqwxIlGhbCslc/T2R09iYSRzazpjiyCx7M/E/r5thdB3kQqUZcsUWi6JMEkzI7G8yEJozlBNLKNPC3krYiGrK0KZTsSH4yy+vktZFzfdq/v1ltX5XxFGGEziFc/DhCupwCw1oAoMhPMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8kpZo7hD5zPH/VcjZc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M4XE7uSTm2kQ9GNpoImPN1yRSVw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi94q2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOd9O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//APTxqmSTTjDdZIhPdCanhUijeRIGSd1LNaRxK3g7HNzO//cS1EYl6xEnKg5gOlYgEo2ilh1Hf77tVr+bNQVaJX5AqFGj03a/eIGFZzBUySY3p+l6KQU41Cib5tNLLDE8pG9Mh71qqaMxNkM9PnZIzqwxIlGhbCslc/T2R09iYSRzazpjiyCx7M/E/r5thdB3kQqUZcsUWi6JMEkzI7G8yEJozlBNLKNPC3krYiGrK0KZTsSH4yy+vktZFzfdq/v1ltX5XxFGGEziFc/DhCupwCw1oAoMhPMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8kpZo7hD5zPH/VcjZc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M4XE7uSTm2kQ9GNpoImPN1yRSVw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi94q2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOd9O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//APTxqmSTTjDdZIhPdCanhUijeRIGSd1LNaRxK3g7HNzO//cS1EYl6xEnKg5gOlYgEo2ilh1Hf77tVr+bNQVaJX5AqFGj03a/eIGFZzBUySY3p+l6KQU41Cib5tNLLDE8pG9Mh71qqaMxNkM9PnZIzqwxIlGhbCslc/T2R09iYSRzazpjiyCx7M/E/r5thdB3kQqUZcsUWi6JMEkzI7G8yEJozlBNLKNPC3krYiGrK0KZTsSH4yy+vktZFzfdq/v1ltX5XxFGGEziFc/DhCupwCw1oAoMhPMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8kpZo7hD5zPH/VcjZc=</latexit>

h3
<latexit sha1_base64="yVBFrTD1+d2HJFPsQ2NdO6whWn4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oMeCF71VtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfjm5nffkKleSwfzSRBP6JDyUPOqLHSw6h/2S9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5ufOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmf1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHplGwI3vLLq6R1UfXcqndfq9Tv8jiKcAKncA4eXEEdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QP4ZI2Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yVBFrTD1+d2HJFPsQ2NdO6whWn4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oMeCF71VtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfjm5nffkKleSwfzSRBP6JDyUPOqLHSw6h/2S9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5ufOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmf1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHplGwI3vLLq6R1UfXcqndfq9Tv8jiKcAKncA4eXEEdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QP4ZI2Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yVBFrTD1+d2HJFPsQ2NdO6whWn4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oMeCF71VtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfjm5nffkKleSwfzSRBP6JDyUPOqLHSw6h/2S9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5ufOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmf1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHplGwI3vLLq6R1UfXcqndfq9Tv8jiKcAKncA4eXEEdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QP4ZI2Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yVBFrTD1+d2HJFPsQ2NdO6whWn4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oMeCF71VtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfjm5nffkKleSwfzSRBP6JDyUPOqLHSw6h/2S9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5ufOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmf1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHplGwI3vLLq6R1UfXcqndfq9Tv8jiKcAKncA4eXEEdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QP4ZI2Z</latexit>

hn
<latexit sha1_base64="NQcG5f4WcDLj3NpCpGo5IpXUzxM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi94q2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG8/7dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6Be3jU0kmmGDZZIhLVCalGwSU2DTcCO6lCGocC2+H4Zua3n1BpnshHM0kxiOlQ8ogzaqz0MOrLvlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFKA0TVOuu76UmyKkynAmcVnqZxpSyMR1i11JJY9RBPj91Ss6sMiBRomxJQ+bq74mcxlpP4tB2xtSM9LI3E//zupmJroOcyzQzKNliUZQJYhIy+5sMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY9Op2BD85ZdXSeui5ns1//6yWr8r4ijDCZzCOfhwBXW4hQY0gcEQnuEV3hzhvDjvzseiteQUM8fwB87nD1HfjdQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NQcG5f4WcDLj3NpCpGo5IpXUzxM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi94q2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG8/7dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6Be3jU0kmmGDZZIhLVCalGwSU2DTcCO6lCGocC2+H4Zua3n1BpnshHM0kxiOlQ8ogzaqz0MOrLvlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFKA0TVOuu76UmyKkynAmcVnqZxpSyMR1i11JJY9RBPj91Ss6sMiBRomxJQ+bq74mcxlpP4tB2xtSM9LI3E//zupmJroOcyzQzKNliUZQJYhIy+5sMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY9Op2BD85ZdXSeui5ns1//6yWr8r4ijDCZzCOfhwBXW4hQY0gcEQnuEV3hzhvDjvzseiteQUM8fwB87nD1HfjdQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NQcG5f4WcDLj3NpCpGo5IpXUzxM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi94q2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG8/7dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6Be3jU0kmmGDZZIhLVCalGwSU2DTcCO6lCGocC2+H4Zua3n1BpnshHM0kxiOlQ8ogzaqz0MOrLvlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFKA0TVOuu76UmyKkynAmcVnqZxpSyMR1i11JJY9RBPj91Ss6sMiBRomxJQ+bq74mcxlpP4tB2xtSM9LI3E//zupmJroOcyzQzKNliUZQJYhIy+5sMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY9Op2BD85ZdXSeui5ns1//6yWr8r4ijDCZzCOfhwBXW4hQY0gcEQnuEV3hzhvDjvzseiteQUM8fwB87nD1HfjdQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NQcG5f4WcDLj3NpCpGo5IpXUzxM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi94q2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG8/7dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6Be3jU0kmmGDZZIhLVCalGwSU2DTcCO6lCGocC2+H4Zua3n1BpnshHM0kxiOlQ8ogzaqz0MOrLvlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFKA0TVOuu76UmyKkynAmcVnqZxpSyMR1i11JJY9RBPj91Ss6sMiBRomxJQ+bq74mcxlpP4tB2xtSM9LI3E//zupmJroOcyzQzKNliUZQJYhIy+5sMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY9Op2BD85ZdXSeui5ns1//6yWr8r4ijDCZzCOfhwBXW4hQY0gcEQnuEV3hzhvDjvzseiteQUM8fwB87nD1HfjdQ=</latexit>

h2<latexit sha1_base64="ojimXMk9rbqMxxj4YaSrB/Xqurg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKUI8FL3qraD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2AkmN3O/84RK81g+mmmCfkRHkoecUWOlh/GgNihX3Kq7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1hzFLI5SGCap1z3MT42dUGc4Ezkr9VGNC2YSOsGeppBFqP1ucOiMXVhmSMFa2pCEL9fdERiOtp1FgOyNqxnrVm4v/eb3UhNd+xmWSGpRsuShMBTExmf9NhlwhM2JqCWWK21sJG1NFmbHplGwI3urL66Rdq3pu1bu/qjTu8jiKcAbncAke1KEBt9CEFjAYwTO8wpsjnBfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AH24I2Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ojimXMk9rbqMxxj4YaSrB/Xqurg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKUI8FL3qraD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2AkmN3O/84RK81g+mmmCfkRHkoecUWOlh/GgNihX3Kq7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1hzFLI5SGCap1z3MT42dUGc4Ezkr9VGNC2YSOsGeppBFqP1ucOiMXVhmSMFa2pCEL9fdERiOtp1FgOyNqxnrVm4v/eb3UhNd+xmWSGpRsuShMBTExmf9NhlwhM2JqCWWK21sJG1NFmbHplGwI3urL66Rdq3pu1bu/qjTu8jiKcAbncAke1KEBt9CEFjAYwTO8wpsjnBfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AH24I2Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ojimXMk9rbqMxxj4YaSrB/Xqurg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKUI8FL3qraD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2AkmN3O/84RK81g+mmmCfkRHkoecUWOlh/GgNihX3Kq7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1hzFLI5SGCap1z3MT42dUGc4Ezkr9VGNC2YSOsGeppBFqP1ucOiMXVhmSMFa2pCEL9fdERiOtp1FgOyNqxnrVm4v/eb3UhNd+xmWSGpRsuShMBTExmf9NhlwhM2JqCWWK21sJG1NFmbHplGwI3urL66Rdq3pu1bu/qjTu8jiKcAbncAke1KEBt9CEFjAYwTO8wpsjnBfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AH24I2Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ojimXMk9rbqMxxj4YaSrB/Xqurg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKUI8FL3qraD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2AkmN3O/84RK81g+mmmCfkRHkoecUWOlh/GgNihX3Kq7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1hzFLI5SGCap1z3MT42dUGc4Ezkr9VGNC2YSOsGeppBFqP1ucOiMXVhmSMFa2pCEL9fdERiOtp1FgOyNqxnrVm4v/eb3UhNd+xmWSGpRsuShMBTExmf9NhlwhM2JqCWWK21sJG1NFmbHplGwI3urL66Rdq3pu1bu/qjTu8jiKcAbncAke1KEBt9CEFjAYwTO8wpsjnBfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AH24I2Y</latexit>

h1<latexit sha1_base64="M4XE7uSTm2kQ9GNpoImPN1yRSVw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi94q2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOd9O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//APTxqmSTTjDdZIhPdCanhUijeRIGSd1LNaRxK3g7HNzO//cS1EYl6xEnKg5gOlYgEo2ilh1Hf77tVr+bNQVaJX5AqFGj03a/eIGFZzBUySY3p+l6KQU41Cib5tNLLDE8pG9Mh71qqaMxNkM9PnZIzqwxIlGhbCslc/T2R09iYSRzazpjiyCx7M/E/r5thdB3kQqUZcsUWi6JMEkzI7G8yEJozlBNLKNPC3krYiGrK0KZTsSH4yy+vktZFzfdq/v1ltX5XxFGGEziFc/DhCupwCw1oAoMhPMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8kpZo7hD5zPH/VcjZc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M4XE7uSTm2kQ9GNpoImPN1yRSVw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi94q2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOd9O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//APTxqmSTTjDdZIhPdCanhUijeRIGSd1LNaRxK3g7HNzO//cS1EYl6xEnKg5gOlYgEo2ilh1Hf77tVr+bNQVaJX5AqFGj03a/eIGFZzBUySY3p+l6KQU41Cib5tNLLDE8pG9Mh71qqaMxNkM9PnZIzqwxIlGhbCslc/T2R09iYSRzazpjiyCx7M/E/r5thdB3kQqUZcsUWi6JMEkzI7G8yEJozlBNLKNPC3krYiGrK0KZTsSH4yy+vktZFzfdq/v1ltX5XxFGGEziFc/DhCupwCw1oAoMhPMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8kpZo7hD5zPH/VcjZc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M4XE7uSTm2kQ9GNpoImPN1yRSVw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi94q2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOd9O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//APTxqmSTTjDdZIhPdCanhUijeRIGSd1LNaRxK3g7HNzO//cS1EYl6xEnKg5gOlYgEo2ilh1Hf77tVr+bNQVaJX5AqFGj03a/eIGFZzBUySY3p+l6KQU41Cib5tNLLDE8pG9Mh71qqaMxNkM9PnZIzqwxIlGhbCslc/T2R09iYSRzazpjiyCx7M/E/r5thdB3kQqUZcsUWi6JMEkzI7G8yEJozlBNLKNPC3krYiGrK0KZTsSH4yy+vktZFzfdq/v1ltX5XxFGGEziFc/DhCupwCw1oAoMhPMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8kpZo7hD5zPH/VcjZc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M4XE7uSTm2kQ9GNpoImPN1yRSVw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi94q2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOd9O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//APTxqmSTTjDdZIhPdCanhUijeRIGSd1LNaRxK3g7HNzO//cS1EYl6xEnKg5gOlYgEo2ilh1Hf77tVr+bNQVaJX5AqFGj03a/eIGFZzBUySY3p+l6KQU41Cib5tNLLDE8pG9Mh71qqaMxNkM9PnZIzqwxIlGhbCslc/T2R09iYSRzazpjiyCx7M/E/r5thdB3kQqUZcsUWi6JMEkzI7G8yEJozlBNLKNPC3krYiGrK0KZTsSH4yy+vktZFzfdq/v1ltX5XxFGGEziFc/DhCupwCw1oAoMhPMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8kpZo7hD5zPH/VcjZc=</latexit>

h3
<latexit sha1_base64="yVBFrTD1+d2HJFPsQ2NdO6whWn4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oMeCF71VtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfjm5nffkKleSwfzSRBP6JDyUPOqLHSw6h/2S9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5ufOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmf1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHplGwI3vLLq6R1UfXcqndfq9Tv8jiKcAKncA4eXEEdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QP4ZI2Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yVBFrTD1+d2HJFPsQ2NdO6whWn4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oMeCF71VtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfjm5nffkKleSwfzSRBP6JDyUPOqLHSw6h/2S9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5ufOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmf1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHplGwI3vLLq6R1UfXcqndfq9Tv8jiKcAKncA4eXEEdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QP4ZI2Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yVBFrTD1+d2HJFPsQ2NdO6whWn4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oMeCF71VtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfjm5nffkKleSwfzSRBP6JDyUPOqLHSw6h/2S9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5ufOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmf1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHplGwI3vLLq6R1UfXcqndfq9Tv8jiKcAKncA4eXEEdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QP4ZI2Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yVBFrTD1+d2HJFPsQ2NdO6whWn4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oMeCF71VtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfjm5nffkKleSwfzSRBP6JDyUPOqLHSw6h/2S9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5ufOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmf1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHplGwI3vLLq6R1UfXcqndfq9Tv8jiKcAKncA4eXEEdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QP4ZI2Z</latexit>

h2<latexit sha1_base64="ojimXMk9rbqMxxj4YaSrB/Xqurg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKUI8FL3qraD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2AkmN3O/84RK81g+mmmCfkRHkoecUWOlh/GgNihX3Kq7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1hzFLI5SGCap1z3MT42dUGc4Ezkr9VGNC2YSOsGeppBFqP1ucOiMXVhmSMFa2pCEL9fdERiOtp1FgOyNqxnrVm4v/eb3UhNd+xmWSGpRsuShMBTExmf9NhlwhM2JqCWWK21sJG1NFmbHplGwI3urL66Rdq3pu1bu/qjTu8jiKcAbncAke1KEBt9CEFjAYwTO8wpsjnBfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AH24I2Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ojimXMk9rbqMxxj4YaSrB/Xqurg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKUI8FL3qraD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2AkmN3O/84RK81g+mmmCfkRHkoecUWOlh/GgNihX3Kq7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1hzFLI5SGCap1z3MT42dUGc4Ezkr9VGNC2YSOsGeppBFqP1ucOiMXVhmSMFa2pCEL9fdERiOtp1FgOyNqxnrVm4v/eb3UhNd+xmWSGpRsuShMBTExmf9NhlwhM2JqCWWK21sJG1NFmbHplGwI3urL66Rdq3pu1bu/qjTu8jiKcAbncAke1KEBt9CEFjAYwTO8wpsjnBfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AH24I2Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ojimXMk9rbqMxxj4YaSrB/Xqurg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKUI8FL3qraD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2AkmN3O/84RK81g+mmmCfkRHkoecUWOlh/GgNihX3Kq7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1hzFLI5SGCap1z3MT42dUGc4Ezkr9VGNC2YSOsGeppBFqP1ucOiMXVhmSMFa2pCEL9fdERiOtp1FgOyNqxnrVm4v/eb3UhNd+xmWSGpRsuShMBTExmf9NhlwhM2JqCWWK21sJG1NFmbHplGwI3urL66Rdq3pu1bu/qjTu8jiKcAbncAke1KEBt9CEFjAYwTO8wpsjnBfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AH24I2Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ojimXMk9rbqMxxj4YaSrB/Xqurg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKUI8FL3qraD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2AkmN3O/84RK81g+mmmCfkRHkoecUWOlh/GgNihX3Kq7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1hzFLI5SGCap1z3MT42dUGc4Ezkr9VGNC2YSOsGeppBFqP1ucOiMXVhmSMFa2pCEL9fdERiOtp1FgOyNqxnrVm4v/eb3UhNd+xmWSGpRsuShMBTExmf9NhlwhM2JqCWWK21sJG1NFmbHplGwI3urL66Rdq3pu1bu/qjTu8jiKcAbncAke1KEBt9CEFjAYwTO8wpsjnBfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AH24I2Y</latexit>

hm
<latexit sha1_base64="0/GCSp6d2e4vMhf7hGbaaTjfM8U=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF71FNA9IljA7mU2GzMwuM71CCPkELx4U8eoXefNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKJXCou9/e4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUtElmGG+wRCamHVHLpdC8gQIlb6eGUxVJ3opGNzO/9cSNFYl+xHHKQ0UHWsSCUXTSw7CneuWKX/XnIKskyEkFctR75a9uP2GZ4hqZpNZ2Aj/FcEINCib5tNTNLE8pG9EB7ziqqeI2nMxPnZIzp/RJnBhXGslc/T0xocrasYpcp6I4tMveTPzP62QYX4cTodMMuWaLRXEmCSZk9jfpC8MZyrEjlBnhbiVsSA1l6NIpuRCC5ZdXSfOiGvjV4P6yUrvL4yjCCZzCOQRwBTW4hTo0gMEAnuEV3jzpvXjv3seiteDlM8fwB97nD1BbjdM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0/GCSp6d2e4vMhf7hGbaaTjfM8U=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF71FNA9IljA7mU2GzMwuM71CCPkELx4U8eoXefNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKJXCou9/e4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUtElmGG+wRCamHVHLpdC8gQIlb6eGUxVJ3opGNzO/9cSNFYl+xHHKQ0UHWsSCUXTSw7CneuWKX/XnIKskyEkFctR75a9uP2GZ4hqZpNZ2Aj/FcEINCib5tNTNLE8pG9EB7ziqqeI2nMxPnZIzp/RJnBhXGslc/T0xocrasYpcp6I4tMveTPzP62QYX4cTodMMuWaLRXEmCSZk9jfpC8MZyrEjlBnhbiVsSA1l6NIpuRCC5ZdXSfOiGvjV4P6yUrvL4yjCCZzCOQRwBTW4hTo0gMEAnuEV3jzpvXjv3seiteDlM8fwB97nD1BbjdM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0/GCSp6d2e4vMhf7hGbaaTjfM8U=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF71FNA9IljA7mU2GzMwuM71CCPkELx4U8eoXefNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKJXCou9/e4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUtElmGG+wRCamHVHLpdC8gQIlb6eGUxVJ3opGNzO/9cSNFYl+xHHKQ0UHWsSCUXTSw7CneuWKX/XnIKskyEkFctR75a9uP2GZ4hqZpNZ2Aj/FcEINCib5tNTNLE8pG9EB7ziqqeI2nMxPnZIzp/RJnBhXGslc/T0xocrasYpcp6I4tMveTPzP62QYX4cTodMMuWaLRXEmCSZk9jfpC8MZyrEjlBnhbiVsSA1l6NIpuRCC5ZdXSfOiGvjV4P6yUrvL4yjCCZzCOQRwBTW4hTo0gMEAnuEV3jzpvXjv3seiteDlM8fwB97nD1BbjdM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0/GCSp6d2e4vMhf7hGbaaTjfM8U=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF71FNA9IljA7mU2GzMwuM71CCPkELx4U8eoXefNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKJXCou9/e4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUtElmGG+wRCamHVHLpdC8gQIlb6eGUxVJ3opGNzO/9cSNFYl+xHHKQ0UHWsSCUXTSw7CneuWKX/XnIKskyEkFctR75a9uP2GZ4hqZpNZ2Aj/FcEINCib5tNTNLE8pG9EB7ziqqeI2nMxPnZIzp/RJnBhXGslc/T0xocrasYpcp6I4tMveTPzP62QYX4cTodMMuWaLRXEmCSZk9jfpC8MZyrEjlBnhbiVsSA1l6NIpuRCC5ZdXSfOiGvjV4P6yUrvL4yjCCZzCOQRwBTW4hTo0gMEAnuEV3jzpvXjv3seiteDlM8fwB97nD1BbjdM=</latexit>

hP
<latexit sha1_base64="FzI5+4KiEZmKpjHVOcpyHbbKKyg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeCF71VNG2hjbLZvrRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2jqwMMzMY9+bMBVcG9f9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf+gpZNMMfRZIhLVCalGwSX6hhuBnVQhjUOB7XB0NfXbT6g0T+S9GacYxHQgecQZNVa6Gz40H6s1t+7OQJaJV5AaFLD5r14/YVmM0jBBte56bmqCnCrDmcBJpZdpTCkb0QF2LZU0Rh3ks1Un5MQqfRIlyj5pyEz9PZHTWOtxHNpkTM1QL3pT8T+vm5noMsi5TDODks0/ijJBTEKmd5M+V8iMGFtCmeJ2V8KGVFFmbDsVW4K3ePIyaZ3VPbfu3Z7XGjdFHWU4gmM4BQ8uoAHX0AQfGAzgGV7hzRHOi/PufMyjJaeYOYQ/cD5/ACLijbU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FzI5+4KiEZmKpjHVOcpyHbbKKyg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeCF71VNG2hjbLZvrRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2jqwMMzMY9+bMBVcG9f9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf+gpZNMMfRZIhLVCalGwSX6hhuBnVQhjUOB7XB0NfXbT6g0T+S9GacYxHQgecQZNVa6Gz40H6s1t+7OQJaJV5AaFLD5r14/YVmM0jBBte56bmqCnCrDmcBJpZdpTCkb0QF2LZU0Rh3ks1Un5MQqfRIlyj5pyEz9PZHTWOtxHNpkTM1QL3pT8T+vm5noMsi5TDODks0/ijJBTEKmd5M+V8iMGFtCmeJ2V8KGVFFmbDsVW4K3ePIyaZ3VPbfu3Z7XGjdFHWU4gmM4BQ8uoAHX0AQfGAzgGV7hzRHOi/PufMyjJaeYOYQ/cD5/ACLijbU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FzI5+4KiEZmKpjHVOcpyHbbKKyg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeCF71VNG2hjbLZvrRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2jqwMMzMY9+bMBVcG9f9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf+gpZNMMfRZIhLVCalGwSX6hhuBnVQhjUOB7XB0NfXbT6g0T+S9GacYxHQgecQZNVa6Gz40H6s1t+7OQJaJV5AaFLD5r14/YVmM0jBBte56bmqCnCrDmcBJpZdpTCkb0QF2LZU0Rh3ks1Un5MQqfRIlyj5pyEz9PZHTWOtxHNpkTM1QL3pT8T+vm5noMsi5TDODks0/ijJBTEKmd5M+V8iMGFtCmeJ2V8KGVFFmbDsVW4K3ePIyaZ3VPbfu3Z7XGjdFHWU4gmM4BQ8uoAHX0AQfGAzgGV7hzRHOi/PufMyjJaeYOYQ/cD5/ACLijbU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FzI5+4KiEZmKpjHVOcpyHbbKKyg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeCF71VNG2hjbLZvrRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2jqwMMzMY9+bMBVcG9f9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf+gpZNMMfRZIhLVCalGwSX6hhuBnVQhjUOB7XB0NfXbT6g0T+S9GacYxHQgecQZNVa6Gz40H6s1t+7OQJaJV5AaFLD5r14/YVmM0jBBte56bmqCnCrDmcBJpZdpTCkb0QF2LZU0Rh3ks1Un5MQqfRIlyj5pyEz9PZHTWOtxHNpkTM1QL3pT8T+vm5noMsi5TDODks0/ijJBTEKmd5M+V8iMGFtCmeJ2V8KGVFFmbDsVW4K3ePIyaZ3VPbfu3Z7XGjdFHWU4gmM4BQ8uoAHX0AQfGAzgGV7hzRHOi/PufMyjJaeYOYQ/cD5/ACLijbU=</latexit> hQ

<latexit sha1_base64="ZJ5cSttd4RuIa2Lpn2rFVeUJXK4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi95atB/QxrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38z89hPXRsTqAScJ9yM6VCIUjKKV7kePjX654lbdOcgq8XJSgRz1fvmrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzU6fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF77mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvubDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrTplGwI3vLLq6R1UfXcqte4rNTu8jiKcAKncA4eXEENbqEOTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMkZo22</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZJ5cSttd4RuIa2Lpn2rFVeUJXK4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi95atB/QxrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38z89hPXRsTqAScJ9yM6VCIUjKKV7kePjX654lbdOcgq8XJSgRz1fvmrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzU6fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF77mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvubDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrTplGwI3vLLq6R1UfXcqte4rNTu8jiKcAKncA4eXEENbqEOTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMkZo22</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZJ5cSttd4RuIa2Lpn2rFVeUJXK4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi95atB/QxrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38z89hPXRsTqAScJ9yM6VCIUjKKV7kePjX654lbdOcgq8XJSgRz1fvmrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzU6fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF77mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvubDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrTplGwI3vLLq6R1UfXcqte4rNTu8jiKcAKncA4eXEENbqEOTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMkZo22</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZJ5cSttd4RuIa2Lpn2rFVeUJXK4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi95atB/QxrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38z89hPXRsTqAScJ9yM6VCIUjKKV7kePjX654lbdOcgq8XJSgRz1fvmrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzU6fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF77mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvubDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrTplGwI3vLLq6R1UfXcqte4rNTu8jiKcAKncA4eXEENbqEOTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMkZo22</latexit>

Conditional-Attention
✓1<latexit sha1_base64="2JAe/XXsBEeCdA0FlRErBKOp/LE=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iKNvVW8KK3CvYD2lA22027dLOJuxOhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZFySCa3CcD6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcP2jpOFWUtGotYdQOimeCStYCDYN1EMRIFgnWCyWXud+6Z0jyWtzBNmB+RkeQhpwSM1O3DmAEZuINyxbEvvKp37mFD6l7NdXNiUK1h13bmqKAlmoPye38Y0zRiEqggWvdcJwE/Iwo4FWxW6qeaJYROyIj1DJUkYtrP5vfO8IlRhjiMlSkJeK5+n8hIpPU0CkxnRGCsf3u5+JfXSyGs+xmXSQpM0sWiMBUYYpw/j4dcMQpiagihiptbMR0TRSiYiEomhK9P8f+kXbVdx3ZvziqN62UcRXSEjtEpcpGHGugKNVELUSTQA3pCz9ad9Wi9WK+L1oK1nDlEP2C9fQJzE5BE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2JAe/XXsBEeCdA0FlRErBKOp/LE=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iKNvVW8KK3CvYD2lA22027dLOJuxOhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZFySCa3CcD6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcP2jpOFWUtGotYdQOimeCStYCDYN1EMRIFgnWCyWXud+6Z0jyWtzBNmB+RkeQhpwSM1O3DmAEZuINyxbEvvKp37mFD6l7NdXNiUK1h13bmqKAlmoPye38Y0zRiEqggWvdcJwE/Iwo4FWxW6qeaJYROyIj1DJUkYtrP5vfO8IlRhjiMlSkJeK5+n8hIpPU0CkxnRGCsf3u5+JfXSyGs+xmXSQpM0sWiMBUYYpw/j4dcMQpiagihiptbMR0TRSiYiEomhK9P8f+kXbVdx3ZvziqN62UcRXSEjtEpcpGHGugKNVELUSTQA3pCz9ad9Wi9WK+L1oK1nDlEP2C9fQJzE5BE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2JAe/XXsBEeCdA0FlRErBKOp/LE=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iKNvVW8KK3CvYD2lA22027dLOJuxOhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZFySCa3CcD6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcP2jpOFWUtGotYdQOimeCStYCDYN1EMRIFgnWCyWXud+6Z0jyWtzBNmB+RkeQhpwSM1O3DmAEZuINyxbEvvKp37mFD6l7NdXNiUK1h13bmqKAlmoPye38Y0zRiEqggWvdcJwE/Iwo4FWxW6qeaJYROyIj1DJUkYtrP5vfO8IlRhjiMlSkJeK5+n8hIpPU0CkxnRGCsf3u5+JfXSyGs+xmXSQpM0sWiMBUYYpw/j4dcMQpiagihiptbMR0TRSiYiEomhK9P8f+kXbVdx3ZvziqN62UcRXSEjtEpcpGHGugKNVELUSTQA3pCz9ad9Wi9WK+L1oK1nDlEP2C9fQJzE5BE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2JAe/XXsBEeCdA0FlRErBKOp/LE=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iKNvVW8KK3CvYD2lA22027dLOJuxOhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZFySCa3CcD6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcP2jpOFWUtGotYdQOimeCStYCDYN1EMRIFgnWCyWXud+6Z0jyWtzBNmB+RkeQhpwSM1O3DmAEZuINyxbEvvKp37mFD6l7NdXNiUK1h13bmqKAlmoPye38Y0zRiEqggWvdcJwE/Iwo4FWxW6qeaJYROyIj1DJUkYtrP5vfO8IlRhjiMlSkJeK5+n8hIpPU0CkxnRGCsf3u5+JfXSyGs+xmXSQpM0sWiMBUYYpw/j4dcMQpiagihiptbMR0TRSiYiEomhK9P8f+kXbVdx3ZvziqN62UcRXSEjtEpcpGHGugKNVELUSTQA3pCz9ad9Wi9WK+L1oK1nDlEP2C9fQJzE5BE</latexit>

✓2<latexit sha1_base64="66LBCfeLSeESGw5qqHQCG/NOrp4=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iCNvVW8KK3CvYD2lA22027dLOJuxOhlP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZF6aCa3CcD6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPWjrJFGVNmohEdUKimeCSNYGDYJ1UMRKHgrXD8WXut++Z0jyRtzBJWRCToeQRpwSM1OnBiAHpe/1yxbEvfM8/97EhNb/qujkx8KrYtZ05KmiJRr/83hskNIuZBCqI1l3XSSGYEgWcCjYr9TLNUkLHZMi6hkoSMx1M5/fO8IlRBjhKlCkJeK5+n5iSWOtJHJrOmMBI//Zy8S+vm0FUC6ZcphkwSReLokxgSHD+PB5wxSiIiSGEKm5uxXREFKFgIiqZEL4+xf+Tlme7ju3enFXq18s4iugIHaNT5CIf1dEVaqAmokigB/SEnq0769F6sV4XrQVrOXOIfsB6+wR0l5BF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="66LBCfeLSeESGw5qqHQCG/NOrp4=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iCNvVW8KK3CvYD2lA22027dLOJuxOhlP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZF6aCa3CcD6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPWjrJFGVNmohEdUKimeCSNYGDYJ1UMRKHgrXD8WXut++Z0jyRtzBJWRCToeQRpwSM1OnBiAHpe/1yxbEvfM8/97EhNb/qujkx8KrYtZ05KmiJRr/83hskNIuZBCqI1l3XSSGYEgWcCjYr9TLNUkLHZMi6hkoSMx1M5/fO8IlRBjhKlCkJeK5+n5iSWOtJHJrOmMBI//Zy8S+vm0FUC6ZcphkwSReLokxgSHD+PB5wxSiIiSGEKm5uxXREFKFgIiqZEL4+xf+Tlme7ju3enFXq18s4iugIHaNT5CIf1dEVaqAmokigB/SEnq0769F6sV4XrQVrOXOIfsB6+wR0l5BF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="66LBCfeLSeESGw5qqHQCG/NOrp4=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iCNvVW8KK3CvYD2lA22027dLOJuxOhlP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZF6aCa3CcD6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPWjrJFGVNmohEdUKimeCSNYGDYJ1UMRKHgrXD8WXut++Z0jyRtzBJWRCToeQRpwSM1OnBiAHpe/1yxbEvfM8/97EhNb/qujkx8KrYtZ05KmiJRr/83hskNIuZBCqI1l3XSSGYEgWcCjYr9TLNUkLHZMi6hkoSMx1M5/fO8IlRBjhKlCkJeK5+n5iSWOtJHJrOmMBI//Zy8S+vm0FUC6ZcphkwSReLokxgSHD+PB5wxSiIiSGEKm5uxXREFKFgIiqZEL4+xf+Tlme7ju3enFXq18s4iugIHaNT5CIf1dEVaqAmokigB/SEnq0769F6sV4XrQVrOXOIfsB6+wR0l5BF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="66LBCfeLSeESGw5qqHQCG/NOrp4=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iCNvVW8KK3CvYD2lA22027dLOJuxOhlP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZF6aCa3CcD6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPWjrJFGVNmohEdUKimeCSNYGDYJ1UMRKHgrXD8WXut++Z0jyRtzBJWRCToeQRpwSM1OnBiAHpe/1yxbEvfM8/97EhNb/qujkx8KrYtZ05KmiJRr/83hskNIuZBCqI1l3XSSGYEgWcCjYr9TLNUkLHZMi6hkoSMx1M5/fO8IlRBjhKlCkJeK5+n5iSWOtJHJrOmMBI//Zy8S+vm0FUC6ZcphkwSReLokxgSHD+PB5wxSiIiSGEKm5uxXREFKFgIiqZEL4+xf+Tlme7ju3enFXq18s4iugIHaNT5CIf1dEVaqAmokigB/SEnq0769F6sV4XrQVrOXOIfsB6+wR0l5BF</latexit>

✓3
<latexit sha1_base64="CBwdoxS51N+r51GuWBVtIYb3zB0=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4CknVpt4KXvRWwX5AG8pmu2mXbjZxdyKU0D/hxYMiXv073vw3btoKKvpg4PHeDDPzgkRwDY7zYS0tr6yurRc2iptb2zu7pb39lo5TRVmTxiJWnYBoJrhkTeAgWCdRjESBYO1gfJn77XumNI/lLUwS5kdkKHnIKQEjdXowYkD6p/1S2bEvvIp37mFDal7VdXNiUKli13ZmKKMFGv3Se28Q0zRiEqggWnddJwE/Iwo4FWxa7KWaJYSOyZB1DZUkYtrPZvdO8bFRBjiMlSkJeKZ+n8hIpPUkCkxnRGCkf3u5+JfXTSGs+RmXSQpM0vmiMBUYYpw/jwdcMQpiYgihiptbMR0RRSiYiIomhK9P8f+kVbFdx3Zvzsr160UcBXSIjtAJcpGH6ugKNVATUSTQA3pCz9ad9Wi9WK/z1iVrMXOAfsB6+wR2G5BG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CBwdoxS51N+r51GuWBVtIYb3zB0=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4CknVpt4KXvRWwX5AG8pmu2mXbjZxdyKU0D/hxYMiXv073vw3btoKKvpg4PHeDDPzgkRwDY7zYS0tr6yurRc2iptb2zu7pb39lo5TRVmTxiJWnYBoJrhkTeAgWCdRjESBYO1gfJn77XumNI/lLUwS5kdkKHnIKQEjdXowYkD6p/1S2bEvvIp37mFDal7VdXNiUKli13ZmKKMFGv3Se28Q0zRiEqggWnddJwE/Iwo4FWxa7KWaJYSOyZB1DZUkYtrPZvdO8bFRBjiMlSkJeKZ+n8hIpPUkCkxnRGCkf3u5+JfXTSGs+RmXSQpM0vmiMBUYYpw/jwdcMQpiYgihiptbMR0RRSiYiIomhK9P8f+kVbFdx3Zvzsr160UcBXSIjtAJcpGH6ugKNVATUSTQA3pCz9ad9Wi9WK/z1iVrMXOAfsB6+wR2G5BG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CBwdoxS51N+r51GuWBVtIYb3zB0=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4CknVpt4KXvRWwX5AG8pmu2mXbjZxdyKU0D/hxYMiXv073vw3btoKKvpg4PHeDDPzgkRwDY7zYS0tr6yurRc2iptb2zu7pb39lo5TRVmTxiJWnYBoJrhkTeAgWCdRjESBYO1gfJn77XumNI/lLUwS5kdkKHnIKQEjdXowYkD6p/1S2bEvvIp37mFDal7VdXNiUKli13ZmKKMFGv3Se28Q0zRiEqggWnddJwE/Iwo4FWxa7KWaJYSOyZB1DZUkYtrPZvdO8bFRBjiMlSkJeKZ+n8hIpPUkCkxnRGCkf3u5+JfXTSGs+RmXSQpM0vmiMBUYYpw/jwdcMQpiYgihiptbMR0RRSiYiIomhK9P8f+kVbFdx3Zvzsr160UcBXSIjtAJcpGH6ugKNVATUSTQA3pCz9ad9Wi9WK/z1iVrMXOAfsB6+wR2G5BG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CBwdoxS51N+r51GuWBVtIYb3zB0=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4CknVpt4KXvRWwX5AG8pmu2mXbjZxdyKU0D/hxYMiXv073vw3btoKKvpg4PHeDDPzgkRwDY7zYS0tr6yurRc2iptb2zu7pb39lo5TRVmTxiJWnYBoJrhkTeAgWCdRjESBYO1gfJn77XumNI/lLUwS5kdkKHnIKQEjdXowYkD6p/1S2bEvvIp37mFDal7VdXNiUKli13ZmKKMFGv3Se28Q0zRiEqggWnddJwE/Iwo4FWxa7KWaJYSOyZB1DZUkYtrPZvdO8bFRBjiMlSkJeKZ+n8hIpPUkCkxnRGCkf3u5+JfXTSGs+RmXSQpM0vmiMBUYYpw/jwdcMQpiYgihiptbMR0RRSiYiIomhK9P8f+kVbFdx3Zvzsr160UcBXSIjtAJcpGH6ugKNVATUSTQA3pCz9ad9Wi9WK/z1iVrMXOAfsB6+wR2G5BG</latexit>

✓n
<latexit sha1_base64="WOWipuMEL2ifP2IHwhDiEEigIc8=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iKNvVW8KK3CvYD2lA22027dLOJuxOhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZFySCa3CcD6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcP2jpOFWUtGotYdQOimeCStYCDYN1EMRIFgnWCyWXud+6Z0jyWtzBNmB+RkeQhpwSM1O3DmAEZyEG54tgXXtU797Ahda/mujkxqNawaztzVNASzUH5vT+MaRoxCVQQrXuuk4CfEQWcCjYr9VPNEkInZMR6hkoSMe1n83tn+MQoQxzGypQEPFe/T2Qk0noaBaYzIjDWv71c/MvrpRDW/YzLJAUm6WJRmAoMMc6fx0OuGAUxNYRQxc2tmI6JIhRMRCUTwten+H/SrtquY7s3Z5XG9TKOIjpCx+gUuchDDXSFmqiFKBLoAT2hZ+vOerRerNdFa8FazhyiH7DePgHPh5CB</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WOWipuMEL2ifP2IHwhDiEEigIc8=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iKNvVW8KK3CvYD2lA22027dLOJuxOhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZFySCa3CcD6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcP2jpOFWUtGotYdQOimeCStYCDYN1EMRIFgnWCyWXud+6Z0jyWtzBNmB+RkeQhpwSM1O3DmAEZyEG54tgXXtU797Ahda/mujkxqNawaztzVNASzUH5vT+MaRoxCVQQrXuuk4CfEQWcCjYr9VPNEkInZMR6hkoSMe1n83tn+MQoQxzGypQEPFe/T2Qk0noaBaYzIjDWv71c/MvrpRDW/YzLJAUm6WJRmAoMMc6fx0OuGAUxNYRQxc2tmI6JIhRMRCUTwten+H/SrtquY7s3Z5XG9TKOIjpCx+gUuchDDXSFmqiFKBLoAT2hZ+vOerRerNdFa8FazhyiH7DePgHPh5CB</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WOWipuMEL2ifP2IHwhDiEEigIc8=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iKNvVW8KK3CvYD2lA22027dLOJuxOhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZFySCa3CcD6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcP2jpOFWUtGotYdQOimeCStYCDYN1EMRIFgnWCyWXud+6Z0jyWtzBNmB+RkeQhpwSM1O3DmAEZyEG54tgXXtU797Ahda/mujkxqNawaztzVNASzUH5vT+MaRoxCVQQrXuuk4CfEQWcCjYr9VPNEkInZMR6hkoSMe1n83tn+MQoQxzGypQEPFe/T2Qk0noaBaYzIjDWv71c/MvrpRDW/YzLJAUm6WJRmAoMMc6fx0OuGAUxNYRQxc2tmI6JIhRMRCUTwten+H/SrtquY7s3Z5XG9TKOIjpCx+gUuchDDXSFmqiFKBLoAT2hZ+vOerRerNdFa8FazhyiH7DePgHPh5CB</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WOWipuMEL2ifP2IHwhDiEEigIc8=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iKNvVW8KK3CvYD2lA22027dLOJuxOhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZFySCa3CcD6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcP2jpOFWUtGotYdQOimeCStYCDYN1EMRIFgnWCyWXud+6Z0jyWtzBNmB+RkeQhpwSM1O3DmAEZyEG54tgXXtU797Ahda/mujkxqNawaztzVNASzUH5vT+MaRoxCVQQrXuuk4CfEQWcCjYr9VPNEkInZMR6hkoSMe1n83tn+MQoQxzGypQEPFe/T2Qk0noaBaYzIjDWv71c/MvrpRDW/YzLJAUm6WJRmAoMMc6fx0OuGAUxNYRQxc2tmI6JIhRMRCUTwten+H/SrtquY7s3Z5XG9TKOIjpCx+gUuchDDXSFmqiFKBLoAT2hZ+vOerRerNdFa8FazhyiH7DePgHPh5CB</latexit>

… ✓1<latexit sha1_base64="2JAe/XXsBEeCdA0FlRErBKOp/LE=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iKNvVW8KK3CvYD2lA22027dLOJuxOhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZFySCa3CcD6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcP2jpOFWUtGotYdQOimeCStYCDYN1EMRIFgnWCyWXud+6Z0jyWtzBNmB+RkeQhpwSM1O3DmAEZuINyxbEvvKp37mFD6l7NdXNiUK1h13bmqKAlmoPye38Y0zRiEqggWvdcJwE/Iwo4FWxW6qeaJYROyIj1DJUkYtrP5vfO8IlRhjiMlSkJeK5+n8hIpPU0CkxnRGCsf3u5+JfXSyGs+xmXSQpM0sWiMBUYYpw/j4dcMQpiagihiptbMR0TRSiYiEomhK9P8f+kXbVdx3ZvziqN62UcRXSEjtEpcpGHGugKNVELUSTQA3pCz9ad9Wi9WK+L1oK1nDlEP2C9fQJzE5BE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2JAe/XXsBEeCdA0FlRErBKOp/LE=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iKNvVW8KK3CvYD2lA22027dLOJuxOhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZFySCa3CcD6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcP2jpOFWUtGotYdQOimeCStYCDYN1EMRIFgnWCyWXud+6Z0jyWtzBNmB+RkeQhpwSM1O3DmAEZuINyxbEvvKp37mFD6l7NdXNiUK1h13bmqKAlmoPye38Y0zRiEqggWvdcJwE/Iwo4FWxW6qeaJYROyIj1DJUkYtrP5vfO8IlRhjiMlSkJeK5+n8hIpPU0CkxnRGCsf3u5+JfXSyGs+xmXSQpM0sWiMBUYYpw/j4dcMQpiagihiptbMR0TRSiYiEomhK9P8f+kXbVdx3ZvziqN62UcRXSEjtEpcpGHGugKNVELUSTQA3pCz9ad9Wi9WK+L1oK1nDlEP2C9fQJzE5BE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2JAe/XXsBEeCdA0FlRErBKOp/LE=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iKNvVW8KK3CvYD2lA22027dLOJuxOhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZFySCa3CcD6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcP2jpOFWUtGotYdQOimeCStYCDYN1EMRIFgnWCyWXud+6Z0jyWtzBNmB+RkeQhpwSM1O3DmAEZuINyxbEvvKp37mFD6l7NdXNiUK1h13bmqKAlmoPye38Y0zRiEqggWvdcJwE/Iwo4FWxW6qeaJYROyIj1DJUkYtrP5vfO8IlRhjiMlSkJeK5+n8hIpPU0CkxnRGCsf3u5+JfXSyGs+xmXSQpM0sWiMBUYYpw/j4dcMQpiagihiptbMR0TRSiYiEomhK9P8f+kXbVdx3ZvziqN62UcRXSEjtEpcpGHGugKNVELUSTQA3pCz9ad9Wi9WK+L1oK1nDlEP2C9fQJzE5BE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2JAe/XXsBEeCdA0FlRErBKOp/LE=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iKNvVW8KK3CvYD2lA22027dLOJuxOhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZFySCa3CcD6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcP2jpOFWUtGotYdQOimeCStYCDYN1EMRIFgnWCyWXud+6Z0jyWtzBNmB+RkeQhpwSM1O3DmAEZuINyxbEvvKp37mFD6l7NdXNiUK1h13bmqKAlmoPye38Y0zRiEqggWvdcJwE/Iwo4FWxW6qeaJYROyIj1DJUkYtrP5vfO8IlRhjiMlSkJeK5+n8hIpPU0CkxnRGCsf3u5+JfXSyGs+xmXSQpM0sWiMBUYYpw/j4dcMQpiagihiptbMR0TRSiYiEomhK9P8f+kXbVdx3ZvziqN62UcRXSEjtEpcpGHGugKNVELUSTQA3pCz9ad9Wi9WK+L1oK1nDlEP2C9fQJzE5BE</latexit>

✓2<latexit sha1_base64="66LBCfeLSeESGw5qqHQCG/NOrp4=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iCNvVW8KK3CvYD2lA22027dLOJuxOhlP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZF6aCa3CcD6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPWjrJFGVNmohEdUKimeCSNYGDYJ1UMRKHgrXD8WXut++Z0jyRtzBJWRCToeQRpwSM1OnBiAHpe/1yxbEvfM8/97EhNb/qujkx8KrYtZ05KmiJRr/83hskNIuZBCqI1l3XSSGYEgWcCjYr9TLNUkLHZMi6hkoSMx1M5/fO8IlRBjhKlCkJeK5+n5iSWOtJHJrOmMBI//Zy8S+vm0FUC6ZcphkwSReLokxgSHD+PB5wxSiIiSGEKm5uxXREFKFgIiqZEL4+xf+Tlme7ju3enFXq18s4iugIHaNT5CIf1dEVaqAmokigB/SEnq0769F6sV4XrQVrOXOIfsB6+wR0l5BF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="66LBCfeLSeESGw5qqHQCG/NOrp4=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iCNvVW8KK3CvYD2lA22027dLOJuxOhlP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZF6aCa3CcD6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPWjrJFGVNmohEdUKimeCSNYGDYJ1UMRKHgrXD8WXut++Z0jyRtzBJWRCToeQRpwSM1OnBiAHpe/1yxbEvfM8/97EhNb/qujkx8KrYtZ05KmiJRr/83hskNIuZBCqI1l3XSSGYEgWcCjYr9TLNUkLHZMi6hkoSMx1M5/fO8IlRBjhKlCkJeK5+n5iSWOtJHJrOmMBI//Zy8S+vm0FUC6ZcphkwSReLokxgSHD+PB5wxSiIiSGEKm5uxXREFKFgIiqZEL4+xf+Tlme7ju3enFXq18s4iugIHaNT5CIf1dEVaqAmokigB/SEnq0769F6sV4XrQVrOXOIfsB6+wR0l5BF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="66LBCfeLSeESGw5qqHQCG/NOrp4=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iCNvVW8KK3CvYD2lA22027dLOJuxOhlP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZF6aCa3CcD6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPWjrJFGVNmohEdUKimeCSNYGDYJ1UMRKHgrXD8WXut++Z0jyRtzBJWRCToeQRpwSM1OnBiAHpe/1yxbEvfM8/97EhNb/qujkx8KrYtZ05KmiJRr/83hskNIuZBCqI1l3XSSGYEgWcCjYr9TLNUkLHZMi6hkoSMx1M5/fO8IlRBjhKlCkJeK5+n5iSWOtJHJrOmMBI//Zy8S+vm0FUC6ZcphkwSReLokxgSHD+PB5wxSiIiSGEKm5uxXREFKFgIiqZEL4+xf+Tlme7ju3enFXq18s4iugIHaNT5CIf1dEVaqAmokigB/SEnq0769F6sV4XrQVrOXOIfsB6+wR0l5BF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="66LBCfeLSeESGw5qqHQCG/NOrp4=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iCNvVW8KK3CvYD2lA22027dLOJuxOhlP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZF6aCa3CcD6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPWjrJFGVNmohEdUKimeCSNYGDYJ1UMRKHgrXD8WXut++Z0jyRtzBJWRCToeQRpwSM1OnBiAHpe/1yxbEvfM8/97EhNb/qujkx8KrYtZ05KmiJRr/83hskNIuZBCqI1l3XSSGYEgWcCjYr9TLNUkLHZMi6hkoSMx1M5/fO8IlRBjhKlCkJeK5+n5iSWOtJHJrOmMBI//Zy8S+vm0FUC6ZcphkwSReLokxgSHD+PB5wxSiIiSGEKm5uxXREFKFgIiqZEL4+xf+Tlme7ju3enFXq18s4iugIHaNT5CIf1dEVaqAmokigB/SEnq0769F6sV4XrQVrOXOIfsB6+wR0l5BF</latexit>

✓3
<latexit sha1_base64="CBwdoxS51N+r51GuWBVtIYb3zB0=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4CknVpt4KXvRWwX5AG8pmu2mXbjZxdyKU0D/hxYMiXv073vw3btoKKvpg4PHeDDPzgkRwDY7zYS0tr6yurRc2iptb2zu7pb39lo5TRVmTxiJWnYBoJrhkTeAgWCdRjESBYO1gfJn77XumNI/lLUwS5kdkKHnIKQEjdXowYkD6p/1S2bEvvIp37mFDal7VdXNiUKli13ZmKKMFGv3Se28Q0zRiEqggWnddJwE/Iwo4FWxa7KWaJYSOyZB1DZUkYtrPZvdO8bFRBjiMlSkJeKZ+n8hIpPUkCkxnRGCkf3u5+JfXTSGs+RmXSQpM0vmiMBUYYpw/jwdcMQpiYgihiptbMR0RRSiYiIomhK9P8f+kVbFdx3Zvzsr160UcBXSIjtAJcpGH6ugKNVATUSTQA3pCz9ad9Wi9WK/z1iVrMXOAfsB6+wR2G5BG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CBwdoxS51N+r51GuWBVtIYb3zB0=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4CknVpt4KXvRWwX5AG8pmu2mXbjZxdyKU0D/hxYMiXv073vw3btoKKvpg4PHeDDPzgkRwDY7zYS0tr6yurRc2iptb2zu7pb39lo5TRVmTxiJWnYBoJrhkTeAgWCdRjESBYO1gfJn77XumNI/lLUwS5kdkKHnIKQEjdXowYkD6p/1S2bEvvIp37mFDal7VdXNiUKli13ZmKKMFGv3Se28Q0zRiEqggWnddJwE/Iwo4FWxa7KWaJYSOyZB1DZUkYtrPZvdO8bFRBjiMlSkJeKZ+n8hIpPUkCkxnRGCkf3u5+JfXTSGs+RmXSQpM0vmiMBUYYpw/jwdcMQpiYgihiptbMR0RRSiYiIomhK9P8f+kVbFdx3Zvzsr160UcBXSIjtAJcpGH6ugKNVATUSTQA3pCz9ad9Wi9WK/z1iVrMXOAfsB6+wR2G5BG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CBwdoxS51N+r51GuWBVtIYb3zB0=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4CknVpt4KXvRWwX5AG8pmu2mXbjZxdyKU0D/hxYMiXv073vw3btoKKvpg4PHeDDPzgkRwDY7zYS0tr6yurRc2iptb2zu7pb39lo5TRVmTxiJWnYBoJrhkTeAgWCdRjESBYO1gfJn77XumNI/lLUwS5kdkKHnIKQEjdXowYkD6p/1S2bEvvIp37mFDal7VdXNiUKli13ZmKKMFGv3Se28Q0zRiEqggWnddJwE/Iwo4FWxa7KWaJYSOyZB1DZUkYtrPZvdO8bFRBjiMlSkJeKZ+n8hIpPUkCkxnRGCkf3u5+JfXTSGs+RmXSQpM0vmiMBUYYpw/jwdcMQpiYgihiptbMR0RRSiYiIomhK9P8f+kVbFdx3Zvzsr160UcBXSIjtAJcpGH6ugKNVATUSTQA3pCz9ad9Wi9WK/z1iVrMXOAfsB6+wR2G5BG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CBwdoxS51N+r51GuWBVtIYb3zB0=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4CknVpt4KXvRWwX5AG8pmu2mXbjZxdyKU0D/hxYMiXv073vw3btoKKvpg4PHeDDPzgkRwDY7zYS0tr6yurRc2iptb2zu7pb39lo5TRVmTxiJWnYBoJrhkTeAgWCdRjESBYO1gfJn77XumNI/lLUwS5kdkKHnIKQEjdXowYkD6p/1S2bEvvIp37mFDal7VdXNiUKli13ZmKKMFGv3Se28Q0zRiEqggWnddJwE/Iwo4FWxa7KWaJYSOyZB1DZUkYtrPZvdO8bFRBjiMlSkJeKZ+n8hIpPUkCkxnRGCkf3u5+JfXTSGs+RmXSQpM0vmiMBUYYpw/jwdcMQpiYgihiptbMR0RRSiYiIomhK9P8f+kVbFdx3Zvzsr160UcBXSIjtAJcpGH6ugKNVATUSTQA3pCz9ad9Wi9WK/z1iVrMXOAfsB6+wR2G5BG</latexit>

✓m
<latexit sha1_base64="J84tJkM2ktnmKbColcX4eRuLvrc=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iKNvVW8KK3CvYD2lA22027dLOJuxOhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZFySCa3CcD6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcP2jpOFWUtGotYdQOimeCStYCDYN1EMRIFgnWCyWXud+6Z0jyWtzBNmB+RkeQhpwSM1O3DmAEZRINyxbEvvKp37mFD6l7NdXNiUK1h13bmqKAlmoPye38Y0zRiEqggWvdcJwE/Iwo4FWxW6qeaJYROyIj1DJUkYtrP5vfO8IlRhjiMlSkJeK5+n8hIpPU0CkxnRGCsf3u5+JfXSyGs+xmXSQpM0sWiMBUYYpw/j4dcMQpiagihiptbMR0TRSiYiEomhK9P8f+kXbVdx3ZvziqN62UcRXSEjtEpcpGHGugKNVELUSTQA3pCz9ad9Wi9WK+L1oK1nDlEP2C9fQLOA5CA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J84tJkM2ktnmKbColcX4eRuLvrc=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iKNvVW8KK3CvYD2lA22027dLOJuxOhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZFySCa3CcD6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcP2jpOFWUtGotYdQOimeCStYCDYN1EMRIFgnWCyWXud+6Z0jyWtzBNmB+RkeQhpwSM1O3DmAEZRINyxbEvvKp37mFD6l7NdXNiUK1h13bmqKAlmoPye38Y0zRiEqggWvdcJwE/Iwo4FWxW6qeaJYROyIj1DJUkYtrP5vfO8IlRhjiMlSkJeK5+n8hIpPU0CkxnRGCsf3u5+JfXSyGs+xmXSQpM0sWiMBUYYpw/j4dcMQpiagihiptbMR0TRSiYiEomhK9P8f+kXbVdx3ZvziqN62UcRXSEjtEpcpGHGugKNVELUSTQA3pCz9ad9Wi9WK+L1oK1nDlEP2C9fQLOA5CA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J84tJkM2ktnmKbColcX4eRuLvrc=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iKNvVW8KK3CvYD2lA22027dLOJuxOhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZFySCa3CcD6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcP2jpOFWUtGotYdQOimeCStYCDYN1EMRIFgnWCyWXud+6Z0jyWtzBNmB+RkeQhpwSM1O3DmAEZRINyxbEvvKp37mFD6l7NdXNiUK1h13bmqKAlmoPye38Y0zRiEqggWvdcJwE/Iwo4FWxW6qeaJYROyIj1DJUkYtrP5vfO8IlRhjiMlSkJeK5+n8hIpPU0CkxnRGCsf3u5+JfXSyGs+xmXSQpM0sWiMBUYYpw/j4dcMQpiagihiptbMR0TRSiYiEomhK9P8f+kXbVdx3ZvziqN62UcRXSEjtEpcpGHGugKNVELUSTQA3pCz9ad9Wi9WK+L1oK1nDlEP2C9fQLOA5CA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J84tJkM2ktnmKbColcX4eRuLvrc=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iKNvVW8KK3CvYD2lA22027dLOJuxOhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdNWUNEHA4/3ZpiZFySCa3CcD6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcP2jpOFWUtGotYdQOimeCStYCDYN1EMRIFgnWCyWXud+6Z0jyWtzBNmB+RkeQhpwSM1O3DmAEZRINyxbEvvKp37mFD6l7NdXNiUK1h13bmqKAlmoPye38Y0zRiEqggWvdcJwE/Iwo4FWxW6qeaJYROyIj1DJUkYtrP5vfO8IlRhjiMlSkJeK5+n8hIpPU0CkxnRGCsf3u5+JfXSyGs+xmXSQpM0sWiMBUYYpw/j4dcMQpiagihiptbMR0TRSiYiEomhK9P8f+kXbVdx3ZvziqN62UcRXSEjtEpcpGHGugKNVELUSTQA3pCz9ad9Wi9WK+L1oK1nDlEP2C9fQLOA5CA</latexit>

…

MLP

Lsim
<latexit sha1_base64="nGpMo2FX5yxPvWutRluiAijbK+Q=">AAACAXicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1E3gpvBIrgqiQi6LLhRcFHB1kIbwmQ6aYfOJGFmIpRQN76KGxeKuPUt3Pk2TtIstPXAwMe59zL3niDhTGnH+bYqS8srq2vV9drG5tb2jr2711FxKgltk5jHshtgRTmLaFszzWk3kRSLgNP7YHyZ1+8fqFQsju70JKGewMOIhYxgbSzfPugLrEcE8+xm6hcsRaaYmPp23Wk4hdAiuCXUoVTLt7/6g5ikgkaacKxUz3US7WVYakY4ndb6qaIJJmM8pD2DERZUeVlxwRQdG2eAwliaF2lUuL8nMiyUmojAdOY7qvlabv5X66U6vPAyFiWpphGZfRSmHOkY5XGgAZOUaD4xgIlkZldERlhiok1oNROCO3/yInROG67TcG/P6s3rMo4qHMIRnIAL59CEK2hBGwg8wjO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHrLVilTP78EfW5w+VZ5eh</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nGpMo2FX5yxPvWutRluiAijbK+Q=">AAACAXicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1E3gpvBIrgqiQi6LLhRcFHB1kIbwmQ6aYfOJGFmIpRQN76KGxeKuPUt3Pk2TtIstPXAwMe59zL3niDhTGnH+bYqS8srq2vV9drG5tb2jr2711FxKgltk5jHshtgRTmLaFszzWk3kRSLgNP7YHyZ1+8fqFQsju70JKGewMOIhYxgbSzfPugLrEcE8+xm6hcsRaaYmPp23Wk4hdAiuCXUoVTLt7/6g5ikgkaacKxUz3US7WVYakY4ndb6qaIJJmM8pD2DERZUeVlxwRQdG2eAwliaF2lUuL8nMiyUmojAdOY7qvlabv5X66U6vPAyFiWpphGZfRSmHOkY5XGgAZOUaD4xgIlkZldERlhiok1oNROCO3/yInROG67TcG/P6s3rMo4qHMIRnIAL59CEK2hBGwg8wjO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHrLVilTP78EfW5w+VZ5eh</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nGpMo2FX5yxPvWutRluiAijbK+Q=">AAACAXicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1E3gpvBIrgqiQi6LLhRcFHB1kIbwmQ6aYfOJGFmIpRQN76KGxeKuPUt3Pk2TtIstPXAwMe59zL3niDhTGnH+bYqS8srq2vV9drG5tb2jr2711FxKgltk5jHshtgRTmLaFszzWk3kRSLgNP7YHyZ1+8fqFQsju70JKGewMOIhYxgbSzfPugLrEcE8+xm6hcsRaaYmPp23Wk4hdAiuCXUoVTLt7/6g5ikgkaacKxUz3US7WVYakY4ndb6qaIJJmM8pD2DERZUeVlxwRQdG2eAwliaF2lUuL8nMiyUmojAdOY7qvlabv5X66U6vPAyFiWpphGZfRSmHOkY5XGgAZOUaD4xgIlkZldERlhiok1oNROCO3/yInROG67TcG/P6s3rMo4qHMIRnIAL59CEK2hBGwg8wjO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHrLVilTP78EfW5w+VZ5eh</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nGpMo2FX5yxPvWutRluiAijbK+Q=">AAACAXicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1E3gpvBIrgqiQi6LLhRcFHB1kIbwmQ6aYfOJGFmIpRQN76KGxeKuPUt3Pk2TtIstPXAwMe59zL3niDhTGnH+bYqS8srq2vV9drG5tb2jr2711FxKgltk5jHshtgRTmLaFszzWk3kRSLgNP7YHyZ1+8fqFQsju70JKGewMOIhYxgbSzfPugLrEcE8+xm6hcsRaaYmPp23Wk4hdAiuCXUoVTLt7/6g5ikgkaacKxUz3US7WVYakY4ndb6qaIJJmM8pD2DERZUeVlxwRQdG2eAwliaF2lUuL8nMiyUmojAdOY7qvlabv5X66U6vPAyFiWpphGZfRSmHOkY5XGgAZOUaD4xgIlkZldERlhiok1oNROCO3/yInROG67TcG/P6s3rMo4qHMIRnIAL59CEK2hBGwg8wjO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHrLVilTP78EfW5w+VZ5eh</latexit>

Ldup
<latexit sha1_base64="XR2DXc5aufSkwFIT4l7hkroVmJk=">AAACAXicbZBPS8MwGMbT+W/Of1UvgpfgEDyNVgQ9DrwoeJjg5mArJU3TLSxJS5IKo9SLX8WLB0W8+i28+W1Mux5084HAj+d9X/K+T5AwqrTjfFu1peWV1bX6emNjc2t7x97d66k4lZh0ccxi2Q+QIowK0tVUM9JPJEE8YOQ+mFwW9fsHIhWNxZ2eJsTjaCRoRDHSxvLtgyFHeowRy25yv2TJszBNct9uOi2nFFwEt4ImqNTx7a9hGOOUE6ExQ0oNXCfRXoakppiRvDFMFUkQnqARGRgUiBPlZeUFOTw2TgijWJonNCzd3xMZ4kpNeWA6ix3VfK0w/6sNUh1deBkVSaqJwLOPopRBHcMiDhhSSbBmUwMIS2p2hXiMJMLahNYwIbjzJy9C77TlOi339qzZvq7iqINDcAROgAvOQRtcgQ7oAgwewTN4BW/Wk/VivVsfs9aaVc3sgz+yPn8AlVWXoQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XR2DXc5aufSkwFIT4l7hkroVmJk=">AAACAXicbZBPS8MwGMbT+W/Of1UvgpfgEDyNVgQ9DrwoeJjg5mArJU3TLSxJS5IKo9SLX8WLB0W8+i28+W1Mux5084HAj+d9X/K+T5AwqrTjfFu1peWV1bX6emNjc2t7x97d66k4lZh0ccxi2Q+QIowK0tVUM9JPJEE8YOQ+mFwW9fsHIhWNxZ2eJsTjaCRoRDHSxvLtgyFHeowRy25yv2TJszBNct9uOi2nFFwEt4ImqNTx7a9hGOOUE6ExQ0oNXCfRXoakppiRvDFMFUkQnqARGRgUiBPlZeUFOTw2TgijWJonNCzd3xMZ4kpNeWA6ix3VfK0w/6sNUh1deBkVSaqJwLOPopRBHcMiDhhSSbBmUwMIS2p2hXiMJMLahNYwIbjzJy9C77TlOi339qzZvq7iqINDcAROgAvOQRtcgQ7oAgwewTN4BW/Wk/VivVsfs9aaVc3sgz+yPn8AlVWXoQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XR2DXc5aufSkwFIT4l7hkroVmJk=">AAACAXicbZBPS8MwGMbT+W/Of1UvgpfgEDyNVgQ9DrwoeJjg5mArJU3TLSxJS5IKo9SLX8WLB0W8+i28+W1Mux5084HAj+d9X/K+T5AwqrTjfFu1peWV1bX6emNjc2t7x97d66k4lZh0ccxi2Q+QIowK0tVUM9JPJEE8YOQ+mFwW9fsHIhWNxZ2eJsTjaCRoRDHSxvLtgyFHeowRy25yv2TJszBNct9uOi2nFFwEt4ImqNTx7a9hGOOUE6ExQ0oNXCfRXoakppiRvDFMFUkQnqARGRgUiBPlZeUFOTw2TgijWJonNCzd3xMZ4kpNeWA6ix3VfK0w/6sNUh1deBkVSaqJwLOPopRBHcMiDhhSSbBmUwMIS2p2hXiMJMLahNYwIbjzJy9C77TlOi339qzZvq7iqINDcAROgAvOQRtcgQ7oAgwewTN4BW/Wk/VivVsfs9aaVc3sgz+yPn8AlVWXoQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XR2DXc5aufSkwFIT4l7hkroVmJk=">AAACAXicbZBPS8MwGMbT+W/Of1UvgpfgEDyNVgQ9DrwoeJjg5mArJU3TLSxJS5IKo9SLX8WLB0W8+i28+W1Mux5084HAj+d9X/K+T5AwqrTjfFu1peWV1bX6emNjc2t7x97d66k4lZh0ccxi2Q+QIowK0tVUM9JPJEE8YOQ+mFwW9fsHIhWNxZ2eJsTjaCRoRDHSxvLtgyFHeowRy25yv2TJszBNct9uOi2nFFwEt4ImqNTx7a9hGOOUE6ExQ0oNXCfRXoakppiRvDFMFUkQnqARGRgUiBPlZeUFOTw2TgijWJonNCzd3xMZ4kpNeWA6ix3VfK0w/6sNUh1deBkVSaqJwLOPopRBHcMiDhhSSbBmUwMIS2p2hXiMJMLahNYwIbjzJy9C77TlOi339qzZvq7iqINDcAROgAvOQRtcgQ7oAgwewTN4BW/Wk/VivVsfs9aaVc3sgz+yPn8AlVWXoQ==</latexit>

✓P
<latexit sha1_base64="WAQqLjnEJvTKs7H6Tg61L+VgLlA=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoPgKeyKoMeAF71FMA9IVpmd9CZDZmfXmV4hLPkJLx4U8ervePNvnDwOmlgwUFRVM90VplIY8rxvp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aJsk0xwZPZKLbITMohcIGCZLYTjWyOJTYCodXE7/1hNqIRN3RKMUgZn0lIsEZWandpQESu68/lCte1ZvCXSb+nFRgDpv/6vYSnsWoiEtmTMf3UgpypklwieNSNzOYMj5kfexYqliMJsin+47dE6v03CjR9ilyp+rviZzFxozi0CZjRgOz6E3E/7xORtFlkAuVZoSKzz6KMulS4k6Od3tCIyc5soRxLeyuLh8wzTjZikq2BH/x5GXSPKv6XtW/Pa/UbuZ1FOEIjuEUfLiAGlxDHRrAQcIzvMKb8+i8OO/OxyxacOYzh/AHzucP/PmP8Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WAQqLjnEJvTKs7H6Tg61L+VgLlA=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoPgKeyKoMeAF71FMA9IVpmd9CZDZmfXmV4hLPkJLx4U8ervePNvnDwOmlgwUFRVM90VplIY8rxvp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aJsk0xwZPZKLbITMohcIGCZLYTjWyOJTYCodXE7/1hNqIRN3RKMUgZn0lIsEZWandpQESu68/lCte1ZvCXSb+nFRgDpv/6vYSnsWoiEtmTMf3UgpypklwieNSNzOYMj5kfexYqliMJsin+47dE6v03CjR9ilyp+rviZzFxozi0CZjRgOz6E3E/7xORtFlkAuVZoSKzz6KMulS4k6Od3tCIyc5soRxLeyuLh8wzTjZikq2BH/x5GXSPKv6XtW/Pa/UbuZ1FOEIjuEUfLiAGlxDHRrAQcIzvMKb8+i8OO/OxyxacOYzh/AHzucP/PmP8Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WAQqLjnEJvTKs7H6Tg61L+VgLlA=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoPgKeyKoMeAF71FMA9IVpmd9CZDZmfXmV4hLPkJLx4U8ervePNvnDwOmlgwUFRVM90VplIY8rxvp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aJsk0xwZPZKLbITMohcIGCZLYTjWyOJTYCodXE7/1hNqIRN3RKMUgZn0lIsEZWandpQESu68/lCte1ZvCXSb+nFRgDpv/6vYSnsWoiEtmTMf3UgpypklwieNSNzOYMj5kfexYqliMJsin+47dE6v03CjR9ilyp+rviZzFxozi0CZjRgOz6E3E/7xORtFlkAuVZoSKzz6KMulS4k6Od3tCIyc5soRxLeyuLh8wzTjZikq2BH/x5GXSPKv6XtW/Pa/UbuZ1FOEIjuEUfLiAGlxDHRrAQcIzvMKb8+i8OO/OxyxacOYzh/AHzucP/PmP8Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WAQqLjnEJvTKs7H6Tg61L+VgLlA=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoPgKeyKoMeAF71FMA9IVpmd9CZDZmfXmV4hLPkJLx4U8ervePNvnDwOmlgwUFRVM90VplIY8rxvp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aJsk0xwZPZKLbITMohcIGCZLYTjWyOJTYCodXE7/1hNqIRN3RKMUgZn0lIsEZWandpQESu68/lCte1ZvCXSb+nFRgDpv/6vYSnsWoiEtmTMf3UgpypklwieNSNzOYMj5kfexYqliMJsin+47dE6v03CjR9ilyp+rviZzFxozi0CZjRgOz6E3E/7xORtFlkAuVZoSKzz6KMulS4k6Od3tCIyc5soRxLeyuLh8wzTjZikq2BH/x5GXSPKv6XtW/Pa/UbuZ1FOEIjuEUfLiAGlxDHRrAQcIzvMKb8+i8OO/OxyxacOYzh/AHzucP/PmP8Q==</latexit> ✓Q

<latexit sha1_base64="fI5oGpmM3B+RiISQK/mTX/Yq9uk=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi95asB/QxrLZbtqlm03cnQgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38z89hPXRsTqHicJ9yM6VCIUjKKVOj0ccaQPjX654lbdOcgq8XJSgRz1fvmrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fze6fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF77mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMnueDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrQRlWwI3vLLq6R1UfXcqte4rNTu8jiKcAKncA4eXEENbqEOTWAg4Rle4c15dF6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wf+fY/y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fI5oGpmM3B+RiISQK/mTX/Yq9uk=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi95asB/QxrLZbtqlm03cnQgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38z89hPXRsTqHicJ9yM6VCIUjKKVOj0ccaQPjX654lbdOcgq8XJSgRz1fvmrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fze6fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF77mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMnueDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrQRlWwI3vLLq6R1UfXcqte4rNTu8jiKcAKncA4eXEENbqEOTWAg4Rle4c15dF6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wf+fY/y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fI5oGpmM3B+RiISQK/mTX/Yq9uk=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi95asB/QxrLZbtqlm03cnQgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38z89hPXRsTqHicJ9yM6VCIUjKKVOj0ccaQPjX654lbdOcgq8XJSgRz1fvmrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fze6fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF77mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMnueDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrQRlWwI3vLLq6R1UfXcqte4rNTu8jiKcAKncA4eXEENbqEOTWAg4Rle4c15dF6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wf+fY/y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fI5oGpmM3B+RiISQK/mTX/Yq9uk=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi95asB/QxrLZbtqlm03cnQgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38z89hPXRsTqHicJ9yM6VCIUjKKVOj0ccaQPjX654lbdOcgq8XJSgRz1fvmrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi31UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fze6fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGF77mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMnueDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrQRlWwI3vLLq6R1UfXcqte4rNTu8jiKcAKncA4eXEENbqEOTWAg4Rle4c15dF6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wf+fY/y</latexit>

�Q
<latexit sha1_base64="iyeRrcx03VIOqo5StGqlkagAwiI=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHgRW8t2A9oY5lsN+3S3U3c3Qgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epIrRJYh6rToiaciZp0zDDaSdRFEXIaTsc38z89hNVmsXy3kwSGggcShYxgsZKnd4QhcCHRr9c8areHO4q8XNSgRz1fvmrN4hJKqg0hKPWXd9LTJChMoxwOi31Uk0TJGMc0q6lEgXVQTa/d+qeWWXgRrGyJY07V39PZCi0nojQdgo0I73szcT/vG5qousgYzJJDZVksShKuWtid/a8O2CKEsMnliBRzN7qkhEqJMZGVLIh+Msvr5LWRdX3qn7jslK7y+Mowgmcwjn4cAU1uIU6NIEAh2d4hTfn0Xlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx/hS4/f</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iyeRrcx03VIOqo5StGqlkagAwiI=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHgRW8t2A9oY5lsN+3S3U3c3Qgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epIrRJYh6rToiaciZp0zDDaSdRFEXIaTsc38z89hNVmsXy3kwSGggcShYxgsZKnd4QhcCHRr9c8areHO4q8XNSgRz1fvmrN4hJKqg0hKPWXd9LTJChMoxwOi31Uk0TJGMc0q6lEgXVQTa/d+qeWWXgRrGyJY07V39PZCi0nojQdgo0I73szcT/vG5qousgYzJJDZVksShKuWtid/a8O2CKEsMnliBRzN7qkhEqJMZGVLIh+Msvr5LWRdX3qn7jslK7y+Mowgmcwjn4cAU1uIU6NIEAh2d4hTfn0Xlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx/hS4/f</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iyeRrcx03VIOqo5StGqlkagAwiI=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHgRW8t2A9oY5lsN+3S3U3c3Qgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epIrRJYh6rToiaciZp0zDDaSdRFEXIaTsc38z89hNVmsXy3kwSGggcShYxgsZKnd4QhcCHRr9c8areHO4q8XNSgRz1fvmrN4hJKqg0hKPWXd9LTJChMoxwOi31Uk0TJGMc0q6lEgXVQTa/d+qeWWXgRrGyJY07V39PZCi0nojQdgo0I73szcT/vG5qousgYzJJDZVksShKuWtid/a8O2CKEsMnliBRzN7qkhEqJMZGVLIh+Msvr5LWRdX3qn7jslK7y+Mowgmcwjn4cAU1uIU6NIEAh2d4hTfn0Xlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx/hS4/f</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iyeRrcx03VIOqo5StGqlkagAwiI=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHgRW8t2A9oY5lsN+3S3U3c3Qgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epIrRJYh6rToiaciZp0zDDaSdRFEXIaTsc38z89hNVmsXy3kwSGggcShYxgsZKnd4QhcCHRr9c8areHO4q8XNSgRz1fvmrN4hJKqg0hKPWXd9LTJChMoxwOi31Uk0TJGMc0q6lEgXVQTa/d+qeWWXgRrGyJY07V39PZCi0nojQdgo0I73szcT/vG5qousgYzJJDZVksShKuWtid/a8O2CKEsMnliBRzN7qkhEqJMZGVLIh+Msvr5LWRdX3qn7jslK7y+Mowgmcwjn4cAU1uIU6NIEAh2d4hTfn0Xlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx/hS4/f</latexit>

�P
<latexit sha1_base64="8xXyF0/vg54NxyM9T2d+uDfau7I=">AAAB73icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoMuCG91VsA9oR7mTZtrQJDMmGaEM/Qk3LhRx6++4829MHwttPRA4nHMuufdEqeDG+v63V1hZXVvfKG6WtrZ3dvfK+wdNk2SasgZNRKLbERomuGINy61g7VQzlJFgrWh4NfFbT0wbnqg7O0pZKLGveMwpWie1u32UEu/rD+WKX/WnIMskmJMKzOHyX91eQjPJlKUCjekEfmrDHLXlVLBxqZsZliIdYp91HFUomQnz6b5jcuKUHokT7Z6yZKr+nshRGjOSkUtKtAOz6E3E/7xOZuPLMOcqzSxTdPZRnAliEzI5nvS4ZtSKkSNINXe7EjpAjdS6ikquhGDx5GXSPKsGfjW4Pa/UbuZ1FOEIjuEUAriAGlxDHRpAQcAzvMKb9+i9eO/exyxa8OYzh/AH3ucP38eP3g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8xXyF0/vg54NxyM9T2d+uDfau7I=">AAAB73icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoMuCG91VsA9oR7mTZtrQJDMmGaEM/Qk3LhRx6++4829MHwttPRA4nHMuufdEqeDG+v63V1hZXVvfKG6WtrZ3dvfK+wdNk2SasgZNRKLbERomuGINy61g7VQzlJFgrWh4NfFbT0wbnqg7O0pZKLGveMwpWie1u32UEu/rD+WKX/WnIMskmJMKzOHyX91eQjPJlKUCjekEfmrDHLXlVLBxqZsZliIdYp91HFUomQnz6b5jcuKUHokT7Z6yZKr+nshRGjOSkUtKtAOz6E3E/7xOZuPLMOcqzSxTdPZRnAliEzI5nvS4ZtSKkSNINXe7EjpAjdS6ikquhGDx5GXSPKsGfjW4Pa/UbuZ1FOEIjuEUAriAGlxDHRpAQcAzvMKb9+i9eO/exyxa8OYzh/AH3ucP38eP3g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8xXyF0/vg54NxyM9T2d+uDfau7I=">AAAB73icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoMuCG91VsA9oR7mTZtrQJDMmGaEM/Qk3LhRx6++4829MHwttPRA4nHMuufdEqeDG+v63V1hZXVvfKG6WtrZ3dvfK+wdNk2SasgZNRKLbERomuGINy61g7VQzlJFgrWh4NfFbT0wbnqg7O0pZKLGveMwpWie1u32UEu/rD+WKX/WnIMskmJMKzOHyX91eQjPJlKUCjekEfmrDHLXlVLBxqZsZliIdYp91HFUomQnz6b5jcuKUHokT7Z6yZKr+nshRGjOSkUtKtAOz6E3E/7xOZuPLMOcqzSxTdPZRnAliEzI5nvS4ZtSKkSNINXe7EjpAjdS6ikquhGDx5GXSPKsGfjW4Pa/UbuZ1FOEIjuEUAriAGlxDHRpAQcAzvMKb9+i9eO/exyxa8OYzh/AH3ucP38eP3g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8xXyF0/vg54NxyM9T2d+uDfau7I=">AAAB73icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoMuCG91VsA9oR7mTZtrQJDMmGaEM/Qk3LhRx6++4829MHwttPRA4nHMuufdEqeDG+v63V1hZXVvfKG6WtrZ3dvfK+wdNk2SasgZNRKLbERomuGINy61g7VQzlJFgrWh4NfFbT0wbnqg7O0pZKLGveMwpWie1u32UEu/rD+WKX/WnIMskmJMKzOHyX91eQjPJlKUCjekEfmrDHLXlVLBxqZsZliIdYp91HFUomQnz6b5jcuKUHokT7Z6yZKr+nshRGjOSkUtKtAOz6E3E/7xOZuPLMOcqzSxTdPZRnAliEzI5nvS4ZtSKkSNINXe7EjpAjdS6ikquhGDx5GXSPKsGfjW4Pa/UbuZ1FOEIjuEUAriAGlxDHRpAQcAzvMKb9+i9eO/exyxa8OYzh/AH3ucP38eP3g==</latexit>
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Figure 1: The proposed partially supervised learning framework. The framework takes two user reports P and
Q as inputs. The left branch performs topic clustering with self-attention mechanism using topic dimensions. The
right branch performs duplicates detection with conditional attention taking a pair of encoded reports as inputs.

where rpP,Qq is the ground-truth duplicity la-
bel (0 or 1), SC is cosine similarity. A care-
ful reader might observe that the function min-
imizes distance of duplicates pairs (rpP,Qq “
1), while exhibiting the exact opposite behaviour
for non-duplicates (rpP,Qq “ 0). To account
for the skewed distribution of duplicate vs. non-
duplicates, we normalize the loss using propor-
tional class weights.

4.4 Duplicate Classification

The final component of the network considers the
complete latent vectors of the words for the task
of duplicate classification. We use another atten-
tion layer for this component to allow the network
to focus on important words. However, it is not
necessary that the same words will be important
for both the tasks. For example, consider the fol-
lowing pair of tickets: “Can’t import these pics
from camera roll to memories” and “No pics in
memory”. In order to determine the product fea-
ture, the self attention module needs to focus on
the words memories and memory in the reports,
respectively. However, to decide whether they
are duplicates or not, the second attention mod-
ule needs to focus on the specific error, i.e. Can’t
import pics and No pics in the two reports respec-
tively. For report P , we create a memory vector
φP to guide this attention layer using the hidden
representations of the words as well the previously

learned self-attention weights for topic modeling.

φP “
ÿ

i

αP
i ¨ hP

i `
ÿ

i

hP
i (6)

We also note that unlike the self-attention used for
topic similarity modeling, for duplicate classifica-
tion we need to use a form of conditional attention.
For determining whether a report (P ) is duplicate
to another one (Q), the words that are important
in P are dependent on the words in Q. Therefore,
for each word position i in P we compute its rele-
vance to the report Q as,

γP
i “ hP

i d hQ (7)

where hP
i is the hidden state of the ith word in

report P , d denotes element-wise multiplication,
and hQ is the representation of report Q obtained
using averaging the hidden states of all words inQ
i.e. hQ “ Avgph1,h2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,hmq,m is the number
of words in Q.

We now use this conditional representation γP
i

and the memory vector φP to learn the conditional
attention weights (β) and compute the weighted
representation cP as,

cPi “ tanhpW1 ¨ γP
i q ¨ tanhpW2 ¨ φP q (8)

βP
i “

exppcPi qř
i exppcPi q

(9)

cP “
nÿ

i“1

βP
i ¨ cPi (10)
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We concatenate the weighted representations of P
and Q as cPQ “ cP ‘ cQ. We pass this con-
catenated vector through a Multi-Layer Percep-
tron, the final layer of which outputs a prediction
r̂pP,Qqwhether they are duplicates or not. We use
binary cross-entropy loss to train this objective.

Ldup “ HprpPQq, r̂pPQqq, (11)

where H is binary cross-entropy. The overall loss
for the whole network is a weighted combination
of the two losses.

L “ λLsim ` p1´ λqLdup (12)

In our experiments, we use λ “ 0.5 but it can be
varied depending on the importance of the tasks.
We optimize the network using Adam optimizer
and train in an end-to-end fashion through back-
propagation.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Dataset
We experiment on four real-world datasets.

(1) Snap S2R : Composed of bugs reported
through an in-app tool. The data was labeled as
duplicate or not by non-technical annotators (de-
scribed in section 3).

(2-4). Open Source Projects 1 : Repository
of bugs submitted for the open-source projects of
Eclipse Platform, Mozilla Firefox and Eclipse
JDT. Each report consists of a short title and a
longer description which often describes the steps
to reproduce the issue. We only consider the ti-
tle of the report in our experiments. The reported
bugs have been marked for duplicates by engineers
while resolving them.

We augment the S2R data with randomly sam-
pled negative pairs to resemble a positive to neg-
ative ratio that is estimated in production. For the
Eclipse and Firefox datasets, we randomly sample
negative pairs, keeping the positive to negative ra-
tio close to what was previously mentioned (Lazar
et al., 2014). Table 1 shows the statistics of the
four datasets. These datasets were selected to cap-
ture different training sizes and variations of vo-
cabulary used.

5.2 Experimental Settings
We initialize the words using pre-trained Glove
embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014) of 300 di-
mensions but tune it during training to capture the

1https://github.com/logpai/bugrepo

Dataset #pairs #vocab %dups #reports
avg #words
/report

Snap S2R 66,945 7763 9% 17,255 14.6
Eclipse Platform 170,312 29,702 12% 83,608 7.9
Eclipse JDT 90,592 17,228 14% 44,670 8.1
Firefox 231,628 34,590 26% 113,262 10.0

Table 1: Statistics of the datasets used

intrinsic features of the specific task and dataset
at hand. For the GRU layers we use 150 dimen-
sions and the first 20 dimensions of them are used
for topic representation. For the MLP in duplicate
classification we use 2 layers of fully connected
layers of 100 hidden neurons each, with relu acti-
vation and 20% dropout rate. For fair comparison
we use the same number of parameters in all base-
lines. The learning rate is set to 0.003 and a batch
size of 128 samples is used while training all the
models.

5.3 Evaluating Duplicate Classification

We first start evaluating the proposed approach for
detecting duplicate bug reports. We compare with
the following six baselines:

• Logistic Regression uses a bag of n-grams
representation with n ranging from one to
three words. Tf-idf scores are used for fea-
ture weighting.

• Siamese CNN (Severyn and Moschitti, 2015)
encodes the texts with a shared convolution
network followed by an MLP for classifica-
tion.

• Siamese Bi-GRU uses a shared bidirectional
GRU for encoding text.

• Siamese Bi-GRU with Attention uses an at-
tention layer on top of the GRU outputs to
encode the texts

• DWEN (Budhiraja et al., 2018a) is the state-
of-the-art deep learning approach for dupli-
cate bug detection using word embeddings.

• BiMPM (Wang et al., 2017) is the state-of-
the-art sentence similarity modeling that uses
multi-perspective symmetric matching for a
pair of texts.

We report results after averaging five indepen-
dent trials using 80% data for training, 10% for
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Method
Snap S2R Eclipse Platform FireFox Eclipse JDT

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
Logistic Regression 0.67 0.63 0.65 0.71 0.88 0.78 0.92 0.95 0.94 0.76 0.88 0.81
Siamese CNN (2015) 0.67 0.63 0.65 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.79 0.79 0.79
Siamese Bi-GRU 0.76 0.61 0.68 0.86 0.84 0.85 0.95 0.93 0.94 0.85 0.84 0.84
Siamese Bi-GRU w Att 0.76 0.62 0.68 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.84 0.84 0.84
DWEN (2018a) 0.69 0.55 0.62 0.83 0.74 0.78 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.81 0.71 0.76
BiMPM (2017) 0.73 0.65 0.69 0.86 0.82 0.84 0.94 0.92 0.93 0.85 0.79 0.82
Our Method 0.73 0.67* 0.70 0.84 0.91* 0.87* 0.94 0.96* 0.95* 0.86 0.90* 0.88*

Table 2: Comparison of different methods for duplicate classification task on multiple datasets. * denotes statistical
significance with the runner up for p-value ă 0.01

validation, and 10% for testing. Due to the im-
balanced class distribution, we use precision, re-
call and F1-score of the positive class as evalua-
tion metrics.

From the results in Table 2 we see that our pro-
posed method largely outperforms all other mod-
els in terms of recall and in most cases on F1
score as well. Using a sequence encoder like GRU
boosts the performance significantly compared to
using n-grams as in Logistic Regression or CNN.
We note that the overall scores on Eclipse and
Firefox datasets are much higher than the scores
on Snap S2R data. One of the reasons could be the
difference in data size where the Snap S2R dataset
is much smaller in size compared to others. Noisy
labels from non-technical annotators could also be
a potential reason. Manually examining the posts
we also note that the bug reports submitted for the
open projects are often by engineers, who use con-
crete technical terms to describe the problem. In
contrast, for the Snap S2R dataset, the reports are
submitted by end-users using free text with non-
technical terms that make it harder for a machine
learning model to disambiguate.

5.4 Evaluating Clusters
A major advantage of our model is its ability to
perform clustering of the bug reports to aid in own-
ership attribution. In this set of experiments, we
show that our model is able to learn a semantic
space so that nearby reports in the space indeed
belong to the same product feature.

We use the topic vector (θ) of a report learned
by our model and run an off-the-shelf clustering
algorithm K-means2. Ideally, there should be a
one-to-one mapping between the obtained clusters
and the actual project features. For comparison,

2https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
modules/generated/sklearn.cluster.
KMeans.html

we use one of the most popular unsupervised topic
model, LDA (Blei et al., 2003) to learn latent top-
ics from the bug reports. For implementation of
LDA we use the Gensim library3. We perform
standard pre-processing steps, and remove stop-
words before training the LDA model. We eval-
uate the learned latent clusters by comparing them
to the ground truth project features, as have been
marked by users while submitting reports for S2R
dataset. For fair comparison, we use the same
(20) number of clusters for both methods, which
is close to the actual number of product features.

(a) Our Method

(b) LDA

Figure 2: Mapping between the learned latent clusters
and top-5 product features for Snap S2R dataset.

3https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/
models/ldamodel.html
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Figure 2 shows the mapping between learned la-
tent clusters and top-5 ground truth product fea-
tures for the proposed model and LDA. To reduce
the effect of noisy labels, we consider a cluster-
product feature mapping only if more than 10 re-
ports about a product feature are assigned to a
cluster. The width of the connecting edge is pro-
portional to the number of times a cluster-product
feature association is observed.

Firstly, we observe that LDA requires more
clusters to represent the same number of features.
This demonstrates that LDA over-clusters, failing
to identify reports that talk about the same product
feature and assigns them to different clusters. Sec-
ondly, some clusters in LDA (e.g., c 13) are con-
nected to multiple product features denoting im-
purity of the cluster. Finally, for most features,
their mappings to a cluster are much stronger in
our model as demonstrated by the width of the
edges in the graph. This shows that with par-
tial supervision from duplicity labels, we are able
to learn clusters that better correspond to ground
truth product features.

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5
video load lens app specs
audio long lenses map spec
videos story carousel viewing importing
playback time preview crashed v2
sync taking applied navigating unpaired

Table 3: Top Words according to their tf-idf scores
from few clusters learned by our model.

Table 3 shows top words according to their tf-
idf scores appearing in bug reports assigned to
a cluster. The learned clusters are coherent and
represent specific product features. For example,
Cluster 1 talks about issues regarding video or
audio, while Cluster 2 is mostly about issues re-
lated to loading of a story (a feature in the app).
In Cluster 3 reports related to various lenses
and filters are placed, while Cluster 4 seems
to be about maps and navigation features. It
is also interesting to note that generic issues like
‘crashed’ appear in some of the clusters. Although
one could identify most of the bugs as crashes,
this indicates that users have a specific vocabulary
when referring to a particular product feature.

5.5 Analyzing Attention Weights
Finally, we present case studies of the attention
weights learned by our proposed model. As we
have two-steps of attention layers optimized by the

two objectives, they can learn to focus on words
that are important for the specific tasks.

(a) bug report: totally black pic for tile story

(b) bug report: pic importing despite specs disconnected

Figure 3: Visualization of the attention weights learned
by the two attention modules on few sample bug reports

Figure 3 shows the attention weights for two
sample bug reports from Snap S2R dataset. We
observe that the two attention modules tend to fo-
cus on different parts of the text. The self-attention
gives more weight to the words that determine
the overall topic of the report (tile in Figure 3a,
specs in Figure 3b). In contrast, the conditional-
attention focuses on the set of words describing
the specific issue to aid in detecting duplicates.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we have studied bug-tracking, which
is a widespread problem in the software industry.
We develop a neural architecture that can learn
to classify duplicates and cluster them into mean-
ingful latent topics without additional supervision.
The architecture decomposes the latent semantic
space of a word to only distill the topical informa-
tion into a few designated dimensions, and uses
a two-step attention module to focus on different
textual parts for the two tasks. We share the chal-
lenges of annotating a user reported bug dataset
with non-technical annotators, as opposed to using
annotations from engineers. This is a direction we
plan to further explore in future work. Experimen-
tal results on different types of datasets indicate
that the proposed approach is promising compared
to existing techniques for both tasks. Most im-
portantly, our model’s construction is generic and
presents new possibilities in various domains for
modeling sub-tasks for free, with partial supervi-
sion from another task.
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Abstract
This paper addresses the issue of generaliza-
tion for Semantic Parsing in an adversarial
framework. Building models that are more
robust to inter-document variability is crucial
for the integration of Semantic Parsing tech-
nologies in real applications. The underlying
question throughout this study is whether ad-
versarial learning can be used to train mod-
els on a higher level of abstraction in order to
increase their robustness to lexical and stylis-
tic variations. We propose to perform Seman-
tic Parsing with a domain classification adver-
sarial task without explicit knowledge of the
domain. The strategy is first evaluated on a
French corpus of encyclopedic documents, an-
notated with FrameNet, in an information re-
trieval perspective, then on PropBank Seman-
tic Role Labeling task on the CoNLL-2005
benchmark. We show that adversarial learn-
ing increases all models generalization capa-
bilities both on in and out-of-domain data.

1 Introduction

For many NLP applications, models that per-
form well on multiple domains and data sources
are essential. As data labeling is expensive and
time consuming, especially when it requires spe-
cific expertise (FrameNet, Universal Dependen-
cies, etc.), annotations for every domain and data
source are not feasible. On the other hand, do-
main biases are a major problem in almost ev-
ery supervised NLP task. Models learn these bi-
ases as useful information and experience a sig-
nificant performance drop whenever they are ap-
plied on data from a different source or domain. A
recent approach attempting to tackle domain bi-
ases and build robust systems consists in using
neural networks and adversarial learning to build
domain independent representations. In the NLP
community, this method has been mostly used in
crosslingual models to transfer information from

English to low resource languages in problems and
recently in various monolingual tasks in order to
alleviate domain bias of trained models.

In the context of Semantic Frame Parsing, we
address in this paper the generalization issue of
models trained on one or several domains and ap-
plied to a new domain. We show that adversarial
learning can be used to improve the generalization
capacities of semantic parsing models to out of do-
main data. We propose an adversarial framework
based on a domain classification task that we use
as a regularization technique on state-of-the-art se-
mantic parsing systems. We use unsupervised do-
main inference to obtain labels for the classifica-
tion task.

Firstly we perform experiments on a large
multi-domain frame corpus (Marzinotto et al.,
2018a) where only a relatively small number of
frames where annotated, corresponding to possi-
ble targets in an Information Extraction applica-
tive framework. We evaluate our adversarial
framework with a semantic frame parser we devel-
oped on this corpus and presented in (Marzinotto
et al., 2018b). Secondly we checked the gener-
icity of our approach on the standard PropBank
Semantic Role Labeling task on the CoNLL-2005
benchmark, with a tagging model proposed by (He
et al., 2017). We show that in both cases adver-
sarial learning increases all models generalization
capabilities both on in and out-of-domain data.

2 Related Work

2.1 Domain-Adversarial Training

Domain Independence can be approached from
different perspectives. A popular approach that
emerged in image processing (Ganin et al., 2016)
consists in optimizing a double objective com-
posed of a task-specific classifier and an adversar-
ial domain classifier. The latter is called adver-
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sarial because it is connected to the task-specific
classifier using a gradient reversal layer. During
training a saddle point is searched where the task-
specific classifier is good and the domain classifier
is bad. It has been shown in (Ganin and Lempit-
sky, 2015) that this implicitly optimizes the hidden
representation towards domain independence.

In NLP problems this approach has success-
fully been used to train cross-lingual word repre-
sentations (Conneau et al., 2017) and to transfer
learning from English to low resource languages
for POS tagging (Kim et al., 2017) and sentiment
analysis (Chen et al., 2016). These approaches
introduce language classifiers with an adversarial
objective to train task-specific but language ag-
nostic representations. Besides the cross-lingual
transfer problem, there are few studies of the im-
pact of domain-adversarial training in a monolin-
gual setup. For instance, (Liu et al., 2017) success-
fully uses this technique to improve generaliza-
tion in a document classification task. It has also
been used recently for varied tasks such as transfer
learning on Q&A systems (Yu et al., 2018) or du-
plicate question detection (Shah et al., 2018) and
removal of protected attributes from social media
textual data (Elazar and Goldberg, 2018).

2.2 Robustness in Semantic Frame Parsing

In Frame Semantic Parsing, data is scarce and
classic evaluation settings seldom propose out-
of-domain test data. Despite the existence of
out-of-domain corpora such MASC (Passonneau
et al., 2012) and YAGS (Hartmann et al., 2017)
the domain adaptation problem has been widely
reported (Johansson and Nugues, 2008; Søgaard
et al., 2015) but not extensively studied. Recently,
(Hartmann et al., 2017) presented the first in depth
study of the domain adaptation problem using the
YAGS frame corpus. They show that the main
problem in domain adaptation for frame seman-
tic parsing is the frame identification step and pro-
pose a more robust classifier using predicate and
context embeddings to perform frame identifica-
tion. This approach is suitable for cascade systems
such as SEMAFOR (Das et al., 2014), (Hermann
et al., 2014) and (Yang and Mitchell, 2017). In
this paper we propose to study the generalization
issue within the framework of a sequence tagging
semantic frame parser that performs frame selec-
tion and argument classification in one step.

3 Semantic parsing model with an
adversarial training scheme

3.1 Semantic parsing model: biGRU

We use in this study a sequence tagging semantic
frame parser that performs frame selection and ar-
gument classification in one step based on a deep
bi-directional GRU tagger (biGRU ). The advan-
tage of this architecture is its flexibility as it can be
applied to several semantic parsing schemes such
as PropBank (He et al., 2017) and FrameNet (Yang
and Mitchell, 2017).

More precisely, the model consists of a 4 layer
bi-directional Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) with
highway connections (Srivastava et al., 2015).
This model does not rely solely on word embed-
dings as input. Instead, it has a richer set of fea-
tures including syntactic, morphological and sur-
face features. (see (Marzinotto et al., 2018b) for
more details).

Except for words where we use pre-trained em-
beddings, we use randomly initialized embedding
layers for categorical features.

3.2 Sequence encoding/decoding

For all experiments we use a BIO label encoding.
To ensure that output sequences respect the BIO
constrains we implement an A∗ decoding strategy
similar to the one proposed by (He et al., 2017).
We further apply a coherence filter to the output
of the tagging process. This filter ensures that the
predicted semantic structure is acceptable. Given a
sentence and a word w that is a Lexical Unit (LU)
trigger, we select the frame F as being the most
probable frame among the ones that can have w
as a trigger. Once F is determined, we then mask
all FEs that do not belong to F and perform con-
strained A∗ decoding. Finally, we improve this
strategy by introducing a parameter δ ∈ (−1; 1)
that is added to the output probability of the null
label P (yt = O) at each time-step. By default,
with δ = 0 the most probable non-null hypoth-
esis is selected if its probability is higher than
P (yt = O). Varying δ > 0 (resp. δ < 0) is
equivalent to being more strict (resp. less strict)
on the highest non-null hypothesis. By doing so
we can study the precision/recall (P/R) trade-off
of our models. This δ parameter is tuned on a val-
idation set and we either provide the P/R curve or
report scores for the Fmax setting.
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3.3 Adversarial Domain Classifier

In order to design an efficient adversarial task, sev-
eral criteria have to be met. The task has to be
related to the biases it is supposed to alleviate.
And furthermore, the adversarial task should not
be correlated to the main task (i.e semantic pars-
ing here), otherwise it may harm the model’s per-
formances. Determining where these biases lay is
not easy, although this is critical for the success of
our method. We propose to use a domain classifi-
cation adversarial task.

Given two data-sets (X1, Y1) and (X2,
Y2) from different domains. The expected gains
from introducing an adversarial domain classifier
are proportional to how different X1 and X2 are
(the more dissimilar the better) and proportional
to how similar the label distributions Y1 and Y2
are (higher similarity is better). Otherwise, if X1
and X2 are very similar, there is no need to transfer
learning from one domain to another. Under this
condition, The adversarial domain classifier will
not be able to recognize domains and give proper
information on how to build better representations.
If Y1 and Y2 are extremely dissimilar, to the point
where Y cannot be predicted without explicit do-
main information, using adversarial learning may
be harmful. In our case, prior probabilities for
both frame distribution and word senses are cor-
related to the thematic domains. However, adver-
sarial learning can still be useful because most of
the LUs are polysemous even within a domain.
Therefore, the model needs to learn word sense
disambiguation through a more complex process
than simply using the domain information.

Our adversarial domain classifier is an exten-
sion of (Ganin and Lempitsky, 2014) to recurrent
neural networks. We start from our biGRU se-
mantic parser and on the last hidden layer, we
stack another neural network that implements a
domain classifier (called adversarial task). The
domain classifier is connected to the biGRU us-
ing a gradient reversal layer. Training consists in
finding a saddle point where the semantic parser is
good and the domain classifier is bad. This way,
the model is optimized to be domain independent.

The architecture is shown in Figure 1. The ad-
versarial task can be implemented using a CNN, a
RNN or a FNN. In this paper we use CNN as they
yield the best results on preliminary experiments.

This architecture is trained following the guide-
lines of (Ganin and Lempitsky, 2014). During

Figure 1: Adversarial Domain Classifier model

training, the adversarial classifier is trained to pre-
dict the target class (i.e. to minimize the loss
Ladv) while the main task model is trained to make
the adversarial task fail (i.e. to minimize the loss
Lframe−Ladv). In practice, in order to ensure sta-
bility when the parameters of the shared network
are updated, the adversarial task gradient magni-
tude is attenuated by a factor λ as shown in (1).
Here∇L represents the gradients w.r.t the weights
θ for either the frame classifier loss or the adver-
sarial loss, θ are the model’s parameters being up-
dated, and µ is the learning rate. This λ factor
increases on every epoch following (2), where p is
the progress, starting at 0 and increasing linearly
up to 1 at the last epoch.

θ ← θ − µ ∗ (∇Lframe − λ∇Ladv) (1)

λ =
2

1 + exp(−10 · p) − 1 (2)

3.4 Unsupervised domain inference
The originality of our approach lies in the design
of an adversarial task in an unsupervised way. Our
purpose is to design a general method that could
easily and efficiently apply in any realistic condi-
tions, independently of the fact that the training
sentences can be linked to an a priori explicit do-
main or topic. To this end, an unsupervised clus-
tering algorithm is used to partition the training
corpus into clusters that are supposed to reflect
topics, lexical or stylistic variation within the cor-
pus, depending on the metric used for the cluster-
ing. In a first attempt for our experiments, we
use K-means, in the sklearn implementation,
to cluster training sentences. For clustering pur-
pose, sentences are represented by the average of
their word embedding vectors. K-means with a
euclidean distance is then used to group these rep-
resentations into K clusters. We use a standard
Kmeans++ initialization. The clustering process
is repeated 10 times and the one that produces the
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Document Source # Sentence # Frame # FE
D1 Wikipedia WW1 30994 14227 32708
D2 Wikipedia ARCH 27023 9943 19892
D3 Vikidia ANC 5841 85034 3246

Table 1: Description of the CALOR-Frame corpus

minimal intra-cluster inertia is kept. Eventually,
the resulting clusters are used as classes that the
CNN will be trained to recognize for each cor-
responding training sentence. The underlying as-
sumption is that the clustering process will capture
domain-related regularities and biases that will be
harnessed by the adversarial task in order to in-
crease the model’s generalization capacities.

4 Evaluation setting

To create an experimental setting that shows the
effect of domain on the semantic parsing task,
we run experiments on the CALOR-Frame corpus
(Marzinotto et al., 2018a), which is a compilation
of French encyclopedic documents, with manual
FrameNet annotations (Baker et al., 1998). The
CALOR-Frame corpus has been designed in the
perspective of Information Extraction tasks (auto-
matic filling of Knowledge Bases, document ques-
tion answering, semantically driven reading com-
prehension, etc.). Due to the partial parsing pol-
icy, the CALOR corpus presents a much higher
amount of occurrences per Frame (504) than the
FrameNet 1.5 corpus (33).

We selected three subsets from the corpus,
each one from a different source and/or thematic
domain: Wikipedia World War 1 portal (D1),
Wikipedia Archeology portal (D2) and Vikidia1

Ancient history portal (D3). These sources allow
to study the impact of both style changes (associ-
ated to differences on syntactic structures) and the-
matic changes (associated to lexical differences).

For the study, we focus on a set of 53 Frames
that occur in all the three sub-corpora. Each par-
tition has a different prior on the Frames and lex-
ical units (LUs) distributions. Figure 2 shows the
normalized Frame distributions for the three sub-
sets, illustrating the thematic domain dependence.
Frames such as Attack and Leadership are frequent
in D1 while Age and Scrutiny are characteristic
Frames for D2. The same analysis can be done
using LUs, yielding similar conclusions. We also
observe that D2 and D3 are more similar but the
difference between these sub-corpora lie more in

1Vikidia is an encyclopedia for children vikidia.org

the syntactic structure of sentences and in the pol-
ysemic use of some LU, as will be discussed in the
experiments.

5 Results

In these experiments we evaluate the impact of
our adversarial training scheme on the semantic
frame parser presented in section 3.1. The parser
is trained on 80% of the D1 and D2 corpora and
evaluated on the remaining 20%, considered here
as in-domain data, as well as the whole D3 cor-
pus for the out-of-domain data. For the domain
inference, we use the method presented in sec-
tion 3.4. Several experiments were made, varying
the number of clusters K (K = 2, K = 5 and
K = 10). The performance obtained were very
similar, the influence of K being negligible in our
experiments, therefore we report here only those
done with K = 5.

We report results using precision/recall/f-
measure metrics at the Target, Frame and Argu-
ment identification levels. The errors are cumu-
lative: to obtain a correct argument identification,
we need to have both its frame and target correct.
Moreover we use a hard-span metric for argument
identification, meaning that both the label and the
span have to be correct for an hypothesis to be con-
sidered as correct.

Results are given in figure 3 where the pre-
cision/recall curve on argument identification is
given with and without adversarial training for the
in-domain corpus D1 and the out-of domain cor-
pus D3. Table 2 presents F-measure (F-max) for
the 3 identification tasks (target, frame, argument)
for D1, D2 and D3.

Figure 3 clearly illustrates the drop in perfor-
mance between in-domain and out-of-domain cor-
pora. The difference is significant, it accumulates
at each step resulting on a 9 points drop in F-max
for the argument identification task as shown in ta-
ble 2. When applying our adversarial method dur-
ing model training, we clearly increase the gen-
eralization capabilities of our model on out-of-
domain data (D3), as the biGRU + AC curve
outperforms the biGRU curve at every operating
point in figure 3. This is confirmed on the F-max
values for each level in table 2.

Interestingly our adversarial training method
not only improves parser performance on out-of-
domain data, but also on in-domain data, as shown
for D1 in figure 3. This improvement is mainly
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Figure 2: Most frequent frames and their normalized distribution for each partition (from left to right: W-WW1
(D1), W-ARC (D2) and V-ANC (D3))

Figure 3: Precision/Recall trade-off with
(biGRU+AC) and without (biGRU ) adversarial
training on D1 (in-domain) and D3 (out-of-domain)

due to a gain in recall, and is confirmed on the F-
max measures for D1 and D2 in table 2.

We believe that, since domains are correlated
with the lexicon, the adversarial objective pushes
the model to rely less on lexical features and to
give more importance to features such as syntax
and part-of-speech. This is inline with the obser-
vation that most of the improvement comes from
a higher recall. This can also explain the perfor-
mance gains on in-domain data. The high dimen-
sionality of word embeddings may have lead to
some over-fitting on our initial biGRU model. On
the other hand, adversarial learning can act as a
regularization technique that makes the model rely
as much as possible on domain independent fea-
tures.

In order to have a better understanding of the be-
havior of our method we performed two additional
contrastive experiments where we used firstly gold
domain labels instead of inferred ones, and sec-
ondly a single domain corpus for training rather
than a multi-domain one.

Gold domain labels. We consider here the true
domain labels forD1 andD2 as the classes for our

adversarial classifier. Therefore only two domains
are considered in the adversarial training process.
Results are presented in the second part of table
2, in line biGRU+AC-gold. As we can see re-
sults are very similar to those obtained with au-
tomatic clustering (biGRU+AC). With an aver-
age difference of only 0.3pts (Fmax) for the ar-
gument identification task across the different do-
mains. This confirms that our unsupervised clus-
tering approach is as efficient as a supervised do-
main classification for adversarial learning. More-
over, our approach has the advantage that it can be
applied in situations where no domain information
is available.

Single-thematic corpus: This contrastive ex-
periment consists in using as training a single-
domain corpus. We want to check if the gains
obtained on both in and out-of-domain corpora in
table 2 hold when the training corpus does not ex-
plicitly contain several domains. Here, the mod-
els are trained only on the training set from D1.
We evaluate them on D1 (in-domain) and D2,D3
(out-of-domain). The adversarial task is obtained
by running our domain inference algorithm only
on D1 training set. Here again, we have chosen
to partition training data into 5 clusters. Alterna-
tive experiments not reported in this paper using
only D2 as in-domain training data have also been
performed and yielded similar conclusions. F-max
values reported in table 3 are lower than those of
table 2. This is expected as the training corpus
considered here is much smaller (only D1), how-
ever performances follow the same trend: some
gains are obtained for all 3 levels both for in and
out-of-domain corpora. This is a very interest-
ing result as it shows that there is no need for an
explicitly multi-thematic training corpus in order
to run the adversarial training and to obtain some
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Target Identification Frame Identification Argument Identification
in-domain out-of-domain in-domain out-of-domain in-domain out-of-domain
D1 D2 D3 D1 D2 D3 D1 D2 D3

biGRU 97.1 97.5 94.2 93.4 95.4 91.0 59.2 56.3 50.2
biGRU+AC 97.3 98.7 94.7 94.2 95.9 91.9 60.0 57.0 51.7
biGRU+AC-gold 97.7 98.2 94.9 94.9 95.9 92.0 60.1 56.7 51.3

Table 2: F-measure (Fmax) on target, frame and argument identification with (biGRU+AC) and without (biGRU )
adversarial training. Clustering with exact domain labels is given in line biGRU+AC-gold

gains in terms of model generalization.

5.1 Error Analysis

5.1.1 Target and Frame Identification
When looking carefully at the generalization capa-
bilities of the initial model, we observed that the
frames with the highest performance drops on D3
are those associated to LUs that are polysemous
in a general context, but are unambiguous given
a thematic domain. For example, installer (to in-
stall) triggers the frame Installing in both D1 and
D2, but triggers Colonization in D3. Sometimes
the confusion comes from changes in the writing
style. For example arriver (to arrive) means Ar-
riving in both D1 and D2, but in D3 it is used as
a modal verb (arriver à meaning to be able to)
triggering no frame.Under these circumstances, a
model trained on a single domain underestimates
the complexity of the frame identification task,
mapping the LU to the frame without further anal-
ysis of its sense.

When we apply biGRU + AC, the gains ob-
served on Frame Identification are not constant
across LUs. To analyze the impact of the adversar-
ial approach, we compare for each LU the distri-
bution across clusters of the sentences containing
the given LU. This is done separately for D1 and
D3 (for D3, sentences are projected into the clus-
ters by choosing the less distant cluster centroid).
In table 4, we present the LUs for which the cluster
distribution on D1 and D3 are the most dissimilar.
These are also the LUs that are the most positively
affected by the adversarial strategy.

This means that whenever a LU has similar dis-
tribution of context words across the different do-
mains this context information is already exploited
by the system to perform frame disambiguation.
On the other hand, when the context words of a
LU depend on the domain, the model can take ad-
vantage of adversarial learning to build a higher
level representation that abstracts as much as pos-
sible from the lexical variations of the words sur-
rounding the LU.

5.1.2 Argument identification
In this section, we focus on the Frame Argu-
ment (or FE for Frame Element) Identification
level, and propose contrastive experiments follow-
ing the complexity factors analysis proposed by
(Marzinotto et al., 2018b). In this study, the au-
thors have shown that FE identification is perform-
ing better for verbal LU triggers than for nomi-
nal ones, and for triggers that are at the root of
the syntactic dependency tree. We want to see
here how these complexity factors are affected by
the adversarial learning strategy. Additionally, we
want to see if the system behaves equivalently over
core and non-core Frame Elements. Actually, in
the usual evaluation Framework of the Framenet
1.5 shared task, non-core FEs are assigned a 0.5
weight for the F-measure computation, reducing
the impact of errors on non-core FEs. In this pa-
per, all FEs are rated equally, but here we sepa-
rate them to observe their behaviour. As we can
see in table 5, adversarial training consistently im-
proves the FE identification results, in all condi-
tions. Moreover, bigger gains are observed for the
difficult conditions.

6 Generalization to PropBank Parsing

We further show that this adversarial learning
technique can be used on other semantic frame-
works such as Propbank. In PropBank Seman-
tic Role Labeling, CoNLL-2005 uses Wall Street
Journal (WSJ) for training and two test corpora.
The in-domain (ID) test set is derived from WSJ
and the out-of-domain (OOD) test set contains
’general fiction’ from the Brown corpus. In pub-
lished works, there is always an important gap in
performances between ID and OOD. Several stud-
ies have tried to develop models with better gener-
alization capacities (Yang et al., 2015), (FitzGer-
ald et al., 2015). In recent works, PropBank
SRL systems have evolved and span classifier ap-
proaches have been replaced by current state of
the art sequence tagging models that use recurrent
neural networks (He et al., 2017) and neural atten-
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Target Identification Frame Identification Argument Identification
in-domain out-of-domain in-domain out-of-domain in-domain out-of-domain

D1 D2 D3 D1 D2 D3 D1 D2 D3
biGRU 97.6 95.5 93.3 93.8 93.4 90.9 58.2 46.1 43.6
biGRU+AC 97.6 95.6 94.3 95.3 94.5 91.2 60.0 47.1 45.2

Table 3: Frame semantic parsing performances (Fmax). Models trained on D1. Adversarial learning with inferred
domains biGRU +AC.

LU biGRU biGRU +AC
D1 D3 D1 D3

arriver 88.2 63.4 91.8 70.0
écrire 96.5 73.3 97.8 88.4
expression 49.8 66.6 56.5 92.4

Table 4: Frame Identification score for LUs with the
highest variation in cluster distribution

D3 biGRU biGRU +AC
overall 50.2 51.7 (+3%)
core FE 56.5 57.0 (+0.9%)
non-core FE 48.9 50.4 (+3.1%)
verbal trigger 53.4 54.9 (+2.8%)
nominal trigger 34.6 39.0 (+12.7%)
root trigger 59.5 61.3 (+3.0%)
non-root trigger 45.4 47.2 (+4.0%)

Table 5: Frame Element Identification results accord-
ing to complexity factors on D3 (Fmax)

tion (Tan et al., 2017; Strubell et al., 2018). How-
ever, these parsers still suffer performances drops
of up to 12 points in F-measure on OOD with re-
spect to ID. For this experiment we have applied
the same adversarial approach over a state-of-the-
art Propbank parser (He et al., 2017) using a single
straight classifier model. As there is no explicit
domain partitions in the training corpus, we ap-
ply our inferred domain adversarial task approach,
running the clustering algorithm with 5 clusters.
We were not able to reproduce the same results as
the one published in the paper, we hence provide
the results obtained running the downloaded sys-
tem in our lab. Similarly to the previous FrameNet
parsing model, we vary a threshold on the output
probabilities of Semantic Roles in order to opti-
mize the F-measure and we provide F-max values,
computed using the official evaluation script. We
observe in table 6 that the adversarial approach
outperforms the original system on both the ID
and OOD tests sets.

7 Conclusion

We have presented a study on improving the ro-
bustness of a frame semantic parser using ad-
versarial learning. Results obtained on a multi-

ID WSJ OOD BROWN
(He et al., 2017) 82.4 71.7
(He et al., 2017)+ AC 83.0 72.3

Table 6: SRL performance (Fmax) on CoNLL-2005,
based on (He et al., 2017) model

domain publicly available benchmark, called
CALOR-Frame, showed that domain adversarial
training can effectively be used to improve the
generalization capacities of the tagging models,
even without prior information about domains in
the training corpus. We showed that our technique
can be applied to other semantic models, by imple-
menting it into a state-of-the-art PropBank parser
and showing some consistent gains. This positive
result suggests that our approach could apply suc-
cessfully to more NLP tasks.
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Abstract

Contract analysis can significantly ease the
work for humans using AI techniques. This
paper shows a problem of Element Tagging
on Insurance Policy (ETIP). A novel Text-Of-
Interest Convolutional Neural Network (TOI-
CNN) is proposed for the ETIP solution. We
introduce a TOI pooling layer to replace tra-
ditional pooling layer for processing the nest-
ed phrasal or clausal elements in insurance
policies. The advantage of TOI pooling lay-
er is that the nested elements from one sen-
tence could share computation and context in
the forward and backward passes. The compu-
tation of backpropagation through TOI pool-
ing is also demonstrated in the paper. We
have collected a large Chinese insurance con-
tract dataset and labeled the critical elements
of seven categories to test the performance of
the proposed method. The results show the
promising performance of our method in the
ETIP problem.

1 Introduction

Automatic contract analysis can gain immediate
insight into the content of specific contractual doc-
uments in legal or financial areas (Moens et al.,
2000). Compared to the traditional method of
manually reviewing hundreds of contracts, it is
helpful not only manage and access contracts but
also significantly free knowledge workers from
menial, laborious and often error-prone tasks. The
insurance policy is a legal contract that outlines
the rights and obligations of the insured and insur-
er. It consists of a wide variety of different type-
s of insurance coverages to meet specific needs,
although most insurance policies are somewhat s-
tandardized. Understanding the various types of
insurance coverage is time-consuming and error-
prone. This paper shows a problem of Element

∗ Kai Zhang is a co-first author.
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Figure 1: The processing architecture for ETIP.

Tagging on Insurance Policy (ETIP). It can auto-
matically convert a massive amount of insurance
policies into structural archives for managemen-
t and comparison. Due to the vital information
highlighted by ETIP, it can also timely provide in-
surance staff valuable insight into policies, quickly
locate requested information and speed up claim
processing.

The processing architecture for ETIP is shown
in Fig. 1. We have built a large Chinese insur-
ance contract corpus. There are two usages of the
corpus. One is for learning word embeddings. In
Sec. 5.3, we show the advantage of the insurance-
specific corpus over other general language corpo-
ra for the training of word embeddings. Another
usage of the corpus is to create insurance knowl-
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edge base (KB). Insurance KB, which consists of
seven categories of the elements manually labeled
by the insurance employees, provides the training
data for TOI-CNN model. Specifically, the con-
tributions of this paper can be summarized as fol-
lows:

• To our best knowledge, this is the first work
on semantic-specific tagging on insurance
contracts. Compared to nested NER, not on-
ly the type of the elements varies from a short
phrase to a long sentence, but also a phrase or
clause element could be embedded in other
elements.

• We propose a novel TOI-CNN model for the
ETIP solution. The advantage of TOI pooling
layer is that the elements from the same sen-
tence could share computation and context in
the forward and backward passes.

• We have collected 500 Chinese insurance
contracts of 46 insurance companies and pub-
lished the dataset. The experimental result-
s show that the overall performance of TOI-
CNN is promising for practical application.

2 Related Work

The work of contract analysis is typically divided
into two categories, segmentation and information
extraction (IE). Segmentation (Hasan et al., 2008;
Loza Mencı́a, 2009) aims to outline the structure
of a conventional text format by annotating title,
section, subsection, and so on. Information extrac-
tion (Cohen and McCallum, 2004; Piskorski and
Yangarber, 2013) focuses on the classification of
words, phrases or sentences. Recent works of con-
tract information extraction have addressed recog-
nition of some essential elements in legal docu-
ments (Curtotti and Mccreath, 2010; Indukuri and
Krishna, 2010). Chalkidis et al. (2017) extracted
the contract element, types of which are contract
title, contracting parties, date, contract period, leg-
islation refs and so on. The extraction method was
based on Logistic Regression, SVM (Chalkidis
et al., 2017) and BILSTM (Chalkidis and Androut-
sopoulos, 2017) with POS tag embeddings and
hand-crafted features. Garcı́a-Constantino et al.
(2017) presented the system called CLIEL for ex-
tracting information from commercial law docu-
ments. CLIEL identified five element categories
similar to the literature mentioned in (Chalkidis

et al., 2017) by rule-based layout detection. Az-
zopardi et al. (2016) developed a mixture extrac-
tion method of regular expressions and named en-
tity to extract information from contract clauses,
and provided an intelligent contract editing tool to
lawyers. Previous works of contract information
extraction always focused on title, date, layout,
contracting party, etc.. They are not directly re-
lated to the semantics of contracts, and could not
provide deep insight into contract understanding.
The insurance policies are formal legal documents
and usually have general elemental compositions,
e.g., coverage, payment, and period. In this paper,
we investigate how to interpret insurance clauses.
Some examples of ETIP are shown in Sec. 3.

The tasks of information extraction could be
Named Entity Recognition (NER) (Nadeau and
Sekine, 2007; Ritter et al., 2011), Information Ex-
traction by Text Segmentation (IETS) (Cortez and
Da Silva, 2013; Hu et al., 2017), etc.. NER typi-
cally recognizes persons, organizations, location-
s, dates, amounts, etc.. IETS identifies attributes
from semi-structured records in the form of con-
tinuous text, e.g., product description and ads. The
previous IE works on contracts (Azzopardi et al.,
2016; Chalkidis et al., 2017) are similar to NER.

Recently researchers pushed the field of NER
towards nested representations of named entities.
Muis and Lu (2017) incorporated mention sepa-
rators to capture how mentions overlap with one
another. Both of two works relied on hand-crafted
features. Ju et al. (2018) designed a sequential s-
tack of flat NER layers that detects nested entities.
One bidirectional LSTM layer represented word
sequences and CRF layer on top of the LSTM lay-
er decoded label sequences globally. Katiyar and
Cardie (2018) presented a standard LSTM-based
sequence labeling model to learn the nested enti-
ty hypergraph structure for an input sentence. Our
ETIP problem is a variant of nested NER, called
lengthy nested NER. The type of nested entities
varies from phrase to clause. However, in the pre-
vious nested NER datesets (Kim et al., 2003; Dod-
dington et al., 2004), the type of nested entities on-
ly contains short phrase and the average length is
approximately three words.

3 ETIP Problem Statement

In this section, we first give the definition of
elements tagging on insurance policy (ETIP)
problem. Given an insurance coverage C =
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(s1, s2, ..., sn), where si is the ith sentence in C.
si = (wi,1, wi,2, ..., wi,m), where wi,j is the jth
word in sentence si. An element e in the coverage
C is continuous words in one sentence, denoted
as e = {(wi,s, wi,s+1, ..., wi,t), l} , where l is the
category label of the element e. The goal of ETIP
is to find the element e of category l in the cov-
erage C. We define seven categories of insurance
clauses listed as follows,

• Cover (C)

• Period of Coverage (PC)

• Condition for Paymen-
t (CP)

• Waiting Period (WP)

• Insured Amount (IA)

• Exclusion (E)

• Termination (T).

Here we give a coverage example in ETIP
and translate it for English reading paper. One
category is represented by one kind of font color.

“被保险人于本合同生效之日90天内因疾病身故，本
公司给付身故保险金，其金额为本保险实际交纳的
保险费与本合同所附的重大疾病保险实际交纳的保
险费二者之和，本合同终止。”

The insured dies due to disease within 90 days
from the commencement date of the contract. The
company will pay for death benefit, the amount of the
benefit is the sum of the premium which has been paid
in this contract and the premium which has been paid
in additional critical disease insurance. This contract
terminates.

The extractable elements in the example are
listed as follows,

• C: dies due to disease

• PC: within 90 days from the commencement date

• CP: The insured dies due to disease within 90 days
from the commencement date of the contract

• IA: the amount of the benefit is the sum of the premium
which has been paid in this contract and the premium
which has been paid in additional critical disease in-
surance

• T: This contract terminates.

In this example, the sentence of CP in red con-
tains the other two elements which are C in purple
and PC in green respectively. It is the challenge of
ETIP, a general element tagging problem, which
allows that the elements of various length could
be overlapped. We demonstrate other examples
in ETIP along with English translation as follows,
where [ ]tag is a category tag labeling the range of
an element.

1. [我们向您退还 [本合同终止时]T 的现金价值 ]IA
[ We refund you the cash value when [this contract ter-
minates ]T ]IA

2. [等待期是指本合同生效后 [平安人寿不承担保险
责任 ]E 的一段时间 ]WP

[ The waiting period refers to the period of [ no obli-
gation for insurance benefits from Ping An life insur-
ance ]E after the contract takes effect ]WP

3. [ 若 被 保 险 人 在 本 合 同 生 效 之 日 起180日
（ [ 这180日的时间段称为“等待期” ]WP ）内 [ 身
故 ]C ]CP

[ If [ the insured died ]C within 180 days ( [ this 180-
day period is called ”waiting period” ]WP ) from the
commencement date of the contract ]CP

4. [主合同的保险费 [自给付保险金后的首个保险费
约定支付日起 ]CP 将按被保险人投保年龄的费率
及基本保险金额支付 ]IA
[ The insurance benefits of the main contract will be
paid [ from the date of the first premiums paid after
the payment of the insurance benefits ]CP according to
the premiums rate of the insured’s age and the basic
insurance amount ]IA

To illustrate phrasal level of an element, we de-
fine a metric, called Element Length Ratio (ELR),

ELR =
element length

sentence length
. (1)

For example, ELR(C) = 4/16 = 0.25,
ELR(PC) = 7/16 = 0.44, ELR(CP ) = 1 in
the previous example. Tab. 1 in experiment sec-
tion will list the statistics of ELR.

4 TOI-CNN Architecture

Fig. 2 illustrates the TOI-CNN architecture. TOI-
CNN takes as input an entire sentence and a set
of elements. The network first processes the w-
hole sentence with one convolutional layer (Con-
v+Relu in Fig. 2) to yield 36 feature maps. Then
for each element,the TOI pooling layer extracts a
fixed-length feature vector from the feature map.
Each feature vector is fed into a sequence of fully
connected (fc1) layer that finally connects the out-
put layer, which produces softmax probability es-
timates overK element classes plus a non-element
class.

4.1 The Convolutional Layer

We use the CNN model (Kim, 2014) with pre-
trained word embedding (Mikolov et al., 2013) for
the convolutional layer. wi is i-th word in the
sentence and is represented as the k-dimensional
word embedding vector. The dimension of the in-
put layer is n× k ( padding zeros when the length
of the sentence is less than n ). Our neural network
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Figure 2: TOI-CNN architecture.

consists of one convolution layer with ReLU acti-
vation and one TOI pooling layer, which replaces
the max pooling layer of CNN in general. The
convolution layer has a set of filters of size h × k
and produces p feature maps of size (n−h+1)×1.

4.2 The TOI Pooling Layer

The TOI pooling layer uses max pooling to con-
vert the features inside any valid region of an in-
teresting window into a small feature map with
a fixed length of L ( e.g., L = 2 in Fig. 2 ).
Fig. 2 describes the TOI pooling in detail using
red lines and rectangles. The TOI pooling layer
extracts text region of the elements from the fea-
ture maps of the convolutional layer. The TOI re-
gion is shown as a red rectangle in the input sen-
tence, shown in Fig. 2. The corresponding TOI
window in the feature maps is connected by red
curved lines. The length of the TOI window be-
comes shorter because of the narrow convolution.

TOI max pooling works by dividing the TOI
window of length rl into L sub-windows of size
brl/Lc and then max-pooling the values in each
sub-window into the corresponding cell of TOI
pooling layer. For example, rl = 6 in Fig. 2 and
hence the sub-window of size 6/2 = 3 produce a
cell of the pooling layer. Pooling operator is ap-
plied independently in each feature map channel.
The pooling results of all feature maps are sequen-
tially arranged into a vector, which is followed by
the fully connected layer (fc1).

4.3 Training Samples of TOI-CNN
In TOI-CNN, training samples include two cate-
gories: 1) TOI ground truths, 2) negative sliding
windows. A sliding window is defined as nega-
tives, or called non-element class, if IoU ( Inter-
section over Union ) with all ground truths of a
sentence is less than a threshold ths. Function
IoU(a, b), measuring how much overlap occurs
between two text strings a and b, is defined as,

IoU(a, b) =
length(a ∩ b)
length(a ∪ b) . (2)

4.4 Backpropagation through TOI Pooling
Layer

The network is modified to take two data inputs:
a set of sentences and a list of training samples in
those sentences. Each training sample is given as
a one-hot encoding label p = (0, ..., pj = 1, ..., 0)
with a class j . The cross entropy loss L is,

L = −log p∗j , (3)

where p∗ is the output of the softmax layer. Then,
we present the derivative rules in backpropagation
through the TOI pooling layer.

Let xi be the i-th activation input into the TOI
pooling layer and let ys,j be the layer’s j-th out-
put from the s-th training sample. The TOI pool-
ing layer computes ys,j = max(xi), xi ∈ Ws,j ,
where Ws,j is the j-th input sub-window over
which max-pooling outputs ys,j . Due to overlaps
between training samples, a single xi may be as-
signed to several different outputs ys,j . LetM(xi)
be the set of ys,j that xi activates in the TOI pool-
ing layer.

Finally, the TOI pooling layer’s backwards
function computes partial derivative of the loss
function with respect to input variable xi as fol-
lows,

∂L

∂xi
=

∑

s

∑

j

∂L

∂ys,j
, ys,j ∈M(xi). (4)

The partial derivative ∂L/∂ys,j is accumulated if
ys,j is activated by xi in TOI max-pooling. In
backpropagation, the partial derivatives ∂L/∂ys,j
are already computed by the backwards function
of the layer on top of the TOI pooling layer.

5 Experiments

5.1 ETIP Dataset
We collected 500 Chinese insurance contracts,
which include life, disability, health, property,
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home, and auto insurance, where 350 contract-
s are regarded as the corpus for training word
embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013) and the oth-
er 150 contracts are manually labeled for ele-
ment tagging testing. The maximum nested lev-
el is three in ETIP. The dataset is available on-
line (https://github.com/ETIP-team/
ETIP-Project/) without author information.
This project cooperated with an information solu-
tion provider of China Pacific Insurance Co., Lt-
d. (CPIC). Tab. 1 shows the number (N), aver-
age length (L) and average element length ratio
(ELR) of seven categories in ETIP dataset. CP
and IA are the two largest categories in the dataset.
ELR of C, PC and E are 0.12, 0.63 and 0.76 re-
spectively, which means that they are usually a
phrase or clause embedded in a sentence and C is a
2-3 word phrase. ELR of CP, IA, and T are nearly
1.0, which denotes that they are always sentences.

Category ID N L ELR
Cover (C) 618 2.6 0.12
Waiting Period (WP) 21 17.6 0.91
Period of Coverage (PC) 186 20.0 0.63
Condition for Payment (CP ) 1295 25.5 0.98
Insured Amount (IA) 1068 27.3 0.99
Exclusion (E) 25 12.9 0.76
Termination (T) 398 9.2 0.97

Table 1: Statistics of seven categories in ETIP.

5.2 Experimental Settings

Chinese texts are tokenized with Jieba (Jieba,
2017) or NLPIR (NLPIR, 2018). 300-dimensional
word vectors are trained on our insurance corpus.
The size of the input layer in the CNN model is
60× 300, and zeros are padded if the length of the
training sample is less than 60. The kernel size of
the convolution layer is 5×300, and the size of the
feature maps is 36. the fixed length of TOI pooling
layer output is 72 = 2× 36.

The 150 labeled contracts are split into five e-
qual folds, and we use the evaluation procedure in
5-fold cross-validation. Dealing with imbalanced
data, the small categories, e.g., WP, E, and PC, are
oversampled. The size of mini-batches is 4 sen-
tences, randomly sampling up to 48 negative slid-
ing windows from each sentence. We implemen-
t TOI-CNN using PyTorch and run Adam (King-
ma and Ba, 2014) optimizer for 50 training epochs
with the learning rate of 0.0001.

In the detection, we apply a greedy non-
maximum suppression within and between classes

simultaneously if two sliding windows positional-
ly intersect but they have no inclusion relation. In
within-class suppression, a sliding window is re-
jected if its length is shorter than the other one. In
between-class suppression, a sliding window is re-
jected if its softmax score is lower than the other
one. In performance evaluation, a sliding window
is recognized as true positive if IoU over a ground
truth is larger than thp and the predicted label is
the same as the ground truth.

5.3 Word Embedding Comparison
350 contracts in ETIP Dataset are regarded as the
corpus for training word embeddings (Mikolov
et al., 2013). The augmented word2vec mod-
el trained by our insurance contract corpus can
improve the similarities of the insurance syn-
onyms compared to the models trained by other
corpora, e.g., Baidu Encyclopedia (Baidu, 2018),
Wikipedia zh (Wikipedia, 2018), People’s Daily
News (People’s Daily, 2018). Cosine similarity
between word vectors of insurance synonyms is
shown in Tab. 2. The Chinese words are trans-
lated into English by Google Translate. Tab. 2
shows that the insurance corpus can greatly im-
prove the word embedding similarity between in-
surance synonyms compared with other corpora.

5.4 Performance of TOI-CNN on ETIP
Tab. 3 shows the confusion matrix computed by
TOI-CNN with Jieba word segmentation, where
ths = 0.5 and thp = 0.8 The confusion matrix
has eight categories, where seven of them are the
categories shown in Tab. 1 and the eighth one is
negative. Each row of the matrix corresponds to
an actual class, and each column of the matrix
corresponds to a predicted class. The neg. in the
rightmost column denote the ground truths which
have been removed from the final candidates, i.e.,
false negatives. The neg. in the bottom row de-
note those final candidates who are not the real el-
ements of seven categories, i.e., false positives. PC
is more susceptible to negative sliding windows
than other categories because PC is always a kind
of time description and easily disturbed by other
time descriptions in the insurance contracts. Con-
dition for Payment (CP) and Insured Amount (I-
A) could be confused with each other, because CP
sometimes includes coverage amount descriptions
like IA.

Tab. 4 shows the results of precision (P), recall
(R) and F1 score on seven categories when thp =
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ETIP Baidu Encyclopedia Wikipedia zh People’s Daily News
缴纳(pay) vs交付(deliver) 0.786 0.457 0.344 0.457
解除(release) vs撤销(cancel) 0.701 0.347 0.311 0.408

期间(period) vs有效期(validity period) 0.475 0.247 0.249 0.215
投保人(insured) vs您(you) 0.752 0.355 0.384 0.247

成立(established) vs生效(effective) 0.555 0.354 0.335 0.426

Table 2: Examples of word embedding similarity between insurance synonyms.

C WP PC CP IA E T neg.
C 519 0 0 0 0 0 0 99

WP 0 11 5 2 0 0 0 3
PC 0 0 108 1 0 0 0 77
CP 0 0 3 1171 33 0 0 89
IA 0 0 0 31 982 1 0 54
E 0 0 0 0 4 16 0 5
T 0 0 0 3 0 1 380 14

neg. 118 0 46 82 9 2 21 /

Table 3: Confusion matrix result of TOI-CNN.

0.8 and word segmentation={Jieba, NLPIR}. The
overall performance of Jieba and NLPIR are ap-
proximately equal in TOI-CNN model. In TOI-
CNN training, we create negative sliding windows
using IoU threshold ths (see Sec. 4.3). Fig. 3
shows F1 score comparison of negative samples
generated with varied ths when thp = 0.8. The
performance of ths = 0.5 is better than that of
others and close to that of ths = 0.6 .

Jieba NLPIR
P R F1 P R F1

C 0.811 0.834 0.823 0.30 0.807 0.819
WP 1.00 0.524 0.688 1.00 0.476 0.645
PC 0.667 0.581 0.621 0.659 0.586 0.620
CP 0.908 0.902 0.905 0.910 0.901 0.905
IA 0.955 0.920 0.937 0.951 0.924 0.937
E 0.800 0.640 0.711 0.762 0.640 0.696
T 0.945 0.954 0.950 0.941 0.930 0.936

Avg. 0.887 0.878 0.883 0.890 0.866 0.878

Table 4: Evaluation results of TOI-CNN on seven cat-
egories.

Tab. 5 shows the comparison of F1 scores with
nested NER models, where thp = 0.8. We use
Jieba for word segmentation and POS tagging.
We compare with two public nested NER model-
s, Muis and Lu (2017) and Ju et al. (2018). We
have tuned the hyper-parameters of the baselines
for the best performance. We chose the best hyper-
parameters via Bayesian optimization provided
by (Ju et al., 2018). We set the l2-regularization
parameter (λ = 0.01) and the number of Brown
clusters (n = 140) in (Muis and Lu, 2017). Our
TOI-CNN outperforms other models in C, CP, E,
and T, and get an excellent result in the overall per-
formance.
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Figure 3: Comparison of negative samples generated
with varied ths.

6 Conclusion

This paper has presented a way of how to tag insur-
ance policies. Seven critical elemental categories
in the insurance policy are identified. We collected
a large Chinese insurance contract corpus, labeled
the samples with seven categories and published
the dataset. The proposed TOI-CNN method can
effectively solve the overlapping elements extrac-
tion problem. The overall performance of TOI-
CNN is better than that of the probabilistic graph-
ical models, especially for the overlapped phrases
and clauses. Our method can accurately extrac-
t the vast majority of Chinese insurance policies
according to the pre-defined categories.
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C WP PC CP IA E T Avg.
Muis and Lu (2017) 0.612 0.645 0.759 0.805 0.947 0.711 0.933 0.832
Ju et al. (2018) 0.808 0.757 0.788 0.886 0.783 0.664 0.906 0.854

TOI-CNN 0.823 0.688 0.621 0.905 0.937 0.711 0.950 0.883

Table 5: F1 score comparison with other models.

LY17F020008).
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Abstract

This work explores cross-lingual transfer
learning (TL) for named entity recognition,
focusing on bootstrapping Japanese from En-
glish. A deep neural network model is adopted
and the best combination of weights to trans-
fer is extensively investigated. Moreover, a
novel approach is presented that overcomes
linguistic differences between this language
pair by romanizing a portion of the Japanese
input. Experiments are conducted on external
datasets, as well as internal large-scale real-
world ones. Gains with TL are achieved for
all evaluated cases. Finally, the influence on
TL of the target dataset size and of the target
tagset distribution is further investigated.

1 Introduction

Due to the growing interest in voice-controlled de-
vices, such as Amazon Alexa-enabled devices or
Google Home, porting these devices to new lan-
guages quickly and cheaply has become an impor-
tant goal. One of the main components of such
a device is a model for Named Entity Recogni-
tion (NER). Typically, NER models are trained on
large amounts of annotated training data. How-
ever, collecting and annotating the required data
to bootstrap a large-scale NER model for an in-
dustry application with reasonable performance is
time-consuming, costly, and it doesn’t scale to a
growing number of new languages.

Aiming to reduce the time and costs needed for
bootstrapping an NER model for a new language,
we leverage existing resources. In particular, we

The author Andrew Johnson conducted the work for this
paper during an internship at Amazon, Aachen, Germany.

explore cross-lingual transfer learning, in which
weights from a trained model in the source lan-
guage are transferred to a model in the target lan-
guage. Transfer learning (TL) has been shown pre-
viously to improve performance for target mod-
els (Yang et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2017; Riedl and
Padó, 2018). However, work related to cross-
lingual transfer learning for NER has mainly fo-
cused on rather similar languages, e.g. transfer-
ring from English to German or Spanish. In con-
trast, we focus on transferring between dissimilar
languages, i.e. from English to Japanese.

We present experimental results on external, i.e.
publicly available, corpora, as well as on internally
gathered large-scale real-world datasets. First, a
deep neural network model is developed for NER,
and we extensively explore which combinations of
weights are most useful for transferring informa-
tion from English to Japanese. Furthermore, aim-
ing to overcome the linguistic and orthographic
dissimilarity between English and Japanese, we
propose to romanize the Japanese input, i.e. con-
vert the Japanese text into the Latin alphabet. This
results in a common character embedding space
between the two languages, and intuitively should
allow for more efficient transfer learning at the
character level.

Gains with TL are achieved on all evaluated
target datasets, even large-scale industrial ones.
Moreover, the effect of TL on the target dataset
size and of the target tagset distribution is inves-
tigated. Finally, we show that similar gains are
achieved when applying the proposed approach
from English to German, indicating the possibil-
ity to generalize it both to European and non-
European target languages.
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2 NER model

The growth in neural approaches spurred a push
towards “NLP from scratch”, that is, without en-
gineering task- or language-specific features by
hand (Collobert et al., 2011). Currently, mainly
recurrent and/or convolutional neural networks are
applied. In Chiu and Nichols (2015), the authors
combined a Bi-LSTM to learn long-distance rela-
tionships with a CNN to generate character-level
representations. A Bi-LSTM-CNN-CRF showed
state-of-the-art performance on NER (Ma and
Hovy, 2016). CNNs have been shown to be less
useful for languages like Japanese, in which av-
erage NEs are quite short at around two charac-
ters on average (Misawa et al., 2017). Bi-LSTM-
CRF models without any CNN layer have also per-
formed well on NER (Huang et al., 2015; Lample
et al., 2016). Using this architecture with a novel
type of embeddings termed “contextual string em-
beddings” has recently led to state-of-the-art re-
sults (Akbik et al., 2018).

For our baseline NER system we use a Bi-
LSTM architecture that takes word and charac-
ter embeddings as input. The same architecture is
used both for the source and the target languages
to allow for transfer of weights when the cross-
lingual TL is applied. This architecture largely
resembles the model in Lample et al. (2016), ex-
cept for the final CRF layer. For every token, word
and character embeddings are generated. The lat-
ter are passed through a character Bi-LSTM, the
output of which is concatenated with the word em-
beddings. This combined representation is then
passed into the word Bi-LSTM, followed by a
dense layer and a final softmax layer. An example
for English is presented in Figure 1. Note that the
character level inputs in this figure are unigrams,
but in practice we use bigrams, i.e. “Ye” and “es”
for “Yes”.

Although including a CRF as the final layer
tends to raise scores overall (Reimers and
Gurevych, 2017; Huang et al., 2015), others have
demonstrated that transferring CRF weights does
not contribute to meaningful gain in the context of
TL (Lee et al., 2017). In this work, a CRF layer
is not included in the baseline. In another recent
work, monolingual Japanese models have used
“character-based models”, with labels assigned to
each individual character (Misawa et al., 2017).
We do not employ this approach since our source
model in English is not character-based.

Figure 1: NER model: an English example

3 Transfer Learning

Cross-lingual TL is applied to transfer knowledge
from the source to the target language. Work-
ing with neural network-based models, this is
achieved by initializing some layers of the target
network using the weights of the source network,
which is assumed to be already trained using a
(large) available annotated training corpus.

3.1 Related work

One of the first works on cross-lingual TL for
NER that did not rely on parallel corpora used a
CRF and included hand-crafted features (Zirikly
and Hagiwara, 2015). Currently, most work on
TL is done with neural models. Because neural
models often consist of multiple layers, one im-
portant design decision is which layers to trans-
fer from source to target. Much related work in-
volves only transferring a single layer or specific
combination of layers. In Lee et al. (2017) the
authors present more thorough results combining
lower and higher layers, without transferring in-
termediate layers though. In Yang et al. (2017) it
is suggested to transfer only the character embed-
dings and the character RNN weights between lan-
guages. The reason for this is likely that many lan-
guages written in the Latin alphabet have a large
charset overlap, but far less vocabulary overlap.

Another question of interest concerns the pair
of languages between which TL can be achieved.
Past work has shown transferring to a related lan-
guage to help more than to an unrelated one for
NER, POS tagging, and NMT (Zirikly and Hagi-
wara, 2015; Kim et al., 2017; Dabre et al., 2017).
In Yang et al. (2017) it is mentioned that without
additional resources, it is “very difficult for trans-
fer learning between languages with disparate al-
phabets”. This background suggests TL from En-
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glish to Japanese to be non-trivial.
Finally, another consideration with TL is the

size of the target dataset. For one NER task, TL
gains were shown to decrease to nearly zero as
the size of the target training data increased to
around 50k tokens (Lee et al., 2017). Similarly,
for domain adaptation, a “phase transition” was
observed in the amount of used target data, such
that using source data was not effective when the
target model was trained on 3.13k or more target
instances (Ben-David et al., 2010).

3.2 Specificities of Japanese language
Transferring between English and Japanese is
more challenging and less explored than transfer-
ring between languages with the same alphabet.
Japanese is written using an unsegmented mixture
of two syllabaries as well as thousands of Chinese
characters, which encode semantic information.

A process that we explore in this work to over-
come the orthographic dissimilarity is the “ro-
manization” of Japanese text, i.e. the process of
transcribing Japanese text into the Latin alphabet.
However, when applying romanization we lose
the disambiguating effect that characters have. In
fact, due to its small phonemic inventory, Japanese
contains many homophones. Consider the ho-
mophone pairs in Table 1, actual examples taken
from our external Japanese dataset. In their orig-
inal written forms, there is no ambiguity, as there
are different characters representing each mean-
ing. This information, which is crucial here to
determining which is the NE, is lost after roman-
ization. Empirical results for sentiment classifi-
cation have confirmed that romanizing Japanese
text hurts performance for a monolingual model
(Zhang and LeCun, 2017).

押収 欧州 加盟 亀井
oushuu oushuu kamei kamei
to seize Europe to join Kamei [surname]

Table 1: Japanese Homophones

3.3 Proposed model
Since we explore transferring weights from a
source network, an important design decision is
which layers to transfer. Addressing this ques-
tion, we evaluate different combinations of lay-
ers to find the best one for our task. We
group our weights together as shown in Figure
1 (grouped layers in boxes): character embed-
dings and character Bi-LSTM weights form the

“character weights”, word embeddings and word
Bi-LSTM weights form the “word weights”, and
dense layer weights form the “dense weights”. All
possible combinations of these three groups are
explored. To account for the incomplete overlap
when transferring embeddings, we only update the
vectors that correspond to char n-grams or words
observed in both the source and target training
data. This is a limitation that could be overcome
if multi-lingual embeddings were used which we
leave for future work.

For transferring to a target language with a
different writing system than the source one we
propose the Mixed Orthographic Model (MOM).
Specifically, the character layer inputs are roman-
ized while the word layer inputs are kept in their
original Japanese text. This allows for transfer of
character information from a source to a target lan-
guage with originally different writing systems by
creating a common and overlapping character em-
bedding space. At the same time, keeping the orig-
inal Japanese text in the word level allows us to
keep the capacity to disambiguate homophones,
which is lost via the romanizing process as ex-
plained in the previous section (Section 3.2).

Here is an example of the MOM for the utter-
ance ”play jazz”:

Raw utterance “ジャズを流して”
Word input [“ジャズ”, “を”, “流して”]
Character input [“jazu”, “wo”, “nagashite”] 1

4 Experimental setup

In this section, the datasets as well as the details of
the developed NER model are presented.

4.1 Datasets

For our experiments we make use of datasets in
three languages. First, an English dataset is used
to train the source NER model. Then, a target
language dataset, which is smaller in size than
the source dataset, is used to build a target NER
model. This serves as the target baseline. The
weights transferred from the source model are
used to initialize this target model, which is then
trained with the available target data, resulting in a
new target model. As mentioned before, the focus
of this paper is TL between dissimilar languages,
and thus the main experiments use a Japanese
dataset as the target corpus. However, for the sake

1Shown prior to conversion into character n-grams
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Language Dataset Train Test Dev
EN ConLL 2003 14,987 3,684 3,466
JP BCCWJ 3,600 325 324

CRF-KNBC 2,940 980 979

Table 2: Number of utterances per external dataset

of comparison, we also conducted some experi-
ments using a German target dataset, thus trans-
ferring between more similar languages, i.e. both
belonging to the indo-European family, and evalu-
ating the generalization power of the adopted ap-
proach.

We evaluate our approach both on external and
internal datasets. External datasets are composed
of company data and are mainly used for compar-
ing our monolingual models to the state-of-the-art,
while internal datasets are composed of publicly
available data and are used to explore potential
data reductions in a real-world large-scale indus-
try setting.

Segmentation and romanization of Japanese
text are performed with the open source Japanese
text analyzer MeCab2.

4.1.1 External data

As external English data, we use the English
CoNLL 2003 NER dataset (Tjong Kim Sang and
De Meulder, 2003) which contains four named en-
tity (NE) categories.

We make use of three external datasets for
Japanese NER. The first one is the Balanced Cor-
pus of Contemporary Written Japanese (BCCWJ)
(Iwakura et al., 2016), containing a variety of writ-
ing types, such as blogs and magazine articles. In
addition, we created a dataset by combining two
small Japanese datasets annotated with NEs: i)
a small dataset included in the CRF++ tool, and
ii) the Kyoto University and NTT Blog Corpus
(KNBC) with data from blogs on topics such as
tourism, sports, and technology. We are referring
to this dataset as “CRF-KNBC”.

Most Japanese NER datasets use IREX tags.
Similar to CoNLL 2003, IREX 1999 was a shared
task for NER and contains eight tags, three of
which are the same as in CoNLL. The remaining
tags can be viewed as an expansion of ConLL’s
fourth category, and hence can be grouped to-
gether to have the same tagset as CoNLL. We do
this to facilitate TL from English.

See Table 2 for details on the external datasets.

2http://taku910.github.io/mecab/

Language Dataset Train Test Dev
EN Large 5M 200k 200k
JP Large 1M 255k 255k

Medium 381k 47k 47k
Small 49.3k 6.2k 6.2k

DE Large 1M 143.6k 143.6k
Medium 99.4k 12.4k 12.4k

Table 3: Number of utterances per internal dataset

4.1.2 Internal data

We are mainly interested in exploring TL and the
resulting potential data reduction in a large-scale
industry setting with different amounts of target
data being available, as target data amounts typ-
ically increase over time due to continuous data
collection. Internal datasets comprise utterances
which are representative of user requests to voice-
controlled devices and are annotated with NEs. To
explore the benefit of TL during different stages of
system development, i.e. with availability of dif-
ferent data sources, we include different datasets
in our experiments which we distinguish by their
size. In particular, we shall refer to any dataset
containing over one million utterances as “Large”,
anything with fewer than one million but more
than one hundred thousand as “Medium”, and any-
thing with fewer than one hundred thousand ut-
terances as “Small”. Note the difference in scale
from the external data, the largest of which would
still be well below the threshold defined here as
small. Following this convention, we have the
internal datasets presented in Table 3. None of
the smaller datasets are subsets of the larger ones;
each is an entirely separate dataset. However, each
dataset includes the same kind of data and largely
shares the same tagset.

Another major difference from the external
datasets is the size of the tagset. Internal data, in-
cluding both source and target, use over two hun-
dred distinct tags, which are not evenly distributed.
In fact, Figure 2 (in log-log scale) shows a very
long tail, with the most frequently observed tags
belonging to a very small subset of all possible
tags. This characteristic makes the internal data
a challenging case.

4.2 Model setup

For optimizing our NER models we used Adam
(Kingma and Ba, 2014) over cross entropy loss.
To avoid overfitting, a dropout layer was used be-
fore the Word Bi-LSTM. We lowercase all word-
level input. However, since capitalization is a
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Figure 2: Tag distribution-EN internal training data in
log-log scale

feature that strongly predisposes a word to be an
NE, we did not lowercase the character-level in-
put. No pre-trained word embeddings were used
with internal datasets, while external datasets used
Polyglot word embeddings (Al-Rfou et al., 2013).
The word embedding dimensionality was 50, ex-
cept where Polyglot pre-trained embeddings were
used, in which case it was 64. The word LSTM
size was set to 300. Character embeddings were
50-dimensional and character bigrams were used.
The character LSTM was of size 100 for external
datasets and 30 for internal ones. Dropout was
set to 0.5. We used the evaluation script from the
CoNLL shared task to compute F1 score.

During the parameter tuning phase, develop-
ment set performance stabilized after 10 epochs
for external models and 20 epochs for internal
models. Therefore, we conduct experiments on
the test set by training for these respective num-
ber of epochs. The scores reported for each model
reflect the highest F1 value among all epochs.

5 Results

5.1 Layer combinations for TL
We first investigate which layer combination
yields best results when being transferred. The
layer groups defined in Section 3.3 are combined
and experiments are conducted on the two exter-
nal JP datasets as well as on a subset of the JP
“Medium” internal one. The results are presented
in Table 4 as absolute gains against the baseline
without TL. Approximate randomization is used
for each experiment (Noreen, 1989; Yeh, 2000),
and all TL gains were found to be significant to
p<0.001. The results reported are the average of
running experiments five times with different ran-
dom seeds. In all experiments, the system config-
uration detailed in Section 4.2 is followed and the

Layers Corpora
Transferred BCCWJ CRF-KNBC Med.-10k
No TL 65.50 50.48 81.64
Char +0.34 -2.63 -1.62
Word +1.50 +0.86 +1.14
Dense -1.54 +2.86 +3.77
Char+Word -0.09 +1.33 -0.39
Word+Dense +0.63 +4.69 +1.95
Char+Dense +3.86 +3.74 +3.72
Char+Word +2.35 +3.92 -0.02
+Dense

Table 4: Absolute gains on JP datasets by transferring
different layer combinations

MOM (see Section 3.3) is applied.
The best performing combination (in

bold) varies between datasets. However, the
“Char+Dense” combination seems to be the most
reliable one, providing consistent and significant
TL gains over all three evaluated corpora. This
combination is different than what was previously
reported in litterature (Yang et al., 2017), where
it was suggested that transferring character level
weights suffices. This might be because of the
specific nature of our task on transferring weights
between languages with dissimilar alphabets.
In our case transferring word weights actu-
ally performs better than transferring character
weights (compare rows “Word” and “Char”).
In addition, combining the weights at word or
character levels with the next dense layer weights
improves further the results (rows “Word+Dense”
and “Char+Dense”) indicating that this dense
layer still captures some language-independent
information.

Due to these results, we use the “Char+Dense”
combination in the following experiments.

5.2 Effect of romanization of Japanese on TL

The effect of romanization of Japanese is eval-
uated on one external (“BCCWJ”) and a subset
of an internal (“Med.-10k”) JP dataset. Results
are presented in Table 5 with and without roman-
ization before and after TL, and consistent gains
are shown when MOM is used with TL. In addi-
tion, there are significant gains when used with-
out TL in the case of the internal dataset (“Med.-
10k”). To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first work introducing the MOM and compar-
ing these approaches for Japanese in the context
of TL. Since this model gives consistently im-
proved results with TL, all the remaining results
on Japanese data will employ this approach.
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Dataset No roman. MOM
BCCWJ No TL 67.31 65.50

With TL 69.08 69.36
Med.-10k No TL 80.65 81.64

With TL 84.12 85.36

Table 5: Romanization of Japanese - Effect on TL

Dataset No TL With TL Rel. gain
BCCWJ 65.50 69.36 +5.89
CRF-KNBC 50.48 54.22 +7.41
Small 83.15 84.85 +2.04
Medium 91.64 92.20 +0.61
Large 91.66 92.21 +0.60
DE Medium 87.82 88.86 +1.18
DE Large 89.24 89.63 +0.44

Table 6: Results with TL over full JP and DE datasets

5.3 TL on external and internal datasets

Applying the best configuration established previ-
ously, i.e. transfer “Char+Dense” layers and use
of MOM, the results before and after TL on the
full JP datasets are presented in Table 6. Gains
with TL are achieved in all evaluated datasets.
Moreover, with MOM and TL, we achieve state-
of-the-art NER results on BCCWJ, outperforming
Ichihara et al. (2015) (reported F1 score 67.68%
vs. ours 69.36%). In addition, important rela-
tive gains are achieved by TL in the small external
datasets, making our method particularly suited
for bootstrapping a new language with very lim-
ited available annotated data. Another interesting
outcome is that we still see gains in the large in-
ternal datasets (i.e. up to 1M training utterances in
the internal “Large” set). This will be investigated
further in the next section (Section 5.4).

Results on DE internal datasets are presented
for sake of comparison and show the same trends
as JP internal datasets, thus revealing the general-
ization of our approach for cross-lingual TL both
to European and non-European target languages.

5.4 Effect of target dataset size on TL

To further investigate how the size of the target
datasets influences the performance of TL, we
conducted experiments on different sizes of the
internal data. This was done by training on sub-
sets of the original “Large” JP internal training
set, with sizes varying from 10k to 1M utterances.
Note that the source English training data is still
used in full each time. The results are presented in
Figure 3. As expected, larger gains are observed
for smaller splits. However, TL still produces sta-
tistically significant gains for all split sizes. Note

Figure 3: Applying TL on varying target training size

also that training, for example, on 500k utterances
with TL is better than training on 1M utterances
without TL, indicating the possibility of reducing
data requirements with TL even in large-scale in-
dustrial systems.

A further analysis of the results on the internal
datasets showed that the frequency of a tag class in
the target training data correlated the most with TL
gain. This is visualized in Figure 4 for a subset of
the JP “Small” dataset. An arrow is used for each
tag class with the tail of the arrow indicating the
F1 score without TL and the point indicating the
F1 score of that same class with TL. Thus, classes
with gains point upward (blue arrows), while those
that performed worse point downwards (red ar-
rows). Classes that showed no change are indi-
cated as circles. These mostly cluster along the
bottom as classes that have an F1 score of zero be-
fore and after TL. The tags are arranged along the
x axis based on their frequency in the target train-
ing dataset.

Figure 4: Gains by tag

This figure indicates that frequent tags (right-
most part of the figure) gain less by TL, probably
because they already perform well. Tag classes
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generally begin to show gains from TL only after
they pass a certain minimum frequency threshold
in the target dataset, which appears to be around
100. This may be the reason why we have TL
gains even with large target datasets. As infre-
quent tag classes are observed more and more in
larger splits, they begin to cross this threshold
and gain from TL. Real-world data generally have
long-tailed distributions, thus even very large tar-
get datasets are likely to have tag classes with few
data which can benefit from TL.

6 Conclusions

A cross-lingual transfer learning approach for
NER was proposed, focusing on dissimilar lan-
guages, i.e. English and Japanese. A deep neu-
ral network model was adopted and the best layer
combination to transfer was extensively investi-
gated. To overcome the orthographic dissimilar-
ity between source and target languages a novel
method, the MOM, was proposed that romanizes
part of the Japanese input. Gains with TL were
consistently achieved on external and large-scale
real-world datasets showing that it is possible to
transfer knowledge between dissimilar languages,
even for large target corpora.

In the future, the proposed approach could be
applied to other dissimilar language pairs, e.g. En-
glish and Chinese. Other possible extensions in-
clude using multi-lingual embeddings that could
complement the currently transferred weights.
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Abstract

Text normalization (TN) is an important step
in conversational systems. It converts writ-
ten text to its spoken form to facilitate speech
recognition, natural language understanding
and text-to-speech synthesis. Finite state
transducers (FSTs) are commonly used to
build grammars that handle text normalization
(Sproat, 1996; Roark et al., 2012). However,
translating linguistic knowledge into gram-
mars requires extensive effort. In this paper,
we frame TN as a machine translation task and
tackle it with sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq)
models. Previous research focuses on normal-
izing a word (or phrase) with the help of lim-
ited word-level context, while our approach
directly normalizes full sentences. We find
subword models with additional linguistic fea-
tures yield the best performance (with a word
error rate of 0.17%).

1 Introduction

Non-standard words (NSWs) include expressions
such as time or date (e.g., 4:58AM, 08-02,
8/2/2018), abbreviations (e.g., ft.) and letter se-
quences (e.g., IBM, DL) (Sproat et al., 2001).
They commonly appear in written texts such
as websites, books and movie scripts. Writ-
ten form of non-standard words can be normal-
ized/verbalized to a spoken form, e.g., “August
second”.

Although there is no incentive for human users
to transcribe NSWs into spoken form, it plays an
integral role in spoken dialog systems. As shown
in Figure 1, automatic speech recognition (ASR),
natural language understanding (NLU) and text-
to-speech synthesis (TTS) components all involve
written-to-spoken form normalization or its in-
verse process, spoken-to-written text normaliza-
tion (ITN). ASR normalizes the training corpus
before building its language model. Among many

benefits, such a model can reduce the size of the
required vocabulary and address data sparsity is-
sues. NLU might adopt ITN to recover the written
text from ASR in run-time (e.g., “five p m ” →
“5:00PM”). In text-to-speech synthesis, for exam-
ple, in order to pronounce “221B Baker St”, TTS
needs to first convert the text to “two twenty one b
baker street” and then generate the audio signal.

ASR NLU

DM

NLGTTS

“book a table at five p m”

Intent: Reservation
Slots: {time: 5:00PM}

Confirm
{NextOpening: 6:30PM}

“Is 6:30PM okay?”“is six thirty p m okay?”

Backend

Figure 1: Text normalization in spoken dialog systems.
Grey boxes involve text normalization or inverse text
normalization.

Normalizing the written form text to its spoken
form is difficult due to the following bottlenecks:

1. Lack of supervision — there is no incen-
tive for people to produce spoken form text.
Thus, it is hard to obtain a supervised dataset
for training machine learning models;

2. Ambiguity — for written text, a change in
context may require a different normaliza-
tion. For example, “2/3” can be verbalized as
a date or fraction depending on the meaning
of the sentence.

Traditionally, the task of NSW normaliza-
tion has been approached by manually author-
ing grammars in the form of finite-state trans-
ducers (Sproat, 1996; Roark et al., 2012) such
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as integer grammars (e.g., “26” → “twenty six”)
or time grammars (e.g., “5:26” → “five twenty
six”). Constructing such grammars is time con-
suming and error-prone and requires extensive lin-
guistic knowledge and programming proficiency.
Recently, with the rise of machine learning and es-
pecially deep learning techniques, researchers are
starting to bring more data-driven approaches to
this field (Sproat and Jaitly, 2016).

In this paper, we present our approach to non-
standard text normalization via machine transla-
tion techniques, where the source and target are
written and spoken form text, respectively.

2 Related work

2.1 Finite state transducer

Normalizing written-form text to its spoken form
has been approached by authoring weighted finite
state transducer (WFST) grammars to handle in-
dividual categories of NSW (e.g., time, date) and
subsequently join them together (Sproat, 1996;
Roark et al., 2012). One bottleneck to this ap-
proach is the heavy demand of translating linguis-
tic knowledge into WFSTs. A second problem is
a lack of context awareness. For example, “dr.”
may refer to “doctor” or “drive” in different con-
texts. We have observed accuracy improvements
by using an n-gram LM to re-rank hypotheses gen-
erated by WFSTs. However, an n-gram LM’s con-
text awareness is limited.

2.2 Data-driven approaches

Recently, methods based on neural networks have
been applied to TN and ITN (Sproat and Jaitly,
2016; Pusateri et al., 2017; Yolchuyeva et al.,
2018). To overcome one of the biggest problems
— a lack of supervision, WFSTs have been used
to transform large amounts of written-form text to
its spoken form. Researchers hope a vast amount
of such data can counteract the errors inherited in
WFST-based models.

Recent data-driven approaches examine
window-based sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq)
models and convolutional neural networks (CNN)
to normalize a central piece of text with the help
of context (Sproat and Jaitly, 2016; Yolchuyeva
et al., 2018). Window-based methods have the
advantage of limiting the output vocabulary size,
as most tokens that do not need to be transformed
are labeled with a special <self> token.

Hybrid neural/WFST models have also been

proposed and applied to the text normalization
problem (Pusateri et al., 2017; Yolchuyeva et al.,
2018). Tokens in the input are first tagged with
labels using machine learned models whereupon
a handcrafted grammar corresponding to each la-
bel conducts conversion. In both methods, a tag-
ger is needed to first segment/label the input to-
kens and conversion must be applied to each seg-
ment to normalize a full sentence. Our seq2seq
model does not require the aforementioned tagger
(although could benefit from the tagger as we will
show later) and directly translates a written-form
sentence to its spoken form without grammars.

3 Model

3.1 Baseline models

Following Sproat and Jaitly (2016), we imple-
ment a seq2seq model trained on window-based
data. Table 1 illustrates the window-based model’s
training examples corresponding to one sentence
“wake me up at 8 AM .” which is broken down
into 6 pairs. <n> and </n> indicate the center
of the window. A window center might contain
1 or more words (e.g., “8 AM”) and the group-
ing is provided by the dataset where each input
sentence is segmented into chunks corresponding
to labels such as TIME, DATE, ORDINAL (Sproat
and Jaitly, 2016). The model outputs tokens which
correspond to the center of the window.

Table 1: In the window-based configuration, <n> and
</n> denote the center of the window. <self> indi-
cates transforming the central piece to itself. This ex-
ample illustrates a window size of 1.

Input Output
<n> wake </n> me <self>
wake <n> me </n> up <self>
me <n> up </n> at <self>
up <n> at </n> 8AM <self>
at <n> 8 AM </n> . eight a m
AM <n> . </n> <sil>

The model architecture is similar to Chan et al.
(2016) and uses attention to align the output to-
kens with input characters as in Bahdanau et al.
(2014). The encoder takes character sequences as
input. Otherwise, sequences of numbers or dates
(e.g., 2018-08-04) are hard to interpret. On the
output side, we believe various granularities such
as character, word or word fragments can be suit-
able. Following the literature, we used a word
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level decoder.
A window-based seq2seq model, although able

to attend well to a central piece of text, is not prac-
tical for applying over a whole sentence. To ex-
tend the model to full sentences, we break source
sentences into segments. We then apply the model
to one segment after another and concatenate their
output tokens to produce full sentences.

As our second baseline, a seq2seq model is
trained with full sentence data. As a result, it
does not require any pre-processing step to gen-
erate windows of text. It directly translates a sen-
tence to its spoken form. Again, the encoder works
at the character level while the decoder output se-
quences of words while attention is used to align
the input and output sequences.

3.2 Proposed model

There are several issues with the baseline seq2seq
models. First of all, although there is no out-of-
vocabulary (OOV) problem on the input side since
it is modeled as a sequence of characters, the de-
coder has an OOV issue–we cannot model every
possible token. The window-based seq2seq adopts
a special output token <self> that significantly re-
duces the output vocabulary size. This is not prac-
tical in the full sentence baseline as it requires the
additional step of mapping each <self> in the out-
put to a word in the input.

Subwords have been shown to work well in
open-vocabulary speech recognition and machine
translation tasks (Sennrich et al., 2015; Qin et al.,
2011). Subwords (i.e., a grouping of one or
more characters) capture frequently co-occurring
character combinations. For example, the word
“subword” might be decomposed into two parts:
“ sub” and “word”, where “ ” indicates the start of
a word. An extreme case of the subword model is a
character model. Compared with only characters,
we believe segmenting input/output into subwords
eases a seq2seq model’s burden of modeling long-
distance dependencies.

3.2.1 Linguistic features
Sennrich and Haddow (2016) have shown that
the addition of linguistic features can improve the
quality of neural machine translation models. We
observe that features such as casing and part-of-
speech tags can also provide helpful insights into
how a NSW should be normalized. For example,
“US” should be normalized to “u s” instead of
“us”. Similarly, part-of-speech tags can help the

model decide how to verbalize ambiguous forms
such as “resume”, which is kept as-is as a verb or
read out as “résumé” as a noun. In regards to sub-
words, it is important to know where the fragment
comes from — beginning, middle, end of a word
or the full word. For example, “id” should be nor-
malized as “id” if it comes from the beginning of
a word like “idea”. However, it could also be ver-
balized as “i d” when taken as a standalone word.

In this paper, we explore linguistic features that
are inexpensive to compute such as casing, POS,
and positional features. We also use the edit la-
bels from Google’s dataset (e.g., TIME, DATE) al-
though we acknowledge these labels are expensive
and often times not accessible.

4 Experiments and results

4.1 Dataset

The data for the window-based seq2seq model
and full sentence seq2seq were generated from
the publicly available release of parallel writ-
ten/speech formatted text from Sproat and Jaitly
(2016). The set consists of Wikipedia text which
was processed through Google TTS’s Kestrel text
normalization system relying primarily on hand-
crafted rules to produce speech-formatted text.

Although a large parallel dataset is available for
English, we consider the feasibility of developing
neural models for other languages which may not
have text normalization systems in place. There-
fore, we choose to scale the training data size to
a limited set of text which could be generated by
annotators in a reasonable time frame. As summa-
rized in Table 2, both window-based and sentence-
based models are trained with 500K training in-
stances.

Our datasets were randomly sampled from a set
of 4.9M sentences in the training data portion of
the Sproat and Jaitly (2016) data release and split
into training, validation, and test data. However,
the training data for window-based and sentence-
based models are not identical due to differences
in input configurations. While the window-based
model uses 500K randomly sampled windows, the
sentence-based models use 500K sentences. For
testing, 62.5K identical test sentences are used
across all models. In order to decode sentences
with the window-based model, sentences are first
segmented into windows before inference.

Among 16 edit labels available in the dataset
release, we found the normalization target for
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Table 2: Size of training, validation, and test datasets.
For the window-baseline, the data are pairs of win-
dows and the normalization of the central piece of the
window. For the sent-baseline and subword models,
the data are pairs of sentences but in different formats
— sent-baseline: (character sequence, word sequence);
subword: (subword sequence, subword sequence). All
models are evaluated on the same set of 62.5K sen-
tences.

Model Train Valid Test
Window-baseline 500K 62.4K 62.5K
Sent-baseline 500K 62.5K 62.5K
Subword 500K 62.5K 62.5K

ELECTRONIC text is not suitable for our system
as it primarily reads out URLs letter by letter,
e.g., “Forbes.com” → “f o r b e s dot c o m”
(as opposed to “forbes dot com”). Therefore, we
exclude ELECTRONIC data in our experiments.
There are large numbers of <self> tokens present
in the dataset. We follow Sproat and Jaitly (2016)
in down-sampling window-based training data to
constrain the proportion of “<self>” tokens to
10% of the data.

For training sentence-based models, the source
sentence is segmented into characters while the
target sentence is broken into tokens. For the sub-
word model, both the source and target sentences
are segmented into subword sequences. Subword
units are concatenated to words for evaluation.

4.2 Baseline model setup

Our first approach replicates the window-based
seq2seq model of Sproat and Jaitly (2016). The
model encodes the central piece of text (1 or more
tokens) including its context of N previous and
following tokens at the character level. The out-
put is a target token or a sequence of tokens. The
input vocabulary consists of 250 common charac-
ters including letters, digits and symbols (e.g., $).
The decoder vocabulary consists of 1K tokens in-
cluding <self> and <sil>, the latter of which is
used to normalize punctuation.

Following Chan et al. (2016), we use a stacked
(2-layer) bi-directional long short term memory
network (bi-LSTM) as encoder and a stacked (2-
layer) LSTM as decoder. We use 512 hidden states
for the (bi-)LSTM. A softmax output distribution
is computed over output vocabulary at each decod-
ing step. Decoding uses the attention mechanism
from Bahdanau et al. (2014) and a beam size of 5.

Word and character embeddings are trained from
scratch.

We use the OpenNMT toolkit (Klein et al.,
2017) to train our models on a single P2.8xlarge
Amazon EC2 instance. Models were trained
with Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) on 200K
timesteps (approximately 13 epochs). Approach-
ing 200K timesteps, a significant decay in accu-
racy and plateau in perplexity of the validation set
occurred for all models. Validation occurred every
10K timesteps and the number of timesteps was
chosen based on maximum accuracy on the valida-
tion data. The learning rate was tuned to 1.0 for the
window-based model and 0.5 for sentence-based
models to achieve optimal performance. Learning
rate decayed at a rate of 0.5 if perplexity on the
validation set did not decrease or after 50K steps.
A dropout of 0.3 was used across all models.

Figure 2: Evaluation of the window-based model. Cat-
egories are sorted by frequency. * TELEPHONE is not
reported in Sproat and Jaitly (2016) but included in the
dataset; ** we removed ELECTRONIC category.

As shown in Figure 2, our replicated window-
based model achieves reasonable performance
compared with Sproat and Jaitly (2016), consid-
ering our training set is much smaller. There
are 16 different edit labels shown. Data with
TELEPHONE labels were not included in the ini-
tial analysis of Sproat and Jaitly (2016), but were
made available in the dataset release.

For our second baseline model which operates
on whole sentences, on the input side, we still use
250 common characters. However, due to the re-
moval of the <self> token, the output space is
drastically extended from 1K tokens to 45K to-
kens. Thus, it becomes increasingly difficult for
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the model to learn and predict.

4.3 Subword inventory

A subword inventory can be populated by data-
driven approaches such as Byte Pair Encoding
(BPE) (Sennrich et al., 2015). Text is first split
into character sequences and the most frequently
co-occurring units are greedily merged into one
subword unit. This procedure continues until the
desired subword inventory size is reached. Here,
we enforce that two units cannot be merged if they
cross a word boundary.

Table 3: Performance of different subword inventory
sizes on validation set.

Inventory size SER (%) WER (%)
16K 3.56 0.92
8K 3.49 0.92
4K 3.34 0.90
2K 3.20 0.87
1K 3.17 0.90
500 3.53 1.01

To avoid OOV words, we also populate the sub-
word inventory with the 250 most common char-
acters used in the baseline model and digits 0-9.
In data preparation, we force the subword model
to split digits into a single subword piece (e.g.,
“1234” → “ 1 2 3 4”), regardless of whether
a certain combination of numbers co-occur fre-
quently (e.g., “19”). Tokenizing digits is benefi-
cial when interpreting large sequences of numbers
where every digit must be read out (e.g., 1,342→
“one thousand three hundred and forty two”). In
this work, we use the SentencePiece toolkit1 and
vary the inventory size. One can imagine that a
larger subword inventory may contain longer sub-
word entries. For example, the word “anthology”
is split into “ an th ology” by a subword model
of 2K size and “ anth ology” by a model of 8K
size. Our experiments find that an inventory size
between 1K and 2K yields the best WER and SER
(see Table 3). For the rest of the paper, we use 2K.

4.4 Overall performance

Table 4 summarizes the performance of each
model. We report sentence-error-rate (SER),
word-error-rate (WER), BLEU score (Papineni
et al., 2002) and latency (millisecond per input

1https://github.com/google/
sentencepiece

Figure 3: Attention visualization: x-axis is the input;
y-axis is the output.

sentence), measured on the test set. We also re-
port number of parameters and training time.

For the identity model, we replaced all non-
alphanumerical characters in the source data with
“<sil>”, except for spaces. As expected, this
model generates a large number of errors. When
evaluated on full sentences, the window-based
model yields a reasonable accuracy, although it
leverages a limited context. On the other hand, al-
though the sentence baseline is directly trained on
full sentences, its WER and SER are both worse
than the window-based approach. The expan-
sion of the output space significantly increases the
trainable parameters from 10M to 55M, leading to
more difficulties in training and inference.

As shown in Table 4, the subword model sig-
nificantly outperforms baseline models in both ac-
curacy and inference speed. Due to the source
of the dataset (i.e., Wikipedia), test set and train-
ing set have an overlap of about 27%. For in-
stance, several source citations were commonly
found in Wikipedia articles and appeared in train-
ing and test (e.g., “IUCN Red List of Threatened
Species.”). We found that, for sentences that were
not seen by the subword model in training, our
model still produces reliable outputs with a SER
of 4.59% and WER of 1.09%.

Figure 3 demonstrates that the attention mech-
anism can effectively learn the non-monotonous
nature of the text normalization problem as
“eleventh”, “November” and “eleven” correspond
to the third, second and first “11” in the input.

4.5 Linguistic features

We use the following linguistic features: 1)
capitalization: upper, lower, mixed, non-
alphanumerical, foreign characters; 2) position:
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Table 4: Comparison of models on test set.

Model
SER WER BLEU Params Train Time Latency
(%) (%) (M) (hours) (ms/sent)

Identity 99.39 32.70 51.74 N/A 0 N/A
Window-based 12.74 3.75 94.55 10 3.9 238
Sentence-based 48.67 9.26 82.28 55 8.0 159
Subword 3.31 0.91 98.79 12 10.0 88
Subword + Feat. w/o label 2.77 0.78 98.98 12 13.5 89
Subword + Feat. w/o casing 0.96 0.23 99.66 12 12.8 88
Subword + Feat. w/o POS 0.79 0.18 99.71 12 10.4 88
Subword + Feat. w/o position 0.80 0.17 99.73 12 13.0 88
Subword + All Feat. 0.78 0.17 99.73 12 15.4 89

beginning, middle, end, singleton; 3) POS tags:
44 Penn Treebank tags; 4) labels: 15 edit labels.
Among these four types of features, capitalization
and position are the least computationally expen-
sive. POS tags are automatically predicted using
an Averaged Perceptron Tagger from the Natural
Language Toolkit (Bird et al., 2009). Edit labels
are the most expensive to obtain in real life. Our
labels are generated directly from the Google FST
(Sproat and Jaitly, 2016). Each type of feature is
represented by a one-hot encoding.

To combine linguistic features with subword
units, one can add or concatenate each subword’s
embedding with its corresponding linguistic fea-
ture embedding and feed a combined embedding
to the bi-LSTM encoder. Or, a multi-layer percep-
tron (MLP) can be applied to combine informa-
tion in a non-linear way. Our experiments find that
concatenation outperforms the other two methods.

In Table 4 we can see that the subword model
with linguistic features produces the lowest SER
(0.78%) and WER (0.17%). In addition, results
from the ablation study show that each feature
makes a positive contribution to the model. How-
ever, edit labels seem to make the strongest contri-
bution. We acknowledge that edit labels may not
always be readily available. The model which uti-
lizes all linguistic features except for edit labels
still shows a 16% relative SER reduction and 14%
WER reduction over the subword model without
linguistic features.

5 Discussion

Errors from the subword model are presented in
Table 5. Severe errors are shown in the first two
rows. While these types of errors are infrequent,
they change or obscure the meaning of the utter-

ance for a user. For example, the currency “nok”
(e.g., “norwegian kroner”) was verbalized as “eu-
ros”, reflecting a bias in the training data. While
“euros” appeared 88 times, “norwegian kroner”
appeared just 10 times.

Another type of error does not change the sen-
tence meaning but can be unnatural. For example,
“alexander iii” was predicted as “alexander three”
rather than “alexander the third”. In this case,
the referent of the sentence would likely be un-
derstandable given context. Examples such as “5’
11”” reflect the variety of natural readings which a
human might produce. “Five foot eleven inches”,
“five foot eleven”, and “five eleven” may all refer
to a person’s height. Here the reference and model
have produced different but acceptable variations.

Table 5: Errors from the subword model with linguistic
features.

Input Reference Prediction
un u n un
nok 3 billion three billion three billion

norwegian kroner euros
alexander iii alexander the third alexander three
2000 gb two thousand two thousand

gigabytes g b
5’ 11” five foot eleven five eleven

A fundamental problem is the lack of super-
vised data for training and evaluation, particularly
data which reflects the variety of acceptable read-
ings of non-standard text. The pairs in this study
(and in other text normalization research) are gen-
erated by a system which does not have the full ca-
pability to verbalize sentences in different but nat-
ural ways. Our system’s normalization WER and
SER may not translate proportionally to ASR’s
WER and SER, simply because real users will read
non-standard text in a variety of ways. It remains
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a challenge for the academic community to come
up with better data solutions.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate neural approaches
to text normalization which directly translate a
written-form sentence to its spoken counterpart
without the need of a tagger or grammar. We show
that the use of subwords can effectively reduce
the OOV problem of a baseline seq2seq model
with character inputs and token outputs. The addi-
tion of linguistic features including casing, word
position, POS tags, and edit labels leads to fur-
ther gains. We empirically test the addition of
each linguistic feature revealing that all features
make a contribution to the model, and combin-
ing features results in the best performance. Our
model is an improvement over both window-based
and sentence-based seq2seq baselines, yielding a
WER of 0.17%.
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Abstract

Named Entity Recognition (NER) has been
mostly studied in the context of written text.
Specifically, NER is an important step in
de-identification (de-ID) of medical records,
many of which are recorded conversations be-
tween a patient and a doctor. In such record-
ings, audio spans with personal information
should be redacted, similar to the redaction of
sensitive character spans in de-ID for written
text. The application of NER in the context of
audio de-identification has yet to be fully in-
vestigated. To this end, we define the task of
audio de-ID, in which audio spans with entity
mentions should be detected. We then present
our pipeline for this task, which involves Auto-
matic Speech Recognition (ASR), NER on the
transcript text, and text-to-audio alignment. Fi-
nally, we introduce a novel metric for au-
dio de-ID and a new evaluation benchmark
consisting of a large labeled segment of the
Switchboard and Fisher audio datasets and
detail our pipeline’s results on it.

1 Introduction

Personal data in general, and clinical records data
in particular, is a major driving force in today’s sci-
entific research. Despite its abundance, the pres-
ence of Personal Health Identifiers (PHI) hinders
data availability for researchers. Therefore, data
de-identification (de-ID) is a critical component in
any plan to make such data available. However,
the amount of data involved makes it prohibitively
expensive to employ domain experts to tag and
redact PHI manually, providing a good opportu-
nity for automatic de-identification tools. Indeed,
high performance tools for the de-identification of
medical text notes have been developed (Dernon-
court et al., 2017a; Liu et al., 2017).

Due to the rise of tele-medicine (Weinstein
et al., 2014), clinical records consist of many other
types of data, such as audio conversations (Chiu
et al., 2017), scanned documents, video, and im-

Figure 1: High level audio de-ID pipeline

ages. In this work, we direct our attention towards
the task of de-identifying clinical audio data. This
task is expected to become increasingly more im-
portant, as Machine Learning applications in tele-
medicine are growing in popularity. Given an input
audio stream, the objective is to produce a modi-
fied audio stream, where all PHI is redacted, while
the rest of the stream is kept unchanged. To the
best of our knowledge, de-identifying audio is a
new task, requiring a new benchmark.

We define and publish1 a benchmark consist-
ing of the following: 1. A large labeled subset of
the Switchboard (Godfrey et al., 1992) and Fisher
(David et al., 2004) conversational English audio
datasets, denoted as SWFI. 2. A new evaluation
metric, measuring how well the PHI words in the
input audio were identified and redacted, and how
well the rest of the audio was preserved.

To better understand the challenges of the
audio de-id task, we evaluate it both end-to-end
and by breaking it down and solving it using
individual components. Our pipeline (Fig. 1) first
produces transcripts from the audio using ASR,
proceeds by running text-based NER tagging, and
then redacts PHI tokens, using the aligned token
boundaries determined by ASR. Our tagger relies
on the state-of-the-art techniques for solving the
audio NER problem of recognizing entities in
audio transcripts (Lample et al., 2016; Ma and
Hovy, 2016). We leverage the available Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR) technology, and use
its component of alignment back to audio.

1
https://g.co/audio-ner-annotations-data
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Finally, we evaluate our pipeline and de-
scribe its performance, both end-to-end and per-
component. Although results on audio are worse
than NER performance on text, the pipeline
achieves better results than expected despite the
compounding pipeline errors. Last, we analyze our
performance and provide insights for next steps.

2 Related Work

2.1 NER for Speech

Prior work addressed entity recognition for audio
recordings via the audio NER task: the detection
of entities in the text transcript of the audio in-
put. The majority of these works used a pipeline
approach, in which ASR is first applied to the au-
dio and then NER is applied on the noisy textual
output of the ASR. These works include discrim-
inative models (Sudoh et al., 2006), incorporating
OOV word indicators (Parada et al., 2011), hierar-
chical structure (Raymond, 2013), and conditional
random fields (Hatmi et al., 2013).

Many audio NER works learn from and mea-
sure performance on French datasets, such as ES-
TER (Galliano et al., 2009) and ETAPE (Galibert
et al., 2014). This may indirectly affect the overall
quality of these systems because the ASR compo-
nent, which is crucial in the pipeline approach but
is typically used “off-the-shelf”, has lower perfor-
mance in languages other than English.

An alternative end-to-end approach was pro-
posed by Ghannay et al. (2018), in which the
model accepts audio as input and outputs a tagged
word sequence which consists of normal words
and the NER labels in HTML-like tag encod-
ing. Their model did not attain reasonable perfor-
mance, perhaps due to the small training set.

We emphasize that both pipeline and end-to-end
approaches output tagged word sequences, and do
not propagate the recognized entity labels back for
redaction on the audio itself, which is the end goal
of our proposed audio de-ID task.

2.2 De-identification in the Health Domain

Previous efforts of de-ID in health care focused on
redaction of textual medical records. The main ap-
proach involves applying NER techniques to the
text, including rule-based (Ruch et al., 2000; Nea-
matullah et al., 2008) and machine learning (Guo
et al., 2006; Yang and Garibaldi, 2015) methods.

Adoption of neural network models boosted the
performance of NER on text without requiring

hand-crafted rules and complex feature engineer-
ing (Collobert et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2015;
Lample et al., 2016; Ma and Hovy, 2016; Dernon-
court et al., 2017a). Dernoncourt et al. (2017b) ap-
plied the model proposed in Lample et al. (2016)
to medical de-ID, achieving state-of-the-art per-
formance on the I2B2-2014 (Stubbs and Uzuner,
2015) de-ID challenge dataset. We have chosen
this architecture for the NER component of our
pipeline method (Section 5).

3 The Audio De-identification Task

The goal of the Audio de-ID task is to convert an
input audio stream into a modified audio stream
where the PHI words are redacted. In essence, the
goal of the task is to limit the ability of a listener
to identify the entities of the conversation while
leaving as much information as possible in order
to keep the audio understandable.

Formally, the input audio stream is a function
A(t) of time, that can be transcribed into a se-
quence of words W = {wj}, where wj is mapped
to the time interval in the audio Tj = [tstartj , tendj ).
We consider each word to be either PHI or non-
PHI, and let I denote the set of PHI words {j :
wj is PHI}.

The output of an audio de-ID algorithm is
a zero-one redaction function R(t), indicating
which parts of the audio stream are to be redacted,
where a value of zero indicates PHI information at
time t. The redacted audio stream can be obtained
by zeroing out the redacted part of the stream,
Aredacted(t) = R(t)A(t).

To evaluate the performance of a de-ID algo-
rithm, we term wj as fully-covered if R(t) is zero
for all t ∈ Tj , and define a corresponding indicator
function covered(wi). This in turn defines the fol-
lowing standard NER metrics for the audio de-ID
task:

TruePositives (TP ) =
∑

j∈I
covered(wj),

FalsePositives (FP ) =
∑

j 6∈I
covered(wj),

FalseNegatives (FN) =
∑

j∈I
1− covered(wj)

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
, Recall =

TP

TP + FN

Finding the exact time interval corresponding
to a word is not a trivial task, while redacting
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Dataset Medium # Notes # Tokens % PHI

I2B2’14 train Text 521 336,422 3.5
AMC’17 train Audio 4,629 8,348,899 0.02
SWFI train Audio 468 710,348 1.8
SWFI test 108 158,923 2.0

Table 1: Dataset statistics for train and test sets, show-
ing the number of notes (written or spoken), token
count, and percent of tokens which are PHI.

PHI Labels % I2B2’14 AMC’17 SWFI
train / test

Name 0.84% 0.12% 0.22% / 0.23%
Age 0.24% 0.01% 0.12% / 0.1%
Date 1.56% 0.03% 0.1% / 0.12%
Hospital 0.28% 0.004% -
Pharmacy - 0.01% -
Organization 0.025% 0.003% 0.48% / 0.59%
Location (General) 0.001% 0.004% 0.24% / 0.29%
State 0.07% - 0.15% / 0.16%
City 0.08% 0.003% 0.25% / 0.29%
Country 0.02% - 0.23% / 0.27%
Profession 0.04% - 0.23% / 0.27%
Holiday - - 0.12% / 0.07%
Season - - 0.04% / 0.03%

Table 2: Statistics for PHI labels as percent of total
tokens per dataset. Tags in bold are common to all
datasets and are used in Section 7

most of the interval Tj results in a similar de-ID
effect as fully covering all the interval. To this
end, we extend covered(wi) into the indicator
ρ−covered(wj) that is true iff R(t) is zero on at
least ρ proportion of interval Tj .

With this indicator function we further extend
the aforementioned NER metrics to TPρ, FPρ,
and FNρ, and correspondingly defineRecallρ and
Precisionρ. When ρ = 1 these metrics equal the
strict metrics. When ρ < 1 the new metrics de-
termine the quality of the system with respect to
redacting at least ρ of each audio interval in PHIs.

We note that the proposed metrics only evaluate
the redaction function R(t) on the word intervals.

4 Datasets

To create a benchmark for the audio de-ID task,
we use three datasets from two distinct domains:
conversational English and medical records. We
summarize the main dataset statistics in Table 1.
Importantly, we did not perform text normaliza-
tion specific to each domain.

Word WER Well Extended Shortened
Type Aligned Alignment Alignment

PHI 41.8 86% 5% 9%
non-PHI 38.3 81% 8% 12%

Table 3: ASR WER and token-audio alignment distri-
bution on sample conversations from the SWFI dataset.

In the domain of medical datasets, we use
I2B2’14 (Stubbs and Uzuner, 2015), which con-
sists of identified textual medical notes with
PHI tagging, and the Audio Medical Conversa-
tions dataset from (Chiu et al., 2017), denoted
AMC’17, which contains de-identified audio of
doctor-patient conversations and their correspond-
ing manual transcripts. Processing the AMC’17
conversations was facilitated by the fact that it is a
de-identified dataset, which provides us with the
locations of the PHI in the audio and the tran-
scripts. Three PHI types: names, dates and ages
were redacted, preserving type information, and
synthetic data was generated using dictionaries
and context-aware rules. First names were drawn
from the US Social Security Administration ba-
bies names registry2 and last names were drawn
from the Frequently Occurring Surnames list from
the 1990’s US Census3. Human annotators used
surrounding context to resolve the other PHI types
and filled in fake appropriate identifiers.

Notably, neither of the above-mentioned med-
ical datasets could serve as a benchmark for the
audio de-ID task, as I2B2’14 is text-based, and
AMC’17 contains only redacted audio conversa-
tions and is not publicly available. Therefore, we
focused on the conversational English domain,
where we generated a combined dataset SWFI
from the Switchboard (Godfrey et al., 1992)
and Fisher (David et al., 2004) datasets. These
datasets include hundreds of conversations in En-
glish about a variety of subjects, along with their
transcripts. To enable proper training and evalua-
tion for the audio de-ID task, we annotated all 250
Switchboard conversations, and 326 from Fisher.
Annotation included named PHI labels, and the
time intervals Tj = [t

(start)
j , t

(end)
j ) matching each

named PHI back into the audio. This dataset is
publicly available1 to allow for standardized eval-
uation of novel approaches to this task.

The annotation process began by tokenization
of the transcripts provided in both datasets using
white-space separators, removing special tran-
script characters and keeping word capitalization
in its original form. Following that, PHI word
annotation was performed manually. The results
can be seen in Table 2.

2https://www.ssa.gov/oact/babynames/
3https://www.census.gov/topics/

population/genealogy/data/1990_census.
htmlcensus_namefiles.html
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Figure 2: Neural architecture for text de-ID

As performing temporal labeling manually is
an arduous process, we opt for a semi-automatic
ASR-based procedure. To this end, we determine
word start and end times by aligning the manual
transcripts to audio intervals. We assess the quality
of this semi-automatic labeling scheme using hu-
man evaluation. For a random sample of 6 SWFI
conversations (3 Switchboard and 3 Fisher), we
slice the audio according to the aligned interval
times per transcript word, and measure both the
quality of the transcription, and that of the align-
ment. Table 3 shows the distribution of alignment
errors of the tokens from the sample conversa-
tions. These are denoted as good alignment, short
(i.e. ASR interval is shorter than actual word) and
extended (i.e. interval is longer than expected)
where all alignment errors are in the scale of 30-
60ms (1-2 audio frames).

5 Pipeline Models

We next describe the models we trained and eval-
uated to gain insights on the types of challenges
this task presents. We chose to use the pipeline
approach as an audio de-ID benchmark due to
the ubiquity and maturity of the ASR technology,
and abundance of training data for text NER. Our
pipeline models contain three main components:

1. An ASR system, which transcribes the audio
into text.

2. A NER tagger, which tags the transcript with
the required labels.

3. An alignment component, which maps each
word in the transcript back to its time interval
in the audio.

For the ASR component, we use Google
Cloud’s Speech API4 with the com-
mand and search model, which gave us the
best transcription accuracy on the data. For each
conversation, which usually contains two different
speakers, we send the entire audio to the service
to obtain the transcript. The API also returns alter-
native hypotheses for the corresponding text and
their confidence. We incorporate these alternative
hypotheses by taking the top-k ASR hypotheses
and feeding them into the next two stages. We
then take the logical OR of the detections on all of
the hypotheses. Unless stated otherwise, k = 1.

For the NER tagger component, our models use
the architecture described in Lample et al. (2016),
depicted in Fig. 2. This is a neural network model
using pre-trained GloVe word embeddings5 (Pen-
nington et al., 2014) and a character-based bi-
directional RNN to generate token embeddings,
followed by a bidirectional RNN, tag projection,
and CRF layers. We define three models, where
each model has a NER tagger trained on a differ-
ent dataset. The models are:

MAMC – Trained using the training data from the
AMC’17 dataset.

MSWFI – Trained using the training data from the
SWFI dataset.

MI2B2 – Trained using the training data from the
I2B2’14 dataset.

The MAMC and MSWFI models were trained
using the conversation transcripts. We use data
augmentation in order to increase robustness to
ASR errors, in particular to word deletion, inser-
tion, substitution, and inconsistent capitalization.
Data augmentation is carried out in several stages.
First we create an ASR transcript from the audio,
align it back to the reference transcript by min-
imizing the word-level edit distance, and trans-
fer the labels to the new transcript. For each of
the two transcripts, we then generate three ad-
ditional transcripts by changing word capitaliza-
tion to camel, lower and upper case. Finally, each
of the augmented transcripts is broken down into
segments of 20 speaker turns with a step of 10
turns, to resemble the utterance structure of the
ASR output. We include the three variants of the
MSWFI model: MSWFIReg uses no augmentations,

4cloud.google.com/speech-to-text
5nlp.stanford.edu/data/glove.6B.zip
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MSWFI MixCase uses mix-case augmentations only,
and MSWFI MixCase+Asr uses all mix-case and ASR
augmentations.

The MI2B2 model is tuned to achieve state-of-
the-art results on textual medical notes, such as
in Dernoncourt et al. (2017a); Liu et al. (2017).
It should be stressed that the model was used as
is, without an attempt to adapt it to the domain of
ASR output. MAMC and all MSWFI models are both
trained on conversational data, and should be bet-
ter adapted to the task. MAMC is trained on data
originating from the medical domain, as opposed
to MSWFI models which train on data from the En-
glish conversation target domain. This is offset by
the fact that MAMC is trained on a significantly
larger training set.

Finally, for the alignment component we add a
padding hyperparameter allowing a variable num-
ber of mismatched frames at either side of the
identified intervals. This slack in interval size is
used to compensate for alignment errors.

6 Experimental Settings

To test the performance of our models on the au-
dio de-ID task, we conducted a number of ex-
periments, described next. Section 7 then details
our results. We report Recall, Precision, and
F1 scores for all experiments, which are signif-
icantly more informative than accuracy due to a
low PHI/non-PHI ratio. We report results on the
SWFI test set using the tags which are shown
in bold in Table 2. We evaluate our performance
against the coverage threshold ρ ∈ [0, 1] which
is defined in Section 3. Specifically, we focus on
type-less metrics, as we care more about the to-
kens’ redaction than their type classification.

Our first experiment evaluates the performance
of MAMC, MSWFI, and MI2B2 on the SWFI test set.
First, to decouple their tagging performance from
the other pipeline errors, we measure their tagging
performance on the manually annotated transcripts
(referred to as NER score). NER errors may arise
due to train-test disparity, where the train and test
data are from different domains or different medi-
ums (e.g. text vs. audio), which results in differ-
ent discriminative models. Additionally, we mea-
sure their overall end-to-end score. We analyze the
complex behavior of the models’ precision by in-
specting the coverage distribution of PHI and non-
PHI tokens.

Our second experiment evaluates the effect

Model NER F1 (ρ)Recall / Precision / F1
MI2B2 0.37 / 0.48 / 0.41 0.37 (0.4)
MAMC 0.18 / 0.98 / 0.3 0.23 (0.35)
MSWFIReg 0.82 / 0.92 / 0.87 0.41 (0.4)
MSWFI MixCase 0.87 / 0.92 / 0.89 0.46 (0.4)
MSWFI MixCase+Asr 0.88 / 0.92 / 0.9 0.51 (0.4)

Table 4: NER score of the different NER models, and
their end-to-end F1 in their optimal choice of ρ.

Error type Count % of total

ASR Transcription errors 152 45.24
NER errors 168 50
Alignment errors 14 4.17
Manual Transcription errors 2 0.6

Table 5: Error analysis of a sample of MSWFI FN er-
rors, including errors from all components across the
pipeline and even occasional manual transcription er-
rors which contribute to both FP and FN errors.

of two significant hyperparameters on pipeline
performance using the SWFI test set:

• The number of alternative hypotheses passed
on from the ASR to the NER tagger.

• The amount of padding added around each
detection by the alignment component.

7 Results

In Table 3 we report the Word Error Rate (WER)
of our ASR component on the SWFI dataset,
which was computed by comparing the manual
and ASR transcripts of the entire audio. For WER
of PHI words, we removed all the non-PHI words
from manual ASR transcripts before computing
the WER. WER of non-PHI words was computed
similarly. We see that both WERs are substantial,
and can be thought of as an upper-bound on our
pipeline’s end-to-end performance.

Next, Table 4 shows the NER and their end-
to-end performance of each model for its F1 op-
timal choice of coverage threshold ρ. We can
also see that the MSWFI surpasses the others
in performance due to its training set being in-
domain and in the same medium. Additionally,
the MSWFI MixCase+Asr variant does not display any
advantage over its other variants when running
on manual transcripts, but gets significantly bet-
ter performance on the end-to-end scenario. The
difference between NER and end-to-end scores
is apparent, and may be attributed to additional
pipeline components of ASR and alignment. In-
terestingly, in the case of MSWFIReg, compounding
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Figure 3: End-to-end performance comparison of NER models – Recall (left), Precision (middle) and F1 (right).

Figure 4: Coverage distribution between PHI and non-PHI tokens (left) and End-to-end performance for different
pipeline parameters – number of hypotheses (center) and padding (right).

the WER and alignment error rate from Table 3
and the NER from Table 4 leads to an expected
Recall of approximately 0.44, yet the end-to-end
Recall at ρ = 0.5 is 0.53. This implies a non-
trivial co-dependence between errors in the differ-
ent components of the pipeline.

Figure 3 presents the end-to-end evaluation of
the different models with respect to the cover-
age threshold ρ. As expected,Recall is monotoni-
cally non-increasing with respect to the threshold.
Meanwhile, Precision (and consequently F1) are
not monotonic and have more complex behavior.
This behavior is due to difference in the distribu-
tion of the coverage between PHI and non-PHI,
which we see in Figure 4 (left). An interesting in-
sight is that most PHI words have more than half
their length redacted by the pipeline while non-
PHI words’ coverage is bi-modal, one mode close
to 0, and the other close to 1. A plausable explana-
tion for this behavior is that the FP s are derived
from alignment errors in low coverage, while the
high coverage FP s occur due to classification er-
rors, either due to ASR transcription mistakes or
due to model NER errors.

Finally, we show the end-to-end evaluation of
the pipeline using MSWFI MixCase+Asr with differ-

ent choices of the pipeline parameters. In Fig-
ure 4 (center) the performance of the pipeline
slightly increases when using additional alter-
native hypotheses, while a different experiment
shows that when using alternative hypotheses with
MSWFI MixCase performance decreases. This de-
crease is consistent with the hypotheses’ decreas-
ing confidence scores, which can be alleviated
with ASR training data but is not addressed by the
naive OR approach described in Section 5. This
leads us to seek new ways to utilize the additional
ASR artifacts, such as the hypotheses confidence
scores and speech lattice. In Section 8 we dis-
cuss possible directions to improve the pipeline’s
robustness to ASR errors. Last, Figure 4 (right)
shows that the choice of padding size does not im-
prove performance, but rather alters the value of
the optimal coverage threshold.

8 Conclusions

We introduced the audio de-ID task, an important
prerequisite for protecting privacy when process-
ing sensitive audio datasets in the medical domain
as well as other domains. To this end, we created
and made available a new test set benchmark de-
rived from annotating the Switchboard and Fisher
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audio datasets. We also presented new metrics for
the task, Recallρ and Precisionρ, as extensions
of standard Recall and Precision where words
are considered de-identified when at least a por-
tion ρ of their audio signal is redacted. Finally,
we detailed our algorithm for this task, a pipeline
approach consisting of three components: ASR,
NER on transcripts and a novel alignment from
tagged transcripts to audio for the actual redaction.

We showed that ASR performance is the main
impedance towards achieving results comparable
to text de-ID. In future work, we plan to address
this through several directions, including end-to-
end de-ID (Ghannay et al., 2018), lattice-based
techniques (Ladhak et al., 2016), and diarization
and segmentation of the audio as part of the tran-
scription process (Cerva et al., 2013).
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Abstract

Neural text-to-speech synthesis (NTTS) mo-
dels have shown significant progress in gene-
rating high-quality speech, however they requ-
ire a large quantity of training data. This ma-
kes creating models for multiple styles expen-
sive and time-consuming. In this paper dif-
ferent styles of speech are analysed based on
prosodic variations, from this a model is pro-
posed to synthesise speech in the style of a
newscaster, with just a few hours of supple-
mentary data. We pose the problem of syn-
thesising in a target style using limited data
as that of creating a bi-style model that can
synthesise both neutral-style and newscaster-
style speech via a one-hot vector which fac-
torises the two styles. We also propose con-
ditioning the model on contextual word em-
beddings, and extensively evaluate it aga-
inst neutral NTTS, and neutral concatenative-
based synthesis. This model closes the gap in
perceived style-appropriateness between natu-
ral recordings for newscaster-style of speech,
and neutral speech synthesis by approximately
two-thirds.

1 Introduction

Newscasters have a clearly identifiable dynamic
style of speech. As more people are using virtual
assistants, in their mobile devices and home ap-
pliances, for listening to daily news, synthesising
newscaster-style of speech becomes commercially
relevant. A newscaster-style of speech gives users
a better experience when listening to news as com-
pared to news generated in the neutral-style spe-
ech, which is typically used in text-to-speech syn-
thesis. In addition, synthesising news using text-
to-speech is more cost-effective and flexible than
having to record new snippets of news with profes-
sional newscasters every time a new story breaks
in.

Recent advances in neural text-to-speech
(NTTS) synthesis (Van Den Oord et al., 2016;

Wang et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2018; Merritt
et al., 2018) have enabled researchers to generate
high-quality speech with a wide range of prosodic
variations. For many years, concatenative-based
speech synthesis (Black and Campbell, 1995;
Taylor, 2006; Qian et al., 2013; Merritt et al.,
2016; Wan et al., 2017) has been the industry
standard. Concatenative-based speech synthesis
methods can produce high-quality speech, but are
limited by the coverage of units in its database.
When it comes to more expressive styles of
speech, this problem is aggravated by the many
hours of speech data that would be needed to
cover an acceptable range of prosodic variations
present in a particular style of speech. The
concatenative approaches also require extensive
hand-crafting of relevant low-level features, and
arduous engineering efforts.

Recently proposed models based on sequence-
to-sequence (seq2seq) architecture (Wang et al.,
2017; Shen et al., 2018; Ping et al., 2017) attempt
to alleviate some of these issues by transforming
the low-level feature representation into a learning
task. These models function as acoustic models
which take text, in the form of characters or pho-
nemes as input, and output low-level acoustic fe-
atures that can be then converted into speech wa-
veform using one of the several ‘vocoding’ tech-
niques (Perraudin et al., 2013; Shen et al., 2018;
Lorenzo-Trueba et al., 2018). Seq2seq models
also allow us to condition the model on additio-
nal observed or latent attributes that help in impro-
ving the flexibility (modelling different speaker,
and styles), and naturalness (Ping et al., 2017; Jia
et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018; Skerry-Ryan et al.,
2018; Stanton et al., 2018). Li et. al. (2018) have
explored transformer networks for context gene-
ration. This improves training efficiency while
capturing long-range dependencies. Even though
transformers have enabled parallel training, they
still suffer from slow inference due to autoregres-
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sion. LSTM-based seq2seq architectures, having
lesser number of trainable parameters, allow for
faster inference.

Several works have explored the “controllabi-
lity” of style in synthesised speech through latent-
variable modelling techniques (Akuzawa et al.,
2018; Henter et al., 2018; Hsu et al., 2018). These
models not only enable us to jointly model diffe-
rent styles, but also allow the user to control the
style through modification of disentangled latent
variable during the inference. Although flexible,
these models usually require a large amount of
data to capture the idiosyncrasies of speaking sty-
les, and to disentangle the characteristics of spe-
ech (pitch, duration, amplitude etc.) Additionally,
these models are slow to train and are potentially
overly complex for modelling styles of speech that
are expressive but do not display large prosodic
variations. During inference, the user would need
to input the latent variables to synthesise, which is
not ideal for production systems.

Conventional seq2seq models for NTTS rely
on a single encoder for linguistic inputs (phone-
mes/character embeddings). This encoder cannot
be solely relied upon to capture higher-level text
characteristics like syntax or semantics. The re-
lation between syntax, semantics and prosody is
complex. Many linguistic theories try to tie these
phenomena but they struggle to explain some edge
cases and are mutually inconsistent (Taylor, 2009)
. Thus, it might be unsatisfactory to apply lingu-
istic knowledge directly to prosody modelling by
conditioning the model on manually selected fe-
atures. Recent advances in representation learning
for text (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018)
have allowed us to come up with linguistic repre-
sentations that not only capture the semantics of a
word, but are also context-dependent as a function
of the entire sentence. Contextual word embed-
dings (CWE) can be used to present to the model
additional conditioning features that can help mo-
del the prosodic variations in each word, based on
the context in which it is present.

Latorre et. al (2018) investigated the effect of
data reduction on seq2seq acoustic models. They
train a multispeaker model with limited data from
several speakers. Chung et. al (2018) pre-train
the decoder of their acoustic model on a large
amount of unpaired data where the decoder le-
arns the task of predicting the next frame. They
also propose conditioning the model on traditio-

nal word-vectors like GloVe and Word2vec (Pen-
nington et al., 2014; Mikolov et al., 2013) to pro-
vide additional linguistic information. Both these
works don’t look at varying prosody or speaking-
style. There has been a growing interest in ad-
aptive techniques for voice cloning (Arik et al.,
2018; Chen et al., 2019), and style adaptation
(Bollepalli et al., 2018) with limited data. Ho-
wever, these models require extensive fine-tuning.
Additional investigation is needed on the perfor-
mance of such adaptive models on more multi-
style setting.

The contribution of this work is two-fold: (1)
We propose a ‘bi-style’ model that is capable of
generating both a distinct newscaster style of spe-
ech, and neutral style of speech, trained only on
few hours of supplementary newscaster-style data,
(2) we explore the use of CWE as an additional
conditioning input for prosody modelling.

2 Data Exploration

This section aims at understanding the prosodic
variability in neutral-style, and newscaster-style
corpora. For this purpose, we study the ave-
rage variance in the natural logarithm of funda-
mental frequency (lf0) for each utterance in the
two styles. The values are reported in Table 1.
For contrast, we also study per-utterance lf0 in
a mixed-expressive corpus from the same spe-
aker. We notice that among the three corpora,
the neutral-style utterances have the lowest mean
variance per utterance, making it more tractable
and easier to model with NTTS than the other two
corpora. Newscaster-style has a slightly higher
mean variance given greater expressiveness, and
the mixed-expressive corpus has the highest mean
variance. Latent-variable models (Akuzawa et al.,
2018; Hsu et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018; Hen-
ter et al., 2018; Stanton et al., 2018) tackle the
problem of modelling varied expressive corpora.
As we have already discussed, these models are
slow to train, and require prediction or manual in-
jection of continuous latent variables during infe-
rence. These might not be well-suited for the task
of modelling newscaster-style, which even though
is expressive, has much lower mean variance per
utterance than the mixed-expressive corpus.

Latorre et. al. (2018) found that a minimum
of ∼ 15000 utterances (approximately 15 hours
of data) are required to train a seq2seq acoustic
model from scratch. Gathering 15 hours of data
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Figure 1: Context Generation Module

Corpus Variance Range
Neutral 6.32 5.66
Newscaster 6.33 5.68
Mixed expressive 6.79 5.71

Table 1: Analysis of mean prosodic variations based
on lf0 per utterance

for each new style is both expensive and time-
consuming. Given that the mean variance for the
newscaster-style utterances is marginally higher
than that of neutral-style utterances, we propose
jointly modelling both the neutral-style and the
newscaster-style, with a one-hot ‘style ID’ to dif-
ferentiate between the two styles. We hypothesise
that the style ID will be able to effectively facto-
rise the neutral and newscaster styles, and gene-
rate style-appropriate samples for both. This will
also alleviate the problem of prediction, and in-
jection of continuous latent variables, that might
introduce additional latency in the system. During
inference, the style ID can be set by modification
of simple binary flags.

From our internal corpus of female US-English
voice, we use ∼ 20 hours of neutral-style utte-
rances. For the newscaster-style, we use additio-
nal recordings from the same voice talent, appro-
ximating the style of American newscasters. For
experiments in this paper, the amount of data used
for the newscaster-style is one-fifth that of neutral-
style. Using both these utterances to train a bi-

style model provides us with enough overall data
to train the acoustic model, and also help the mo-
del learn to factorise the two styles with the style
ID input.

3 Model Description

Our proposed model is composed of two modules -
Context Generation and Waveform Synthesis. The
context generation module takes phonemes as in-
puts, and predicts temporal acoustic features, e.g.
mel-spectrograms. The predicted acoustic featu-
res are then converted to time-domain audio wa-
veforms by the Waveform Synthesis module. We
provide additional inputs to the context generation
module, in the form of ‘style ID’ and contextual
word embeddings, for better prosody modelling.

3.1 Context Generation

The context generation module is an extension
of the seq2seq-based acoustic model proposed by
Latorre et al. (2018), and is shown in Figure
1. We propose multi-scale encoder conditioning,
with the acoustic model processing phoneme-level
inputs, and an additional CWE encoder that pro-
cesses word-level inputs.

3.1.1 Acoustic Model
The acoustic model consists of the phoneme en-
coder, style ID input, a single-headed location-
sensitive attention block, and the decoder module.
The style ID is a two-dimensional one-hot vec-
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tor (representing whether the input utterance be-
longs is in the neutral-style or newscaster-style),
which is projected into continuous space by an
embedding lookup layer to produce a style em-
bedding. The style embedding is concatenated at
each step of the output of the phoneme encoder.
Single-headed location-sensitive attention (Cho-
rowski et al., 2015) is applied to the concatenated
outputs. A unidirectional LSTM-layer takes the
concatenated vector of the output vector of the at-
tention block and the pre-net layer as an input. The
decoder, in each step, predicts blocks of 5 frames
of 80-dimensional mel-spectrograms. We define
a frame as a 50ms sequence, with an overlap of
12.5ms. The last frame of the previous outputs is
passed to the pre-net layer as input for generating
the next set of frames.

3.1.2 CWE Encoder

We use Embeddings from Language Models
(ELMo), introduced by Peters et al. (2018) for
obtaining the contextual word embeddings for the
input utterance. ELMo takes advantage of unsu-
pervised language modelling task to learn rich
text representations on a large text corpus. These
representations can then be transferred to down-
stream tasks that often require explicit labels.
ELMo embeddings bring a significant improve-
ment for a variety of Natural Language Processing
(NLP) tasks. They are able to capture both seman-
tic and syntactic relations between words (Perone
et al., 2018). As such, they seem to be a good fit
for modelling prosody.

For each sentence in the training set we extract
ELMo features using publicly available CLI tool
(Gardner et al., 2018). This model is pre-trained
on the 1 Billion Word Benchmark dataset (Chelba
et al., 2014). We only use hidden states from
the top layer of bi-directional Language Mo-
del (biLM). This produces a sequence of 1024-
dimensional vectors, one for each word in a sen-
tence. During training these vectors are fed to
CWE encoder. CWE encoder has a similar topo-
logy to the phoneme encoder.

Encoded ELMo embeddings are passed to the
decoder through Bahdanau-style attention (Bah-
danau et al., 2015). It operates independently
of location sensitive attention for phoneme enco-
dings. It can attend to encodings of words that are
not focused by location sensitive attention. We hy-
pothesise that this can help the decoder to consider

a broader context.

3.2 Waveform Synthesis

We use the pre-trained speaker-independent RNN-
based “neural vocoder” proposed by Lorenzo-
Trueba et. al. (2018) to convert the mel-
spectrograms predicted by our context generation
module into high-fidelity audio waveforms.

4 Experimental Protocol

4.1 Training

The news stories are on an average longer than
neutral-style utterances, and consist of multiple
sentences. Seq2seq models have a tendency to
lose attention and have misalignment in longer in-
put sequences during inference. To alleviate this,
we split the news stories into individual senten-
ces in both the training and the test sets. Split-
ting into individual sentences also enables us to
train the model on larger batch size, helping the
model to converge faster and with lesser perturba-
tion of the training loss. To convert the utteran-
ces into phoneme sequences, we use our internal
grapheme-to-phone mapping tool, which encodes
the phonemes, stress marks, and punctuations as
one-hot vectors.

We train the model using an L1 loss in the de-
coder output for mel-spectrogram prediction. To
indicate when to stop predicting the decoder out-
puts, we have a linear stop token generator at the
decoder outputs, trained jointly with the context
generation module. The stop token generator is
trained with an L2 loss. During training, the stop
token is linearly increased from 0 at the beginning
of the sentence to 1 at the end.

ADAM optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) is
used to minimise the training loss, with learning
rate decay. The model is trained with teacher-
forcing on the decoder outputs. The attention we-
ights are normalised to add up to 1 using a softmax
layer.

We use mel-spectrogram distortion (Kubichek,
1993) to monitor the input-output alignment, and
the training loss to get a rough estimation on the
convergence of our model. We also synthesise
some held-out sentences to monitor the segmental
quality and the prosody of our system, as the per-
ceptual quality of the generated samples does not
always align with the lower training and validation
losses, and spectrogram distortion metrics.
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System Description
Concatenative Concatenative-based unit selection system driven by state-level statistical

parametric predictions
Neutral Neutral-style NTTS speech
News w/o CWE Newscaster-style NTTS speech without CWE conditioning
News with CWE Newscaster-style NTTS speech with CWE conditioning
Recordings Natural speech waveforms

Table 2: Systems present in the MUSHRA evaluation

4.2 Setup for Evaluation
4.2.1 Objective Metrics
We compare acoustic parameters extracted from
the synthesised sentences, and the natural recor-
dings for the analysis of prosody and segmental
quality. To match the predicted sequence length
to the reference sequence length for all compari-
sons, we use the dynamic time warping (DTW)
algorithm (Bellman and Kalaba, 1959).
We use Mel-spectrogram Distortion to assess the
segmental quality of the synthesised sentences.
Mel-spectrogram distortion (MSD) (Kubi-
chek, 1993) measures the distortion between
predicted and extracted (from natural speech)
mel-spectrogram coefficients and is defined as:

MSD =
α

T

T∑

t=1

√√√√
D−1∑

d=1

(cd(t)− ĉd(t))2 (1)

α =
10
√
2

ln10
(2)

where cd(t), ĉd(t) are the d-th mel-spectrogram
coefficient of the t-th frame from reference and
predicted. T denotes the total number of frames
in each utterance and D is the dimensionality of
the mel-spectrogram coefficients. For our experi-
ments, we use 80 coefficients per speech frame.
The zeroth coefficient (overall energy) is excluded
from MSD computation, as shown in equation 1.

For evaluating prosody, we use the following
metrics calculated on lf0:
F0 Root Mean Square Error (FRMSE) is defi-
ned as:

FRMSE =

√∑T
t=1(xt − x̂t)2

T
(3)

where xt and x̂t in our work denote lf0 extracted
from reference and predicted audio respectively.

F0 Linear Correlation Coefficient (FCORR) is

the measure of the direct linear relationship be-
tween the predicted lf0 and the reference lf0. It
is expressed as:

T
∑

(xtx̂t)− (
∑
xt)(

∑
x̂t)

√
T (

∑
x2t )− (

∑
xt)2

√
T (

∑
x̂t

2)− (
∑
x̂t)2

(4)
If xt and x̂t have a strong positive linear correla-
tion, FCORR is close to +1.

Gross pitch error (GPE) (Nakatani et al., 2008)
is measured as percentage of voiced frames whose
relative lf0 error is more than 20%. Relative lf0
error is defined as:

|xt − x̂t|
xt

× 100 (5)

Fine pitch error (FPE) (Krubsack and Nieder-
john, 1991) is measured as standard deviation of
the distribution of relative lf0 errors, for which re-
lative lf0 error is less than 20%.

Since we don’t explicitly predict lf0, we use lf0
extracted from natural recordings, and synthesised
sentences for computation of the objective metrics
described above.

4.2.2 Subjective Evaluations
Even though the objective metrics give us a ge-
neral indication on the prosody and segmental qu-
ality of synthesised speech, the metrics may not di-
rectly correlate to the perceptual quality. We con-
duct additional subjective evaluations with human
listeners and consider these as the final outcome of
our experiments.

For subjective evaluations, we concatenate the
synthesised news-style sentences into full news
stories, to capture the overall experience of our in-
tended use-case. Each utterance is 3-5 sentences
long, and the average duration is 33.47seconds.
We test our system with 10 expert listeners with
native linguistic proficiency in English, using the
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MUltiple Stimuli with Hidden Reference and An-
chor (MUSHRA) methodology (ITUR Recom-
mendation, 2001). The systems used in this eva-
luation are described in Table 2. The listeners are
asked to rate the appropriateness of each system
as a newscaster voice on a scale of 0 to 100. For
each utterance, 5 stimuli are presented to the liste-
ners side-by-side on the same screen, representing
the 5 test systems in a random order. Each listener
rates 51 screens.

5 Results

5.1 Analysis of Objective Metrics

The scores for the objective metrics are shown in
Table 3. We observe that both of our newscaster-
style models obtain consistently better scores on
all metrics, than neutral NTTS and concatenative-
based system. Furthermore, we also observe
that conditioning the newscaster-style model with
CWE helps improve the prosody of the synthesi-
sed utterances.
There’s a slight loss in segmental quality when
conditioning the model with CWE, but it appears
to be imperceptible to human listeners.

5.2 Analysis of MUSHRA Scores

The listener responses from the subjective evalu-
ation are shown in Figure 2. In Table 4 the de-
scriptive statistics for the MUSHRA evaluation
are reported. The proposed model closes the gap
between concatenative-based synthesis for new-
sreading, which is still largely the industry stan-
dard, and the natural recordings by 69.7%. The
gap compared with the neutral NTTS voice is also
closed by 60.9%. All of the systems present in
the MUSHRA test are statistically significant from
each other at a p-value of 0.01. This significance
is observed across the listener responses using a t-
test. Holm-Bonferroni correction was applied due
to the number of condition pairs to compare. This
significance is also observed over the MUSHRA
responses in terms of the rank order awarded by
listeners. For this a Wilcoxon signed-rank test ap-
plying Holm-Bonferroni correction was used.

The concatenative-based system is prone to au-
dible artefacts at the concatenation-points, prima-
rily due to abrupt changes in fundamental frequ-
ency in voiced phonemes. This reduces the per-
ceived naturalness of synthesised speech. The
neutral-style system is unable to model the pro-
sody that is distinct to the newscaster-style of spe-

Figure 2: Boxplot of the listener responses in the MU-
SHRA evaluation

ech. A higher score for the newscaster-style model
with CWE conditioning with respect to the model
without, provides evidence supporting the hypo-
thesis that we made in Section 1 that CWE featu-
res help model the prosodic variation better given
the additional information on the syntactic context
of words in the sentence.

Figure 3: Violin plot of the rank-order awarded by li-
steners

We also generated a violin plot (Figure 3) depic-
ting the distribution of the rank-order awarded to
the systems in the test. We notice that for some of
the utterances, the listeners have ranked our new-
sreader voice (both with and without CWE) higher
than the natural recordings, showing that our con-
text generation module is able to closely mimic the
recordings in terms of prosody and naturalness.

5.3 Effect of Contextual Word Embeddings
on Prosody Modelling

To further reinforce the effect of CWE on prosody
modelling for newscaster-style, a preference test
was conducted comparing newscaster-style with
and without CWE conditioning, using 10 expert
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Segmental Quality Prosody
System MSD (dB) FRMSE (Hz) FCORR GPE (%) FPE (cents)

Concatenative 6.07 44.85 0.28 33.58 5.68
Neutral 5.27 44.81 0.30 32.02 5.63

News w/o CWE 4.52 42.90 0.35 28.89 5.57
News with CWE 4.54 42.14 0.36 27.59 5.55

Table 3: Objective metrics for analysis of prosody and segmental quality. High FCORR indicates better prosody.
For all other metrics, lower value indicates better performance.

System Mean score Median score Mean Rank Median Rank
Concatenative 28.31 21.5 4.60 5

Neutral 42.44 37.0 3.86 4
News w/o CWE 68.15 76.0 2.67 3
News with CWE 72.4 80.0 2.41 2

Recordings 91.61 100.0 1.45 1

Table 4: Listener ratings from the MUSHRA evaluation

listeners. Listeners were informed to rate the sys-
tems in terms of their naturalness, and were asked
to choose between News with CWE, News w/o
CWE, or indicate No Preference(NP).

Preference Votes
News with CWE 43.2%
News w/o CWE 31%
No Preference 25.8%

Table 5: Preference test between systems with and wi-
thout CWE conditioning

The listener responses are shown in Table 5.
The samples conditioned on contextual word em-
beddings are shown to be significantly prefer-
red (43.2%) over the samples generated without
(31%), with p < 0.01. A binomial test was used
to detect statistical significance.

5.4 Analysis of Speech Tempo

We define speech tempo of a corpus as the average
number of phonemes present per second. Spe-
ech tempo is a crucial aspect in differentiating be-
tween the neutral and the newscaster styles. The
newscaster-style is more dynamic than the neutral-
style utterances, with higher speech tempo. In Ta-
ble 6 we report the speech tempo in the neutral-
style, and the newscaster-style for natural recor-
dings, and compare those with our models with
and without CWE. We observe that the model
conditioned on CWE can better model the speech

tempo in both styles. This gives us additional evi-
dence that conditioning the model on CWE helps
us synthesise samples that are not only more style-
appropriate, but are also better in naturalness with
respect to natural recordings. Analysis of speech

System Neutral Newscaster
Recordings 11.63 14.02
with CWE 10.12 13.88
w/o CWE 10.11 13.65

Table 6: Speech tempo: recordings vs test systems

tempo also shows us that the model is able to fac-
torise, and replicate during inference, both styles
using just a one-hot style ID.

6 Conclusions

We proposed a bi-style model for generating neu-
tral and newscaster styles of speech. We also pro-
posed multi-scale encoder conditioning, focusing
on phoneme-level and word-level inputs. Our pro-
posed model is shown to be able to generate high-
quality newsreader voice, which is significantly
preferred over the neutral-style voice. We sho-
wed that the two styles can be factorised using a
one-hot style ID. We also showed that the intro-
duction of CWE conditioning significantly impro-
ves the prosody modelling ability of our context
generation module, and hope that this result inspi-
res more research into the use of NLP features in
NTTS.
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Abstract

Neural approaches to Natural Language Gen-
eration (NLG) have been promising for goal-
oriented dialogue. One of the challenges of
productionizing these approaches, however, is
the ability to control response quality, and
ensure that generated responses are accept-
able. We propose the use of a generate, filter,
and rank framework, in which candidate re-
sponses are first filtered to eliminate unaccept-
able responses, and then ranked to select the
best response. While acceptability includes
grammatical correctness and semantic correct-
ness, we focus only on grammaticality clas-
sification in this paper, and show that exist-
ing datasets for grammatical error correction
don’t correctly capture the distribution of er-
rors that data-driven generators are likely to
make. We release a grammatical classification
and semantic correctness classification dataset
for the weather domain that consists of re-
sponses generated by 3 data-driven NLG sys-
tems. We then explore two supervised learn-
ing approaches (CNNs and GBDTs) for clas-
sifying grammaticality. Our experiments show
that grammaticality classification is very sen-
sitive to the distribution of errors in the data,
and that these distributions vary significantly
with both the source of the response as well
as the domain. We show that it’s possible to
achieve high precision with reasonable recall
on our dataset.

1 Introduction

In recent years, neural network-based approaches
have been increasingly promising in the con-
text of goal-oriented Natural Language Generation
(NLG). These approaches can effectively learn to
generate responses of desired complexity and de-
tail from unaligned data. Additionally, these ap-
proaches can be scaled with relatively low effort

∗Equal contribution

to new domains and use cases. However, they are
less robust to mistakes and have poor worst case
performance. Consistently achieving acceptable
response quality in a customer facing product is an
immediate blocker to using such models widely.

Controlling quality at generation time in these
models is challenging, and there are no guaran-
tees that any of the generated responses are suit-
able to surface to an end user. Additionally, qual-
ity is hard to enforce at data collection time, given
the increasingly widespread dependence on large
pools of untrained annotators. As a result, clas-
sifying acceptability with high precision is ex-
tremely desirable. It can be used to establish safe
fallbacks to acceptable, but potentially less ideal,
responses that are generated by more traditional
NLG systems like templates. Such responses are
likely to be grammatically and semantically cor-
rect, but may sacrifice detail, variety, and natural-
ness; this trade-off may sometimes be necessary in
a consumer-facing product. For example, the sys-
tem could respond with “Here’s your weather fore-
cast”, and show a card with relevant weather infor-
mation, rather than generate an incoherent weather
forecast.

Some key aspects of acceptability are gram-
maticality and semantic correctness. A gram-
matical response is one that is well-formed, and a
semantically correct response is one that correctly
expresses the information that needs to be con-
veyed. Systems that generate ungrammatical or
incorrect responses run the risk of seeming unre-
liable or unintelligent. Another important facet of
acceptability is the naturalnesss (or human like-
ness) of the response, that can improve the usabil-
ity of chatbots and other dialogue systems.

In this paper, we first propose the inclusion of
a filtering step that performs acceptability classifi-
cation in the more widely used generate & rank
framework (Generate, Filter, and Rank). Then,
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we narrow our focus to grammaticality classifica-
tion, and show how this problem calls for datasets
of a different nature than typical grammatical er-
ror correction (GEC) datasets. We also show that
state-of-the-art GEC models trained on general
corpora fail to generalize to this problem. Fi-
nally, we introduce a dataset of system-generated
grammatical errors for the weather domain, and
demonstrate the performance of some strong base-
lines for grammatical classification on this data.
This dataset can also be used for further research
on semantic correctness classification. Our exper-
iments also reinforce the need for the new frame-
work we propose.

2 Generate, Filter, and Rank

In this section, we first review the pros and cons
of the traditional generate & rank framework, and
then propose a “filter” step that addresses some of
its downsides.

The generate & rank framework has been pro-
posed and widely used in several prior works
on goal-oriented dialogue (Walker et al. (2001),
Langkilde-Geary and Knight (1998)). In NLG
systems, the typical use of this framework in-
volves generating multiple candidate responses
(often using various different surface realization
techniques), and then reranking these using statis-
tical models (most commonly language models).
More recent works have also proposed reranking
to optimize for certain personality traits or user en-
gagement (Fang et al. (2017)). The input to the
generators is usually a structured representation of
what the system needs to convey.

This setup allows for the use of multiple genera-
tor models, as proposed in Serban et al. (2017) and
Pichl et al. (2018), among others. This greatly in-
creases the number of possible responses that can
be surfaced, which can improve both diversity and
naturalness. The use of statistical rerankers also
allows systems under this framework to optimize
for naturalness as well as acceptability (primar-
ily grammaticality), since typical statistical mod-
els should easily be able to downrank potentially
ungrammatical candidates. However, there are a
few practical concerns that arise with using this
framework in production:

1. Data sparsity: The space of unseen named
entities like locations, datetimes, etc., and
other sparse token types is potentially very
large. This can result in suboptimal language

modeling behaviors, in which language mod-
els downrank valid candidates with sparse
surface forms.

2. Statistical models that are typically used for
reranking cannot capture semantic correct-
ness without conditioning on the goal and ar-
guments. They also run the risk of acciden-
tally biasing towards more likely (but seman-
tically incorrect) responses. This is particu-
larly tricky for ML-based generators, where
the generated responses can easily leave out
important information. For example, the best
models from Nayak et al. (2017) have error
rates between 2-5%.

3. There is a significant risk that none of the re-
sponses generated by data-driven models is
acceptable. For example, in the dataset that
we release in this work, there were no gram-
matical responses generated for around 12%
of the scenarios (see Section 4).

The common thread in these issues is that the
generate & rank framework conflates acceptabil-
ity, which is objective, with naturalness and other
traits, which are subjective. To address, we pro-
pose the addition of a high-precision “filter” step
that eliminates any unacceptable responses before
the ranking stage, allowing the reranker to focus
on optimizing for naturalness and other desirable
properties. Since we found grammaticalness to be
a more serious issue than semantic correctness in
our dataset (Table 2), we explore methods to im-
plement a grammaticality “filter” in the following
sections.

CoNLL
2014

Our
dataset

# grammatical 53426 18494
# ungrammatical 21638 14511
% scenarios with
no grammatical re-
sponses

N/A 12%

Avg. length 22.8 17.9
Vocab size 28180 5669
# goals N/A 2
# semantically cor-
rect

N/A 28475

# semantically in-
correct

N/A 4530

Table 2: Comparison of weather responses dataset
against the NUCLE corpus
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Error Category Examples
Repeated words like
“with”, “and”.

In Grand Prairie , it ’s 100 degrees fahrenheit with cloudy skies with
snow showers.

Agreement Friday, September 15 in Branford , it’ll be cloudy with a high of 73 de-
grees fahrenheit with an 61 percent chance of snow showers .

Dangling modifiers In Tongan Qu on Monday, May 22 will be scattered clouds with Patches
of Fog , with a high of 18 degrees celsius and a low of 7 degrees .

Incorrect word choice In Larne on Thursday, November 23 , it’ll be scattered clouds with Fog
, with a high of 46 and a low of 35 degrees fahrenheit.

Ungrammatical n-grams In Funabashi-shi on Monday, March 20 , there will be a low of 31 with
a high of 47 degrees fahrenheit with scattered clouds skies and a Light
Drizzle

Missing contextual
words, like “degrees”

In Caloocan City , expect a temperature of 3 celsius with mostly sunny
skies and Fog Patches

Linking words/phrases Right now in Arrondissement de Besancon , it ’s 2 degrees fahrenheit
with sunny and Light Fog

Table 1: Mistakes involving grammatical errors and other cases of unacceptability in model-generated weather
responses

Train Eval Test
Generator # gr # ungr # gr # ungr # gr # ungr

SC-LSTM Lex 4957 2386 1565 882 1712 757
SC-LSTM Delex 1083 2078 365 679 377 657

IR 1530 2513 532 839 493 833
Gen LSTM 3614 1624 1133 600 1247 549

Table 3: Distribution of positive and negative examples in weather responses dataset. # gr and # ungr denote
number of grammatical and ungrammatical samples respectively.

3 Mismatched Error Distributions

The CoNLL-2014 shared task on grammatical
error correction (Ng et al. (2014)) released the
NUCLE corpus for grammatical error correction
(GEC), written by students learning English. Un-
grammatical sentences in this dataset contain an-
notations and corrections of each individual er-
ror. From a classification perspective, each orig-
inal ungrammatical utterance in the dataset is a
negative example, and the final corrected utterance
(obtained by applying all of the corrections to the
original ungrammatical utterance) is a positive ex-
ample. Additionally, sentences without any cor-
rections are positive examples as well.
These positive and negative samples can then be
directly used to train the grammaticality filter de-
scribed in previous sections. In the runtime of
the goal-oriented NLG system, this filter would be
used to filter out ungrammatical responses that are
generated by models - even though the filter was
trained on human-written responses. This signals

the possibility of a data mismatch.
To better understand the nature of this difference,
we collected a corpus of system-generated re-
sponses for the weather domain (see Section 4)
and manually inspected 200 of these responses
to identify common categories of model mistakes
(see Table 1). Interestingly, we found that the
most common mistakes made by our models, like
repeated words and missing contextual words,
don’t match any of the error categories in NU-
CLE (see Table 1 from Ng et al. (2014)). There
are also qualitative differences stemming from the
domains in these datasets. Our corpus has a large
number of mentions of sparse entities (particu-
larly locations), dates, and weather-specific con-
structs like temperatures, while the NUCLE cor-
pus is open-ended and spans a variety of topics.
In order to quantify this difference, we measure
the performance of open-domain GEC models on
our corpus by evaluating a model that achieves
state-of-the-art performance on the CoNLL-2014
test set (Chollampatt and Ng, 2018). We found
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that this model failed to generalize well to our
dataset (see section 6), and missed several classes
of errors. For example, the model failed to catch
any of the errors in Table 1 (see Appendix A for
more examples).
Intuitively, this suggests that training models for
response filtering demands datasets very different
in distribution from publicly available datasets that
only reflect human mistakes. We show this empir-
ically through experiments in section 6, and de-
scribe the process for collecting our dataset in the
next section.

4 Dataset

We first collected a dataset of human-generated
responses for the weather domain, using a
process similar to the one used in Novikova
et al. (2017). Each of the collected responses
is conditioned on a scenario, consisting of a
goal (the intent to be expressed) and argu-
ments (information to be expressed). In col-
lecting the dataset, we restricted ourselves to
the goals inform current condition and
inform forecast.
An example scenario is
“requested location”: “London”,
“temp”: “32”,
“temp scale”: “fahrenheit”,
“precip summary”: “Heavy Blowing Snow”
A possible response for this scenario is In
London, it’s currently 32 degrees
Fahrenheit with heavy snow..
We then trained some standard NLG models on
this corpus. Two of these (sc-LSTM Lex and
sc-LSTM Delex) are semantically conditioned
LSTMs as described in Wen et al. (2015); the
genLSTM model is a vanilla LSTM decoder; and
IR is a simple retrieval-based generator. The de-
tails of these are described in Appendix A.1. We
generated n = 3 responses from each of these
models for each scenario in a held out data set,
and deduped generated candidates that differed by
a single character (often punctuation). We then
asked crowdworkers to judge the grammaticality
of these responses. Our final dataset1 consists of
33K model-generated responses with grammati-
cality and semantic correctness judgments. Table
3 shows a detailed breakdown of grammatical and
ungrammatical responses per model.

1github.com/facebookresearch/momi

5 Approach

Preprocessing We made the assumption that the
specific values of arguments such as locations,
dates, and numbers do not affect sentence framing.
We therefore replaced locations and dates with
placeholder tokens. Numbers are replaced with ei-
ther num , num vowel if the number begins
with a vowel sound (example, 80), or num one
if the number is 1. Hence the sentence “There
is an 85 percent chance of rain in New York on
Wednesday, August 25” would become “There
is an num vowel percent chance of rain in

location on date ”. In case of sc-LSTM
delex, all remaining arguments (such as weather
conditions) are also delexicalized.
To maintain class balance in the train set, for each
response source, the class with fewer samples is
upsampled to match the number of samples of the
other class. When training on samples from mul-
tiple generators, the samples of each generator in
train set are upsampled to match those of genera-
tor with highest number of samples. Upsampling
is not done for validation or test sets.

Features from Language Model
Geometric mean:
(Πm

i=1pi)
(1/m)

Arithmetic
mean:∑m

i=1 pi/m

minPx maxPx

Median: p̃ Std Dev: σPx

CPx(0, 0.1), CPx(0.1, 0.2), .... CPx(0.9, 1.0)

Table 4: Features derived from Language Model. Px =
p1, p2, .....pm is the set of all n-gram probabilities from
an n-gram LM for a sentence x. CPx

(a, b) ∈ [0, 1]
is the ratio of n-gram probabilities pi ∈ Px for which
a ≤ pi < b.

Gradient Boosted Decision Tree Using LM
Features (LM-GBDT) Language models (Brown
et al. (1992)) can effectively capture n-gram pat-
terns that occur in grammatical data, making fea-
tures derived from them good candidates to dis-
tinguish between grammatical and ungrammatical
responses. We train a 7-gram LM2 on human-
written weather responses described in Section
4. The trained LM is then used to extract fea-
tures listed in Table 4 for each model-generated
response. Finally, we feed these features into a

2We found that 7 gram LM performed slightly better than
other lower n-gram LMs. LM with larger n-grams may be
better at catching model mistakes that require looking at long-
range dependencies.
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Model Training Data Test Data R@P98 R@P
Chollampatt and Ng (2018) NUCLE Weather - 75 @ 64

CNN
NUCLE

NUCLE 62.4 -
Weather - 80 @ 56.8

NUCLE + Weather Weather 52.5 -
CNN Weather Weather 71.9 -
CNN + source Weather Weather 72.8 -
LM-GBDT Weather Weather 63.8 -

Table 5: Training on NUCLE and weather data

gradient boosted decision tree (GBDT) (Friedman
(2001)) to classify the model-generated response
as grammatical or not.

CNN-based Classification Model We used a
convolutional neural network (CNN) for sen-
tence classification in an approach similar to Kim
(2014). After pooling convolutional features along
the time dimension, the result can be optionally
concatenated with additional features. A one-
hot vector of length 4 encoding the source of
the response (IR, GenLSTM, sc-LSTM delex,
sc-LSTM lex) is passed as an additional feature
when training on responses from multiple sources.

6 Experiments

We try different combinations of NUCLE cor-
pus and our dataset as train and test sets to learn
a grammaticality classifier for model-generated
weather responses. Table 5 and 7 lists the results
of these experiments described above. As dis-
cussed before, since the goal is to build a classifier
for use in production systems, we report the recall
of models for grammatical class when the preci-
sion is very high (98%). In cases where the model
does not achieve this precision, we report recall at
the highest precision achieved by the model.
CNN + source represents the case when the
source of response is passed as an additional fea-
ture to the CNN. We used filters with widths 2,
3, 4, 5 for the CNN. Performance did not change
with different number and sizes of filters.

Ungrammatical Semantically
incorrect

Ranker 29.4% 8.2%
Filter +
Ranker

2.4% 0.75%

Table 6: Comparison of number of times the top ranked
response is unacceptable with and without filtering.

6.1 Ranker vs Filter + Ranker

In order to validate the Generate, Filter, and Rank
framework, we used our trained n-gram language
model3 (from Section 4) to rank all the responses
for each scenario in our dataset. We then mea-
sured the % of times the top ranked candidate is
ungrammatical, to understand how many times the
final response would be ungrammatical in a tra-
ditional generate & rank framework. We repeat
the experiment with our proposed framework, by
filtering ungrammatical responses using a CNN-
based filter with 98% precision before the ranking
step. The results are shown in Table 6.
The filtering step increases the overall response
quality, but comes at the cost of losing genuine
grammatical candidates because of slightly lower
recall, 72.8%, (the best recall we achieved on the
weather data set). This is a fundamental trade-
off of our proposed framework; we sacrifice re-
call for the sake of precision, in order to ensure
that users of the system very rarely see an unac-
ceptable response. The semantic correctness also
improves, but this doesn’t indicate that grammati-
cal filter is enough to solve both grammaticalness
and correctness problems.

6.2 Performance of filters on NUCLE and
weather data

Table 5 compares performance of CNN, LM-
GBDT, and the GEC model used by Chollampatt
and Ng (2018). The GEC model is adopted for bi-
nary classification by checking whether the model
makes a correction for an ungrammatical sentence,
and doesn’t make any corrections for a grammati-

3an n-gram based language model is a simple baseline. It
is possible to use more sophisticated rankers (such as RNN-
LMs) to achieve better results. However, ranking approaches
will still fail over filters when there are no grammatical can-
didates at all.
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Model Training Data Test Data R@P98 R@P

CNN +
source

Weather IR 9.8 -
IR IR 23.2 -
Weather GenLSTM 95.5 -
GenLSTM GenLSTM 92.2 -
Weather SC-LSTM Delex 25.2 -
SC-LSTM Delex SC-LSTM Delex - 45.9@80
Weather SC-LSTM Lex 96.8 -
SC-LSTM Lex SC-LSTM Lex 94.6 -

LM-
GBDT

Weather IR - 8@95.5
IR IR 18 -
Weather GenLSTM 83.4 -
GenLSTM GenLSTM 76 -
Weather SC-LSTM Delex 2 -
SC-LSTM Delex SC-LSTM Delex - 65.5@70.5
Weather SC-LSTM Lex 90.6 -
SC-LSTM Lex SC-LSTM Lex 88.4 -

Table 7: Performance of filter for individual generators

cal sentence 4. This model achieves poor precision
and recall on our dataset, and we found that it fails
to generalize adequately to the novel error types in
our data.
We also train the CNN on NUCLE data and find
that it similarly achieves poor recall when classi-
fying weather responses. This is attributed to the
fact that the domain and category of errors in both
datasets are different. Comparing Table 1 in Ng
et al. (2014) and Table 1 of this work further sup-
ports this observation.
The CNN and LM-GBDT are trained and tested on
our weather dataset. We report the performance of
these models on the complete weather test set, not
just on individual generators, since this is closest
to the setting in which such models would be used
in a production system. The CNN consistently has
better recall than LM-GBDT at the same preci-
sion. CNN + source performs better than the
CNN, indicating that information regarding source
helps in classifying responses from multiple gen-
erators.
Augmenting the weather responses with NUCLE
corpus while training the CNN did not help per-
formance.

4We assume that the GEC model has classified the re-
sponse as ungrammatical if an edit is made. This does not
account for cases in which the edited response is still ungram-
matical. As a result, the precision of this model in the true
setting would be lower than that reported in this setting.

6.3 Performance of filter for individual
generators

Table 7 presents results on test sets of each gener-
ator for classifiers trained together on all genera-
tors and trained on individual generators. Models
trained individually on IR and SC-LSTM Delex
responses perform poorly compared to GenLSTM
and SC-LSTM Lex as the training set size is
much smaller for former. The recall for individual
generators is higher when training is done on data
from all generators, indicating that the approach
generalizes across sources. An exception to this
is IR which does better when trained just on IR
responses. This may be due to errors of retrieval
based approach being different in nature compared
to LSTM-based approach.
Tables 8 and 9 in Appendix shows the errors in
responses from different generators. Some errors
occur more frequently with one generator than an-
other, for example, the problem of repeating words
(like with and and) is dominant in responses gen-
erated by the LSTMs, but very rarely seen in IR
since it is a retrieval based approach.

6.4 Comparison of LM-GBDT and CNN

The recall of CNN is slightly better than LM-
GBDT consistently across experiments. Both ap-
proaches do well in catching types of errors listed
in Table 1. One difference between the two is
the ability of CNN-based models to successfully
catch errors such as “1 degrees”, while the LM-
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GBDT fails to do so. On further inspection, we no-
ticed that the human generated weather responses,
which were used as training data for the language
model, contained several instances of “1 degrees”.
The LM-GBDT has a heavy dependency on the
quality of features generated by LM (which in turn
depends on the quality of the LM training corpus),
and this is a disadvantage compared to the CNNs.

7 Related Work & Conclusion

Several previous works have established the need
for a generate & rank framework in a goal-oriented
NLG system (Walker et al. (2001), Langkilde-
Geary and Knight (1998)). Recent work on the
Alexa prize (Ram et al. (2018)) has demonstrated
that this architecture is beneficial for systems that
bridge the gap between task-oriented and open-
ended dialogue (Serban et al. (2017), Fang et al.
(2017), Pichl et al. (2018)). In such systems, the
ranker needs to choose between a much more di-
verse set of candidates, and potentially optimize
for other objectives like personality or user sat-
isfaction. To make such systems practical for
production-scale usage, our work proposes the in-
clusion of a high precision filter step that precedes
ranking and can mark responses as acceptable.
Our experiments show that this filter with suffi-
cient fallbacks guarantees response quality with
high precision, while simply reranking does not
(Section 6.1).
In this work, we focus specifically on filtering
ungrammatical responses. Previous work in this
space has focused on classifying (and sometimes
correcting) errors made by humans (Ng et al.
(2014)) or synthetically induced errors (Foster
(2007)). We found, however, that the domain and
error distribution in such datasets is significantly
different from that of typical data-driven genera-
tion techniques. To address this gap, we release
grammatical and semantic correctness classifica-
tion data generated by these models, and present
a reasonable baseline for grammatical classifica-
tion. The approaches we present are similar to
work on grammatical classification using features
from generative models of language, like language
models (Wagner et al. (2009)). One future direc-
tion is to explore modeling semantic correctness
classification with the datatset we release.
We compare the performance of two approaches
for classifying grammaticality: CNNs, and GB-
DTs with language model features. Both are stan-

dard classifiers that are easy to deploy in produc-
tion systems with low latency. An interesting fu-
ture direction would be to explore model architec-
tures that scale better to new domains and gener-
ation approaches. This could include models that
take advantage of existing GEC data consisting of
human responses, as well as datasets similar to
ours for other domains. Models that successfully
make use of these datasets may have a more holis-
tic understanding of grammar and thus be domain-
and generator-agnostic.
A drawback of the generate-filter-rank framework
is the increased reliance on a fallback response in
case no candidate clears the filtering stage. This is
an acceptable trade-off when the goal is to serve
responses in production systems where the stan-
dards of acceptability are high. One way to al-
leviate this is to do grammatical error correction
instead of simply removing unacceptable candi-
dates from the pipeline. Correcting errors instead
of rejecting candidates can be of value for trivial
mistakes such as missing articles or punctuation.
However, doing this with high precision and cor-
recting semantic errors remains a challenge.
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A Appendices

A.1 NLG Models for Generating Weather
Responses

The dataset we present in this paper consists of
responses generated by 4 model types:

1. sc-LSTM delex: An sc-LSTM trained on
fully delexicalized human responses, where

delexicalization refers to the process of re-
placing spans corresponding to specific argu-
ments by placeholder strings.

2. sc-LSTM lex: An sc-LSTM trained on
partly delexicalized human responses. For
this model, we only delexicalize locations,
dates, and temperatures, thus allowing the
model to freely choose surface forms for any
other arguments.

3. GenLSTM: A vanilla LSTM-based decoder
model, where the decoder hidden state is ini-
tialized using embeddings of the goal and ar-
guments. This model is also trained on fully
delexicalized responses.

4. IR: A simple retrieval approach in which n
random candidates that satisfy the given goal
and arguments are retrieved. The retrieved
candidates are delexicalized, and any candi-
dates that contain the right arguments (re-
gardless of argument value) are considered
valid.

For all models, the final response is obtained by
replacing argument placeholders by the canonical
values of those arguments in the scenario.
Since our goal was just to get responses from a
diverse set of data-driven generators with a rea-
sonable distribution of errors, we did not experi-
ment too much with improving IR and genLSTM,
which are much weaker than the sc-LSTM mod-
els.

A.2 Model-Generated Responses: Error
Analysis

Tables 8 and 9 show errors made by different
generators. While there is an overlap in the
category of grammatical errors made by differ-
ent generators, the frequency of the errors is
largely different. There are also a few generator-
specific errors. For example, the problem of re-
peating words (like with and and) is dominant
in responses generated by GenLSTM, sc-LSTM
delex, sc-LSTM lex, but very rarely seen in
IR. This is because human responses themselves
are unlikely to have repeating words, however
the LSTM-based generators tend to make these
mistakes while trying to fit all information into
the response. Ungrammatical n-grams like scat-
tered clouds skies are very infrequent in sc-LSTM
lex responses while more commonly seen with
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other generators. This is because the sc-LSTM
lex generator directly produces surface forms of
weather conditions. LSTM models doesn’t tend to
generate responses with out of vocabulary words,
but it is something common with IR responses
usually because of spelling mistakes in templates.

A.3 General GEC Model Performance
Table 10 shows examples of ungrammatical re-
sponses that the general GEC model ((Chollam-
patt and Ng, 2018)) failed to correct, and Table
11 shows examples of ungrammatical responses
that the model correctly edited. The model cor-
rects mistakes that are much more likely to occur
in the GEC data (like verb agreement), but fails to
catch model-specific error types like stuttering and
other ungrammatical n-grams.
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Generator Error Category Examples

SC-LSTM Lex

Repeating words
like “with”, “and”.

In Grand Prairie , it ’s 100 degrees fahrenheit with
cloudy skies with snow showers.

Poor choice of
words to connect 2
phrases

Right now in Medford , with a temperature of -10
degrees celsius .

Wrong Plu-
rals/singulars

In Yushu , it’s 1 degrees celsius and cloudy .

Missing words that
forms incomplete
sentences

In Tongan Qu on Monday, May 22 will be scattered
clouds with Patches of Fog , with a high of 18
degrees celsius and a low of 7 degrees .

... May 22 there will be scattered clouds ...

Right now in East Liverpool it is -3 fahren-
heit with Heavy Rain.

*missing word degrees*
Wrong articles Friday, September 15 in Branford , it’ll be cloudy

with a high of 73 degrees fahrenheit with an 61 per-
cent chance of snow showers .

Wrong pronouns In Larne on Thursday, November 23 , it’ll be
scattered clouds with Fog , with a high of 46 and a
low of 35 degrees fahrenheit.

*there’ll be scattered clouds*

SC-LSTM Delex

Repeating words
like “with”, “and”

In Chengtangcun on Wednesday, April 12 expect a
high of 2 degrees and a low of -10 degrees celsius
with cloudy skies with Snow Showers .

Wrong word choices In Funabashi-shi on Monday, March 20 , there will
be a low of 31 with a high of 47 degrees fahrenheit
with scattered clouds skies and a Light Drizzle

Wrong articles In Newbury on Tuesday, February 07 , there will be
an 46 percent chance of Heavy Rain Showers with a
high of 5 degrees celsius with overcast skies .

Wrong Pluar-
als/Singulars

In Shiselweni District on Tuesday, March 21 , it will
be overcast with a high of 8 degrees celsius and a
low of 1 degrees .

Missing contextual
words like “degrees”

In Caloocan City , expect a temperature of 3 celsius
with mostly sunny skies and Fog Patches

Table 8: Some more examples of grammatical errors made by different generation models in our dataset.
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Generator Error Category Examples

Gen LSTM

Repeating words
like “with”, “and”

Right now in Wojewodztwo Maopolskie , it ’s sunny
with Light Thunderstorms with Hail and a tempera-
ture of 13 degrees fahrenheit .

Poor word choices Right now in Franklin Square , it ’s 96 degrees
fahrenheit with scattered clouds skies .

Wrong articles On Friday, November 17 in San-Pedro , expect a low
of 44 and a high of 68 degrees fahrenheit with an 41
percent chance of Flurries .

Wrong Plu-
rals/Singulars

Right now in Minnetonka Mills , it ’s 1 degrees cel-
sius with sunny skies .

Wrong pronouns On Monday, July 03 in Himeji Shi , it’ll be scat-
tered clouds with a high of 48 degrees fahrenheit.

*there’ll be scattered clouds*
Wrong connecting
words

Right now in Arrondissement de Besancon , it ’s 2
degrees fahrenheit with sunny and Light Fog

*... and sunny with light fog ... would make
it grammatical*

IR

Wrong articles In Shiraki Marz on Thursday, November 09, there
will be an 51 percent chance of Heavy Blowing
Snow and a high of 39 degrees fahrenheit

Wrong ordinal indi-
cators

On Friday, June 02th in Selma there will be a low
of 82 degrees fahrenheit with Light Thunderstorms
with Hail

Wrong Plu-
rals/Singulars

On Tuesday, June 13, in Wilayat-e Paktiya, there
will be Heavy Snow Showers and the high will be
1 degrees celsius.

Wrong helping verbs
(Plural versus singu-
lar)

N/A

Wrong Pronoun On Wednesday, October 18, in Reus, it’ll be
scattered clouds and 3 degrees celsius.

*... there’ll be scattered clouds ...*
Poor templates like
one with repeating
words, spelling mis-
takes, missing words
like degrees

In Rudraprayag on Tuesday, November Tuesday,
June 13 temp is -8 to 0 celsius with Low Drifting
Snow Snow Showers and overcast cloud

Out of vocabulary
words

It’s currently -15 degrees fahrenheit t and mostly
clear with gentle breeze in Dammam

Table 9: Some more examples of grammatical errors made by different generation models in our dataset.
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Response Error type
On Friday, February 17 in Changwat Samut Songkhram, expect a
likely of heavy rain showers and a high of 15 degrees celsius.

Agreement

Currently in Maastricht there is fog and is -3 Fahrenheit. Missing “degrees”
Right now in Westminster it is 1 degrees Fahrenheit with partly
cloudy skies.

Numerical agreement

In Ayacucho on Wednesday, February 22, with a high of 83 degrees
fahrenheit with a 98 percent chance of light snow.

Repeated “with”, and
missing linking words

In kajiado on Thursday, January 12, expect a high of 82 degrees and
a low of 61 degrees Fahrenheit with mostly sunny.

Incomplete response

Table 10: Mistakes involving grammatical errors and other cases of unacceptability in model-generated weather
responses

Original Response Corrected Response
The weather for Wednesday, December 27 in
Oak Hill will includes a high of 14 Celsius and
a 37 percent chance of heavy freezing rain.

The weather for Wednesday, December 27 in
Oak Hill will include a high of 14 Celsius and
a 37 percent chance of heavy freezing rain.

In Ocean County, it is 34 degrees Fahrenheit
with sunny.

In Ocean County, it is 34 degrees Fahrenheit
with sunny weather.

In Bim Son, it is 1 degrees fahrenheit with fun-
nel cloud.

In Bim Son, it is 1 degrees fahrenheit with fun-
nel clouds.

Table 11: Mistakes involving grammatical errors and other cases of unacceptability in model-generated weather
responses
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Abstract

The article dwell time (i.e., expected time that
users spend on an article) is among the most
important factors showing the article engage-
ment. It is of great interest to news agen-
cies to predict the dwell time of an article be-
fore its release. It allows online newspapers
to make informed decisions and publish more
engaging articles. In this paper, we propose a
novel content-based approach based on a deep
neural network architecture for predicting arti-
cle dwell times. The proposed model extracts
emotion, event and entity-based features from
an article, learns interactions among them, and
combines the interactions with the word-based
features of the article to learn a model for pre-
dicting the dwell time. We apply the proposed
model to a real dataset from a national news-
paper showing that the proposed model outper-
forms other state-of-the-art baselines.

1 Introduction

For online newspapers, it is desirable to predict
how user-engaging an article is before publish-
ing it so that editors have an idea about the pros-
perity of the article. This will help editors se-
lect more engaging articles to publish and also
make smarter decisions to increase revenue (e.g.,
displaying more advertisements with an engag-
ing article). Most of the previous studies focus
on predicting the page views (i.e., user clicks) as
the sole indicator of user engagement and arti-
cle success (Kim et al., 2016; Ioannidis et al.,
2016). However, click-based engagement model-
ing can be quite noisy (e.g., when a user clicks
on a wrong article) and may not show the actual
user engagement or satisfaction (Yi et al., 2014).
Alternatively, it is shown that the time that a user
spends on a page, known as the dwell time, is one
of the most significant indicators of user engage-
ment (Claypool et al., 2001; Fox et al., 2005; Kim

et al., 2014). Thus, we consider dwell time as
an engagement measure and design an effective
model to predict the dwell time of an article based
on its content.

There are some studies on dwell time predic-
tion. Most of them predict dwell time for web-
pages instead of news articles. Liu et al. (Liu
et al., 2010) use regression trees to predict the
Weibull distributions of webpage dwell time us-
ing keywords and page size. Yi et al. (Yi et al.,
2014) predict web content dwell time using sup-
port vector regression based on the content length
and topic category across different devices. Kim
et al. (Kim et al., 2014) use a regression model to
estimate the Gamma distributions of page dwell
time based on the topic of the page, its length and
its readability level. To our knowledge, none of
the studies focuses on news articles nor investi-
gates whether high-level features such as events,
entities and emotions play an important role in the
user engagement of an article measured by dwell
time. We believe such high level features are im-
portant factors for dwell time prediction.

In this paper we focus on news articles and con-
sider events, emotions as well as people and orga-
nizations as main contributors to the article dwell
time. Both low-level (e.g., word-based) and high
level features (e.g., people) are used in our pre-
diction model. However, features such as people
and organizations have a very high dimensional-
ity resulting in sparse data representations. In ad-
dition, interactions between such features matter.
For example, articles mentioning two celebrities
(e.g., Prince Harry and Meghan Markle) may be
more engaging than articles mentioning only one
of them. To address such issues, we propose a
model based on the wide and deep neural network
architecture (Cheng et al., 2016) which memorizes
the low order interactions between the sparse fea-
tures (e.g., people in articles), and at the same
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time generalizes word-based content through the
deep component. In order to learn the interactions
between features, we adopt the factorization ma-
chine (Guo et al., 2017), which extracts feature in-
teractions automatically, as the wide component
in the proposed model. Our main contributions
are as follows. First, we design a novel frame-
work for predicting the dwell time of a news arti-
cle based on its content. Second, we propose an ef-
fective deep neural network model that combines
the low-order interactions between high-level fac-
tors (i.e., events, emotions and entities) and word-
based abstract features for article dwell time pre-
diction. Third, we apply the proposed model to a
real dataset from the Globe and Mail1 and show
the effectiveness of the proposed model and the
usefulness of event, emotion and entity based fea-
tures and their interactions for dwell time predic-
tion.

2 Problem Definition

Assume that D = {ai }Ni=1 is a set of articles, and
Ti = {t j }Ni

j=1, is a set of dwell times of article
ai ∈ D (based on different users visits), and Ni is
the number of visits which article ai has. To see
which type of distribution is most appropriate for
modeling article dwell time, we fit the dwell times
of articles into different distributions and calcu-
late the average log likelihood among all the ar-
ticles as the fitness scores. The negative log like-
lihood of Normal, Exponential and Weibull dis-
tributions for our real dataset from the Globe and
Mail dataset are 5100.57, 4447.62, and 4306.89
respectively. Therefore, Weibull distribution is se-
lected for modeling article dwell times. Thus, we
define the dwell time of article ai, denoted by yi,
as the expected value of the Weibull distribution of
dwell times in Ti. We utilize yi as the target value
and build a model to predict it.

PROBLEM STATEMENT: Given a set of articles
D = {ai }Ni=1 and their respective dwell times, the
goal is to learn a model so that it can be used to
predict the dwell time of a new article.

3 Detecting High Level Content Factors

3.1 Article-level Emotion Detection
Emotion detection from text has been widely stud-
ied in different contexts (Mohammad and Turney,
2013). However, it is not been investigated for
the dwell time prediction task. We consider 6

1https://www.theglobeandmail.com

basic emotions (i.e., happiness, sadness, disgust,
anger, surprise, and fear) which are widely used
in the emotion detection (Ekman, 1992; Agrawal
et al., 2018). We utilize a publicly available emo-
tion lexicon (Mohammad and Turney, 2010) as the
seed words of different emotions. Given an arti-
cle ai ∈ D, and the word w ∈ ai, the emotion
vector of word w is defined as: em(w) = [emw j],
where emw j is the average similarity2 between the
pre-trained embedding vector of word w (Mikolov
et al., 2013) and those of the seed words of emo-
tion j. The emotion vector for article ai is calcu-
lated as:

X i
EM =

1
|∑w∈ai

em(w) |1
∑

w∈ai

em(w) (1)

where the denominator is for the scaling purpose.

3.2 Article-level Event Detection
News and events are closely related to each other.
Most of the time, a news article reports one cen-
tral event and a mixture of associated subsidiary
events (Chakraborty et al., 2016). The central and
subsidiary events manifest themselves in the arti-
cle content through the event trigger words. De-
spite the importance of events in news analytics
applications (Agrawal et al., 2016), to the best of
our knowledge, no study has considered them in
article dwell time analysis.

We adapt the method proposed in (Yang and
Mitchell, 2016) to extract the events at the article
level. The method learns event structures and rela-
tions from a corpus and trains a Conditional Ran-
dom Field (CRF) to extract events. The learned
probabilistic models are integrated into a single
model to jointly extract events and entities (e.g.,
people and organizations) from a document. We
train the model on the ACE 2005 corpus3 (Walker
et al., 2006). We follow the same setting as (Yang
and Mitchell, 2016). We define the event vector
for each word w in article ai as follows: ev(w) =
[evw j], where evw j is 1 if w is assigned to the j ′th
event, otherwise 0. The article level event vector
X i
EV for article ai is defined as:

X i
EV =

1
|∑w∈ai

ev(w) |1
∑

w∈ai

ev(w) (2)

We compute the entity vector for word w in a
similar fashion: enk (w) = [enw j], where enw j

is 1 if w is the j ′th instance of entity k (where

2We use the positive cosine similarity (i.e., max{0,cosine
similarity}) as the similarity measure.

3https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2006T06
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k is a type of entity, i.e., person or organization),
otherwise 0. For article ai, the article level entity
vector X i

ENk
is defined as:

X i
ENk

=
1

|∑w∈ai
enk (w) |1

∑

w∈ai

enk (w) (3)

We extract 31 events, 87083 people, and 79143
organizations from the the Globe and Mail dataset.

4 Content-based Correlation Analysis
In this section, we study how different factors of
an articles (i.e., entities, emotions, and events) im-
pact the dwell time of the article. We define the
engagement score of factor c as follows:

Score(c) =
1

df (c)

∑

i

I[c ∈ ai] × yi (4)

where I is the indicator function and df (c) is the
number of articles containing c. The intuition is
that if a factor c appears exclusively in some arti-
cles with high dwell time (i.e., yi), it should have
a high engagement score. For example, if Barak
Obama appears in articles with high dwell time, it
should receive a high engagement score.

To investigate the extend to which the engage-
ment score of each article factor could explain the
variability of the dwell time of articles, we do a
Pearson correlation analysis. In particular, we es-
timate the predicted dwell time of article ai by
averaging the engagement scores of all individ-
ual factors of the same type in the article ai, and
then calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient
between an article’s actual dwell time and its pre-
dicted value. Figure 1 shows the Pearson correla-
tion scores between the actual dwell times and the
predicted ones for each type of factor. As illus-
trated, the emotions (EMO) involved in the articles
show the most correlation with the article dwell
time. Moreover, location (LOC) and time (TIME)
have the least correlation with dwell times. This
observation motivates us to use emotion (EMO),
event (EVENT), person (PER) and organization
(ORG) as the augmented features in building the
dwell time prediction model.

5 Deep Dwell-time Prediction Model

To learn a dwell time prediction model, we rep-
resent an article using both the words in the ar-
ticle and its augmented features (i.e., emotions,
events, people and organizations). However, the
people and organization features are sparse and
high-dimensional. Thus, special attention should

Figure 1: Correlation between the true dwell time and
predicted dwell time based on different factors.

be paid to deal with such input features. Deep
neural networks can learn feature representations
and alleviate need for feature engineering by em-
bedding sparse features into a low-dimensional
dense space. However, the embedding space may
be over-generalized and produce poor results in
prediction tasks, when the interactions between
high-dimensional features are sparse (Cheng et al.,
2016). But such interactions are important for pre-
dicting dwell time. For example, an article about
two celebrities attending the same event is more
likely attracting more readers. Thus, we propose a
deep neural network architecture which leverages
the augmented features and their interactions in
combination with the document (i.e., article) rep-
resentation to predict the article dwell time.

Inspired by (Guo et al., 2017), we utilized the
factorization machine (Rendle, 2010) to capture
the augmented feature interactions. However, the
proposed model is different from (Guo et al.,
2017) in the following aspects: (1) we augment the
article content with emotion, event and entity fea-
tures (2) our model allows multiple factorization
machines (each feature is represented with multi-
ple embedding vectors in the factorization layer).

5.1 The Architecture

Figure 2 shows the proposed architecture for the
article dwell time engagement prediction task.
The architecture consists of two main compo-
nents: the deep and the factorization machine
components. While the deep competent learns
the high order feature interactions and general-
izes the article content through a multilayer en-
coder, the factorization machine captures the low
order interactions among the highly sparse aug-
mented features. In particular, suppose that each
article is represented by the TFIDF (Salton and
McGill, 1986) vector Xc, which is fed into the
deep component, and augmented vector X f =

[XEV ; XEM ; XEN ], which goes to the factoriza-
tion machine component, where XEV , XEM , and
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<latexit sha1_base64="UJvCcFn9OnX27ASZeWhcF0n3VvY=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN3N0IJ+RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0du53n1BpHssHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqzUyzrDrOHl+bBac+vuAmSdeAWpQYHWsPo1GMUsjVAaJqjWfc9NjJ9RZTgTmFcGqcaEsikdY99SSSPUfra4NycXVhmRMFa2pCEL9fdERiOtZ1FgOyNqJnrVm4v/ef3UhDd+xmWSGpRsuShMBTExmT9PRlwhM2JmCWWK21sJm1BFmbERVWwI3urL66TTqHtu3bu/qjUbRRxlOINzuAQPrqEJd9CCNjAQ8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/OxbC05xcwp/IHz+QPQ94/C</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UJvCcFn9OnX27ASZeWhcF0n3VvY=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN3N0IJ+RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0du53n1BpHssHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqzUyzrDrOHl+bBac+vuAmSdeAWpQYHWsPo1GMUsjVAaJqjWfc9NjJ9RZTgTmFcGqcaEsikdY99SSSPUfra4NycXVhmRMFa2pCEL9fdERiOtZ1FgOyNqJnrVm4v/ef3UhDd+xmWSGpRsuShMBTExmT9PRlwhM2JmCWWK21sJm1BFmbERVWwI3urL66TTqHtu3bu/qjUbRRxlOINzuAQPrqEJd9CCNjAQ8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/OxbC05xcwp/IHz+QPQ94/C</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UJvCcFn9OnX27ASZeWhcF0n3VvY=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN3N0IJ+RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0du53n1BpHssHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqzUyzrDrOHl+bBac+vuAmSdeAWpQYHWsPo1GMUsjVAaJqjWfc9NjJ9RZTgTmFcGqcaEsikdY99SSSPUfra4NycXVhmRMFa2pCEL9fdERiOtZ1FgOyNqJnrVm4v/ef3UhDd+xmWSGpRsuShMBTExmT9PRlwhM2JmCWWK21sJm1BFmbERVWwI3urL66TTqHtu3bu/qjUbRRxlOINzuAQPrqEJd9CCNjAQ8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/OxbC05xcwp/IHz+QPQ94/C</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UJvCcFn9OnX27ASZeWhcF0n3VvY=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN3N0IJ+RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0du53n1BpHssHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqzUyzrDrOHl+bBac+vuAmSdeAWpQYHWsPo1GMUsjVAaJqjWfc9NjJ9RZTgTmFcGqcaEsikdY99SSSPUfra4NycXVhmRMFa2pCEL9fdERiOtZ1FgOyNqJnrVm4v/ef3UhDd+xmWSGpRsuShMBTExmT9PRlwhM2JmCWWK21sJm1BFmbERVWwI3urL66TTqHtu3bu/qjUbRRxlOINzuAQPrqEJd9CCNjAQ8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/OxbC05xcwp/IHz+QPQ94/C</latexit>

V22
<latexit sha1_base64="i6g6Gv0F/vDt5G0nIoOhR8qr/Kg=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN3J0IJ+RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mt3O/+8S1EbF6wFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilXtYZZo1Gng+rNbfuLkDWiVeQGhRoDatfg1HM0ogrZJIa0/fcBP2MahRM8rwySA1PKJvSMe9bqmjEjZ8t7s3JhVVGJIy1LYVkof6eyGhkzCwKbGdEcWJWvbn4n9dPMbzxM6GSFLliy0VhKgnGZP48GQnNGcqZJZRpYW8lbEI1ZWgjqtgQvNWX10mnUffcund/VWs2ijjKcAbncAkeXEMT7qAFbWAg4Rle4c15dF6cd+dj2VpyiplT+APn8wfSfY/D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i6g6Gv0F/vDt5G0nIoOhR8qr/Kg=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN3J0IJ+RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mt3O/+8S1EbF6wFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilXtYZZo1Gng+rNbfuLkDWiVeQGhRoDatfg1HM0ogrZJIa0/fcBP2MahRM8rwySA1PKJvSMe9bqmjEjZ8t7s3JhVVGJIy1LYVkof6eyGhkzCwKbGdEcWJWvbn4n9dPMbzxM6GSFLliy0VhKgnGZP48GQnNGcqZJZRpYW8lbEI1ZWgjqtgQvNWX10mnUffcund/VWs2ijjKcAbncAkeXEMT7qAFbWAg4Rle4c15dF6cd+dj2VpyiplT+APn8wfSfY/D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i6g6Gv0F/vDt5G0nIoOhR8qr/Kg=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN3J0IJ+RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mt3O/+8S1EbF6wFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilXtYZZo1Gng+rNbfuLkDWiVeQGhRoDatfg1HM0ogrZJIa0/fcBP2MahRM8rwySA1PKJvSMe9bqmjEjZ8t7s3JhVVGJIy1LYVkof6eyGhkzCwKbGdEcWJWvbn4n9dPMbzxM6GSFLliy0VhKgnGZP48GQnNGcqZJZRpYW8lbEI1ZWgjqtgQvNWX10mnUffcund/VWs2ijjKcAbncAkeXEMT7qAFbWAg4Rle4c15dF6cd+dj2VpyiplT+APn8wfSfY/D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i6g6Gv0F/vDt5G0nIoOhR8qr/Kg=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN3J0IJ+RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mt3O/+8S1EbF6wFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilXtYZZo1Gng+rNbfuLkDWiVeQGhRoDatfg1HM0ogrZJIa0/fcBP2MahRM8rwySA1PKJvSMe9bqmjEjZ8t7s3JhVVGJIy1LYVkof6eyGhkzCwKbGdEcWJWvbn4n9dPMbzxM6GSFLliy0VhKgnGZP48GQnNGcqZJZRpYW8lbEI1ZWgjqtgQvNWX10mnUffcund/VWs2ijjKcAbncAkeXEMT7qAFbWAg4Rle4c15dF6cd+dj2VpyiplT+APn8wfSfY/D</latexit>

Vd1
<latexit sha1_base64="JYaPJVWVciRz3Y9UOEbqFWIkYvQ=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48V7Ae0oWw2m3bpZhN3J0IJ/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmCTTjLdZIhPdC6jhUijeRoGS91LNaRxI3g0mt3O/+8S1EYl6wGnK/ZiOlIgEo2ilXt4Z5qE3mw2rNbfuLkDWiVeQGhRoDatfgzBhWcwVMkmN6Xtuin5ONQom+awyyAxPKZvQEe9bqmjMjZ8v7p2RC6uEJEq0LYVkof6eyGlszDQObGdMcWxWvbn4n9fPMLrxc6HSDLliy0VRJgkmZP48CYXmDOXUEsq0sLcSNqaaMrQRVWwI3urL66TTqHtu3bu/qjUbRRxlOINzuAQPrqEJd9CCNjCQ8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/OxbC05xcwp/IHz+QMdZI/0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JYaPJVWVciRz3Y9UOEbqFWIkYvQ=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48V7Ae0oWw2m3bpZhN3J0IJ/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmCTTjLdZIhPdC6jhUijeRoGS91LNaRxI3g0mt3O/+8S1EYl6wGnK/ZiOlIgEo2ilXt4Z5qE3mw2rNbfuLkDWiVeQGhRoDatfgzBhWcwVMkmN6Xtuin5ONQom+awyyAxPKZvQEe9bqmjMjZ8v7p2RC6uEJEq0LYVkof6eyGlszDQObGdMcWxWvbn4n9fPMLrxc6HSDLliy0VRJgkmZP48CYXmDOXUEsq0sLcSNqaaMrQRVWwI3urL66TTqHtu3bu/qjUbRRxlOINzuAQPrqEJd9CCNjCQ8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/OxbC05xcwp/IHz+QMdZI/0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JYaPJVWVciRz3Y9UOEbqFWIkYvQ=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48V7Ae0oWw2m3bpZhN3J0IJ/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmCTTjLdZIhPdC6jhUijeRoGS91LNaRxI3g0mt3O/+8S1EYl6wGnK/ZiOlIgEo2ilXt4Z5qE3mw2rNbfuLkDWiVeQGhRoDatfgzBhWcwVMkmN6Xtuin5ONQom+awyyAxPKZvQEe9bqmjMjZ8v7p2RC6uEJEq0LYVkof6eyGlszDQObGdMcWxWvbn4n9fPMLrxc6HSDLliy0VRJgkmZP48CYXmDOXUEsq0sLcSNqaaMrQRVWwI3urL66TTqHtu3bu/qjUbRRxlOINzuAQPrqEJd9CCNjCQ8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/OxbC05xcwp/IHz+QMdZI/0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JYaPJVWVciRz3Y9UOEbqFWIkYvQ=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48V7Ae0oWw2m3bpZhN3J0IJ/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmCTTjLdZIhPdC6jhUijeRoGS91LNaRxI3g0mt3O/+8S1EYl6wGnK/ZiOlIgEo2ilXt4Z5qE3mw2rNbfuLkDWiVeQGhRoDatfgzBhWcwVMkmN6Xtuin5ONQom+awyyAxPKZvQEe9bqmjMjZ8v7p2RC6uEJEq0LYVkof6eyGlszDQObGdMcWxWvbn4n9fPMLrxc6HSDLliy0VRJgkmZP48CYXmDOXUEsq0sLcSNqaaMrQRVWwI3urL66TTqHtu3bu/qjUbRRxlOINzuAQPrqEJd9CCNjCQ8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/OxbC05xcwp/IHz+QMdZI/0</latexit>

Vd2
<latexit sha1_base64="ZuXC14GYCPKlGf6lvS73Gx3yF/o=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48V7Ae0oWw2m3bpZhN3J0IJ/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmCTTjLdZIhPdC6jhUijeRoGS91LNaRxI3g0mt3O/+8S1EYl6wGnK/ZiOlIgEo2ilXt4Z5mFjNhtWa27dXYCsE68gNSjQGla/BmHCspgrZJIa0/fcFP2cahRM8lllkBmeUjahI963VNGYGz9f3DsjF1YJSZRoWwrJQv09kdPYmGkc2M6Y4tisenPxP6+fYXTj50KlGXLFlouiTBJMyPx5EgrNGcqpJZRpYW8lbEw1ZWgjqtgQvNWX10mnUffcund/VWs2ijjKcAbncAkeXEMT7qAFbWAg4Rle4c15dF6cd+dj2VpyiplT+APn8wce6o/1</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZuXC14GYCPKlGf6lvS73Gx3yF/o=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48V7Ae0oWw2m3bpZhN3J0IJ/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmCTTjLdZIhPdC6jhUijeRoGS91LNaRxI3g0mt3O/+8S1EYl6wGnK/ZiOlIgEo2ilXt4Z5mFjNhtWa27dXYCsE68gNSjQGla/BmHCspgrZJIa0/fcFP2cahRM8lllkBmeUjahI963VNGYGz9f3DsjF1YJSZRoWwrJQv09kdPYmGkc2M6Y4tisenPxP6+fYXTj50KlGXLFlouiTBJMyPx5EgrNGcqpJZRpYW8lbEw1ZWgjqtgQvNWX10mnUffcund/VWs2ijjKcAbncAkeXEMT7qAFbWAg4Rle4c15dF6cd+dj2VpyiplT+APn8wce6o/1</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZuXC14GYCPKlGf6lvS73Gx3yF/o=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48V7Ae0oWw2m3bpZhN3J0IJ/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmCTTjLdZIhPdC6jhUijeRoGS91LNaRxI3g0mt3O/+8S1EYl6wGnK/ZiOlIgEo2ilXt4Z5mFjNhtWa27dXYCsE68gNSjQGla/BmHCspgrZJIa0/fcFP2cahRM8lllkBmeUjahI963VNGYGz9f3DsjF1YJSZRoWwrJQv09kdPYmGkc2M6Y4tisenPxP6+fYXTj50KlGXLFlouiTBJMyPx5EgrNGcqpJZRpYW8lbEw1ZWgjqtgQvNWX10mnUffcund/VWs2ijjKcAbncAkeXEMT7qAFbWAg4Rle4c15dF6cd+dj2VpyiplT+APn8wce6o/1</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZuXC14GYCPKlGf6lvS73Gx3yF/o=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF48V7Ae0oWw2m3bpZhN3J0IJ/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmCTTjLdZIhPdC6jhUijeRoGS91LNaRxI3g0mt3O/+8S1EYl6wGnK/ZiOlIgEo2ilXt4Z5mFjNhtWa27dXYCsE68gNSjQGla/BmHCspgrZJIa0/fcFP2cahRM8lllkBmeUjahI963VNGYGz9f3DsjF1YJSZRoWwrJQv09kdPYmGkc2M6Y4tisenPxP6+fYXTj50KlGXLFlouiTBJMyPx5EgrNGcqpJZRpYW8lbEw1ZWgjqtgQvNWX10mnUffcund/VWs2ijjKcAbncAkeXEMT7qAFbWAg4Rle4c15dF6cd+dj2VpyiplT+APn8wce6o/1</latexit>

Hf
<latexit sha1_base64="OXj1Ss1TdJP+r7BnGTF7WKnOo1E=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKUI8FLz1WtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzSxBP6JjyUPOqLHSQ3MYDssVt+ouQTaJl5MK5GgNy1+DUczSCKVhgmrd99zE+BlVhjOB89Ig1ZhQNqVj7FsqaYTaz5anzsmVVUYkjJUtachS/T2R0UjrWRTYzoiaiV73FuJ/Xj814a2fcZmkBiVbLQpTQUxMFn+TEVfIjJhZQpni9lbCJlRRZmw6JRuCt/7yJunUqp5b9e5vKo1aHkcRLuASrsGDOjSgCS1oA4MxPMMrvDnCeXHenY9Va8HJZ87hD5zPHw4UjZU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OXj1Ss1TdJP+r7BnGTF7WKnOo1E=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKUI8FLz1WtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzSxBP6JjyUPOqLHSQ3MYDssVt+ouQTaJl5MK5GgNy1+DUczSCKVhgmrd99zE+BlVhjOB89Ig1ZhQNqVj7FsqaYTaz5anzsmVVUYkjJUtachS/T2R0UjrWRTYzoiaiV73FuJ/Xj814a2fcZmkBiVbLQpTQUxMFn+TEVfIjJhZQpni9lbCJlRRZmw6JRuCt/7yJunUqp5b9e5vKo1aHkcRLuASrsGDOjSgCS1oA4MxPMMrvDnCeXHenY9Va8HJZ87hD5zPHw4UjZU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OXj1Ss1TdJP+r7BnGTF7WKnOo1E=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKUI8FLz1WtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzSxBP6JjyUPOqLHSQ3MYDssVt+ouQTaJl5MK5GgNy1+DUczSCKVhgmrd99zE+BlVhjOB89Ig1ZhQNqVj7FsqaYTaz5anzsmVVUYkjJUtachS/T2R0UjrWRTYzoiaiV73FuJ/Xj814a2fcZmkBiVbLQpTQUxMFn+TEVfIjJhZQpni9lbCJlRRZmw6JRuCt/7yJunUqp5b9e5vKo1aHkcRLuASrsGDOjSgCS1oA4MxPMMrvDnCeXHenY9Va8HJZ87hD5zPHw4UjZU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OXj1Ss1TdJP+r7BnGTF7WKnOo1E=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKUI8FLz1WtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzSxBP6JjyUPOqLHSQ3MYDssVt+ouQTaJl5MK5GgNy1+DUczSCKVhgmrd99zE+BlVhjOB89Ig1ZhQNqVj7FsqaYTaz5anzsmVVUYkjJUtachS/T2R0UjrWRTYzoiaiV73FuJ/Xj814a2fcZmkBiVbLQpTQUxMFn+TEVfIjJhZQpni9lbCJlRRZmw6JRuCt/7yJunUqp5b9e5vKo1aHkcRLuASrsGDOjSgCS1oA4MxPMMrvDnCeXHenY9Va8HJZ87hD5zPHw4UjZU=</latexit>

Hc
<latexit sha1_base64="gscVbxGnaPn3+7o1rAwcJeoDoUc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUI8FLz1WtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzSxBP6JjyUPOqLHSQ3PIhuWKW3WXIJvEy0kFcrSG5a/BKGZphNIwQbXue25i/Iwqw5nAeWmQakwom9Ix9i2VNELtZ8tT5+TKKiMSxsqWNGSp/p7IaKT1LApsZ0TNRK97C/E/r5+a8NbPuExSg5KtFoWpICYmi7/JiCtkRswsoUxxeythE6ooMzadkg3BW395k3Ruqp5b9e5rlUYtj6MIF3AJ1+BBHRrQhBa0gcEYnuEV3hzhvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nDwoijZQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gscVbxGnaPn3+7o1rAwcJeoDoUc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUI8FLz1WtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzSxBP6JjyUPOqLHSQ3PIhuWKW3WXIJvEy0kFcrSG5a/BKGZphNIwQbXue25i/Iwqw5nAeWmQakwom9Ix9i2VNELtZ8tT5+TKKiMSxsqWNGSp/p7IaKT1LApsZ0TNRK97C/E/r5+a8NbPuExSg5KtFoWpICYmi7/JiCtkRswsoUxxeythE6ooMzadkg3BW395k3Ruqp5b9e5rlUYtj6MIF3AJ1+BBHRrQhBa0gcEYnuEV3hzhvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nDwoijZQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gscVbxGnaPn3+7o1rAwcJeoDoUc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUI8FLz1WtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzSxBP6JjyUPOqLHSQ3PIhuWKW3WXIJvEy0kFcrSG5a/BKGZphNIwQbXue25i/Iwqw5nAeWmQakwom9Ix9i2VNELtZ8tT5+TKKiMSxsqWNGSp/p7IaKT1LApsZ0TNRK97C/E/r5+a8NbPuExSg5KtFoWpICYmi7/JiCtkRswsoUxxeythE6ooMzadkg3BW395k3Ruqp5b9e5rlUYtj6MIF3AJ1+BBHRrQhBa0gcEYnuEV3hzhvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nDwoijZQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gscVbxGnaPn3+7o1rAwcJeoDoUc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUI8FLz1WtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzSxBP6JjyUPOqLHSQ3PIhuWKW3WXIJvEy0kFcrSG5a/BKGZphNIwQbXue25i/Iwqw5nAeWmQakwom9Ix9i2VNELtZ8tT5+TKKiMSxsqWNGSp/p7IaKT1LApsZ0TNRK97C/E/r5+a8NbPuExSg5KtFoWpICYmi7/JiCtkRswsoUxxeythE6ooMzadkg3BW395k3Ruqp5b9e5rlUYtj6MIF3AJ1+BBHRrQhBa0gcEYnuEV3hzhvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nDwoijZQ=</latexit>

f
<latexit sha1_base64="+yhXjjSHXQ+7J8xTbLwuEqkBDJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUI8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFSKxyWK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8tD52TK6uMSBgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asJbP+MySQ1KtloUpoKYmCy+JiOukBkxs4Qyxe2thE2ooszYbEo2BG/95U3Sual6btVr1SqNWh5HES7gEq7Bgzo04B6a0AYGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfq9aCk8+cwx84nz/Gu4zc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+yhXjjSHXQ+7J8xTbLwuEqkBDJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUI8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFSKxyWK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8tD52TK6uMSBgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asJbP+MySQ1KtloUpoKYmCy+JiOukBkxs4Qyxe2thE2ooszYbEo2BG/95U3Sual6btVr1SqNWh5HES7gEq7Bgzo04B6a0AYGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfq9aCk8+cwx84nz/Gu4zc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+yhXjjSHXQ+7J8xTbLwuEqkBDJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUI8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFSKxyWK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8tD52TK6uMSBgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asJbP+MySQ1KtloUpoKYmCy+JiOukBkxs4Qyxe2thE2ooszYbEo2BG/95U3Sual6btVr1SqNWh5HES7gEq7Bgzo04B6a0AYGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfq9aCk8+cwx84nz/Gu4zc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+yhXjjSHXQ+7J8xTbLwuEqkBDJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUI8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFSKxyWK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8tD52TK6uMSBgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asJbP+MySQ1KtloUpoKYmCy+JiOukBkxs4Qyxe2thE2ooszYbEo2BG/95U3Sual6btVr1SqNWh5HES7gEq7Bgzo04B6a0AYGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfq9aCk8+cwx84nz/Gu4zc</latexit>

f
<latexit sha1_base64="+yhXjjSHXQ+7J8xTbLwuEqkBDJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUI8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFSKxyWK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8tD52TK6uMSBgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asJbP+MySQ1KtloUpoKYmCy+JiOukBkxs4Qyxe2thE2ooszYbEo2BG/95U3Sual6btVr1SqNWh5HES7gEq7Bgzo04B6a0AYGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfq9aCk8+cwx84nz/Gu4zc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+yhXjjSHXQ+7J8xTbLwuEqkBDJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUI8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFSKxyWK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8tD52TK6uMSBgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asJbP+MySQ1KtloUpoKYmCy+JiOukBkxs4Qyxe2thE2ooszYbEo2BG/95U3Sual6btVr1SqNWh5HES7gEq7Bgzo04B6a0AYGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfq9aCk8+cwx84nz/Gu4zc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+yhXjjSHXQ+7J8xTbLwuEqkBDJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUI8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFSKxyWK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8tD52TK6uMSBgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asJbP+MySQ1KtloUpoKYmCy+JiOukBkxs4Qyxe2thE2ooszYbEo2BG/95U3Sual6btVr1SqNWh5HES7gEq7Bgzo04B6a0AYGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfq9aCk8+cwx84nz/Gu4zc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+yhXjjSHXQ+7J8xTbLwuEqkBDJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUI8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFSKxyWK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8tD52TK6uMSBgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asJbP+MySQ1KtloUpoKYmCy+JiOukBkxs4Qyxe2thE2ooszYbEo2BG/95U3Sual6btVr1SqNWh5HES7gEq7Bgzo04B6a0AYGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfq9aCk8+cwx84nz/Gu4zc</latexit>

f
<latexit sha1_base64="+yhXjjSHXQ+7J8xTbLwuEqkBDJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUI8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFSKxyWK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8tD52TK6uMSBgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asJbP+MySQ1KtloUpoKYmCy+JiOukBkxs4Qyxe2thE2ooszYbEo2BG/95U3Sual6btVr1SqNWh5HES7gEq7Bgzo04B6a0AYGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfq9aCk8+cwx84nz/Gu4zc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+yhXjjSHXQ+7J8xTbLwuEqkBDJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUI8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFSKxyWK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8tD52TK6uMSBgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asJbP+MySQ1KtloUpoKYmCy+JiOukBkxs4Qyxe2thE2ooszYbEo2BG/95U3Sual6btVr1SqNWh5HES7gEq7Bgzo04B6a0AYGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfq9aCk8+cwx84nz/Gu4zc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+yhXjjSHXQ+7J8xTbLwuEqkBDJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUI8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFSKxyWK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8tD52TK6uMSBgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asJbP+MySQ1KtloUpoKYmCy+JiOukBkxs4Qyxe2thE2ooszYbEo2BG/95U3Sual6btVr1SqNWh5HES7gEq7Bgzo04B6a0AYGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfq9aCk8+cwx84nz/Gu4zc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+yhXjjSHXQ+7J8xTbLwuEqkBDJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUI8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFSKxyWK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8tD52TK6uMSBgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asJbP+MySQ1KtloUpoKYmCy+JiOukBkxs4Qyxe2thE2ooszYbEo2BG/95U3Sual6btVr1SqNWh5HES7gEq7Bgzo04B6a0AYGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfq9aCk8+cwx84nz/Gu4zc</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="oIEopfHZLTeBs4F8fTQT40CK8aU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2FZoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQQ+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikq+NUMeywWMTqIaAaBZfYMdwIfEgU0igQ2Aumt3O/94RK81jemyxBP6JjyUPOqLFSOxtWa27dXYCsE68gNSjQGla/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifFzqgxnAmeVQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8vDp2RC6uMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqeR1lkU2M6Imole9ebif14/NeGNn3OZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkxFXyIzILKFMcXsrYROqKDM2m4oNwVt9eZ10r+qeW/fajVqzUcRRhjM4h0vw4BqacAct6AADhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx/jh4zv</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oIEopfHZLTeBs4F8fTQT40CK8aU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2FZoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQQ+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikq+NUMeywWMTqIaAaBZfYMdwIfEgU0igQ2Aumt3O/94RK81jemyxBP6JjyUPOqLFSOxtWa27dXYCsE68gNSjQGla/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifFzqgxnAmeVQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8vDp2RC6uMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqeR1lkU2M6Imole9ebif14/NeGNn3OZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkxFXyIzILKFMcXsrYROqKDM2m4oNwVt9eZ10r+qeW/fajVqzUcRRhjM4h0vw4BqacAct6AADhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx/jh4zv</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oIEopfHZLTeBs4F8fTQT40CK8aU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2FZoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQQ+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikq+NUMeywWMTqIaAaBZfYMdwIfEgU0igQ2Aumt3O/94RK81jemyxBP6JjyUPOqLFSOxtWa27dXYCsE68gNSjQGla/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifFzqgxnAmeVQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8vDp2RC6uMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqeR1lkU2M6Imole9ebif14/NeGNn3OZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkxFXyIzILKFMcXsrYROqKDM2m4oNwVt9eZ10r+qeW/fajVqzUcRRhjM4h0vw4BqacAct6AADhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx/jh4zv</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oIEopfHZLTeBs4F8fTQT40CK8aU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2FZoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQQ+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikq+NUMeywWMTqIaAaBZfYMdwIfEgU0igQ2Aumt3O/94RK81jemyxBP6JjyUPOqLFSOxtWa27dXYCsE68gNSjQGla/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifFzqgxnAmeVQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8vDp2RC6uMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqeR1lkU2M6Imole9ebif14/NeGNn3OZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkxFXyIzILKFMcXsrYROqKDM2m4oNwVt9eZ10r+qeW/fajVqzUcRRhjM4h0vw4BqacAct6AADhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx/jh4zv</latexit>

Xf = [XEV , XEM , XEN ]

(augmented)
<latexit sha1_base64="FnbUJeBZ5Y6wl1Tdj+TBxRpRZ5A=">AAACGnicbVBNS8MwGE79nPVr6tFLcAgTZLQi6kUYiOBFmeA+YCslTdMtLE1LkgqjzL/hxb/ixYMi3sSL/8Z07UE3Hwjvw/O8b5L38WJGpbKsb2NufmFxabm0Yq6urW9slre2WzJKBCZNHLFIdDwkCaOcNBVVjHRiQVDoMdL2hheZ374nQtKI36lRTJwQ9TkNKEZKS27Z7rgBPIfdjptetsaHWbnOy83Y6fXMKkr6IeGK+AcPOdxyxapZE8BZYhekAgo03PJnz49wkt2CGZKya1uxclIkFMWMjM1eIkmM8BD1SVdTjkIinXSy2hjua8WHQST04QpO1N8TKQqlHIWe7gyRGshpLxP/87qJCs6clPI4UYTj/KEgYVBFMMsJ+lQQrNhIE4QF1X+FeIAEwkqnaeoQ7OmVZ0nrqGZbNfv2uFI/KeIogV2wB6rABqegDq5AAzQBBo/gGbyCN+PJeDHejY+8dc4oZnbAHxhfPwC9oD8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FnbUJeBZ5Y6wl1Tdj+TBxRpRZ5A=">AAACGnicbVBNS8MwGE79nPVr6tFLcAgTZLQi6kUYiOBFmeA+YCslTdMtLE1LkgqjzL/hxb/ixYMi3sSL/8Z07UE3Hwjvw/O8b5L38WJGpbKsb2NufmFxabm0Yq6urW9slre2WzJKBCZNHLFIdDwkCaOcNBVVjHRiQVDoMdL2hheZ374nQtKI36lRTJwQ9TkNKEZKS27Z7rgBPIfdjptetsaHWbnOy83Y6fXMKkr6IeGK+AcPOdxyxapZE8BZYhekAgo03PJnz49wkt2CGZKya1uxclIkFMWMjM1eIkmM8BD1SVdTjkIinXSy2hjua8WHQST04QpO1N8TKQqlHIWe7gyRGshpLxP/87qJCs6clPI4UYTj/KEgYVBFMMsJ+lQQrNhIE4QF1X+FeIAEwkqnaeoQ7OmVZ0nrqGZbNfv2uFI/KeIogV2wB6rABqegDq5AAzQBBo/gGbyCN+PJeDHejY+8dc4oZnbAHxhfPwC9oD8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FnbUJeBZ5Y6wl1Tdj+TBxRpRZ5A=">AAACGnicbVBNS8MwGE79nPVr6tFLcAgTZLQi6kUYiOBFmeA+YCslTdMtLE1LkgqjzL/hxb/ixYMi3sSL/8Z07UE3Hwjvw/O8b5L38WJGpbKsb2NufmFxabm0Yq6urW9slre2WzJKBCZNHLFIdDwkCaOcNBVVjHRiQVDoMdL2hheZ374nQtKI36lRTJwQ9TkNKEZKS27Z7rgBPIfdjptetsaHWbnOy83Y6fXMKkr6IeGK+AcPOdxyxapZE8BZYhekAgo03PJnz49wkt2CGZKya1uxclIkFMWMjM1eIkmM8BD1SVdTjkIinXSy2hjua8WHQST04QpO1N8TKQqlHIWe7gyRGshpLxP/87qJCs6clPI4UYTj/KEgYVBFMMsJ+lQQrNhIE4QF1X+FeIAEwkqnaeoQ7OmVZ0nrqGZbNfv2uFI/KeIogV2wB6rABqegDq5AAzQBBo/gGbyCN+PJeDHejY+8dc4oZnbAHxhfPwC9oD8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FnbUJeBZ5Y6wl1Tdj+TBxRpRZ5A=">AAACGnicbVBNS8MwGE79nPVr6tFLcAgTZLQi6kUYiOBFmeA+YCslTdMtLE1LkgqjzL/hxb/ixYMi3sSL/8Z07UE3Hwjvw/O8b5L38WJGpbKsb2NufmFxabm0Yq6urW9slre2WzJKBCZNHLFIdDwkCaOcNBVVjHRiQVDoMdL2hheZ374nQtKI36lRTJwQ9TkNKEZKS27Z7rgBPIfdjptetsaHWbnOy83Y6fXMKkr6IeGK+AcPOdxyxapZE8BZYhekAgo03PJnz49wkt2CGZKya1uxclIkFMWMjM1eIkmM8BD1SVdTjkIinXSy2hjua8WHQST04QpO1N8TKQqlHIWe7gyRGshpLxP/87qJCs6clPI4UYTj/KEgYVBFMMsJ+lQQrNhIE4QF1X+FeIAEwkqnaeoQ7OmVZ0nrqGZbNfv2uFI/KeIogV2wB6rABqegDq5AAzQBBo/gGbyCN+PJeDHejY+8dc4oZnbAHxhfPwC9oD8=</latexit>

concat

Feature Augmentation

V1K
<latexit sha1_base64="KzOPpq8DMyOHede6LsaYQgk2Y5E=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KhsV9FjwInipYLeFdinZNNvGZpMlyQpl6X/w4kERr/4fb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwY33/21tZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf2KweHgVGZpqxJlVC6HRHDBJesabkVrJ1qRpJIsFY0upn6rSemDVfywY5TFiZkIHnMKbFOCoJeju8mvUrVr/kzoGWCC1KFAo1e5avbVzRLmLRUEGM62E9tmBNtORVsUu5mhqWEjsiAdRyVJGEmzGfXTtCpU/ooVtqVtGim/p7ISWLMOIlcZ0Ls0Cx6U/E/r5PZ+DrMuUwzyySdL4ozgaxC09dRn2tGrRg7Qqjm7lZEh0QTal1AZRcCXnx5mQTnNezX8P1ltX5RxFGCYziBM8BwBXW4hQY0gcIjPMMrvHnKe/HevY9564pXzBzBH3ifPzAGjtA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KzOPpq8DMyOHede6LsaYQgk2Y5E=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KhsV9FjwInipYLeFdinZNNvGZpMlyQpl6X/w4kERr/4fb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwY33/21tZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf2KweHgVGZpqxJlVC6HRHDBJesabkVrJ1qRpJIsFY0upn6rSemDVfywY5TFiZkIHnMKbFOCoJeju8mvUrVr/kzoGWCC1KFAo1e5avbVzRLmLRUEGM62E9tmBNtORVsUu5mhqWEjsiAdRyVJGEmzGfXTtCpU/ooVtqVtGim/p7ISWLMOIlcZ0Ls0Cx6U/E/r5PZ+DrMuUwzyySdL4ozgaxC09dRn2tGrRg7Qqjm7lZEh0QTal1AZRcCXnx5mQTnNezX8P1ltX5RxFGCYziBM8BwBXW4hQY0gcIjPMMrvHnKe/HevY9564pXzBzBH3ifPzAGjtA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KzOPpq8DMyOHede6LsaYQgk2Y5E=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KhsV9FjwInipYLeFdinZNNvGZpMlyQpl6X/w4kERr/4fb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwY33/21tZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf2KweHgVGZpqxJlVC6HRHDBJesabkVrJ1qRpJIsFY0upn6rSemDVfywY5TFiZkIHnMKbFOCoJeju8mvUrVr/kzoGWCC1KFAo1e5avbVzRLmLRUEGM62E9tmBNtORVsUu5mhqWEjsiAdRyVJGEmzGfXTtCpU/ooVtqVtGim/p7ISWLMOIlcZ0Ls0Cx6U/E/r5PZ+DrMuUwzyySdL4ozgaxC09dRn2tGrRg7Qqjm7lZEh0QTal1AZRcCXnx5mQTnNezX8P1ltX5RxFGCYziBM8BwBXW4hQY0gcIjPMMrvHnKe/HevY9564pXzBzBH3ifPzAGjtA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KzOPpq8DMyOHede6LsaYQgk2Y5E=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KhsV9FjwInipYLeFdinZNNvGZpMlyQpl6X/w4kERr/4fb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzolRwY33/21tZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf2KweHgVGZpqxJlVC6HRHDBJesabkVrJ1qRpJIsFY0upn6rSemDVfywY5TFiZkIHnMKbFOCoJeju8mvUrVr/kzoGWCC1KFAo1e5avbVzRLmLRUEGM62E9tmBNtORVsUu5mhqWEjsiAdRyVJGEmzGfXTtCpU/ooVtqVtGim/p7ISWLMOIlcZ0Ls0Cx6U/E/r5PZ+DrMuUwzyySdL4ozgaxC09dRn2tGrRg7Qqjm7lZEh0QTal1AZRcCXnx5mQTnNezX8P1ltX5RxFGCYziBM8BwBXW4hQY0gcIjPMMrvHnKe/HevY9564pXzBzBH3ifPzAGjtA=</latexit>

V2K
<latexit sha1_base64="XBSr6KfWuwo00B+4+MF54bve86c=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeCF8FLBZsW2lA22027drMbdjdCCf0PXjwo4tX/481/46bNQVsfDDzem2FmXphwpo3rfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp45GuZKkLbRHKpuiHWlDNB24YZTruJojgOOe2Ek5vc7zxRpZkUD2aa0CDGI8EiRrCxku8PssbdbFCtuXV3DrRKvILUoEBrUP3qDyVJYyoM4VjrnucmJsiwMoxwOqv0U00TTCZ4RHuWChxTHWTza2fozCpDFEllSxg0V39PZDjWehqHtjPGZqyXvVz8z+ulJroOMiaS1FBBFouilCMjUf46GjJFieFTSzBRzN6KyBgrTIwNqGJD8JZfXiV+o+65de/+sta8KOIowwmcwjl4cAVNuIUWtIHAIzzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWvJKWaO4Q+czx8xjI7R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XBSr6KfWuwo00B+4+MF54bve86c=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeCF8FLBZsW2lA22027drMbdjdCCf0PXjwo4tX/481/46bNQVsfDDzem2FmXphwpo3rfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp45GuZKkLbRHKpuiHWlDNB24YZTruJojgOOe2Ek5vc7zxRpZkUD2aa0CDGI8EiRrCxku8PssbdbFCtuXV3DrRKvILUoEBrUP3qDyVJYyoM4VjrnucmJsiwMoxwOqv0U00TTCZ4RHuWChxTHWTza2fozCpDFEllSxg0V39PZDjWehqHtjPGZqyXvVz8z+ulJroOMiaS1FBBFouilCMjUf46GjJFieFTSzBRzN6KyBgrTIwNqGJD8JZfXiV+o+65de/+sta8KOIowwmcwjl4cAVNuIUWtIHAIzzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWvJKWaO4Q+czx8xjI7R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XBSr6KfWuwo00B+4+MF54bve86c=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeCF8FLBZsW2lA22027drMbdjdCCf0PXjwo4tX/481/46bNQVsfDDzem2FmXphwpo3rfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp45GuZKkLbRHKpuiHWlDNB24YZTruJojgOOe2Ek5vc7zxRpZkUD2aa0CDGI8EiRrCxku8PssbdbFCtuXV3DrRKvILUoEBrUP3qDyVJYyoM4VjrnucmJsiwMoxwOqv0U00TTCZ4RHuWChxTHWTza2fozCpDFEllSxg0V39PZDjWehqHtjPGZqyXvVz8z+ulJroOMiaS1FBBFouilCMjUf46GjJFieFTSzBRzN6KyBgrTIwNqGJD8JZfXiV+o+65de/+sta8KOIowwmcwjl4cAVNuIUWtIHAIzzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWvJKWaO4Q+czx8xjI7R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XBSr6KfWuwo00B+4+MF54bve86c=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeCF8FLBZsW2lA22027drMbdjdCCf0PXjwo4tX/481/46bNQVsfDDzem2FmXphwpo3rfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp45GuZKkLbRHKpuiHWlDNB24YZTruJojgOOe2Ek5vc7zxRpZkUD2aa0CDGI8EiRrCxku8PssbdbFCtuXV3DrRKvILUoEBrUP3qDyVJYyoM4VjrnucmJsiwMoxwOqv0U00TTCZ4RHuWChxTHWTza2fozCpDFEllSxg0V39PZDjWehqHtjPGZqyXvVz8z+ulJroOMiaS1FBBFouilCMjUf46GjJFieFTSzBRzN6KyBgrTIwNqGJD8JZfXiV+o+65de/+sta8KOIowwmcwjl4cAVNuIUWtIHAIzzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWvJKWaO4Q+czx8xjI7R</latexit>

VdK
<latexit sha1_base64="+Lcr7MCEbI1fDJuN7toqIN/OL1Q=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oMeCF8FLBZsW2lA2m027drMbdjdCCf0PXjwo4tX/481/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXphypo3rfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp45GuZKULbRHKpuiHWlDNB24YZTrupojgJOe2E45uZ33miSjMpHswkpUGCh4LFjGBjJd8f5NHddFCtuXV3DrRKvILUoEBrUP3qR5JkCRWGcKx1z3NTE+RYGUY4nVb6maYpJmM8pD1LBU6oDvL5tVN0ZpUIxVLZEgbN1d8TOU60niSh7UywGellbyb+5/UyE18HORNpZqggi0VxxpGRaPY6ipiixPCJJZgoZm9FZIQVJsYGVLEheMsvrxL/ou65de++UWteFnGU4QRO4Rw8uIIm3EIL2kDgEZ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXkFDPH8AfO5w99uI8D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Lcr7MCEbI1fDJuN7toqIN/OL1Q=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oMeCF8FLBZsW2lA2m027drMbdjdCCf0PXjwo4tX/481/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXphypo3rfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp45GuZKULbRHKpuiHWlDNB24YZTrupojgJOe2E45uZ33miSjMpHswkpUGCh4LFjGBjJd8f5NHddFCtuXV3DrRKvILUoEBrUP3qR5JkCRWGcKx1z3NTE+RYGUY4nVb6maYpJmM8pD1LBU6oDvL5tVN0ZpUIxVLZEgbN1d8TOU60niSh7UywGellbyb+5/UyE18HORNpZqggi0VxxpGRaPY6ipiixPCJJZgoZm9FZIQVJsYGVLEheMsvrxL/ou65de++UWteFnGU4QRO4Rw8uIIm3EIL2kDgEZ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXkFDPH8AfO5w99uI8D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Lcr7MCEbI1fDJuN7toqIN/OL1Q=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oMeCF8FLBZsW2lA2m027drMbdjdCCf0PXjwo4tX/481/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXphypo3rfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp45GuZKULbRHKpuiHWlDNB24YZTrupojgJOe2E45uZ33miSjMpHswkpUGCh4LFjGBjJd8f5NHddFCtuXV3DrRKvILUoEBrUP3qR5JkCRWGcKx1z3NTE+RYGUY4nVb6maYpJmM8pD1LBU6oDvL5tVN0ZpUIxVLZEgbN1d8TOU60niSh7UywGellbyb+5/UyE18HORNpZqggi0VxxpGRaPY6ipiixPCJJZgoZm9FZIQVJsYGVLEheMsvrxL/ou65de++UWteFnGU4QRO4Rw8uIIm3EIL2kDgEZ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXkFDPH8AfO5w99uI8D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Lcr7MCEbI1fDJuN7toqIN/OL1Q=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oMeCF8FLBZsW2lA2m027drMbdjdCCf0PXjwo4tX/481/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXphypo3rfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp45GuZKULbRHKpuiHWlDNB24YZTrupojgJOe2E45uZ33miSjMpHswkpUGCh4LFjGBjJd8f5NHddFCtuXV3DrRKvILUoEBrUP3qR5JkCRWGcKx1z3NTE+RYGUY4nVb6maYpJmM8pD1LBU6oDvL5tVN0ZpUIxVLZEgbN1d8TOU60niSh7UywGellbyb+5/UyE18HORNpZqggi0VxxpGRaPY6ipiixPCJJZgoZm9FZIQVJsYGVLEheMsvrxL/ou65de++UWteFnGU4QRO4Rw8uIIm3EIL2kDgEZ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXkFDPH8AfO5w99uI8D</latexit>

W
<latexit sha1_base64="+w0i5pnSJnIe9J1Gh7sgYA7xzOw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKUI8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFSqzssV9yquwTZJF5OKpCjOSx/DUYxSyOUhgmqdd9zE+NnVBnOBM5Lg1RjQtmUjrFvqaQRaj9bHjonV1YZkTBWtqQhS/X3REYjrWdRYDsjaiZ63VuI/3n91IS3fsZlkhqUbLUoTAUxMVl8TUZcITNiZgllittbCZtQRZmx2ZRsCN76y5ukU6t6btVr3VQatTyOIlzAJVyDB3VowD00oQ0MEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9wPn8Ar2WMyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+w0i5pnSJnIe9J1Gh7sgYA7xzOw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKUI8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFSqzssV9yquwTZJF5OKpCjOSx/DUYxSyOUhgmqdd9zE+NnVBnOBM5Lg1RjQtmUjrFvqaQRaj9bHjonV1YZkTBWtqQhS/X3REYjrWdRYDsjaiZ63VuI/3n91IS3fsZlkhqUbLUoTAUxMVl8TUZcITNiZgllittbCZtQRZmx2ZRsCN76y5ukU6t6btVr3VQatTyOIlzAJVyDB3VowD00oQ0MEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9wPn8Ar2WMyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+w0i5pnSJnIe9J1Gh7sgYA7xzOw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKUI8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFSqzssV9yquwTZJF5OKpCjOSx/DUYxSyOUhgmqdd9zE+NnVBnOBM5Lg1RjQtmUjrFvqaQRaj9bHjonV1YZkTBWtqQhS/X3REYjrWdRYDsjaiZ63VuI/3n91IS3fsZlkhqUbLUoTAUxMVl8TUZcITNiZgllittbCZtQRZmx2ZRsCN76y5ukU6t6btVr3VQatTyOIlzAJVyDB3VowD00oQ0MEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9wPn8Ar2WMyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+w0i5pnSJnIe9J1Gh7sgYA7xzOw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKUI8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFSqzssV9yquwTZJF5OKpCjOSx/DUYxSyOUhgmqdd9zE+NnVBnOBM5Lg1RjQtmUjrFvqaQRaj9bHjonV1YZkTBWtqQhS/X3REYjrWdRYDsjaiZ63VuI/3n91IS3fsZlkhqUbLUoTAUxMVl8TUZcITNiZgllittbCZtQRZmx2ZRsCN76y5ukU6t6btVr3VQatTyOIlzAJVyDB3VowD00oQ0MEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9wPn8Ar2WMyw==</latexit>

Xc

(article content)
<latexit sha1_base64="DFNatmP+6UbS9tbVCOq6T6AvH6I=">AAACCHicbVDNS8MwHE3n16xfVY8eDA5hXkYrAz0OvHic4D5gLSXN0i0sTUqSCqNsNy/+K148KOLVP8Gb/43Z1oNuPgg83u/3krwXpYwq7brfVmltfWNzq7xt7+zu7R84h0dtJTKJSQsLJmQ3QoowyklLU81IN5UEJREjnWh0M5t3HohUVPB7PU5JkKABpzHFSBspdE67IZ4W8H27iqSmmJEpFlwTri9Cp+LW3DngKvEKUgEFmqHz5fcFzhJjxgwp1fPcVAd5ce/E9jNFUoRHaEB6hnKUEBXk8yATeG6UPoyFNIdrOFd/O3KUKDVOIrOZID1Uy7OZ+N+sl+n4OsgpTzOTCi8eijMGtYCzVmCfSoI1GxuCsKTmrxAPkURYm+5sU4K3HHmVtC9rnlvz7uqVRr2oowxOwBmoAg9cgQa4BU3QAhg8gmfwCt6sJ+vFerc+Fqslq/Acgz+wPn8ApZCaTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DFNatmP+6UbS9tbVCOq6T6AvH6I=">AAACCHicbVDNS8MwHE3n16xfVY8eDA5hXkYrAz0OvHic4D5gLSXN0i0sTUqSCqNsNy/+K148KOLVP8Gb/43Z1oNuPgg83u/3krwXpYwq7brfVmltfWNzq7xt7+zu7R84h0dtJTKJSQsLJmQ3QoowyklLU81IN5UEJREjnWh0M5t3HohUVPB7PU5JkKABpzHFSBspdE67IZ4W8H27iqSmmJEpFlwTri9Cp+LW3DngKvEKUgEFmqHz5fcFzhJjxgwp1fPcVAd5ce/E9jNFUoRHaEB6hnKUEBXk8yATeG6UPoyFNIdrOFd/O3KUKDVOIrOZID1Uy7OZ+N+sl+n4OsgpTzOTCi8eijMGtYCzVmCfSoI1GxuCsKTmrxAPkURYm+5sU4K3HHmVtC9rnlvz7uqVRr2oowxOwBmoAg9cgQa4BU3QAhg8gmfwCt6sJ+vFerc+Fqslq/Acgz+wPn8ApZCaTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DFNatmP+6UbS9tbVCOq6T6AvH6I=">AAACCHicbVDNS8MwHE3n16xfVY8eDA5hXkYrAz0OvHic4D5gLSXN0i0sTUqSCqNsNy/+K148KOLVP8Gb/43Z1oNuPgg83u/3krwXpYwq7brfVmltfWNzq7xt7+zu7R84h0dtJTKJSQsLJmQ3QoowyklLU81IN5UEJREjnWh0M5t3HohUVPB7PU5JkKABpzHFSBspdE67IZ4W8H27iqSmmJEpFlwTri9Cp+LW3DngKvEKUgEFmqHz5fcFzhJjxgwp1fPcVAd5ce/E9jNFUoRHaEB6hnKUEBXk8yATeG6UPoyFNIdrOFd/O3KUKDVOIrOZID1Uy7OZ+N+sl+n4OsgpTzOTCi8eijMGtYCzVmCfSoI1GxuCsKTmrxAPkURYm+5sU4K3HHmVtC9rnlvz7uqVRr2oowxOwBmoAg9cgQa4BU3QAhg8gmfwCt6sJ+vFerc+Fqslq/Acgz+wPn8ApZCaTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DFNatmP+6UbS9tbVCOq6T6AvH6I=">AAACCHicbVDNS8MwHE3n16xfVY8eDA5hXkYrAz0OvHic4D5gLSXN0i0sTUqSCqNsNy/+K148KOLVP8Gb/43Z1oNuPgg83u/3krwXpYwq7brfVmltfWNzq7xt7+zu7R84h0dtJTKJSQsLJmQ3QoowyklLU81IN5UEJREjnWh0M5t3HohUVPB7PU5JkKABpzHFSBspdE67IZ4W8H27iqSmmJEpFlwTri9Cp+LW3DngKvEKUgEFmqHz5fcFzhJjxgwp1fPcVAd5ce/E9jNFUoRHaEB6hnKUEBXk8yATeG6UPoyFNIdrOFd/O3KUKDVOIrOZID1Uy7OZ+N+sl+n4OsgpTzOTCi8eijMGtYCzVmCfSoI1GxuCsKTmrxAPkURYm+5sU4K3HHmVtC9rnlvz7uqVRr2oowxOwBmoAg9cgQa4BU3QAhg8gmfwCt6sJ+vFerc+Fqslq/Acgz+wPn8ApZCaTQ==</latexit>
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Figure 2: The architecture for article dwell time en-
gagement prediction (left side is deep component and
right side is the factorization machine).

XEN = [XENPER ; XENORG ] are event, emotion,
and entity vectors respectively. The whole model
is specified by the following equation:

H = Concat(Hc, H f ) (5)

y = W H + b (6)

where Hc, H f are the latent vectors learned by
deep and the factorization machine components,
H is the concatenation of these two vectors, and
W , and b are weight and bias parameters.
5.1.1 Factorization Machine Component
A simple strategy to capture the interactions be-
tween features is to learn a weight for each com-
bination of two features. However, this naive ap-
proach does not work when the input feature space
is sparse. Factorization machine solves the prob-
lem by modeling the pairwise feature interactions
as the inner product of low dimensional vectors.

The first layer in the factorization machine com-
ponent is the embedding layer. Given the sparse
(augmented) input vector X f = [xi]d×1, it learns
multiple vectors Vik = [vikl]M×1 (k = 1 . . . K) for
each input dimension, where Vik is the k ′th vec-
tor for dimension i, and vikl is the l ′th elements
of Vik . Then, these factors are fed into the interac-
tion layer to capture the first order and the second
order interactions. The interaction layer operation
along with the k ′th dimension can be formalized
as follows:

h f k = f (bk +Wk · X f︸   ︷︷   ︸⊕
+

d∑

i=1

d∑

j=i+1
Vik · Vjk xi x j︸          ︷︷          ︸⊗

) (7)

where h f k is the k ′th elements of factorization
machine component output H f = [h f k]K×1, Wk =

[wkm]d×1 (wkm is the m′th element of Wk) and bk

are the parameter vector and the bias to be learned
and f is the activation function. The ⊕ and ⊗ sym-
bols in Figure 2 refer to the first order and the sec-
ond order interaction operations respectively. In
fact, factorization machine replaces the interaction
weights between feature xi and x j with the in-
ner product of respective embedding vectors (i.e.,
Vik ·Vjk). From modeling perspective, this is pow-
erful since each feature ends up in an embedding
space where similar features in this space are close
to each other.

5.1.2 Deep Component
In the proposed architecture, the deep component
is a dense feed-forward neural network. Each arti-
cle is vectorized using the TFIDF approach (af-
ter removing stop words), then is fed into this
component. The feed-forward layers convert this
sparse vector into low-dimensional dense real-
valued vectors.

6 Empirical Evaluation

6.1 Dataset and Set up

All the experiments are conducted on a real dataset
from the Globe and Mail dataset. The data collec-
tion platform in this company records a timestamp
whenever an article page is requested. The differ-
ence between two consecutive page click times-
tamps is used to calculate the articles dwell times.
As usual in web analytics the last article in a visit
is ignored as we cannot estimate the dwell time
for it. Clickstream data is usually noisy. Thus, as
a cleaning step, the articles with less than 10 views
and dwell time more than 30 minutes are removed
resulting in 28502 articles published over period
of 2014-01 to 2014-07. Moreover, all the exper-
iments in this section are based on the 10-fold
cross validation. We set M and K in the proposed
model to 100 and 10 respectively. We used the
code in (Pedregosa et al., 2011) with default pa-
rameter setting for non-neural networks, and neu-
ral network models are implemented using Keras
with tensorflow backend (Chollet et al., 2015).

6.2 Baselines

We compare the proposed model with the fol-
lowing baselines including both shallow and deep
models as well as Random Forest based models.
Linear Regression (LR): This is a simple base-
line used the topics or document vectors as the fea-
tures and the linear regression method to predict
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article dwell times. We extract the articles topics
based on the LDA approach (Blei et al., 2003). We
set the number of topics to 70 based on the best co-
herence scores proposed in (Röder et al., 2015).
Moreover, we learn the vector representation of
each article using the doc2vec method proposed
in (Le and Mikolov, 2014). We set the vector size
to 100 in all experiments.
Random Forest Regression (RF): Random For-
est regression performs well in many applications.
It trains an ensemble of uncorrelated decision trees
(10 trees in our experiments, which is the de-
fault setting in the sklearn code (Pedregosa et al.,
2011)), and outputs the average result in the pre-
diction. We used the topic or doc2vec vectors as
the input to the Random Forest regression model.
Word Embedding + CNN: We adopt the ap-
proach proposed in (Kim, 2014) for the dwell time
prediction task. The architecture is comprised of
one layer of convolution on top of word vectors
pre-trained from an unsupervised neural language
model. We use the word vectors4 trained on 100
billion words of Google News (Mikolov et al.,
2013) to initialize the embedding vectors, then fine
tuned them in the learning phase. We change the
last layer of the architecture (i.e., softmax) to a
fully connected (i.e., dense) layer for our task. The
final architecture includes convolution, max pool-
ing and fully connected layers.
LSTM + Attention: This is the attention mech-
anism on top of LSTM layer. The attention layer
is designed according to (Raffel and Ellis, 2015).
The input of the LSTM are word vectors initialized
to pre-trained vectors in (Mikolov et al., 2013).
We use a fully connected layer on top of the at-
tention layer to produce the final output.
Multilayer Perception (MLP): This is the multi-
layer feed-forward network with 3 fully connected
(dense) hidden layers. In the model architecture
we set 300, 200, and 100 as the hidden layer sizes
respectively. This is the deep component in the
proposed deep and wide model.
6.3 Evaluation Metrics
We utilize the following metrics to evaluate the
performance of different models. Given the ac-
tual dwell time yi and predicted dwell time ŷi for
article ai (i = 1, 2, . . . N). We calculate the Mean
Square Error (MSE) as follows:

MSE =
1
N

N∑

i=1
(yi − ŷi )2 (8)

4Available at: https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/

Method MSE RAE (%)
LR +LDA 4835.74 90.75
LR + Doc2Vec 4857.26 91.21
RF + LDA 4750.10 87.96
RF + Doc2Vec 4566.38 86.44
Word2Vec+CNN 4564.80 85.58
LSTM + Attention 4553.85 90.66
MLP 4122.35 80.79
MLP+Flat Augmented Features 4483.34 85.77
(without FM)
Proposed Model 3883.13 78.51
(MLP+Augmented Features+FM)

Table 1: Evaluation of different methods.

Moreover, we calculate the Relative Absolute Er-
ror (RAE) as:

RAE =

∑N
i=1 |yi − ŷi |
∑N
i=1 |yi − ȳi |

(9)

where ȳi =
1
N

∑N
i=1 yi. Note that RAE ∈ [0,∞).

6.4 Experimental Results
Table 1 shows the MSEs and RAEs of differ-
ent baseline approaches as well as the proposed
model. As shown, the proposed model outper-
forms all the baselines. For shallow (i.e., LR-
based) and RF-based models we learn the features
using LDA or Doc2Vec approaches and then train
the model with Linear Regression (LR) and Ran-
dom Forest (RF) respectively. As shown, among
such models RF+Doc2Vec performs the best.

Among the deep neural network based base-
lines, we observe that MLP performs better than
the other two. One reason could be that our dataset
is not very big (with 28502 articles) and as a result
the complex models such as CNN and LSTM may
overfit to the training data.

To investigate the effect of learning feature in-
teractions with factorization machines, we created
another baseline that use MLP with both words
and augmented features as input without using fac-
torization machines (denoted as ‘MLP + Flat Aug-
mented features" in Table 1). We choose MLP be-
cause it is the best among the baselines. As can be
seen, the naive approach of adding the augmented
features to MLP without using factorization ma-
chines leads to poor results.

Table 2 shows the effect of different types of
augmented features on the performance of the pro-
posed model. As we observe, using all the aug-
mented features in the proposed model results in
the best performance.

6.5 Hyper parameter study
Figure 3 shows the model performance in terms of
the number of hidden vectors per feature dimen-
sion. We increase the number of hidden vectors
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Augmented Features MSE RAE (%)
PER 3966.15 79.49
PER+ORG 3963.55 79.36
PER+ORG+EVENT 3933.71 79.10
PER+ORG+EVENT+EMO 3883.13 78.51

Table 2: Effect of different augmented features.

Figure 3: The number of hidden vectors.

Figure 4: The architecture shapes.

(i.e., K) in the factorization machine component
and calculate the errors accordingly. As can be
observed, the errors decrease significantly by in-
creasing K from 1 to 5, then becomes stable. This
suggests that a value between 5 to 10 would be a
good choice for this parameter.

To see the effect of different deep component ar-
chitecture shapes on the error measures, we keep
the number of nodes constant (i.e., 600), and
change the number of nodes in the hidden layers.
Figure 4 shows the effect of selecting different ar-
chitectures on the errors. As can be seen, the 250-
100-250 is the worst among all architecture and
300-200-100 is slightly better than the others.

In order to study the effect of activation func-
tions on the overall errors, we keep the last layer
activation function to ReLU (as it outputs a dwell
time value which is always a positive real number)
and change the other activation functions to Tanh

Figure 5: The activation functions.

Figure 6: The hidden vector size.

and Sigmoid, and then ReLU . Figure 5 shows
the model errors for different activation functions.
Among these activation functions, ReLU gives the
best performance and Simod performs consider-
ably worse than the others.

Figure 6 shows the effect of the hidden vec-
tor size (i.e., M) of factorization machine compo-
nent on the overall errors. We observe that errors
slightly decrease by increasing hidden vector size
form 20 to 40, and then does not show any signif-
icant improvement for M between 40 to 100. As
such, the proposed model is not sensitive to vec-
tor size and this parameter can be set with a value
between 40 to 100. Figure 7 shows the prediction
errors for different numbers of layers of the deep
component. As can be seen, the errors decrease as
we increase the number of hidden layers from 1 to
2 and is the best when it is 3.

In order to study the effect of neurons on pre-
diction errors. We start from 300 − 200 − 100 ar-
chitecture and increase the hidden layer size by a
certain percentage (i.e., 10%, 20%,. . . ), then cal-
culate the errors for each architecture. Figure 8
shows the performance of the model for different
percentage of node number increase. We observe
that the errors remain almost at the same levels
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Figure 7: The number of layers.

Figure 8: The number of nodes.

when the node numbers in each layer increase by
30%, then starts to get worse from 30% to 100%.
This could be due to the overfitting problem.

7 Conclusion
We proposed a novel model to predict the dwell
time of a news article based on its content. We first
extracted events, emotions, people and organiza-
tions from news articles, and then used a deep and
wide neural network architecture to learn a pre-
diction model from both the word-based features
(via the deep model) and the interactions among
the pre-extracted features (via factorization ma-
chines). We applied the proposed model to a real
dataset from a national newspaper, and showed
that using events, emotions, people and organiza-
tions and their interactions as features greatly im-
proves article dwell time prediction. The perfor-
mance of our model is better than using only the
deep models for learning abstract features from
document representations such as topics, word
embedding or TFIDF-based features. As dwell
time is a commonly used article engagement mea-
sure, the proposed method is of great practical
value for news agencies. In addition, the proposed
model can be used for other text regression tasks

(e.g., predicting revenues from reviews).
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